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Theme

Radars have been used for target detection and identification for many years. Their performance is chiefly limited by clutter.
New techniques in high resolution radars. millimeter wave systems, polarimetric analysis, bistatic radars, adaptive filtering are
being developed. Recent advances in computing speed have enhanced enormously the radars' capability in differentiating
targets from clutter. But ultimate performance of these new systems depends on more complex knowledge of clutter and target
scattering.

Efforts for improving, models and their experimental verification are underway concerning the clutter and target charactcristics
and their impact on radar systems. These issues were addressed during the symposium in the following topics:

SCA'I1TRING MODELS AND MIEASU REMENTS:

"* Models for surface scattering' ground and sea clutter.
"* Models for volume scattering: atmospheric, ionospheric, chaff.
"* Models for target scattering: RCS reduction or modification techniques.
9 ohisf 4ein~~ ci-,; and targects: calibration procedures.
* Combined scattering and propagation effects on system performance.

SIGNAL PROCESSING AND TECHNIQUES:

"* Processing for target to clutter enhancement: coding and modulation, adaptive beam forming and nulling: polarimetric
techniques. imaging. interferometric techniques.

"* Processing for target identification.
"* Practical signmal processing implementation techniques.

Theime

I cs ~SNscmcs" radahr somnt utilises [)u la detection, li poursuite et ['identification die cibles depuis longtemps. Lce louillis
represente la principale limitation en cc qui concerne les performances de ces syst~mes. De nouvelles techniques sont en cours
dec dcveloppcment dans les domaines des raidars ii haute resolution. des syst~mes ai ondes mililimdtriques. Lie i anaivsC
polarinietrique. des radars bistatiques et du filtrage adaptatif. La vitesse die calcul elevi. ti d] a derni~re gieni~ation d'ordinatcurs
at permis d'ameliorer die fa~on tr~s sensible la capacite de detection des cibles dans Ie fouillis. Cependlant. toute definition des
performances optiniales dec ces nouveaux systemes passe par des eonnaissances plus approfonidies du fouillis et die Ia diffusion
die la cible.

ID)es efforts sont actuellemrent consacr~s it l'amelioration des moddes du fouillis et des caract~ristiques die cibles. ainsi qu'ý leur
%crification ex perime ntale. eni sue d'cxaluer les effets die ces deux elements sur les syst~mces radar. Ces questions furcrnt
examinees au cours die cc symposium qui traita les sujets suivants:

[A MESURE ET LA MODELISATION OE LA DIFFUSION:

* Modelisation die hi diffusion de surface: 6chos de sol et die mer.
* Mvodelisation dec la diffusion dec volume: fouillis atmosph~rique et ionosphcfique: paillettes.
* \Iodelisation dec hi diffraction des% cibles: techniques die r~duction 00 die modification die Ia section equivalente radar.
* Mcthodes experimentales pour la caract~nisation du fouillis et des cibles. procedures ddcalonnage.
* Fffets combines die hi diffusion et die Ia propagation sur les performances des syst~mes.

L.E TRAITEMENT DI SIGNAL ET SA MISE EN OEUVRE:

"* Traitement du signal pour l'amdlioration de Ia capacit6 dec detection de Ia cible dans Ie fouillis: codage et modulation.
formation adlaptative des faisceaux: techniques polarimetrique%. imagerie. techniques, di'intc-4,rom~trie.

"* 'raitcment du signal pour [idenrtification des cibles.
"* Techniques dec misecen oeuvre du traitement du signal.
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Foreword

The recent conflict in the Gulf brought realities of a war into living rooms of many world citizens. As people took their ringside
seats daily to, ",iew the modern warfare on the screen they could not help but learn the importance played by the technology in
this war. This became quite clear, even in the beginning few days, as the war unfolded before our very eyes.

The subjeoit matter of Target Scattering and its associated detection problems was proposed almost two years earlier, before
there was any inkling that there would be a war At the time it was only thought that much scientific and technological progress
on this subject had been made. It would be timely to review and report the latest work. Little did we know that there would be
actual display of technological prowess for the world to see. Instantly, the subject matter was made timely and relevant. Early
worries about travel restrictions evaporated with the unexpected speedy conclusion of the war. Accordingly, the symposium
was well attended, better than any in recent memory, and all the scheduled papers were presented.

The symposium was organized into six sessions: two on Clutter Modeling and Measurements, one on Target Scattering, one on
Signal Processing, one on Polarimetrics, one on Applications, and two on classified topics. Altogether there were fifty-two
papers. It was indeed a very busy four-day meeting.

We wish to thank all members of the Symposium Technical Programme Committee for their help in soliciting papers and ii
organizing and arranging papers into coherent sessions. There were a lot of communications among members, sometimes
rather frantic in order to meet dea~dlines. We would not know how these deadlines could be met before the age of fax. All the
ai1:hors should be thanked for sharing their latest results with us. They had set high standards for others to emulate. We would
also like to thank all the Session Chairmen and Round Table Participants for providing technical expertise. At Illinois. Mrs
Belva Edwards transcribed the nonclassified Round Table Discussions from the tape, and she and Mrs Phyllis Dobney did a lot
of typing. Finally the Office of EPP Executive was very helpful and cooperative in putting the Symposium in its final form. We
wish to express our appreciation to these and othei unnamed persons for making this symposium a success.

F Christophe K.C. Yeh
Toulouse. France Urbana, Illinois

June 1991
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RADAR GROUND CLUTTRR MEASURDMBNTS AND MODKLS
PART 1: SPATIAL AMPLITUDS STATISTICS

by
J. Barrie Billingsley

MIT Lincoln Laboratory
P.O. Box 73

Lexington, MA 02173
USA

SUMMARY

At MIT Lincoln Laboratory, we have collected a large multifrequency data
base of radar ground clutter measurements from many sites. We employ our
clutter data to develop clutter models. Of particular interest to us is the
site-specific prediction of PPI ground clutter maps for ground-sited radars,
that is, in simulating the spatial variation of ground clutter. This paper
describes our measurements, and presents a statistical clutter model for
spatial amplitude statistics based on depression angle, terrain type, RF
frequency, and radar resolution.

1. INTR'ODUCTION two to three weeks. The amount of raw,
digitally recorded, pulse-by-pulse

MIT Lincoln Laboratory has measurement data collected at each site
collected a large data base of £adar was usually such as to fill about 25 to
ground clutter measurements (1]. These 30 high-density magnetic tapes. Within
measurements were conducted at 42 the measurement program we included seven
different sites in the United States and repeated data collection visits to a few
Canada. At each site, measurements were sites at different times of the year to
conducted in five different frequency provide seasonal variations in our
bands from VHF to X-band. The various clutter measurement data base.
terrain types encompassed within these Altogether we maintained our Phase One
measurements include forest, farmland, measurement equipment in the field for
urban, mountains, desert, and marshland, three years conducting this 49-site-visit
Lincoln Laboratory shares these data with measurement program.
Canada and the U.K., and coordinated
analysis and clutter modeling activities 1.2 Measurement Equipment
arc proceeding in all three countries.*

Our Phase One clutter measurement
The princippl objective of our equipment was self-contained and mobile,

measurement program has been the principally housed within three sixteen-
development of a reliable model for the wheeler tractor-trailer combination
prediction of ground clutter spatial trucks and manned by a five-man crew.
amplitude statistics for illumination The equipment included a transportable
angles near grazing incidence. Such low antenna tower, expandable in six sections
angles are of usual occu-rence when to a maximum height of 30 m. A
ground-based air defense radars are photograph of the Phase One equipment
operating against low-altitude targets. erected at our Lethbridge West site in
In this paper, we describe the Alberta, Canada is shown in Figure 1.
multifrequency clutter model developed
from our measurements which is currently Important Phase One system
in use in air defense studies at Lincoln parameters are shown in Figure 2. Phase
Laboratory. The model captures all of One operated in five frequency bands:
the important trends that we have VHF, UHF, L-, S-, and X-bands. These
observed empirically in our measurement five bands shared three antenna
data. Many of these trends are discussed reflectors. The large 3m by 9m reflector
in this paper. was a shared dual-frequency antenna

between VHF and UHF with each band having
1. 1 measurement Program its own set of crossed dipole feeds. The

intermediate sized reflector was also a
We refer to our multifrequency similar shared reflector between L- and

radar ground clutter measurement program S-bands, with a crossed dipole feed at L-
as Phase One, in contrast to an earlier band and a dual polarized waveguide feed
Phase Zero program. At each Phase One at S-band. The L- and S-band feeds were
site, we measured all of the discernible protected by a radome. The small
ground clutter within the field-of-view reflector was dedicated to X-band, which
through 360 degrees in azimuth and from was fed with a dual polarized horn. The
one to 50 km or more in range, at five antenna beams were relativcly wide in
frequencies, two polarizations, and two elevation and were fixed with boresight
range resolutions. The duration of time horizontal at zero degrees depression
that our equipment spent at each site angle. Our measured clutter statistics
making these measurements was typically were corrected for gain variations on the

fixed elevation beam both within and

"Three other papers in this Symposium, beyond the 3 dB points, depending on the
authored respectively by a) Dr. Chan, b) depression angle to the backscattering
Dr. Sarno, and c) Dr. Tonkin and Dr. Wood terrain point.
are also based on the Lincoln Laboratory
clutter data.
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The Phase One radar was a computer in Figure 4. We focus our attention on
controlled, instrumentation radar with directly illuminated clutter from large
high data rate recording capability kilometer-sized regions of visible
(i.e., linear receiver, with 13 bit terrain. Our goal is to predict the
analog-to-digital converters in in-phase distribution of clutter strengths over
and quadrature channels), and maintained such regions. We use Weibull statistics,
coherence and stability sufficient for 60 characterized by Weibull mean strength
dB two-pulse-canceler clutter attenuation and Weibull spread parameter.
in postprocessing. The instrument had
uncoded, pulsed waveforms, with two pulse Within visible regions, at the low
lengths available in each band to provide angles of ground-sited radar, clutter
high and low range resolution as is shown sources tend to be discrete vertical
in Figure 2. Polarization was selectable features, either objects associated with
as vertical or horizontal, with transfit the land cover, or just high points of
and receive antennas always co-polarized terrain. The discrete clutter cells are
(i.e., the cross-polarized component in separated by microshadowed cells where
the radar return signal could not be the radar is at its noise floor. As
received). The Phase One system depression angle rises, the amount of
activated one combination of frequency, microshadowing decreases. As a result,
polarization, and pulse length at a time, mean strength rises with increasing
for any particular clutter experiment, angle, and the spread parameter falls
These three major radar parameters as with increasing angle. This is a
well as other parameters (e.g., spatial fundamental effect.
extent in range and azimuth, number of
pulses and pulse repetition rate, etc.) We use depression angle to describe
were selectable at the on-board computer the geometry of illumination of the!
console for each clutter experiment, clutter cell. Depression angle is a
recorded. Internal calibration was quantity relatively simple and
provided for every clutter measurement, unambiguous to determine, depending as it
External calibration was provided through does simply on range and relatije
use of standard gain antennas and corner elevation difference between the radar
reflectors mounted on portable towers, antenna and the backscattering terrain

point. Our past attempts to use grazing
1.3 Measured Clutter Maps angle (i.e., the angle between the

direction of illumination and the tangent
Figure 3 shows measured ground to the local t'irrain surface at the

clutter maps for all five Phase One backscattering terrain point) have met
frequencies at one of our sites high on with little additional success, partly
the east bank of the Peace River in due to difficulties associated with
Albt-ta, Canada. In these maps, the scale, precision, and accuracy in
maximum range is 23 km, and clutter is unambiguously defining local terrain
shown as being white where OOF4 > -40 dB. slope, and partly due to the fact that
To the west in each map is the well- many clutter sources tend to be vertical
illuminated river valley; to the east, discrete objects associated with the land
level terrain is illuminated at grazing cover.
incidence. As patterns of spatial
occurrence of ground clutter, all five The terrain between the radar and
clutter maps in Figure 3 are quite the clutter region affects the
similar. The reason for this is that the measurement through propagation
relatively strong clutter being shown in influences such as multipath which can
Figure 3 largely comes from visible change the effective gain at which the
terrain. We predict these visible clutter is measured compared to free
regions geometrically using digital space. All such effects, both reflective
terrain elevation data. Then we use the and diffractive, are collected within the
clutter model to provide clutter propagation factor F, which is defined to
amplitudes within the visible regions. be the ratio of the incident field that

actually exists at the clutter cell being
At all five frequencies in measured to the incident field that would

Figure 3, the nature of the clutter tends exist there if the clutter cell existed
to be granular and patchy. That is, the by itself in free space. What we measure
clutter is coming from discrete sources as clutter strength is the product of the
distributed over visible surfaces. clutter coefficient itself, a', defined
However, the granularity is greater at to be radar cross section (RCS) per unit
grazing incidence to the east, less at ground area in the resolution cell, and
the higher depression angles to the west. the fourth power of the propagation
Such effects are principally due to factor. Propagation effects cannot be
depression angle as it affects separated from our measurements, and,
microshadowing. Depression angle is the particularly at low frequencies on open
angle below the horizontal at which a terrain, can dominate them.
clutter cell is observed at the radar.
Also obvious in Figure 3 is the effect of 2. CLUTTKR • ASURN•UNTS
increasing azimuth beamwidth with
decreasing frequency causing increasing 2.1 Mean Strength
azimuthal smearing of the clutter.

Figure 5 shows measured values of
1.4 Clutter Physlic mean clutter strength versus frequency at

36 different rural sites. Results are
The major elements that are shown for two pulse lengths, and for two

involved in low-angle clutter are shown polarizations. Each plotted point in
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Figure 5 is the mean strength over a Table 3
selected spatial macroregion, one such Major Clutter Classifiers
region per site. What we see in the data
of Figure 5 is extreme variability. Terrain:
Variability is the most salient feature Urban
of ground clutter. We see about 20 dB of Mountains
variability at X-band, increasing to Forest
almost 70 dB at VHF. Farmland

Desert, marsh, or grasslandThe scatter plot of Figure 5 is (few discretes)

basically runnel shaped. We next specify

the central or median position of this Relief (terrain slope):
scatter plot in each frequency band. The High > 20
results are tabulated in Table 1. In Low < 20

Moderately low 10 to 2'
Table 1 Very Low < lo

Mean Clutter Strength (dB) vs Frequency
(36 rural sites) Depression Angle:

High 10 to 20
Frequency Band Intermediate 0. 3 to 1'

VHF UHF L- S- X-band Low < 0.30

-29 .6 -30.3 -27.8 -30.7 -27.5

known about terrain to predict clutter
strength. First, gross terrain type

overall terms, these results indicate requires specification. Table 3 shows
that general mean ground clutter strength five major categories. Second, terrain
is remarkably invariant with RF roughness requires specification. Table
frequency, VHF through X-band, at or 3 shows two major categories, high-relief
about the -30 dB level, with no strong with terrain slopes greater than 20, and
trend, low-relief with terrain slopes less than

20. Sometimes we need to further
Besides characterizing the central distinguish low-relief as "moderately

level in our funnel plot, we also wish to low" or "very low". Third, the
quantify the spreaa whereby the funnel is depression angle at which the radar
wide at VHF and narrow at X-band. We do illuminates the ground requires
this by computing, for each band, the specification. We shall see that small
standard deviation or one-sigma range of differences in depression angle cause
variation of all the contributing mean large differences in clutter strength in
strengths. The results are shown in ground-sited radar.
Table 2. We see a strong clear monotonic

2.3 Forest and Farmland
Table 2

Standard Deviation in Figure 6 is a three part figure
Mean Clutter Strength (dB) showing mean clutter strength versus

frequency for low-relief forest in three
Frequency Band regimes of depression angle. The

horizontal bars in these figures are the
VHF UHF L- S- X-band limits of the data in the funnel scatter

16.6 13.6 9.7 7.1 5.8 plot of Figure 5. Figure 6(a) shows
results for two sites at relatively high
depression angles of 10 and 20. In
Figure 6(a), we see decreasing strength

trend in Table 2 where this one-sigma with increasing frequency. This is
range of variation decreases with caused by the absorption characteristics
increasing frequency, from 16.6 dB at VHF of the forest, wherein with increasing
to 5.8 dB at X-band. That is, mean frequency the foliage becomes
clutter strengths in rural terrain vary increasingly absorptive and hence
much more at VHF than at X-band. The decreasingly diffuse reflective. Figures
reasons are associated with VHF clutter 6(b) and (c) show results at lower
strengths increasing in forest due to depression angles. In these three
decreased vegetative absorption at VHF figures, we see at all frequencies a
compared to the microwave bands, and with significant trend of increasing strength
VHF clutter strengths decreasing in open with increasing depression angle. Over
level farmland because of multipath loss. the forest, the propagation factor is

unity, so these are trends in intrinsic
In what follows, we reduce the oC.

clutter variability shown in Figure 5 and
move to a predir-ive capability by Figure 7 is a two-part figure
classifying terrain more finely than just showing mean clutter strength versus
"g~neral rural". frequency for low-relief farmland sites

in two regimes of relief. Figure 7(a)
2.2 Clutter Classifiers shows results for six very low-relief

(i.e., level) farmland sites with terrain
Table 3 shows our major clutter slopes less than 10. For these level

classifiers. These are what need to be farmland sites in Figure 7(a), we see
strongly increasing clutter strength with
increasing frequency. This is an
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opposite trend to that which we observed at high resolution because this process
in Figure 6(a) for forest, which was a is so discrete dominated. In forest at
trend in intrinsic O(. The trend for low angle, less spread occurs because
level farmland in Figure 7(a), in forest is a more homogeneous surface.
contrast to forest, is entirely due to And in forest at high angle, still less
multipath loss entering through the spread occurs as a result of the improved
propagation factor F. Thus, at low illumination.
frequency, VHF, on level open terrain,
strong forward reflections cause broad 2.5 Polarization
multipath lobes, and clutter returns are
received well on the underside of the Polarization has very little
first lobe deep in the horizon plane general effect on clutter amplitude
null. As frequency rises, the multipath statistics. In the distribution of
lobes become narrower, clutter strengths differences of vertically polarized mean
rise, until, in the microwave regime, clutter strength minus horizontally
multiple lobes play across typical polarized mean clutter strength across
clutter sources, and the effect averages all of our measurements, the median
out. difference is only 1.48 dB. However,

occasional specific measurements can show
Figure 7(b) shows results for three more significant variation with

moderately low-relief farmland sites with polarization. As one extreme example, at
terrain slopes between 10 and 20. In such VHF in steep mountainous terrain, we have
terrain of slightly greater relief, measurements from two different sites in
terrain surfaces rise up into which mean clutter strengths at VHF were
illumination by the first lobe, so 7 to 8 dB stronger at vertical
clutter strengths remain high. polarization than at horizontal.

2.4 Spread in Amplitude Distributions 2.6 Weather and Season

Figure 8 shows complete spatial General effects of weather and
amplitude distributions, cumulative season on our measured clutter amplitude
probability versus clutter strength, for distributions are small and without
X-band data. It has been the mean apparent trend. On the basis of a
strengths of such distributions that have repeated subset of measurements over the
thus far been under discussion in 2 to 3 week stay at every Phase One site,
Section 2. Now we shall discuss spread we specify the one-sigma day-to-day
in these distributions, variability in mean clutter strength,

largely due to changes in weather, to be
At lrw angles (< 0.250), the 1.1 dB, with occasional variations (i.e.,

distribution in Figure 8 is very broad 10 percent) greater than 3 dB. The Phase
because of discretes and microshadow. One equipment made seven repeated visits
With increasing angle, the spread to selected sites to investigate seasonal
decreases, first with very small steps in variations. On the basis of these
angle in low-relief terrain, then with measurements, we specify the one-sigma
larger steps in angle in high-relief seasonal variability in mean clutter
terrain. In the high-angle limit (60 to strength to be 1.6 dB, with occasional
80) for a ground-sited radar, we have variations (i.e., 10 percent) greater
very close to Rayleigh statistics, than 4.8 dB. These variations are small
because at such high airborne-like because low-angle clutter is dominated by
angles, we have floodlit illumination, no discrete sources which are usually little
microshadowing, and less effect by affected by weather and season.
discretes. So as angle increases, spread
decreases, and we gradually transition 3. MULTIFREQUENCY CLUTTER MODEL
from the spiky, low-angle Weibull regime
to the better-behaved high-angle Rayleigh 3.1 Approach
regime.

Figure 10 compares terrain
Figure 8 showed the effect of visibility with measured clutter

depression angle on spread. Figure 9 visibility at our Katahdin Hill site in
shows the effect of resolution on spread. eastern Massachusetts. To the left in
In Figure 9 the Weibull spread parameter Figure 10, geometric line-of-sight
a, is plotted versus the spatial terrain visibility is predicted using
resolution of the radar in square meters. digital terrain elevation data. In the
What we observe in Figure 9 is decreasing middle of Figure 10 is the measured
spread with increasing cell size. As the clutter map at the same site thresholded
cell size increases, the amount of for C*F4 > -40 dB. In gross measure,
averaging within the cell increases, and these two patterns of terrain visibility
the variability from cell to cell and clutter visibility are quite similar.
decreases. These different cell sizes This similarity is borne out in the graph
come about from our different range to the right in Figure 10, which shows
resolutions and beamwidths at different percent circumference visible versus
frequencies. Any dependence of aw on range in both maps.
frequency is also bound up in the results
of Figure 9, but this is a secondary Our approach to clutter modeling is
effect compared with the strong as follows. First we use the terrain
dependence of a. on resolution. More elevation data to deterministically
specifically in Figure 9, in farmland at predict where the clutter is. Then,
low depression angle large spread occurs depending on depression angle and terrain

type, we use our statistical clutter
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model to provide the strength of the farmland; and 3) open desert, marsh or
clutter in each visible cell. This is grazing land with very low incidence of
what we mean by site-specific modeling, large discrete vertical objects (e.g.,

farm buildings and machinery,
3.2 leibull Statistics transmission line poles and pylons,

isolated trees, etc.). Within rural/
We engage in the empirical high-relief terrain, we particularly

prediction of ground clutter spatial separate out subclass terrain types of:
amplitude distributions using Weibull 1) continuous forest; and 2) mountains.
statistics. Weibull distributions Within urban terrain, we separate out the
provide the wide degree of spread subclass of urban terrain as observed on
appropriate to low-angle ground clutter open low-relief terrain supportive of
amplitude distributions. The Weibull multipath. Concerning the several
cumulative distribution function may be subcategories of terrain contained within
written as: each of the three general terrain types

in Figure 11, the general category (i.e.,
P(x) - i-exp 1n2. xb category (a)) is applicable only if the

P - (50) b terrain in question fails to meet thespecification of any of the specific

subcategories (i.e., category (b), (c).
where or (d)) within a group. That is, the

Ors = median value of x, general category applies to mixed or
composite terrain that is neither

b = 1/a., completely open nor completely tree-
covered. The subcategorization of

a. = Weibull spread parameter, terrain withifh each major group becomes
increasingly important with decreasing

The mean-to-median ratio for Weibull frequency.
statistics is

Altogether, the model of Figure 11
r (l+a.) consists of 27 combinations of terrain

j- ntype and depression angle. For each
(In 2)" combination of terrain type and

depression angle, the clutter model
where U is the mean value of x and r is provides Weibull mean cutter strength as

the Gamma function. Here, the random a function of radar frequency "f", VHF

variable x represents clutter strength through X-band, as U(f), and provides
OF 4 . the Weibull spread parameter as a

function of radar spatial resolution "A"
From these relationships, we see over the range between 103 and 106 m2 , as

that a Weibull distribution may be aw(A). The spread parameter is obtained
characterized by iu and a.. Thus, our from linear interpolation on logl0 (A)

between the values provided for A = 10' m2
modeling objective becomes one of and A = 106 m2. The total matrix of
defining these coefficients as a function information in Figure t1 codifies all
of the terrain type within the clutter important multifrequency trends that we
patch, the depression angle at which the have observed in our measured clutter
radar illuminates the clutter patch, and
the radar parameters of RF frequency and amplitude distributions. Much of the U
spatial resolution, data of Figure 11 is plotted in

Figure 12.
3.3 Clutter Model

3.4 Model Validation
Multifrequency modeling information

for predicting ground clutter amplitude Our Weibull clutter model has now
statistics as they occur over macro- been in use at Lincoln Laboratory for
regions of geometrically visible terrain several years in radar system studies
is presented in Figure 11. This involving clutter limited operation
information is provided in terms of the against various airborne targets. These
Weibull coefficients, W and aw. Most studies have ranged from VHF surveillance

r and track to X-band fire control. Since
terrain types in Figure 11 involve the clutter model directly affects the
several depression angle regimes. The outcomes of such studies, we have strongimportant general terrain types are and ongoing interest in validating and
threefold, namely: 1) rural/low-relief improving the clutter model. In
terrain, in which terrain slopes are idpting a clutter model. In
usually less than two degrees; 2) rural/ validating a clutter model, we
high-relief terrain, in which terrain hypothesize an air defense engagement to
slopes are usually greater than two take place at one of our clutter
degrees; and 3) urban terrain. A fourth measurement sites, and compute systemgeneral category comprising terrain performance in two ways: 1) using the
observed at negative depression angle is actual measured clutter at that site; and

2) using the clutter model to simulate
included. Terrain observed at negative clutter at that site. Successful
depression angle is usually relatively validation requires that the performance
steep. measure computed using modeled clutter be

Within rural/low-relief terrain, our acceptably similar to that computed using
modeln furtherdistinguishes therr lowg the actual clutter. Model validationmodel further distinguishes the following encompasses many measurement sites.

specific important subclass terrain
types: 1) continuous forest; 2) open
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For X-band fire control in a 4. CONCLUSION
surface-to-air missile system, the
performance parameter we employ is the At MIT Lincoln Laboratory, we have
site-specific footprint of all points at a large multifrequency data base of radar
which an intercept can be made. The ground clutter measurements. Within this
Weibull model works well in predicting data base, we have different kinds of
the site-specific intercept footprint, experiments suitable for different
We then generalize system performance by purposes. Some experiments provide cell-
computing the median intercept footprint by-cell variation over wide spatial
of the system over many sites. A simple extent with relatively few (e.g., 125)
spherical earth, constant Co clutter pulses per cell. Other experiments
model cannot deliver the same general constitute long-time-dwells (e.g., 30,720
performance as our more complicated pulses) on selected cells suitable for
model. That is, the constant 00 required studies involving temporal statistics.
in the simple model is system dependent, All of our calibrated clutter data exist
whereas our Weibull statistical model in pulse-by-pulse in-phase and quadrature
works well for various systems, format and thus are suitable for studies

involving coherent processing.
For VHF track-while-scan

surveillance radar, the performance We use our clutter data to develop
parameter we employ is tracker coverage clutter models. Of particular interest
area. It is more difficult to predict to us is the site-specific prediction of
VHF clutter than X-band clutter due to PPI ground clutter maps. This paper
propagation effects. Still, our model is describes our approach to such
adequate in high-relief terrain where prediction, wherein we employ Weibull
propagation effects are less dominant, distributed random numbers to represent
However, in open low-relief terrain, we cell-by-cell variations in clutter
can improve our Weibull model by adding a strength over visible regions of terrain
deterministic computation of multipath viewed from the radar site. Validation
propagation. We are engaged in this and of this modeling approach is based on
other ways to improve our model simulated radar system performance in

measured clutter matching that in modeled
3.5 Model Improvement clutter. Our general clutter model

continues to be developed and improved
In the clutter model of Figure 11, upon. The modeling information resident

clutter is represented as a Weibull on our computer allows us to adapt our
statistical process occurring over predictions more closely to particular
visible terrain regions. The Weibull situations as interest in them arises.
distributions aggregate the widely
varying returns received predominantly REFERENCE
from an infinity of discrete sources.
Current studies to improve this model 1. J. B. Billingsley and J. F. Larrabee,
include the following: MIT Lincoln Laboratory, "Multi-

frequency Measurements of Radar Ground
1) separating the strongest discretes Clutter at 42 Sites," 1991, Technical

and introducing grazing angle Report TR-916.
dependence on the residual clutter
background;
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Figure 1. Phase one equipment at Lethbridge, Alberta.

Figure 3. Measured multifrequency ground clutter maps at Peace River, Alberta.
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Frequency

Band VHF UHF L-band S-band X-band

MHz 165 435 1230 3240 9200

Polarization VV or HH

Range Resolution 36 or 36 or 15 or 15 or 15 or
150 m 150 m 150 m 150 m 150 m

Azimuth Beamwidth 13' 50 3o 10 10

Elevation Beamwidth 390 150 100 40 30

Antenna Gain (dBi) 13 25 28.5 35.5. 38.5

Peak Power 10 kW (50 kW at X-band)

10 KM Sensitivity G'F4 _ -60 dB

A/D Sampling Rate 1, 2, 5, or 10 MHz

A/D Number of Bits 13

Data Recording Rate 625K Bytes/sec

Output Data I and Q

RCS Accuracy 2 dB rms

Minimum Range 1 km

Dynamic Range

Instantaneous 60 dB
Attenuator Controlled 40 dB

Data Collection Modes Beam scan
Parked beam
Beam step

Azimuth Scan Rate 0 to 3 deg/sec

Tower Height 9 m, 18 m, 30 m

Figure 2. Phase One system parameters.
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a) very low-relief, and b) moderately low-relief.
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Depression UW (dB) &W

Terrain Type Angle Frequency Bond Resolution (m2 )
(dog)

VHF UHF L- S- X-BAND 10 3  106

Rural/Low-Relief

a) General Rural 0.00 to 0.25 -33 -33 -33 -33 -33 3.8 2.5
0.25 to 0.75 -32 -32 -32 -32 -32 3.5 2.2
0.75 to 1.50 -30 -30 -30 -30 -30 3.0 1.8
1.50 to 4.00 -27 -27 -27 -27 -27 2.7 1,6

>4.00 -25 -25 -25 -25 -25 2.6 1.5

b) Continuous forest 000 to 0.30 -45 -42 -40 -39 -37 3.2 1.8
0.30 to 1.00 -30 -30 -30 -30 -30 2.7 1.6

>1.00 -15 -19 -22 -24 -26 2.0 1.3

c) Open farmland 000 to 0.40 -51 -39 -30 -30 -30 5.4 2.8
0.40 to 0.75 -30 -30 -30 -30 -30 4.0 2.6
0.75 to 150 -30 -30 -30 -30 -30 3.3 2.4

d) Desert, marsh. 0.00 to 0.25 -68 -74 -68 -51 -42 3.8 1.8
or grassland 0.25 to 0.75 -56 -58 -46 -41 -36 2.7 1.6
(few discretes) >0 75 -38 -40 -40 -38 -26 2.0 1.3

Rural/High-Relief

a) General Rural 0 to 2 -27 -27 -27 -27 -27 2.2 1.4
2 to 4 -24 -24 -24 -24 -24 1.8 1.3
4 to 6 -21 -21 -21 -21 -21 1.6 1.2

>6 -19 -19 -19 -19 -19 1.5 1.1

b) Continuous forest any -15 -19 -22 -22 -22 1.8 1.3

c) Mountains any -8 -11 -18 -20 -20 2.8 1.6

Urban

a) General Urban 0.00 to 0.25 -20 -20 -20 -20 -20 4.3 2.8
0.25 to 0.75 -20 -20 -20 -20 -20 3.7 2.4

>0.75 -20 -20 -20 -20 -20 3.0 2.0

b) Urban, observed on 0.00 to 0.25 -32 -24 -15 -10 -10 4.3 2.8
open low-relief
terrain

Negative Depression
Angle
a) All, except mountains 0.00 to -0.25 -31 -31 -31 -31 -31 3.4 2.0

and high-relief -0.25 to -0.75 -27 -27 -27 -27 -27 3.3 1.9
continuous forest <-0.75 -26 -26 -26 -26 -26 2.3 1.7

Figure 11. Multifrequency Weibull parameters of ground clutter amplitude
distributions.
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DISCUSSION

G. Neininger (GE):
Have you taken into account the severe multipath problems at the lower frequency end

of the measuring band ? How was the antenna configured ?

Author's repl :

In open terrain, our clutter measurements were often dominated by multipath

propagation, particularly in our lower frequency bands. We present our results as cr°F 4 to

emphasize this fact. Initially. one might suppose that the high theoretical ground would

be to compute the propagation factor F and remove it as a contaminating influence in

our data. However, it is our position that, using available digital terrain elevation data. it

is not currently possible to compute the propagation factor F at clutter source heights

sufficiently accurately to allow cell-by-cell separation of intrinsic o-° in measured clutter

data. Thus, our clutter model predicts the product or°F 4 and separates very low-relief

open terrain in which multipath loss is dominant from moderately low-relief open

terrain in which multipath effects are more variable. Our antenna height was usually

18 m but we also made some measurements at 9 m and 30 m. These results showed

that multipath loss was not strongly dependent on antenna height.

Q. Crisp (UK)J:

Why was your analysis based on a Weibull distribution rather than other 2 parameter

statistical distributions ?

Author's reply :

Our measured distributions (of which we have about 100 000 on file) are usually more

closely approximated by Weibull distributions than by other analytic distributions we

have tried. For example. the lognormal distribution (another 2 - parameter distribution)

usually overemphasizes the degree of spread required (i.e.. our measured tails fall off

more rapidly than do lognormal tails). Furthermore, the Weibull distribution provides

decreasing spread with decreasing a-parameter and in the limiting case degenerates to

a Rayleigh distribution when a = 1. This mimics the behavior of our measured

distributions which, with increasing depression angle show decreasing spread and, in

the limiting high-angle case for ground-sited radar (viz.. 8' or so) also often degenerate

to approximately Rayleigh distributions.

GHi.JIMJWSI :
Have you considered the statistical confidence bounds on the measured distributions

and can you use these bounds in the context of your model ?

Comment :

I have found it useful to use non-parametric (i.e., distribution free) statistics to put

confidence bounds on sample cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) where only the

sample size and level of significance (i.e.. type I error, a) are needed to determine the

confidence bound. For example, the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistic can be used to

estimate the confidence bound and also to test for goodness of fit (see F.J. Massey. Jr.,

"The Kolmogorov-Smirnoff Test for Goodness of Fit" J. Amer Statist.assn., Vol. 46,

pp.68 -78, March 1951 : Z.W. Bimbaum, "Numerical Tabulation of the Distribution of

Kolmogorov's Statistic for Finite Sample SIze", J. Amer. Statis. Assn.. Vol. 47,

September 1952.
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Author's reply :

Our measured distributions almost never pass rigorous statistical hypothesis tests
(including the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test) for belonging to Weibull, lognormal or any
other analytic distributions we have tried. We are dealing with a messy statistical
phenomenon in which we are collecting returns from all the discrete vertical
scattering sources that occur at near-giazing incidence over real landscape. Rather than
dwell on statistical rigor, we emphasize engineering approximations to our
distributions using Weibull statistics. Working in this manner, we do not guarantee
rigorous Weibull statistics within specified confidence bounds but we do. for example,
provide the one-sigma variability of mean strengh (an engineering indication of

prediction accuracy) in our measured distributions within a given terrain
type/relief/depression angle class which is often on the order of 3 dB. We are less

concerned with the exact shape of the distribution than in getting its level (i.e. first

moment) right.

F. Le Chevalier (FRI
Don't you think a distinction between point-like scatterers and diffuse scattering could
help in interpreting the differences between low frequency and high frequency

statistics ?

Author's reply

A classical ground clutter model consists of diffuse clutter emanating from area-

extensive surfaces with a few large point-like discrete scatterers added in to account
for objects like water towers. Our measurements reveal that, at the near grazing

incidence of ground-sited radar, over ranges of many kms. a more realistic construct is
to imagine clutter as arising from a sea of discretes. For example. over forest. it is a few

projecting treetops in a resolution cell that cause the backscatter. with the in between

shadowed areas of the canopy contributing much lower returns. Over agricultural
terrain. it is the few projecting hillocks in the microtopography plus fence lines and
other obvious cultural discretes that dominate the backscatter. All terrain types, open
or forested, natural or cultural, are dominated by discretes. Thus our empirical clutter
model for ground-sited radar is based on depression angle as it affects shadowing in a
sea of patchy visibility and discrete scattering sources. As depression angle increases.
we gradually begin to move from a discrete-dominated Weibull process towards more

diffuse clutter and the accompanying Rayleigh process that exists in airborne radar. The
differences between our low frequency and high frequency statistics are caused by
frequency-dependent absorption and propagation effects. Our data are dominated by

discretes at all our measurement frequencies.
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Radar ground clutter measurement and models,
Part II - Spectral characteristics and temporal statistics.
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Simmw

The performance of ground-based surveillance radars is affected by the spectral characteristics and the
temporal statistics of ground clutter. Traditionally, ground clutter problems are treated by employing filtering
techniques such as delay-line cancellers. These techniques result in a degraded detection performance of
low-velocity targets. With the worsening congestion in air traffic, there is an increased demand for improved
performance of low-velocity target detection.

To improve the detection performance of ground-based surveillance radars for low-velocity targets,
signal processing algorithms which exploit ground-clutter characteristics must be developed. This requires a
thorough understanding of ground-clutter behaviour. In this paper, we report the results of the spectral and
statistical analyses of low-angle ground clutter, using data of the MIT Lincoln Laboratory Phase I program and
S-band coherent ground-clutter data collected by the Radar Division of the Defence research Establishment
Ottawa.

The results of the spectral analysis show that ground clutter, as observed by a coherent radar with a
stationary antenna, comprises three components: (a) a coherent component, (b) a slow-diffuse component and
(c) a fast-diffuse component. These components can be described by relatively simple models. The model
parameters are functions of radar frequency, waveform resolution, land cover and wind speed.

The results of the statistical analysis show that the Ricean distribution and its limiting case, the
Rayleigh distribution, are appropriate models for ground-clutter amplitude statistics in steady-state wind
conditions. The relative frequency uf fit of the ground-clutter statistics to each model depends on radar
frequency, land cover and wind speed. However, at any given time, there is a significant proportion of
resolution cells in a surveillance area which exhibits non-stationary statistics. This non-stationary statstical
behaviour was a consequence of rapidly changing wind conditions.

The results presented in this paper are of use for the development of ground-clutter spectral and
statistical models, CFAR processors, and algorithms for improved low-velocity target detection.

1 Introduction.

The performance of ground-based surveillance radars in areas within the radar horizon is largely
ground-clutter-limited. Modern signal processing techniques such as moving target indicator (MTI) filtering
and constant false alarm rate (CFAR) processors have improved the detection of moving targets to a level that
is near-optimum. However, for targets with very low radial velocities, the detection performance is still very
much dependent on the spectral characteristics and the temporal statistics of the clutter returns. Most signal
processing algorithms designed to suppress ground clutter are Doppler sensitive. Processors designed to control
false alarm rate are sensitive to changes in the amplitude statistics of the ground clutter.

The spectral behaviour of radar ground clutter has received less attention from radar researchers than
other characteristics such as amplitude statistics and spatial distribution. Traditionally, clutter problems were
treated by employing filters or cancellers. These filters usually have fixed bandpass characteristics. Targets
with a Doppler shift which is dose to that of the clutter are also attenuated, thereby reducing their detection
probability in theoe so-called blind-speed regions. Staggered PRF or multiple PRF schemes must be employed
to improve detection performance for targets with a speed that falls in the blind-speed regions. The design of a
multiple PRF scheme is much simplified if the extent of the blind-speed regions is reduced. Signal processing
techniques developed based on an incomplete knowledge of clutter spectral characteristics may not perform as
expected It is therefore essential that we identify the various spectral components of clutter and evaluate their
relative significance in terms of signal processing.

The temporal statistics of ground clutter describe the statistical variation of the ground-clutter
magnitude over time ior a given resolution cell. A knowledge of these statistics enables one to set the detection
threshold for an optimal probability of detection (Pd) subject to the constraint of an acceptable probability of
false alarm (Pra).

2. Ground-clutter data base.

To obtain accurate spectral and statistical information, ground clutter must be observed over a
sufficiently long period of time. Preferably data should be available to allow for examination of the effects of
radar frequency, resolution and polarization on clutter spectrum and amplitude statistics. For analyses using
experimental data, a more practical constraint is the length of the recorded data. In this section we describe
two ground-clutter data sources. The first was the MIT Lincoln Laboratory's Phase I ground clutter data base
[1. The second was the Defence Research Establishment Ottawa (DREO) S-band phased array radar. The
advantages and limitations of these data are discussed.

2.1 The MIT Lincoln Laboratory Phase I data base

In the early eighties, the MIT Lincoln Laboratory Phase I program collected ground-clutter data from 33
Canadian and 9 American sites. The characteristics of the Phase I radar are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the Phase I Radar.

Frequency (MHz) 165 435 1230 3240 9100
Azimuthal
Heanvidth (Deg) 13 5 3 1 1
Range
Resolution (a) 36 a / 150 m 15 m / 150 m
Polarization Vertical Transmit/ Vertical receive

Horizontal Transmit/ Horizontal Receive
PRF 500 Hz to 4000 Hz

The majority of the Phase I data was collected in the so-called SURVEY mode and the REPEAT mode.
In the SURVEY mode, the antenna was mechanically scanned at a constant speed (less than 30/sec). The
REPEAT mode employed a stationary antenna, but the dwell time was usually less than a second. These two
modes were designed to collect spatial statistics of ground clutter which required a large ensemble of relatively
short-time averages of the clutter magnitude from individual resolution cells. Data from the SURVEY and
REPEAT modes are not suitable for spectral and temporal statistical analyses due to the high PRF and short
dwell time. There was a small amount of long-dwell mode data from a few sites which are suitable. These data
were rezorded with a stationary antenna. Hence there was no antenna scanning modulation. The dwell time for
these data was usually quite long, from 20 seconds to about a minute. Thus it was possible to obtain spectral
resolution as low as a fraction of a Hz.

Unfortunately, the collection of long-dwell mode data is very time consuming and was performed only
occasionally from a limited number of resolution cells. Consequently, there was not enough data from each site
with sufficient diversity in land cover and a sufficiently wide range of wind speed to provide the necessary
information for modelling. One exception was the Katahdin Hill, MA site where very detailed ground truth and
a large amount of long-dwell data were collected from a small forested patch (about 2 km in range and lo in
azimuth). The analysis of some of these data has been reported by Billingsley and Larrabee [2].

The advantage of the Phase I data is that it permits the examination of ground clutter spectra and
amplitude statistics over a wide range of radar frequency and wind speed. The limitation is that there is not
enough variety in land cover.

2.2 The DREO S-band experimental phased array radar.

The Defence Research Establishment Ottawa (DREO) Radar Division's S-band coherent phased array
radar facility was used to collect ground-clutter data specifically designed for detailed spectral and statistical
analyses. The essential characteristics of the DREO S-band radar are summarized in Table 2

Table 2. Characteristics of the DREO Radar Division
S-band Phased Array Radar.

Frequency ................................................ 2970 l/Hz
Polarization ........................................... Horizontal
Range resolution .............................................. 150 m
PRF ........................................................ 100 H z
Azimuthal Beamwidth ............................................ 4o

For data collection, we used a dwell of 30720 pulses at a PRF of 100 Hz. The S-band phased array
antenna can be electronically steered to cover an arc of 80o. We divided this arc into 20 look directions, each
representing a 40 sector. The range extent for data collection was limited to about 10 km. With a 150m (1 ps
pulse) range resolution, there were 1200 resolution cells. Excluding those resolution cells located on the Ottawa
River, ground-clutter data from approximately 600 resolution cells can be studied in detail. Three complete
sets of clutter data were collected at winds speeds of 3, 12, and 25 mph respectively. The DREO data were not
calibrated in terms of the equivalent radar cross section coefficient.

Thie 600 resolution cells were classified into three land-cover categories through interpretation of 1 'igh
resolution aerial photographs of the DPEO site: type 1 - urban, type 2 - agricultural and type 4 - forested.
Type 3 was designated as rangelands; however, there were no type 3 areas at the DREO site.

The urban land cover included residential and commercial buildings, highways, parking lots, terrain
ridges and shore lines. The agricultural land cover included mostly fields with no visible trees but might include
field boundaries and some farm buildings. The forested areas were primarily areas with trees. There were 108,
109 and 387 resolution cells classified as having urban, agricultural and forested land-covers, respectively.

The advantage of the DREO data is that it allows one to compare ground-clutter characteristics from
three different land covers at different wind speeds. The limitation is that it can be done only at S-band and at
horizontal polarization,

3. Spectral characteristics.

3.1 Spectral components of ground clutter.

Figure I shows a typical X-band ground--clutter spectrum obtained by averaging thirty periodograms.
The periodograms were computed from contiguous 1024-point segments of a 30720-point clutter time series
using a Blackman window. The radar parameters for the clutter time series are: radar frequency = 9100 MHz,
H-POL, range resolution = 15 m, PRF = 500 Hz. The average wind speed at the time of the experiment was
approximately 20 knots.
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Similar spectral shapes were observed [3] in ground clutter at other frequencies. In most cases, the
ground-clutter spectrum consisted of three components, (a) a coherent component, (b) a slow-diffuse
component and (c) a fast-diffuse component.

(a) Coherent component.

CoherFnce factor and coherence ;-iterval.

When one speaks of coherence, it is necessary to specify the length of time interval over which a signal is
coherent. Consider a radar which transmits a coherent pulse train of N pulses at a fixed direction with a pulse
repetition interval (PRI) of tp. The returns from a resolution cell are represented by a complex clutter time
series {x.} n=0,l..,N-l. We define the coherence factor (CF) of the clutter from a resolution cell as the ratio
between the coherent component and the total clutter power computed over the coherence interval:

N-i1

CF n (o

1 N-1

n=o

The number of pulses N together with the system PRI, tp, determine the coherence interval (N.tp).

The consideration of coherence interval is essential in assessing the feasibility of employing coherent
clutter maps [4] at various frequencies. If the clutter remains coherent by the time the radar revisits the same
resolution cell, the coherent component can be subtracted from the clutter returns of subsequent revisits,
thereby removing a substantial amount of clutter without affecting the target signal that might be present.

(b) Slow-diffuse component.

The slow-diffuse component occupies a relative narrow region around zero Doppler. The spectral width
of this component is a function of the radar frequency and wind speed. The magnitude of the slow-diffuse
component relative to the coherent component usually decreases with decreasing radar frequency.

One significant result of the analysis was that the spectrum of the slow-diffuse component was
approximately symmetrical around zero Doppler, and that its spectral density decreases (in dB scale) linearly
with increasing absolute value of the Doppler shift.

A linearly decreasing spectrum in dB scale suggested that the spectral density may be modelled by a
negative exponential function. This relationship was reported by Billingsley and Larrabee [2] in their analysis of
spectrum from wind-blown trees. Our analysis of the clutter data in agricultural and urban areas indicated that
the exponential model was also valid for other land covers.

At moderate wind speeds, the slow-diffuse component of ground clutter often exhibits a piecewise linear
behaviour as a function of Doppler. That is, the spectral density decreases linearly (in dB scale) at a certain
rate up to a certain Doppler, then decreases with a different rate. Figure 2 shows such a spectrum with the
following parameters: f=3230 MHz; polarization=V; range resolution=15m; land cover=forested; nominal wind
speed= 15 knots.

An inspection of the waveform of this clutter time series revealed that the clutter time series consisted of
periods (which lasted for seconds) of fairly distinct rates of fluctuation. We computed the spectra using the
portion of the time series that corresponded to these periods. These are shown in Figure 3. In each case, it can
be seen that there is a dominant slow-diffuse component which decreases linearly with Doppler frequency. Thus
in steady-state wind conditions the slow-diffuse component of ground clutter may be modelled as a
symmetrically and exponentially decreasing function of Doppler frequency.

(c) Fast-diffuse component.

Figure 4 shows an S-band ground-clutter spectrum which contained a fast-diffuse component. The
fast-diffuse component appeared in an averaged clutter spectrum like a band-limited noise; however, it actually
consisted of many narrow band components occurring at different times. We examined the I-channel waveform
together with the corresponding spectra of the S-band ground-clutter time series of Figure 4. These are shown
in Figure 5. It can be seen that, besides the usual coherent and slow-diffuse components, there was a narrow
spectral component on each side of zero Doppler. The Doppler shift of these components varied with time as
can be seen from the corresponding spectra.

The fat-diffuse component could be localized, ie., this component might be present in the clutter from
one resolution cell while it was absent in the clutter of the neighbouring resolution cells during the same
observation interval. The fast-diffuse component was evident only at relatively low wind speeds and its spectral
extent had the same order of magnitude as the Doppler shifts that correspond to the prevailing wind speed.

3.1.2 Relative magnitudes of the spectral components.

The total clutter power included the coherent component and both the slow- and fast-diffuse
components. To pt a fit order estimate of the relative aignificance of these three components, we integrated
the spectral density of Figure 4 in three Dopler region: (a) coherent component at zero Doppler, (b)
slow-diffuse component from -8 Hs to +8 H., excluding the coherent component and (c) fast-diffuse
component from -60 Hs to -15 Hs and +15 Hs to +50 Hz. We normalised the power of the diffuse components
with respect to the coherent component. The slow- and fast-diffuse components were estimated to be -1.82 dB
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and -18.5 dB, 'espectively, below the coherent component. It should be emphasized, however, that the relative
magnitudes of these components were dependent on the land cover and wind speed.

3.2 Low angle ground-clutter spectral model.

3.2.1 Composite model for ground clutter spectrum

Based on the above observations, we can postulate that the spectrum of ground clutter comprised three
components:

S(f) = C(f) + DS(f) + Df(f) (2)

where f is the Doppler frequency and C(fT, DS(f) and Df(f) are the spectral densities of the coherent, the
slow- and fast-diffuse components, respectively. The spectral density of the coherent component may be
modelled as a delta function at zero Doppler for steady-state wind conditions. The delta density yields the
coherent clutter power, C, when it is integrated over the Doppler domain.

The slow-diffuse component may be modelled as a symmetrical negative exponential function:

DS(f) = Dsexp(-ksIfI) (3)

with the superscript s designating the slow-diffuse component.

The fast-diffuse component may be modelled as a constant density function over a limited region in
Doppler.

Df(f) = Ilf < f (4)

= 0 IfI >fc

where f, is the cutoff Doppler for the fast-diffuse component, usually slight less than the Doppler shift of the
prevailing wind speed. We use the superscript f to designate the fast-diffuse component.

Since the partial spectra representing the coherent and slow--diffuse components dominate in different
Doppler regimes, parameter k. of the slow-diffuse component can be measured separately. Expressing Eqn (3)
in dB scale, we have:

DSB(f) = 10 logl 0 (Ds) - 10 log10 (e)ks JfI (5)

= D1:- ks Ifi

A symbolic diagram of the composite ground-clutter spectral model is shown in Figure 6. Since the
fast-diffuse component is about two orders of magnitude lower than the slow-diffuse component, it will not be
considered further.

3.2.2 Model Parameters

For a simplified clutter spectral model which comprises only the coherent and slow-diffuse components,
the pertinent model parameters are C, D and ks.

Snectral slope of the slow-diffuse comvonent.

Parameter ks is related to ks (Eq (5)) which is the slope of the slow-diffuse component and can be
measured readily using linear reression wiih available clutter data for various radar frequencies as a function of
wind speed. Figure 7 shows the slope k. of the slow-diffuse component at various frequency bands for the
clutter from a small forested patch at Katahdin Hill as a function of wind speed. High resolution data were used
(15m for X-, S- and L-bands; 36m for UHF and VHF). At each data point, the standard deviation computed
over the sample space is also shown. The sample space in this case was 76 (resolution cells).

The spectral slope calculated above is in terms of changes in spectral density per unit Doppler shift
(dB/Hz). It can be normalized with respect to the Doppler shift per unit velocity (1 nasem) at each frequency
so that the slope is in terms of changes in spectral density per unit velocity. lthe clutter spectrum reflects
accurately the distribution of scatterers at various velocities, then one would expect that the normalized curve
would be similar for various frequencies.

This was observed to be the cae for frequencies down to UHF; but a significant difference was observed
for VHF. For example, since the ratio between the radar frequendes at UHF (435 MHz) and VHF (169 MHs)
was about 2.57, we expected that the spectral slope at VHF is about 2.57 times steeper than that at UHF. At a
nominal wind speed of 12 knots, the spectral slope at UHF was about -34 dB/Hz. One then expected to see a
slope of -87 dB/Hs at VHF. But the value of the spectral slope at VHF obtained from Figure 7 at 12 knots was
-61 dB/Hs which was significantly different.

There could be many explanations for this discrepancy. An important factor to be considered is the
radar wavelength. For most objects on the ground, there is only a limited distance in which they can travel.
Examples of tide are tree leaves attached to a branches and small branches attached to a larger branch. At
VHF the radar wavelength is in the order of 2 m. Thus the relative contribution to the clutter spectrum by
objects with different limits of travel could be very different than those at higher frequencies.
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Coherence factor

Parameters C and DoB cannot be determined independently since there exists a complex interrelationship
among these two parameters which depends on wind speed and the relative proportion of various land covers
within a resolution cell. In general, the coherent component may include returns from fixed objects such as
large buildings and heavy but flexible objects such as large tree branches and heavy hydro wires. Returns from
buildings will remain coherent even at high frequencies over a long time interval. Returns from heavy but
flexible objects will remain coherent at very low wind speeds. However, the returns become incoherent as the
wind speed increases sufficiently.

For a resolution cell with high clutter-to-noise ratio, the CF gives an approximate ratio between the
coherent component and the sum of the coherent component and the slow--*iffuse component. Hence given thetotal power of the clutter from a resolution cell, one can determine C andD 0 approximately through parameters

CF and ks:

CF - C (6)
C +fOD, exp(-kI.I)df

The CF, however, is a function of wind speed and can be considered only statistically. To obtain a
reliable statistical profile for ground-clutter spectral modelling, a much larger data base with detailed ground
truth data than available would be needed. However, we shall present two typical profiles of CF calculated from
data of Katahdin Hill and those from the DREO sites. These results are not meant to provide modelling
information for ground clutter spectra. They are presented to give some indication of the relative coherence of
ground clutter from different land covers and at different radar frequencies

The statistical profiles are presented in terms of the complementary cumulative distribution of the CF at
various wind speeds. Each point on the complementary cumulative distribution curve of CF determines a pair
of coordinates. The ordinate gives approximately the probability of finding a resolution cell with a clutter
coherence factor greater than or equal to the value of the abscissa over the specified coherence interval. The
result calculated from the Katahdin Hill data compares the profiles of CF at different frequencies but for
forested land cover only. The DREO result compares the profiles of CF for three different land covers, but for
S-band only.

Figure 8 shows the complementary cumulative distribution of the CF of clutter from the small forested
patch of the Katahdin Hill site at various radar frequencies. The coherence interval was 10 seconds. Results are
shown for moderate and high wind speeds for high resolution X-band, L-band, UHF and VHF data. It can be
seen that for radar frequencies above L-band, the coherence factor of the clutter was very small, indicating that
the clutter was essentially incoherent. However, at VHF, the clutter coherence factor remained high for most of
the resolution cells even at relatively high wind speeds.

Figure 9 shows the complementary cumulative distributions of the CF for clutter from urban,
agricultural and forested areas at the DREO site. The coherence interval was 10 seconds. At low wind speeds
(3 mph), the probability of finding an urban resolution cell with a CF greater than or equal to 90% was 0.9. At
moderate to high wind speeds (12 mph or higher), this probability dropped to 0.55, still very high.

For agricultural areas, the probability of finding a resolution cell with a CF of at least 90% was about
0.55 at low wind speeds. However, it reduced to values of 0.3 and 0.1 as the wind speed increased to 12 and 25
mph, respectively. Results for forested areas were similar to those for agricultural areas, except that the CF
decreased more rapidly with increased wind speed compared with that in agricultural areas. At moderate to
high wind speeds, the clutter from most forested and agricultural cells was essentially incoherent at S-band.

The results of Figure 8 and 9 are site-specific and cannot be used as accurate modelling information. In
Section 5.2 we shall discuss means by which modelling information can be obtained.

4. Temporal statistics

In subsequent discussions of temporal statistics of ground clutter, we shall be concerned with the
probability distribution of the linear magnitudes of the clutter envelope.

4.1 Experimental observation of temporal ground-clutter statistics.

Analyses of both the Phase I and DREO data 151 showed that the temporal statistics of ground clutter
could be classified into three categories: (a) Rice, (b) Rayleigh, and (c) nonstationary. In the nonstationary
category, there were two cases: (i) predonmnantly Ricean, with short periods of Rayleigh behaviour, and (ii)
predominantly Rayleigh, with short periods of Ricean behaviour. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show an example of the
above cases.

(a) The Ricean Model

The Ricean probability density function, derived by Rice [6] from the analysis of the statistical properties
of a sine wave in additive noise, is given by:

p(s) 2 x-- - 12 22  Is (7)

where A is the amplitude of the sine wave,
s is the envelope of a random variable representing the sum of the sine wave and a complex Gaussian
noise process with power 2F2; and
lo(z) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order sero.
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The first and second moments of a Ricean process are given by [6]:

and

<z2> = A2 + 2W, (9)

respectively, where

I (x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order 1.

(b) The Rayleigh model.

If parameter A in Eqn (4) is set to zero, the Rayleigh pdf results:
2

.- exp z
2

p(z) = z exp I- z (10)
ff2 20,

The first and second moments of the Rayleigh distribution are:

< [Z> 12/ (11)

and

<z2> = 202 (12)

respectively.

A Ricean process requires an estimate of both the first and second moments for a correct threshold
setting. A Rayleigh process, on the other hand, requires only one parameter, o, for its characterization. Hence
it is attractive from the standpoint of determining the proper threshold setting for a specified Pfg. It is useful to
have some information regarding the relative frequency of occurrence of these two types of clutter processes in a
given surveillance area.

4.2 A parameter for clutter statistical classification.

A convenient parameter which can be easily calculated from the clutter data and which can be used for
classification of clutter statistics is the normalized second moment of a random process:

<2><Z(> (13)

For resolution cells with high clutter-to-noise ratio, parameters A2 and 2r2 may be approximated by the
coherent and the slow-diffuse components, respectively. For a Ricean process, substitution of Eqn (8) and (9)
into (13) and using:

<z2> A2

y -= - +1 (14)
20 W

yields:

I <Z>2 =r exp[-(y-I)j [y 1.(Yj) + (y-1) 11(y!)]15
S <z2>) 4y

A plot of fl as a function of y is shown in Figure 13. A value of y = 1 represents the limiting case for a
Rayleigh process (A=0). In this case =ir/4. On the other hand, as y approaches infinity, # approaches unity.
This represents the case of a large coherent component or a diminishingly small diffuse component.

Consider a Ricean process with a first moment <s> = 1 and a value of O = 0.8. From Eqns (12), (13)
and (14) we obtain the following parameter values for the Ricean model: y = 1.5, A = 0.6455 and 2Ws = 0.8333.
If one wants to approximate this process by a Rayleigh process, one computes the Rayleigh parameter o from
Eqn (8) and obtains a value of ir = 0.79788. Using these values, the pdfs and the Pt& characteristic of the
Ricean process and its Rayleigh approximation are plotted in Figure 14a and 14b, respectively.

It can be seen that the two pdPs are very close, and the Pta characteristic predicted by the Rayleigh
approximation is only slightly worse than that calculated from the correct (Ricean) model. For example, at a
Pf, of 10-5, a threshold settIng of VTf = 3.83 is required for a Rayleigh model, while a value of Vt - 3.5 is
calculated for the Ricean model. In subsequent discussions, we shall classify a clutter process to be
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predominantly Rayleigh if the value of f is less than 0.8, and the Pfa characteristic is dose to that of the
Rayleigh model. We shall call a Ricean process with a f _ 0.8 weakly Ricean.

4.3 Statistical classification of DREO clutter data

In this section, we compare the statistics of three sets of S-band clutter time series recorded at
progressively higher wind speeds. These data were recorded on separate days in February of 1989. The
averaged wind speeds for the three sets of data were 3, 12 and 25 mph respectively.

The amplitude histograms of these sets of clutter data are classified against the Ricean and Rayleigh
models, and the results are tabulated in Table 3.

Table 3: Classification of the clutter amplitude statistics for the DREO clutter data.

Land Vind Speed
Cover

3 mph 12 mph 25 mph Total
No. of

lice. Rayl. Others lice. Rayl. Others lice Rayl. Others cells

1 63 0 45 40 9 59 35 23 41 108

2 78 3 28 43 28 38 24 45 40 109

4 238 4 145 175 92 120 94 185 18 387

This result shows the effects of wind speed and land cover on clutter amplitude statistics. For urban land
cover (Land cover type 1), the majority of the resolution cells had clutter amplitude statistics approximately
fitting the Ricean model. That is, for those resolution cells which had been classified as "others', the Pfa vs
threshold curve , is closer to the Ricean model than to the Rayleigh model, and the value of the parameter 0
was usually greater than 0.8. As the wind speed increased, the number of cells with Rayleigh and
"nonstationary" amplitude statistics increased. Similar results were obtained for agricultural land covers (land
cover type 2).

For forested land cover (land cover type 4), we observed a somewhat different result. The number of
resolution cells classified as "others" actually decreased as the wind speed increased.

Figure 15 shows the value of P as a function of resolution cell number for land cover type I (urban) at the
DREO site for three different wind speeds. At an averaged wind speed of 3 mph, the majority of the 108
resolution cells have a value of P close to unity. This indicates that most of the resolution cells in an urban area
had clutter that was predominantly Ricean. At an averaged wind speed of 12 mph, a number of the resolution
cells had 0 values less than 0.9, and some even approached the Rayleigh limit of r/4. However, for the majority
of the resolution cells, the Ricean distribution was the best model. At an averaged wind speed of 25 mph, a
slightly increased number of resolution cells with predominantly Rayleigh statistics was observed.

Fi;ure 16 shows the value of f as a function of resolution cell number for land cover type 2 (agricultural).
At low wind speeds, the majority of the resolution cells had clutter that was predominantly Ricean. At higher
wind speeds, the majority of the resolution cells had clutter that was predominantly Rayleigh.

Significantly different results were observed for forested land covers. Figure 17 shows the value of P as a
function of resolution cell number for type 4 (forested) land cover. At low averaged wind speeds, most of the
resolution cells had clutter that could be classified as predominantly Ricean. However, there were still many
resolution cells with a # value below 0.95 which indicated that the coherent-to-diffuse component ratio was
low.

At moderate wind speeds, the number of resolution cells with P values close to unity decreased
drastically, indicating that the clutter in more resolution cells was becoming incoherent. At high wind speeds
(25 mph), most of the resolution cells had P values close to ,/4, indicating that the distribution function for
clutter in most of the resolution cells could be appropriately modelled as a Rayleigh process.

5. Conclusions.

5.1 Summary of results.

(a) Spectral characteristics.

(i) Clutter spectra observed by a ground-based radar comprised a coherent component, a slow-diffuse
component and a fast-diffuse component. The coherent component was the result of radar returns from
immovable objects such as buildings, highways, mountains, ad this from movable objects (tree branches, etc)
at rest. The slow-diffuse component was the consequence of motions of objects with moderate inertia such as
tree branches. The fast-diffuse component occupies a Doppler region that was compatible with the Doppler
shifts of the prevailing wind speed and was most likely the result o movements in light objects such as tree
leaves and other veetation.

(i~i The spectral shape of the slow-diffuse component may be modelled by a symmetrical negative
enponential function.

(iii) The fast-diffuas component had a spectral density similar to a band-4imited noise and was transient
in n•tur. The magnitude of this component was usually small compared to the coherent component and the
slow-diffmue component. At high wind speeds, the fast-diffuse component was generally not observable.
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(iv) We did not observed any statistically significant effect of polarization on the clutter spectrum.

(v) Powers in the coherent and diffuse components could transfer back and forth from one another as
the wind speed changes. This caused the coherence factor of ground clutter to vary with wind speed. The
coherence factor was also a function of the radar frequency. At VHF, the coherence factor remained high for all
land-covers and wind speeds. This means that coherent clutter map will be much more effective at lower
frequencies than at higher frequencies.

(vii) Wind direction had only a marginal effect on the spectral slope of the slow-diffuse component. The
spectral slope of the slow-diffuse component was slightly smaller in the up-- and down-wind directions than in
the cross-wind direction. The difference, however, was within the standard deviation that can be expected for
clutter observed in resolution cells with the same wind direction.

(viii) Clutter spectra observed from various waveform resolutions ranging from 15 m to 150 m did not
show significant differences. However, waveform resolution could affect the distribution of the coherence factor.

(b) Temporal amplitude statistics.

(i) The temporal statistics of ground clutter were best modelled by a Ricean distribution which
sometimes degenerated into a Rayleigh distribution. The relative frequency of occurrence of fit of clutter data
to the two models was a function of land cover, wind speed, radar frequency and resolution;

(ii) At any given time, there was a fraction of the resolution cells in a surveillance area whose clutter
amplitude exhibited some degree of nonstationarity. Occurrence of nonstationary statistical behaviour was more
likely in forested areas and was associated with sudden changes in wind speed.

hh ii) The clutter coherence factor was an important parameter in ground-clutter temporal statistics. A
high C value is associated with Ricean statistics, and a low CF value is associated with Rayleigh statistics.

5.2 Modelling information requirements.

The results of this analysis indicated that both the spectrum and the temporal amplitude statistics of
ground clutter can be described very well by relatively simple models. In both cases, the coherence factor
played an important role. What is not yet available is the statistical information which relates the model
parameters to physical parameters such as land covers and wind speeds. Besides wind speed, the principal
parameters which affect both the spectral and temporal statistical characteristics of ground clutter are radar
frequency, waveform resolution, and land cover. The distribution of the clutter coherence factor over an area
was site-dependent on account of the mixing of data from different categories. For example, trends of the CF
obtained from resolution cells with mixed agricultural and forested land covers would be significantly different
from those from areas of pure forested land cover. The distribution of CF could also change with seasons. For
example, in winter most deciduous trees would be stripped of leaves, and the effect of wind on the motion of the
tree branches could be different from that in the summer. Consequently, modelling information should be
categorized according to these parameters and collected over many sites.

5.3 Applications

Although information for the modelling of temporal characteristics of ground clutter is still incomplete,
some of the results can already be utilized.

(a) Adaptive clutter filter.

Using the spectral model, the spectral extent of the ground clutter can be estimated once the wind speed
is known. This permits the use of adaptive clutter filters which have a variable cutoff frequency depending on
the prevailin; wind speed. Improved sub-clutter visibility may be obtained for targets with low but non zero
radial velocities.

(b) Coherent clutter maps

The coherent clutter map is the simplest way to utilize a priori spectral information of ground clutter to
improve detection performance in resolution cells with a high coherence factor. A high coherence factor permits
the coherent cancellation of large ground clutter returns without affecting the target signal even for targets with
zero radial velocity. The coherence factor of clutter from urban areas is high for most radar frequencies. Since
the clutter coefficient for resolution cells with predominantly urban land covers (buildings) is usually much
higher than those of other land covers, cancellin; the coherent component in clutter returns from these
resolution cells will substantially improve detection performance for applications such as civil airport
surveillance.

From the results of this analysis, the coherent clutter map will not be effective for X- and S-bands for
land cover other than pure urban areas. At lower frequencies, the coherent clutter map concept becomes
practical even for land covers other than pure urban areas. The coherent clutter map should be implemented
with a non-mechanically scanned antenna suck as a phased array.
(c) Predictive coherent clutter map

.0
An extension of the coherent clutter map concept is the predictive coherent clutter map. That is, we

analyze the ground-clutter spectra for various land covers and wind conditions. Predictive models are then
derived and catalogued from the obeerved clutter spectral characteristics. The model will be used to estimate
tbe ground clutter amplitude and phase from each resolution cell for the next revisit time, based on put
observed samples. The estimate would be subtracted coherently from the actual return. If the estimate is
accurate, the reidfal clutter should be significantly lower than the original clutter sample without affecting
target components that may be present. A good candidate is the autoregressive model [7I which has many of the
attributes that characterize radar ground clutter.
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The prediction of a random process requires adequate sampling (at Nyquist rate) of the process. This

could require that the time of revisit to a resolution cell be reduced. Again a electronically scanned antenna will
offer more flexibility. More research is needed to determine the feasibility of the predictive clutter map
approach, the achievable performance improvement and the operational requirements.
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8. Illustrations.

Note: Since not all clutter data were calibrated (in terms of M 2), the spectral densities are shown
relatively in dB scale.
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DISCUSSION

G. Neiningcr IGE):

Concerning spectral distribution diagrams (which are excellent also at the near carrier
range I ) : what was the phase noise behaviour of the used measuring eqvupment ? Was it
taken into account ?

Author's repLv :

Both the phase I and the DREO's S-Band radars were coherent radars. The phase noise
characteristics for both radars were very good ; however. I do not have the precise
technical data concerning phase noise of the equipment. If the bandwidth of the phase
noise is wider than the PRF, then it can be considered as white noise. The inter-pulse
stability of the phase was improved by taking a sample of the transmit pulse phase and
using it to correct for any drift from pulse to pulse.

Do you see any sensitivity to polarization in the coherency factor data ?

Author's reply :

There Is some sensitivity but it seems to be of second order and less important
compared to effects caused by changes in wind speed.

U. Lammers (U51:

1 - What distinguishes calibrated from non-calibrated data ?

2 - Most Lincoln Lab data were taken in Canada. Could you say what is peculiar about

these data : type of vegetation, frozen ground. etc... ?

1 - We used the term "calibration" to describe the process of transforming the raw
clutter data which were sampled from the radar's analog - to - digital converter, into
the equivalent radar cross section in m 2 . The process involves the two-way radar
equation which accounts for system parameters such as gain. transmit power and
range, etc... The MIT Lincoln Labs' phase II data were calibrated, while the DREO data
were not,

2 - When the phase I experiment was planned at Lincoln Laboratory, there was a variety
of land covers which was of particular interest. These areas were more readily available
in Canada because the country is still sparsely populated and negociation with property

owners for the use of their land could be more easily arranged.
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A MODEL OF COHERENT RADAR LAND BACKSCATrER
By

G.C. Sarno

GEC-Marconi Research Centre

West Hanningfield Road

Great Baddow
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Essex
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SUMmnM: The detection of targets in a land clutter background is a problem for most ground-based
and airborne pulse-Doppler radars, Understanding how land clutter behaves can lead to
modified clutter suppression techniques for improving radar target detection performance.
This paper presents a model of land clutter which has been validated against a number of
different land types observed at different frequencies. The characteristics of the clutter which
limit target detection are discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION resolution and polarisation, were varied from
recording to recording to determine how theseThe modelling of the clutter environment is of affected the clutter chýaracteristics.

critical importance to the radar designer who has to
ensure that the detection capabilities of the radar The clutter model, presented in the next section,
system designed are maintained in all foreseeable regards individually the statistical behaviour of the
scenarios. A coherent pulse-Doppler radar, which temporal and spatial fluctuations of the clutter, as
uses Doppler processing to extract target radial was the approach taken by 141 for sea clutter. This
velocity and to su ppress clutter, requires knowledge approach has led to a compound model for sea
of the statistics ofthe clutter fluctuations in each clutter from which detection probabilities can be
Doppler channel. By anticipating the behaviour of readily calculated. A compound model of ground
the clutter background, thresholds may be set at the clutter is given here. The implications of this model
outputs of these Doppler channels so that design on target detection is then discussed.
false-alarm rates can be achieved.

Backscatter from the ground presents problems 2 CLUTTER MODEL

to ground-based or look-down airborne radar The clutter model presented in this paper has
systems that attempt to detect targets of interest been developed based on low-grazing angle clutter
submerged in such a background. measurements taken at a number of sites in

Models of the clutter environment allow Canada. The sites analysed in the study are

investigation of signal processing architectures and tabulated below in Table 1:

algorithms for determining their clutter suppression
capabilities and, hence, detection performance. Site Landcover Landform
Improvements to current suppression techniques Beiseker Cropland Undulating
can then be suggested. to

This paper outlines a statistical model of land Hummocky
backscatter as applied to a coherent pulse-Doppler Big Gross Marsh Wetland Level
radar. The model has been based on recorded data
provided by Lincoln Labs. of MIT. The recordings, Brazeau Forest Undulating
acquired at numerous sites in North America, were to Ridged
collected as part of a study undertaken by Lincoln
Labs. to characterise land backscatter Picture Butte _ Cropland Undulating
measurements at low grazing angles. The Wainwright Forest Undulatn
recordings covered a number of distinct landcover
and landform types. Also, certain radar operational Table 1
parameters, such as carrier frequency, range

* 1991 GEC-Marconi Limited
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The measurements were calibrated to give A proportion of the scatterers observed in a
absolute values of RCS. Measurements were resolution cell will, generally, be stationary over
acquired at sites over a number of range-aiuth the dwell duration (in fact over several dwell
cells. They were recorded using a number of durations). The returns are specular, that is the

transmitter wavelengths, ranging from VHF radar waveform is reflected back from these
(170 MHz) to S-band (3.24 GHz) and X-band scatterers with a random phase which remains
(10 GHz), as well as either vertical or horizontal constant over the dwell. The amplitude of the
polarisation. In addition, the pulse duration varied scatterers within the dwell is assumed to be
so that range resolutions of 15 im, 36 m and 150 m completely correlated from pulse-to-pulse.
were available. Statistically, the random component behaves

Marked differences in the clutter characteristics in the classical fashion of a Gaussian process
resulting from the use of VHF frequencies as where there are a large number of independently
opposed to S or X-band frequencies were observed fluctuating scatterers within a resolution cell. This
and these are discussed in the following sections. comes from the Central Limit Theorem [61. This

In the measurements used for the temporal and constraint may be broken if the number ofIn te masuemets sed or he empraland scatterers in a cell becomes small, as may be the

spatial analysis of the clutter the number of pulses cas w n all r es cell ss are use

recorded per range gate, available for processing, For the resolution sizes used in the clutter
was of the order of 1000, with an effective PRF of recordings, this constraint is not expected to be
15.625 Hz. This gives high quality information on roeor a coherent pulse-Doppler radar the
the temporal behaviour of %te clutter in each of a statistics of the random component received in
small number of range gates. each of the Inphase and Quadrature channels are

For the validation of the model via Doppler Gaussian.
processing (section 2.4), measurements with Supplementary to the returns from these two
32 pulses transmitted in each of a larger number of clutter components is uncorrelated
range gates were made, with PRFs varying from complex-Gaussian system noise.
62.5 Hz to 93.75 Hz. This gives good spatial
description of the clutter, together with realistic Mathematically, the total interference return
Doppler resolution. from a resolution cell may be given by:

For both analysis and validation, range cells z=z r + Z + Z ..... (1)
from a single azimuth direction were chosen.

The temporal and spatial characteristics of land where zr, z3 and z, are the complex returns from

clutter have been separately modelled using the the random component, steady component
clutter measurements. They are separately and system noise respectively
discussed below. Each of these terms may be individually

2.1 Temporal Behaviour defined :

Various sources, e.g. 111, have attempted to random: t c t( + -rv(c) .....(2)
describe the contributions of scattering energy Zr - V• 1  .
from a typical resolution cell illuminating a patch F2

of land as coming from two distinct sources: steady: z, -= aej ..... (3)
energy being received from a large number of
small moving scatterers with dimensions of the
order of a wavelength (i.e. those that fall in the noise :a ) ft (n)

Resonance region) and energy from a number of zn V-A) + j" - L ' , ..... (4)

larger, relatively stationary, scatterers with

dimensions greater than a wavelength. These two where v(0, vW are Gaussian random variables
components shall be called the random I t
component and the steady component describing the random component in the I
respectively. and O channels, respectively

The energy from the random component v V ()Q are Gaussian random variables
fluctuates within a train of pulses (dwell) as the describing the system noise in the I and Q
scatterers are displaced, by turbulence for channels, respectively
example. There is usually pulse-to-pulse
correlation of the returns relating to the internal a, and a, are the mean amplitudes of the

motion of the clutter, the degree of which, as random and steady component scattered
received by the radar, is dependent on the radar energy in a pulse, respectively
wavelength and the PRF.
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cais the mean system noise amplitude Figure I presents examples of forest clutter
PSDs evaluated for a number of data-sets

•is the phase of the steady scatterers, acquired at Wainwright at four different radar
constant over a dwell frequencies: VHF, L, S and X-bands. The PSD

The mean amplitudes of the scattering of returns in each of a number of range gates
of the steady were estimated using a 70 dB weighted 256-pulsecomponents and the phase yFF1T and then averaged spatially. The frequency

component each vary spatially, from range gate to (horizontal) axis is normalised to the PRF whilst
range gate. The characteristics of this, and other, the power (vertical) axis is in dBW.
spatial behaviour will be discussed in detail in the
next section. Clutter at the short wavelengths display broad

The temporal correlation in the random Dop&ler spreading as expected. As the
component may be exhibited by examining its waveengt hincreases the spread and energy
Power Spectral Density (PSD). The amount of decreases, so that at VHF there is purely a spike
correlation is reflected in the width of the PSD as at zero relative Doppler. The PSD of the random
measured at some defined level below the peak. component is found to be of the double-sided
Commonly held theory states that the PSD of exponential form (5). The contribution from the
Fround clutter best fits a Gaussian function [ steady component is observable from the spike at
From the clutter recordings analysed this has not zero Doppler. Thermal noise is present in varying

been found to be generally true. It has been levels in each recording.
found to obey consistently a double-sided The total single-pulse statistics of the
exponential function: interference power, where the complex return is

I , given by 1), can be shown to be described by a
S (U ) =o=e -... ) squared-Rice distribution :

where I is frequency 6,x) 2 2.0

wis the (power) spectrum width 0r + r+ CIA

The wavelength affects not only the RCS of ..... (6)
the scatterers and, hence, the total scattered
energy, but also the spectral spread w of the where x z I 2 is a random variable describing
scattered energy. Moving scatterers impart phase the interference power statistics.
modulation on the reflected RF carrier. With 10 is a modified Bessel function
large displacemitrts relative to the wavelength,
this produces a broad Doppler spectrum of the Strictly speaking, this pdf (6) is conditional on
form described by equation (5). For the mean clutter power which, as discussed later,
displacements less than a wavelength the is spatially varying.
spectrum width and amplitude decreases in As the radar beam illuminates clutter in
proportion to the displacement to wavelength different range-azimuth cells the statistics will
ratio. The RCS of steady scatterers, on the other ch ange -aoieuto cells the stristion ofhand, is generally independent of wavelength, change from cell to cell since the contribution of

each scattering type to the total backscatter will
The RCS of typical moving scatterers, such as vary. The change in the distribution (6) can be

leaves and crops, is wavelength dependent. For shown by plotting the moments of the distribution
wavelengths greater than the scatterer from each range gate and observing the variation.
dimensions the Scatterers are in the Rayleigh The two simplest moments that can be estimated
region and their RCS diminishes in proportion to are the mean and standard deviation. The
the wavelength. At microwave frequencies (e.g. S standard deviation, however, is highly dependent
and X-band) both the dimensions and the on the scale, so a more sensible measure is the
displacements of moving scatterers are normalised standard deviation, called by [6 the
comparable to a wavelength and, hence, broad "coefficient of variation" and in this paper the
Doppler spectra with significant energy are "shape parameter", V:
expected. Conversely, at VHF, where dimensions
and 6isplaccnmcnts are less than a wavelength, V - S,.(7)narrow, low energy spectra are expected. = .. 7

where S, is the Standard Deviation of the
sample set {x)
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t 1(x) is the mean value of {x} false-alarm rate and the related detection loss as
compared to using Rayleigh-amplitude thresholds

The statistical distribution described by (6) have been determined.has the property that as the steady powerdmns thes (oe.t ta a0) the shape parameter In ground clutter there is a spatial variation indiminihes (i.e. as a,' r the returns due to the natural variation in the
tends to a value of 1, denoting an physical form of the terrain as well as due to the
exponential-power distribution, i.e. a distribution of scatterers in the radar coverage.
Rayleigh-amplitude distribution. On the other Even analysing clutter data taken at the long
hand, as the random component disappears (i.e. 150 in range resolution some spatial variation has
as a I and a.- 0) the shape parameter tends to a been observed. This variation has been observed
value of 0. in the Lincoln Labs. clutter data-sets studied as

well as in other land clutter measurements,
Figure 2plots the shape parameter for each e.g. [5].

range cell ofa VHF and S-band forest clutter
data-set acquired at Brazeau. By observing the The spatial variation in the mean power of
variation in shape parameter values with range each component of land clutter can be seen for
we can deduce that the contribution of each each data-set by examining range profiles which
component of the clutter to the total, or equally show the estimated mean powers tor each of a
the ratio of the two, changes. This implies that number of range gates. This has been performed
the statistics of the clutter in each range cell are on a number of data-sets as shown in Figures 3a
changing, so emphasising the spatial variation of and 3b. Range profiles of the mean steady and
the clutter which is discussed in the next section. random power are shown for two X-banddata-sets, one from Big Grass Marsh (marshland)

The squared-Rice distribution (6), which is a and one from Wainwright (forest).
general model of the temporal statistics of the
clutter power, has been found to be violated in Several observations can be made. The power
some experimental data. This may occur when in each component is seen to vary significantly
few scatterers are illuminated in a resolution cell, from range cell to range cell as the landcover and
although this has not been fully investigated. landform varies. The extent of this variation is

different for each data-set. In addition to this
2.2 Spatial Behaviour there is a well-defined empirical relationshipbetween the mean power mn the steady

Although Figure 2 depicts the spatial component and the mean power in the random
behaviour of the clutter power it conceals the component in each range cell i
spatial variation in each of the random and steady
components which are not immediately available A,- k A, ..... (8)
from the shape parameters plotted. This coupling may be better visualised by

Clutter pwer varies within a dwell, from scatter plots of steady power vs random power, as
pulse . Z, because of the internal motion of shown in Figures 3c and 3d, for the profiles of
the clutter. To investigate the spatial behaviour of Figures 3a and 3b. Each point signifies a
the clutter this temporal variation may be ignored particular range cell. Linear relationships may be
by observing the mean power in each dwell ascertained from the scatter plots. These
Naturally, the physical distribution and the illustrate that the ratio of steady power to random
number of scatterers in a range cell varies from power remains roughly constant over all range
range cell to range cell so that adjacent cells have gates considered.
different mean power. This is particularly
accentuated if the dimensions of the range The isi somewhat predictable since, in nature,
resolution cells are small in relation to Me the distribution of slowly-moving or stationary
scatterers. scatterers and rapid moving scatterers are

generally related. This is because the smaller
Empirical observations of the spatial variation moving scatterers are likely to be anchored to the

in mean clutter power has been observed in sea stationary scatterers. An example is a forest
clutter (121,131), both in coherent and where the number of leaves illuminated depends
non-coherent radars. Statistical modelling of the on the number of tree trunks present. The
spatial behaviour in sea clutter has resulted in a argument can equally be applied to other
compound model of the overall clutter statistics landcover types as implied by Figure 3. Indeed it
involving both temporal and spatial behaviour, also applies at different radar frequencies as
g the well-known K-distnibution model. observed in the measurements. In fact, the linear
From this, thresholds for maintaining a design coupling has been observed qualitatively in most

of the clutter data-sets analysed. This
phenomenon obviously fails at VHF frequencies
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where the RCS of the random component is The sample pdfs of the mean random and
neigible, so that system noise, alone, is present steady powers suggest that a Gamma Distribution

e steady component. with order parameter v < 1 is an appropriate
In Figures 3a and 3b range profiles of the model for the spatial statistics of these

mean power in the steady and random parameters. In fact, because of the coupled
components were plotted and shown to vary with nature of these parameters as previously
range. The spectrum width, which depicts the discussed, the order parameter for both should be
degree of temporal correlation of the random identical, whilst the scale parameters will
component within a dwell, can also be estimated generally differ. In practice, as shown by the
from returns in each range cell. Range profiles of spread of points in the scatter plots of steady
spectrum width can, hence, be plotted and its power vs random power, the estimated steady
spatial behaviour observed in the same way as and random shape parameters will not, in
with the mean clutter power. Figures 3e and 3f general, be the same.
display range profiles of spectrum width for the The sample pdfs of the seectrum width
data-sets of Figures 3a and 3b. The range suggest that a Gamma Distribution with order
variation is evident in these examples, as well as parameter a > I is more appropriate to describe
in others studied (except at VHF where spectrum its spatial statistics.
width is indeterminable).

Supplementary to the stochastic processes
Modelling of the spatial statistics of these which describe the spatial variation of the clutter

three clutter parametersmeanram power, there are underlying correlation processes which
mean steady power and spectrum width - requires affect these statistics. As shown by the range
insight into the distribution of values that may be profiles in Figure 3 the clutter varies with range.
observed. Sample histograms facilitate this by However the profiles are not range independent.
providing a picture of the distribution of values There is a degree of correlation between
observed in a collection of data-points. These are contiguous range cells. This is because local
also called sample probability density functions clutter scatterers have similar behaviour,
(sample pdfs). The data-points in this context are especially when high radar range resolution is
the parameter values estimated for each range
cell.

This aspect of the clutter can affect theFigure 4 plots the sample distribution of the performance of spatial non-coherent integration

three clutter parameters for the forest clutter process f spatial non-cohessing ration
data-set of Figure 3. Qualitatively the distribution pequiressthe range samples being integrated to be
of random and steady powers show a similar independent over the extent of the processing
statistical law whilst that of the spectrum width is interval.
markedly different.

These curves suggest a generic statistical The degree of correlation observed in most of
model which cangencompass the spatial statistics the ground rlutter data-sets analysed is small
of the mean power and spectrum width, namely enough to be largely ignored. This is obviously

the Gamma distribution: qualified by the statement that other clutter types
and resolution cell sizes may alter this fact.

- e ( 2.3 Detection performance
Sv (v) The implications of the Non-Rayleigh models

-!of sea clutter on target detection is well
w)- ' -1( documented. The spatial variation is such that, to

S )-(1 r)(- ) maintain design false-alarm rates, thresholds
need to be set higher than is necessary for

sthe pf of the random or steady classical Rayleigh-amplitude clutter. This implies
where ,() h dffh athat there is a detection loss imposed by the

power higher thresholds.

f,(w) is the pdf of the spectrum width Non-Rayleigh models can be applied to

v and a are order parameters coherent radars that employ Doppler processing
for clutter suppression and target separation. In

y and X are scale parameters ground clutter, the spatial variation of spectrum
width implies that the clutter statistics are not the
same in each Doppler channel because different
Doppler channels will exhibit different degrees of
clutter power variation.
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The effect of the spatial variations in the picture of the understanding of the problem of
clutter on the statistics of each Doppler channel setting thresholds in a ground clutter
may be shown by the "shape spectrum". The environment to maintain desired false alarm rate.
shape spectrum is similar in concept to a mean Consequently these have been used
power spectrum which displays estimates of the extensively to provide means of comparisons of
power in a number of Doppler channels, the model with recorded data and, hence, to
averaged in range. A shape spectrum displays the provide the necessary validation. The
estimate of the shape parameter in each Doppler measurements used for this purpose are different
channel, where the shape parameter is evaluated in nature to those hitherto analysed. These have
from the channel outputs in range. The shape been recorded with 32 pulses per dwell over a
s provides a simple and succinct means of large number of range gates. This gives more

=etermining which channels have greater spatial accurate estimation of the spectra. Moreover,
variation in power output and, hence, whichacrt siainofteseta oevrvaritio in owe ouput ndhenc, wichthey reflect the realistic Doppler resolutions that

require greater thresholds to maintain an overall tyft therealisticeDoppler reouis that
design false-alarm rate. most operational pulse-Doppler radars employ.

Numerous clutter measurements have beenThe form of the shape spectrum is dependent Donpier-nrocessed, using a 50 dB

on the characteristics of the clutter. Before Doplrprcess ed using a From

discussing this it is necessary to understand how pi -eyen pweiterad -plse eFT. From

theshae sectumattains its form. The coupling this, mean power spectra and shape spectra have
the shape spectrum abeen evaluated. For each such data-set a number
of the mean power of the steady and random of parameters characterising the clutter, as
component causes the clutter shape parameters, required by the model, have been estimated, via
as due to mean power variation, to be the same in numerous techniques. Consequently, simulated
each Doppler channel (i.e. the statistical clutter returns have been generated which have
distributions are the same, notwithstanding the been processed identically to the associated
differences in scale). The spectrum width recorded data.
variation, on the other hand, has a more complex
effect on the variation in each channel. This is Figure 6 displays comparisons of mean power
best shown by an idealised picture which depicts and shape spectra for some X-band forest and
what happens to the outputs of Doppler channels cropland clutter. Discussing initially the forms of
when the spectrum width varies spatially. the spectra, the mean power spectra can clearly

Figure 5 shows that, as the spectrum width be seen to accord with (5). The shape spectra
Firthe power levels in the Doppler channels exhibit the characteristic form as described in the

yariw i, the taiels o the Doppler chated ls previous section with higher power level
in which the tails of the PSDs are located display variations in those channels dominated by the
greater variation than do those in channels closer tails of the clutter PSDs.
to dc. Shape parameters can clearly be seen to be
greatest in the channels where the tails of the Comparing the spectra of recorded and
individual PSDs dominate. Unquestionably the simulated returns one can see that qualitatively as
degree of spatial variation of the spectrum width well as quantitatively the power spectra and the
plays an important role in this as too does the shape spectra match well so implying that these
level of the noise floor since this determines characteristics of the clutter, which affect
where the tails of the clutter PSD in each range detection performance, are effectively modelled.
cell are defined. Both the magnitude of the
channel shape parameter values and the location 3 CONCLUSIONS
of the maximum shape parameters are A general statistical model of land backscatter,
determined by these, and other, factors. which models the temporal and spatial fluctuations

2.4 Validation with Recorded Clutter Da of the clutter, has been developed, and has been
shown to accommodate different clutter types

The model described in this paper has been acquired by radars employing different operational
encapsulated in software which allows complex parameters. By comparisons of the mean power
land backscatter returns to be simulated. By spectra and shape spectra of recorded data and
performing identical coherent Doppler simulated data the model has been shown to
processing it is possible to validate the model emulate the characteristics of ground clutter that
against recorded clutter data. limit pulse-Doppler radar detection performance.

The stochastic nature of the clutter means that In addition to the effect of the spatial variation
only ensemble behaviour can be observed for of the mean power of the clutter, spatial variation
comparisons. In the previous section the mean of the spectrum width has been observed. It may
power spectrum and shape spectrum obtainable play an important part in limiting target detection,
from a dutter data-set proved to give a concrete especially in thoseDoppler channels where there is
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little clutter-to-noise. Compensation for this, in
terms of setting thresholds higher than the classical
Rayleigh-amplitude thresholds required to
maintain the same overall false-alarm rate,
therefore signifies that some detection loss must be
accepted.
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Figure 1 Mean power spectral density for forest clutter at four different radar frequencies as a function of
normalised frequency.
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Figure 2 Shape parameter for forest cluttcr at two different radar frequencies, as a function of range.
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Figure 3 Random (solid line) and steady (dotted line) power for a) Wetland and b) Forest clutter at
X-band, as a function of range.
c) and d) are scatter plots of steady power vs random power for a) and b) respectively.
e) and Q) are plots of spectrum width as a function of range for the wetland and forest clutter of
a)and b) rcspectively.
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c) and d) give comparison of shape spectra for the fore~st and aropland clutter of a) and b)
respectively.

What insights led you to choose the Gamma distribution to represent the variation of
mean power and the spectral width?7

I chose the gamma distribution for three reasons. One, it is a mathematically tractable
model to use. Secondly, it suitably models non-negative random variables which ts
necessary for modelling near powers and spectral widths. Thirdly, It offers a tie-in with
the K-distribution model of sea clutter, of which much work has been done relating to
radar detection performance.
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SUMMARY
constants of coherent waves propagating through aThe problem of determining the dense forest. The attenuation constants given by

electromagnetic (EM) power received by an the model were compared with data taken at

antenna located over foliage covered rough terrain the Hze weMe and w00h rsti in go

in a bistatic scattering geometry is important and 200MHz, 500MHz and 800Mhz, resulting in good

quite complex. A model has been developed which agreement. Then, the entire bistatic scattering
canquantitateele. A dete e the beffect d lofe aoiae model was used to calculate an effective normalized
can quantitatively determine the effect of a foliage scattering cross sectic- o,° for a sod field, grass and
layer on EM waves scattered from rough terrain, forest covered terrain. This was compared with L-
rhe theoretical approximations obtained from this band data resulting in excellent agreement between
mod a:e compared with data at two levels; theand experimental data.
loss in penetrating the foliage and the total
normalized scattering cross section a*.

In the model, a transmitting antenna and 1. INTRODUCTION
receiving antenna are located at arbitrary heights There have been numerous investigations
and locations over a surface with two scales of of the scattering of electromag tic (EM) waves
roughness covered by a foliage layer. Both the from foliage and foliage covered rough surfaces [1
coherent and incoherent power scattered into the through 161. One of the earliest models [101 for
receiver are calculated. It is assumed that the scattering from foliage covered rough surfaces
foliage is sufficiently sparse that the coherent field consisted of the simple addition of the scattering
is dominant over the incoherently scattered waves cross sections of the vegetation layer and the rough
within the medium. The propagation of the surface. This model suffers from the inadequacy of
coherent field in the foliage is characterized by anýeffective" complex dielectric constant, (*. Explicit accounting for the influence of the vegetation layer
expressioes complaex deletericmconstant, frm Eon the rough surface scattering process. Another

expressions for €* have been determined fromealmolfrdscingE satrngrm

several multiple scattering formalisms and are eation was devlpdby Eake[in this

based on the dielectric properties of the scattering vegetation was developed by Peake 10]. In this
elements comprising the foliage, i.e. wood, leaves, model, the vegetation is represented by long, thin
blades of grassi dielectric cylinders, arranged randomly, but having

preferred vertical orientation. This model does not

The coherent field from the transmitting account for multiple scattering and scattering from
antenna is ray traced through the foliage layer a rough surface lying underneath the vegetation.
down to the underlying surface. The waves which In almost all of the models which consider
are scattered from the rough surface are then ray
traced upward through the foliage layer into the propagation through and scattering from vegetation

receiving antenna. It is assumed that there are no alone, use is made of the experimental fact that the
multipleinntenna.tins between the waves scattered volume fraction occupied by the foliage is usually

less than 5%, i.e. the foliage is sparse (1,12,14].
from the two layers, that the scattering processes
for the two media are statistically independent, and Another assumption made in the modeling of the

that only amplitude (no phase) information is propagation through and scattering from foliage is

needed for the incoherent waves scattered from the leav a he an d leave antalks is
roug sufac upardthrogh he olige.leaves and branches and leaves and stalks is

rough surface upward through the foliage, neglected. As pointed out by Brown [11], this is a

The results of this theoretical modeling are good assumption since the component elements of
compared with experimental data at two levels, foliage are much better absorbers of EM energy
First, the effective dielectric constants for a foliage than scatterers of EM energy in the frequency range
environment were used to calculate the attenuation of interest here (500MHz to 3GHz).
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Based upon the assumptions mentioned In this paper, following Blankenship [121, multiple
above, there have been numerous attempts to solve scattering between different foliage elements is not
for the EM fields scattered from foliage. References neglected, i.e. between different leaves and between
[9], [12], and [15] give extensive lists of relevant leaves and branches. The analysis is somewhat
work. Most of these studies treat the foliage as a similar to Brown's [11] approach, with the
continuous medium, with the propagation of the exception that the propagation of EM waves
waves governed by an effective dielectric constant, through the foliage is characterized by an effective
0* [12,141. This approach, which is used in this dielectric constant given by the coherent potential
paper, ;. limited by dic iow frequency constraint approximation (CPA). A transmitting antenna
that and receiving antenna are located over a surface

with two scales of roughness that is covered by a
2,-. (J - 1)- L < 0.5 (1) foliage layer. Both the coherent and incohereit

power scattered into the receiver are calculated.
The model assumes, for this paper, only in-plane

where A is the free space EM wavelength and L is scattering; there is no out-of-plane aziumthally
the characteristic dimension of a foliage element dependent scattering. Waves are launched from the
(leaf or branch). transmitting antenna down to the foliage covered

terrain. Each ray from the transmitting antenna isThe continuous medium approach, treated as a plane wave whose amplitude is

characterized by an effective dielectric constant, tea

may be analyzed by solving the wave equation with weighted by the pattern factor of the transmitting

a fluctuating (random) dielectric constant using antenna. Each wave in the angular spectrum of
plane waves emanating from the transmitter is ray

arosariaiotechniques, whoserusomed in thispper, traced through the foliage layer down to the roughtechniques, whose results will be used in this paper, surface, is reflected, and then ray traced back up

include the average T-matrix approximation through the foliage layer and into a bistatic
(CPA), the coherfentiv tentia approximation receiving antenna. Only the mean value of the

(EMA), arid the self-consistent approximation electric field (coherent part) is ray traced down

(SCA). These methods will be briefly summarized through the foliage layer. The coherent wave

in Section 2. and are discussed in detail in reflected from the rough surface is ray traced back
references [12] and [151. up through the foliage layer and is amplitude

weighted by the pattern factor of the receiving

It will be mentioned that there have been antenna. Also, the diffuse EM energy reflected
at least two notable attempts to overcome the low from the rough surface is composed of an angular
frequency limitations of the continuous medium spectrum of waves, each of which is ray traced up
approach: the work of Lang and Sidhu [91 and through the foliage layer, suffers some attenuation,
Brown's investigation [11]. Lang and Sidhu used and is then amplitude weighted by the pattern
the Foldy-Twersky [7] scattering theory to model factor of the receiving antenna. The bistatic
the scattering from a foliage layer over a flat earth. system may also be studied in a monostatic
Ilowever, it. is not clear how Lang and Sidhu's work scattering mode. In this investigation, the
would be extended to include a rough earth surface. theoretical model, with appropriate rough surface
In Brown's [11] analysis, the field incident on a parameters, is used to predict an effective
foliage layer is converted, inside the foliage, to a normalized cross section a* which is then compared
mean field and a (small) fluctuating field. The with some experimental data. This comparison is
mean field is calculated using the Foldy-Twersky made for four terrain types: a sod field, a grass
[7] scattering theory and the fluctuating field is covered field, a forest and a flooded forest. The
calculated from an exact integral equation using a agreement between the theoretical model and the
distorted wave Born approximation. These fields data is, in general, quite good.
are then incident upon a rough surface, giving rise
to surface currents. The surface currents are 2. THEORETICAL MODELS FOR EFFECTIVE
determined by solving the Magnetic Field Integral DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF FOLIAGE
Equation using iterative techniques. After This section presents a brief review of the
determining these surface currents, the fields which theoretical models which lead to expressions for an
propagate back up through the foliage layer may be effective dielectric constant 0* of foliage media, as
calculated by again splitting them into a mean discussed in Blankenship [121 and Tamasanis [141.
field component and a fluctuating component. Subject to the constraints stated in the
Multiple reflections within the foliage layer are Subjectto the ontan statedinetheneglected, only a single up-and-down passage is introduction, the use of an effective dielectric
onsiderted. Ty fsiagle upand-rouh pasuace is constant c* permits a heterogeneous mixture ofconsidered. The foliage and rough surface are random scattering elements to be treated as a

assumed to be statistically independent physical homogeneous medium.
entities.
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The transition operator T is used as a basis class of embedded scatterers (m=1) and the
for the various approximations in multiple scatterers are spherical in shape, the following
scattering formalisms. Maxwell's equations are approximation for c* may be obtained [12,14]:
written as,

N [N -(0
S)=0, (1)- 0+ (10)

E) (c,-co) E V -(X..E)=0, (2) f -(Eo;fi,Pi) ± (10))
;P,(!2 j- lI C1 + 1)

and,
V x E = 0 , (3) where,

where (3) is a quasi-static approximation. There (W) = (1 - P1 )C0 + PlI (11)
are m constituents and Ni is the number of
scatterers of the ith type. Here, p. is the volume For low volume fractions, the average T-matrix
fraction of the ith type of scatterer, x is a spatial approximation (ATA) may be written,
parameter and X0,, is the support of the jth scatterer
of type i, where,

C*(fO;('Pd) - f0 I + 3PlLf) + C

1 x in jth scatterer of type i

Nijp { 0 otherwise (4) 3p12(IC - C )'0 \212 S(12)

The two relationships,
This approximation is good only for small volume---- --.-

D(x) = ((x)E(x) , (5) fractions p < 0.01 and neglects interparticle
scattering interactions.

andI. In the coherent potential approximation
(6) •(CPA), the difference between the field exciting the

(Dx)) =,(6) medium and the average field is neglected
define (* where < > denotes ensemble average. [12,14,15,161. A reference dielectric constant cr is

introduced into Maxwell's equations, and is later
Expressing Eq. (2) in operator form, chosen to simplify (optimize) the equations for c*:

-- 5 ---

(Lo+ M)E 0 V x E =0 , (7) -. Ni
V.((rE)±+ E E V'-(((i-COxE) +

where, i=lj=l IJ

* 0= ( " ((0 (8a) rn Ni

+(cCr )V.' = 0 (13)N1 : M I + . . + M r , i = l j = l \ m i '

with, In operator notation, this is written as,
N3

3 V , (8b) (Lr+Mr)E = 0 , (14)

and, where,

Vj= (Ci- ()" V(Xij(" )) (8c) Lr-" (Er") , (15a)

The T matrix may be defined as, m Ni
' Mr F_ i vj ,(15b)T = (Lo + M)-'M (9) Mr Z,1

and,
After considerable algebraic manipulation, and
expanding the T matrix in a power series and Vr V( CO) Xx) + (15c)
neglecting higher order multiple interaction terms, V,

an expression for C* may be determined in terms of
expectation values of the T operator and the The T matrix in this approximation is defined as,
dielectric constant (Lax [5], Blankenship [12]). In
addition, if it is assumed that there is only a single Tr3 = (Lr + - . (16)
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After much algebraic manipulation, an expresion Then, an implicit functional relationship may be
for c* may be determined in terms of 1r, and obtained for c* [12,14,161:
expectation values of the dielectric constant and
the Tr matrix. This expression for c* greatly
simplifies if (r is chosen so that [12,14,15,16), (*((o;(P 1p) _

,,~ N, f) + P 1 El(.. Co~ E- CIn• N i T r~o~ l p ) + r o

< E > = 0 (17) . (22)
s=1 J=1 1 + p1 3e ,I

This CPA model requires that, )

Numerical evaluation of Eq. (22) requires the use of
(/l(0 - \ an iterative algorithm which has not yet been

3(r L=l! r- - , (18) developeC. Therefore, results from the SCA are not
3 •-'-• == P --• '- presented in this paper but may be the subject of

future efforts. There are theoretical reasons to
The general expression for e* obtained by solving conclude that the SCA method will give the most
the operator equation (14) is, accurate representation for c* [12].

It is possible to extend the case of one

~ij+(~p - P') (lP)%(~~2) +embedded scatterer in a host medium (m=l) to the
3- + r case of several embedded scatterers in a host

medium (m > 2) by using an iterative procedure.( - When a background medium c contains two
t =1 3•(0+i-0 classes of embedded scatterers c and c, the

effective dielectric constant of the medium can be
( , 0( - 19) defined as' (((0;,p 1 /(1 - P 2)). This recursive

= ) (3( )'3,r+( -19 technique is found to work well for two embeddedscatterers when the volume fractions p1 and P2 are
) small,

\When only one class of embedded scatterer is f*(c°;( I'Pl;2,P2-
considered (m = I1) and the scat terers are very s niall, C"(€ ( 0;( ' P, ;(2,P2), 2'Eqs. (18) an(l (19) combine to give the CPA for (*; ( "2(1

Figures (1) and (2) are plots of the real
" ( op 0), "" I +3p1 + part and imaginary part of (* versus the volumefraction occupied by wood (p ) for a hardwood

2( 2(2+1.3(05(2 )) (oak) forest and a softwood (ir) forest,
Pim 0 . (20) respectively. The volume fraction of leaves p1 was

taken to be 10% of the total volume fraction of a

typical density forest [14], which is consistent with
In the effective medium approximation what has been reported in the literature, i.e. pI =

(EMdA). proposed by Elliot et al [13], a two-phase 0.1%. The conditions correspond to summer with
material was considered in which the two phases an ambient air temperature of 250C. The signal
fill all of space and there is no distinction between frequency is 1.3GHz (L-band). Because of the
a host medium and embedded particles. In the relatively low volume fractions pI and p2' the
EMA model, the equation for f* may be written ATA, CPA and EMA models all agree to within a
[12]: few percent. Also, as noted by Tamasanis [14],

S-f0 \these values agreed with the experimental data
(*((0:J.PJ) ý- f0 1+3p, 2c-f~l) + reported in the literature when the volume fractions

are less then 5%. Fortunately, volume frictions of
2 1 f] foliage above 5% do not often occur in nature.

94TP --(2 ) ((2 3. SIMULATION OF BISTATIC SCATTERING

The Self-Consistent Approximation (SCA) FROM FOLIAGE COVERED TERRAIN
is readily derived from the CPA by letting the In the introduction, it was explained how
reference dielectric constant fr in Eq. (19) be equal the scattering model consists of a transmitting
to the effective medium dielectric constant c*. antenna and receiving antenna located at arbitrary
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heights over a surface with two scales of roughness to a small (A/5) jth patch on the ground.
covered by a foliage layer ( Fig. 3 ). In the angular Frj is the Fresnel reflection coefficient of the jth

spectrum of plane waves emanating from the patch of the foliage layer above the ground

transmitter, each coherent wave is ray traced down for either vertical or horizontal polarizwtion.
through the foliage layer, is reflected from the k = 27r/A.
rough surface, and the coherent wave is ray traced Zlj is the path of the incident ray in the foliage

back up through the foliage layer and into the from the jth patch.
receivei. The incoherent power scattered from the Z2j is the path of the reflected ray in the foliage
foliage is neglected because the foliage is sparse. towards the jth patch.
There is an angular spectrum of plane waves due to aýis the normalized cross section of the rough
the diffuse power (partial!y coherent) reflected from surface where;
the rough surface. T , Lhese waves is ray p is the transmitter polarization and,
traced back up th!ouqg,. Lhe foliage layer and into q is the receiver polarization.
the receiver (see Fig. 4). The numerical procedure Aj is the area of the jth small patch on the
consists of breaking up the foliage free-space ground.
interface into !A patches, where A is the EM free Gr is the angular dependent gain (E-Field) of the
space wavelength. The model also includes the receiving antenna.
reflection of the coherent incident rays from the t,)p R2j is the distance from the receiving antenna to
of the foliage layer and the reception of those a small (A/5) jth patch on the ground.
reflected waves by the receiving antenna, using
Fresnel's plane wave reflection coefficients. The sum in Eq. (26) is over all the small patches

eray tracing technique, each ray in on the foliage free-space interface where the
Inthe fatransmitting antenna patterns and receiver antenna

patterns have significant contributions.

E = F0 . exp~j.-2. 4•. , (24) The two-scale normalized cross section a'
LAr Z ) pq

is written as the sum of a large scale physical optics
where E0 is the amplitude of the incident electric (PO) cross section and a small scale perturbation
field and z is the path length in the foliage. At the method (PM) cross section (Ruck et al [10]):
foliage-free space interface, Snell's law is used to
determine the direction of the refracted ray: Vpq= apq(PO) + a*q(PM) (27)

sinO Rie = 1.inO, (25) which is valid when OL/TL << 1. Here, 0L and
\ i/ rTL are the standard deviation in height and

for an air-foliage interface where Oi is the angle of correlation length for the large scale roughness, p is
incidence and Or is the angle of refraction, the polarization of the transmitter and q is the

The model used in this report considers polarization of the receiver. Also,

only in-plane bistatic scattering, with no 2

azimuthally dependent scattering processes (this 0"(Po) =/3pq1 J S (28)

model will be extended to include these cases in where,
future work). The transmitter may be either
horizontally or vertically polarized. According to r 0 x
the previous discussions, the diffuse power coming A o 211]
into the receiver is then calculated from the and vxy is a function of A and angles of incidence
equation (see Fig. 4): and scattering, /3pq is a scattering matrix element

[10], X, and X2 are the univariate and bivariate

P 1Eil. Gt2 I l+FrjI 2 " i-e'ks- Zjj)i2. Gaussian characteristic functions, and S is Sancer's

j 47R eP( [17] shadowing function. For the small scale cross
section,

(or*Aj)" -exp(ik"TWZ 2j)12. a°(PM)=4k4a2Cos 2 OrCOS2•. 2 I.S, (30)

lF _r2 Gr" A2  where apq is a scattering matrix element and for a

(47rR 2J)2 
. (26) Gaussian surface correlation function [10]:

2 2
Here, r= -.T .2.exp( vxyT,. (31)

Er is the intensity of the transmitting antenna. 4 (

Gt is the angular dependent gain (E-Field) of the and a. and T, are the small scale roughness
transmitting antenna.

Rij is the distaiie from the transmitting antenna
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4. COMPARISON OF MODEL PREDICTION polarization for the grass covered field. The 5 dB
WITH SOME EXPERIMENTAL DATA discrepancy may be due to some depolarization for

the VV polarization (the vertically polarized
The first data set demonstrate-, the ability incident EM waves are partly scattered intoo•f the effective medium model to simulate the hrznal oaie ae)

propagation of EM waves through foliage. Results horizontally polarized waves).
of recent experimental measurements of the Figure 9 shows two data points (a' for a
attenuation of EM waves through vegetation media sparse softwood forest ( = 22 m trees) from a SAR
are reported in Tewari [20]. A comparison of the with HH polarization. One data point (the circle)
attenuation coefficients (a) at various frequencies, corresponds to a normal forest [181, and falls
calcelated using values of c* from the coherent exactly on the theoretical model curve (perfect
potential model above, and the Tewari data are agreement). The surface parameters used in the
summarized in Table 1. The theoretical model theoretical model curve are given as follows:
estimations of the attenuation coefficients OL=l. 2 2m, TL=10.0m, as=3 . 6 - 10-2m, and
describing EM wave propagation in foliage media T.=4.0- 10-2m, while c(ground)= 30.0+j0.6 and
show good agreement with the experimental data c(forest) = 1.03+jO.0002. The second data point
[14]. (the triangle) in Fig. 9 corresponds to a* for the

same forest ( = 22 m trees) flooded. The
Frequency Calculated Model Tewari Variation theoretical model surface parameters are the same
(MHz) * (dB/m) a(dB/m) (%) as for the normal forest, but with c(ground)=

50 (1.03,7.3e-4) 0.0033 - 80.0+jO.6 (corresponding to lake water). The
200 (1.03,4.6e-4) 0.0082 0.0110 -25.5 agreement of the data [18] with the theoretical
500 (1.03,2.8e-4) 0.0125 0.0138 -9.1 model is quite good (within 3dB). The theoretical
800 (1.03,2.le-4) 0.0151 0.0152 -0.9 model also shows the same trend as the data

1300 (1.03,2.0E-4) 0.0233 1 - points, the a* for the flooded forest is several dB
higher than oa° for a normal forest.

Table 1. Comparison of experimental attenuation In Fig. 10, several L-Band data points for
constants with calculated values. a' from softwood 10m trees are shown versus

incidence angle 0i for HH polarization [19]. The
Experimental data was taken over some surface parameters used in the theoretical

bare fields with a synthetic aperture radar SAR at calculations are as follows: aL=l. 2 2 m, TL=10.0m,
L-Band (Larson et al [181). Both HII and VV o. = 3.16. 10-2 m, T. = 4.0- 10-2 M, where
polarization data were taken for these sod fields as c(ground)=30.0+j0.6 and c(forest)=l.03+j0.0002.
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 (a* vs. 9i). For the The agreement of the data with the theoretical
theoretical model calculations, the surface model is again quite good. The most statistically
parameters were taken as follows: aL= 1.22 m, significant point of the measured data corresponds
rL=5.0on, sr,=3.16 - 10- 2m, T_=4.0. 10- 2m, while to the value of o' at an incidence angle of 55*. This
c(ground) = 30.0+jO.6 and e(grass) = 1.2+j0.005. is also where the theoretical model curve nearly
Fig. 5 shows excellent agreement between the three intersects the data curve.
sets of data and the theoretical model (the two-
scale model) for -H1 polarization. In Fig. 6, the 5. CONCLUSIONS
data for VV polarization for the three sod fields The general agreement of the L-Band a
shows appreciable variability, with good agreement versus 0 data with the theoretical model for four
with the theoretical model for one data set only. verent tarwin the thery mod for fourdifferent terrain types is very good for the HH
The vavriability is due to different surface polarization. The agreement between theory and
conditions; variations in surface roughnessexeintldafothfrsterinhwnnparameters having more effect on a* than variations experimental data for the forest terrain shown in
in p (dte to moisture content) t figs. 9 and 10 should be particularly noted. The

agreement between the u* vs. 0i data and the

Figures 7 and 8 show L-Band scattering theoretical model shown in Figs. 6 and 8 for an L-
data (o, vs. 0i) for a 1-meter grass field taken with Band SAR with VV polarization is not quite as
a SAR [18]. The theoretical model calculations good as the corresponding HH polarization cases.
were performed with the following surface This discrepancy is most likely due to the fact that
parameters: aL=l.22 m, TL=5 m, &,=3.16. 10-2 m, the theoretical model does not account for out of
Tr=4.0.10-2m, where c(ground) = 30.0+jO.6 and plane scattering (no azimuthal variation). Some of
((grass)=l.2+jO.005. Figure 7 shows the excellent the vertically polarized incident EM radiation can
agreement between the SAR data and the be scattered into horizontally polarized waves.
theoretical model for HlH polarization for the grass This depolarization would result in experimental u*
covered field. Figure 8 shows moderately good values being lower than what would be predicted
agreement between theory and data for the VV by the theoretical model. This trend is shown
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FIGURE 3. SCArTERING MODEL GEOMETRY
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How were the values for the dielectric constant for the trees determined for use in the
computations as a function of volume fraction of wood ?

Although scarce, experimental measurements of the dielectric constnnts of vegetation
components at specific frequencies and moisture contents are available in the
literature. The results from these measurements were used to verifly the validity of
specific models which were in turn used to determine the dielectric constants of the
vegetation components for the desired conditions. A detailed review of the methods
used and specific papers referenced can be found in the paper by Tamasanis listed in
the ieference section of the paper.
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BISTATIC SCATTERING STATISTICS OF DECIDUOUS TREES
by

K.V.N. Rao, W.G. Stevens, J. Mendonca
Rome Laboratory

Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

SUMMARY dependent on frequency, polarization, angles of
Theoretical predictions have shown that incidence and scattering, the type of surface, its
Theoreticaltpredictions it h awer sh tattd broughness and its dielectric properties. A brief

significant variations in the power scattered by a review of the aforementioned literature indicates
rough surface exist when the orientation of a that very little emphasis has been placed on
linearly polarized bistatic receiver is changed with polarization dependent bistatic scattering from
respect to the transmitter polarization, terrain. However, polarimetric techniques have

Experiments conducted at laser frequencies have teen deve r, and inetigatedhin hat

verified the existence of these polarization been developed and investigated in somewhat

variations. This present work was performed to greater detail to observe the co and cross-

determine if this behavior could be observed at polarization of scattering from objects with
microwave frequencies at a field test site. In this canonical shapes. Recently investigators have
reprortate frexpercimenatal resuldtest o itIn theiz n initiated studies on the polarization dependent
report the experimental results on the polarization scattering of electromagnetic waves from randomly
dependence of bistatic scattering from deciduous oriented objects and surfaces.
trees are described. The bistatic scattered power
from foliage (mixture of Birch, Maple, Ash and
grass) at 3.2 GHz was measured as a function of
the receiver polarization angle. This paper reports The variation of the bistatic rough surface
on data for one configuration: incidence angle of scattering has been discussed in several
80%, elevation scattering angle of 84", and one publications. In particular Papa, Lennon and
azimuthal scattering angle of 105%. The scattering Taylor examined the general behavior of the rough
surface size was approximately 4.5 square meters. surface scattering cross section as a function of
A wide band (200 MHz) S-band radar system was incident and scattering angles, surface roughness,
used to conduct thce casurpments. Both dielectric constant and polarization using a physical
vertically and horizontally polarized signals were optics model. For some conditions, these authors
transmitted. The receiver antenna polarization was have predicted that deep nulls occur in the
varied from 0" to 360' in each case. As the variation of the copolarized bistatic cross section
receiver polarization was varied, the scattered sigma-zero as a function of the scattering angle.
power levels changed considerably. In the course of For the case where the incident signal polarization
the tests polarization nulls 7 to 20 dB below peak is fixed, they showed that varying the linear
level of the scattered power were observed, polarization of the receiving antenna can optimize
depending on the geometrical configuration. The (either maximize or minimize) the diffuse power
location of these nulls was compared with scattered by a rough surface. In the general case of
theoretical predictions, which are based on bistatic scattering from rough surfaces, the
estimates of surface roughness and complex polarization state of the signals entering the
dielectric constant. A brief discussion on the receiver is elliptical (Papa and Woodworth). Thus,
dependence of the location and depth of it is necessary to measure simultaneously the
polarization nulls on the complex permittivity and amplitudes and phases of the co and cross polarized
roughness characteristics of the scattering surface is signals to demonstrate the absolute null location
also givw" -'"suits of experiments show that and its depth. However, in this report we describe
measui . theoretical null locations are in the results obtained from measurements of the
reasonable agreement. Further measurements at magnitude of the signal as a function of the receive
additional azimuthal scattering angles will be polarization angle. This restricts the results to
made. Future plans include phase and amplitude those for a linearly polarized receiver.
measurements with a dual orthogonal-polarized
receiving antenna to determine the ellipticity of 1.2 SCOPE
scattered signals. In section 2 of this report a brief

1. INTRODUCTION description of the bistatic geometry is given, where
we show the relative locations of the transmitter,

The scattering of electromagnetic waves the illuminated clutter patch and the receiver. The
from various types of terrain at microwave bistatic measurement system and data acquisition
frequencies has been investigated during the last techniques are also discussed in this section.
three decades for several scattering and remote Section 3 contains an overview of the theoretical
sensing applications. The scattering phenomena is models and the predicted plots of the received
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power as a function of the receiver polarization dish is located on the roof of a building at Rome
state. Section 4 shows the experimental results Laboratory's Ipswich Site. Appropriate adjustment
obtained when the clutter patch was illuminated of the three axes of the parabolic dish allows us to
with vertically and horizontally polarized signals aim the receiver's boresight to the center of the
for two azimuthal scattering angles. The results desired clutter cell.
consist of the magnitude of the signal in the
receiver as a function of the receiver's polarization 2.3 THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND
state. The comparison of the experimental DATA ACQUISITION TECHNIQUES
observations with the analytical predictions is The original design of this system was
described in section 5. The summary is contained described by Price and Green, as a communication

technique for multipath channels and by Linfield

MCONSIDERATIONS et. al for transmission channel characterization by
impulse response measurement. We found that this

Two critical factors in this experiment are system, suitably modified as shown in figure 3, can
the bistatic geometry in which the behavior is to be be used to make terrain scattering measurements
observed and the measurement techniques used to with extremely high range resolution. In both the
acquire the data. Both of these topics will be transmitter and receiver assemblies, all frequencies
discussed before the results arc presenecd. are derived from a stable 5 MHz crystal oscillator

via a series of varactor amplifiers. A pseudo-noise
2.1 BISTATIC CONFIGURATION DETAILS sequence is used to BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Key)

The bistatic scattering clutter geometry is modulate the S-Band transmitter, which has a
center frequency of about 3.2 GHz. The pseudo-

shown in figure 1. It is assumed the terrain is in noe sequenc is geert by a Tae shift

the x-y plane and the transmitter and receiver are noise sequence is generated by a 10-stage shift
locaed t poitins TandR rspecivey. O isthe register with selectable frequencies of 50, 100, or

located at positions T and R respectively. 0i is the 200, Mbits/sec. Thus, the bit length can be
incident elevation angle, 0s is the scattering selected to 20, 10, or 5 nanosecond duration (the
elevation angle and is the azimuthal scattering shift registers produce a 1023-bit code), resulting in
angle. The incident, and scattering planes shown

are designated as I and S. The origin is taken to range resolutioiis of 6 meters, 3.0 meters, and 1.5

be the center of the scattering surface clutter cell of meters, respectively.

interest. The incident electric field is restricted to The pseudo-noise code length in the
be either parallel or perpendicular to the plane of receiver is of the same length as that in the
incidence "I", whereas the receiving antenna (a 6' transmitter. However, the clock frequency in the
parabolic dish) can be rotated through 360 degrees receiver is offset by a specific value of delta f. The
about the boresight axis from the receiver antenna effect of this offset is that the reference code blocks
to the origin. This rotation allows us to vary (1023-bit sequence) are continuously "sliding" past
arbitrarily the receive signal polarization. The those signals entering the receiver. Whenever the
illuminated terrain is a combination of grass, reference code in the receiver matches with the code
brush, pine, ash, birch and poplar trees. The grass of the signal entering into the receiver the analog
is approximately 3" to 4" high. The brush is about correlator in the receiver produces an output.
2 to 3 feet high, and the height of trees varied Figure (3) illustrates the four types of
between 6 and 15 feet. signals entering the receiver. The first one is a

reference signal injected into the receiver via aCONFIGURATION direct cable link between the transmitter and the

receiver, thereby eliminating both the antennas.
An artist's sketch of the various The second signal which enters the receiver is that

components of the transmitter, receiver are shown which is coupled directly via the sidelobes of the
in figure 2. The transmitter van has a pneumatic antennas along a path which is in the direct line of
telescopic mast which can be raised 50 feet above sight. The third type of signal is that which enters
the ground level. A standard gain horn is used as a into the receiver via various multipath directions.
transmitting antenna mounted on top of the mast The fourth type of signal is that which is
and is adjustable so that the clutter patch can be emanating from the calibration horn. The output
illuminated either with vertically or horizontally of the analog correlator consists of the in-phase and
polarized signals. Azimuthal rotation of the mast quadrature components as well as the magnitudes
as well as the elevation angle of the horn is possible of the correlated signals. The auto-correlation
to illuminate the desired clutter patch at the function of the pseudo-noise maximal length
incidence scattering angle. The 6' parabolic dish sequence used provides a high level of
mounted on a three-axis positioner served as the discrimination between the correlated and
receiving antenna. The parabolic dish is fed from a uncorrelated codes such that the four types of
standard gain horn with linear polarization. This signals are individually resolved if their differences
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in times of arrival are greater than the code and R 11 (i) R1 (i) are the Fresnel reflection
clocking interval 1/f (5 nanoseconds for 200 coefficients fo vertical (V) and horizontal (H)
Mbits/sec. The auto-correlation time sidelobes are polarizations, respectively. The angle i is defined
about -30 dB. The repetition period of the as
correlation function (in effect, the data interval of
the measurement system) is 1023/delta f. Via cos i=1. Jl-sin6,sin8acosei+cos0,cos0, , (6)
appropriate choice of delta f, the data intervals are

selectable from 10 milliseconds to 2 seconds. This with,
limits the system collecting temporal variations of
the clutter fluctuations between 0.5 and 100 Hz. a1 - 1 + sin0isin0.cosd),- cos0Bcos8, , (7)
However, all of the data presented in this report are
taken with a data collection interval of 200 a 2 = cos01sin0. + sinejcos9,cos0. , (8)
milliseconds and 200 MHz bandwidth. As
mentioned earlier the outputs of the analog a3 = sinOicosO. + cosOisin0acos4'a, (9)
correlator consist of Inhase (I), quadrature (Q),
and magnitude 112 +Q' . Thus, by coherent and,
processing of I and Q signal amplitudes, in
principle, it is possible to calculate the amplitude a 4 = cos0i + cosO. (10)
and phase of the scattered signal from each range-
resolvable clutter cell or time-resolvable signal The quantity J in (1) is proportional to p(xf4 y),
entering the receiver, the probability density function for the slopes. The

quantities 4x and f,, are the surface slopessp . SP
3.0 BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE ANALYTICAL necessary to give rise to specular reflection of the
MODELS AND PREDICTION OF THE incident field into the scattering direction:
BISTATIC POLARIZATION NULLS

In this section we will give a brief overview sin0i - sines coss(
, :flc ,l t.ical mude'• anm the prediction of the 'Xsp- cosoi + cosos (11)
amplitude of the received power as a function of
the scattering angles and the receiver's polarization and,
state. The reader who is interested in the details of sinGs sins(1
the derivation should refer to Papa et al. fYap cosei + cos$$ ¶ (12)

3.1 ANALYTICAL MODEL
Implicit in the above derivation are the

We summarize here briefly the necessary assumptions that T > A, ýx < 1, fy < 1. fx and
equations to describe the dependence of the received fy are the local slopes in x and y directions at the
power on the polarization angle, as well as the local surface point. T is the surface height
scattering angles. For conditions of physical optics, correlation length and I is the wavelength. Papa et
the scattering cross section as defined by Barrick al give the dependence of scattered power intensity
including the shadowing factor S as given by on receive polarization as:
Sancer is, IR oc (,ORv cos, + /#Rv-sin Y)2 +

0' 0 = 1 0 p 9 1 2 J . S ,( 1 )A ( 1v "coso•+ 6'VH.sin?)2

a2a3R 11 (i)+sinOjsin#,sin 2-0.R (i) The scattered power is dependent on the incident
ov,- aja 4 " , (2) elevation angle, receive elevation angle, the

azimuthal scattering angle, the Fresnel reflection
coefficient and the complex dielectric constant.

-sin9.a3R 11 (i)+sinGsa 2 R.(i) This leads to an explicit expression for the
h =sinf ala , (3) polarization state (angle) of the receiver whichoptimizes the received power (either a maximum or

a minimum). This expression is given by:
sin 8.a2R 11 (i)-sinGja,3R.(i)

ana 4  (4) -B1 1:j B2 1- 4A(C 1

and, tan¶o6= 24 (13)

"-sin0Gsin0 8 sin 20,R 11 (i)-a 2a3Rl1 (i) where,
Ohh- a3a4  (5)

A= V V ! VH (14)
Here, the angles Pi, Os, and 0. are defined in Fig. 1,
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the mean value of the observed power from a-,RV 2 R 21p V)2+ I 2
B- =-Rv)+(#VH)2 -(IVV)2+(IVH)2 

, (15) typical cell as a function of the receiver polarization
angle. As indicated in the figure the data were
collected when the patch was illuminated with a

C= 'VH/VR + J3VH0VVV (16) vertically polarized signal. Figure 5b shows the
results for horizontal polarization. The angles 0i,

The angle 00 defines the direction of (linear) 08, and 0s were 80, 84, and 105* respectively. The
polarization the receiver should have to optimize power from the particular cell is averaged over the
the received power scattered from the rough 100 data collection frames for each polarization
surface. Note that this polarization direction state. The received power is normalized with
depends only on the dielectric constant (complex) respect to the maximum power received at
of the surface and the bistatic incidence scattering polarization angle which is scanned through 360
angles. It is independent of the surface roughness degrees. The receiving antenna was rotated in
for a single scale of roughness model. When a incremental steps of 10 degrees. It took
composite scattering model is used that considers approximately ninety minutes to collect the data
small as well as large scale roughness parameters, over the entire 360 degrees.
the optimum polarization direction may change Figures 6a and 6b show plots of the 90th,
slightly but the magnitude of the scattered power 50th, and 10th percentile of the magnitude of the
can vary by several decibels. Thus, if the surface received powercenthe same mageof androughness can change with time (as is the case with received power for the same bistatic geometry and

range bin of figures 5a and 5b. Figure 6a is for
windblown trees) the clutter polarization minimum vertical and figure 6b is for horizontal transmit
and maximum may change in magnitude without a polarization. These plots are more revealing than
significant shift in their relative locations, those of just the mean power. It can be seen from

these figures that the receiver polarization for
3 EDICTIONS Fwhich the scattered power is a maximum or

minimum does not change whether it is observed
Using the analytical algorithm given by from the mean, median, 90th or 10th percentiles.

Papa, Lennon and Taylor we computed the Another interesting feature shown in these plots is
intensity of the received power as a function of the that there are variations in the separation of the
polarization state (angle) for our experimental 90th, 50th, and 10th percentiles for different
conditions. The plots showing the received receiver polarizations. This is discussed in greater
intensity as a function of the polarization angle are detail later in the paper.
shown in figures (4a) and (4b) for two correlation Figures 7 and 8 are histograms showing the
lengths. Figure (4a) is for the incident signal on differences in temporal fluctuations of scattered
the clutter patch being vertically polarized and the power from deciduous trees in one range resolution
plot shown in figure (4b) is that for the case when cell as the receiver antenna is oriented to produce
the incident signal is polarized horizontally, the maximum and minimum scattered power. The
Implicit in the algorithm is that a linearly data in figure 7 were obtained with the
polarized receiver is used. It is clear that the depth transmitting horn antenna vertically polarized,
of the null and the magnitude of the scattered while those of figure 8 were for horizontal transmit
power are dependent on the surface conditions. polarization. The solid bars of the histogram
These results will be related to the experimental represent data obtained when the receiving dishdata in section 6.rersndtaotiewhnteecingih

antenna was oricnted to the polarization of
maximum terrain reflectivity for this bistatic

POLARIZATION NU RI, LS geometry. The cross-hatched bar data were
obtained when th- receiving dish antenna was

In this section we present some results oriented for minimum reflectivity. For vertical
obtained from the bistatic polarimetric experiment incident polarization, the maximum clutter power
conducted at Rome Laboratory's Ipswich Field occurred at receiver polarization angles of -150 and
Site. We measured the power reflected from the +30 degrees while the minima occurred at -80 and
deciduous trees using the bistatic geometrical 100 degrees. For the horizontal incident case,
configuration shown in figure (2) for various clutter maxima occurred at receiver polarization
receiving antenna polarizations. Although our angles of -60 and +120 degrees while the minima
system can resolve 1023 range bins, we recorded occurred at -140 and +40 degrees. In each of these
only a small percent of this number because histograms, the data are normalized to their
relatively few range bins were intersected by both respective mean values. This allows direct
transmitter and receiver antenna patterns for this comparison of features of the individual
bistatic configuration. For each polarization state distributions such as shape, spread, and power
of the receiving antenna we collected data from 100 contained in the distribution tails.
frames for statistical analysis. Figure (5a) shows
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Figures 9 and 10 are histograms of the the experiments. It is, however, difficult to
received power at the two polarization angles at construct a perfectly linearly polarized antenna for
which the minima occur, and are presented to either transmission or reception. It is possible,
illustrate the differences in distribution. Figure 9 is though, to measure and/or calculate the isolation
for vertical incident polarization and figure 10 is for between co-and cross-polarized components of any
horizontal. Again, the data in these histograms are given antenna. The antennas used in this
normalized to their respective mean values. As experiment have an isolation of 20 dB for the
both of these histograms show, for each incident transmitting horn and an isolation of
transmit polarization the two minima have approximately 26 dB for the receiving dish. A
different spreads in their distributions. The second source of error is in the measurement of the
difference in spread (or dispersion) between the exact scattering angles. The incident elevation
data obtained at the four polarization angles can be scattering angle, the receiver elevation scattering
obtained quantitatively by comparing the standard angle and the azimuthal angles are exactly
deviations of the normalized data, or equivalently, measured in the boresight directions. However, the
the ratio of the standard deviation of the variations in these angles in the intersection of the
unnormalized data to the mean value of the transmit antenna and receive antenna footprint can
unnormalized data. This standard of comparison is only be conjectured. A third source of error is in
called the relative dispersion, or coefficient of estimating the rms surface slopes of the surface
variation. canopy of 'he trees and the depth of penetration of

For vertical incidence, the coefficient of the signals into the volume of the deciduous trees.

variation of the data at the polarization maximum Emphasis was placed more on identifying
was 0.192. Values at the polarization minima -80 the differences in statistics of the scattered power as
degrees and +100 degrees were 0.313 and 0.716 the receiver polarization was varied. As was seen
respectively. For horizontal incident polarization, in plots of measured power vs. polarization angle,
the coefficient of variation at the maximum was the magnitude of the null depth was different for
0.152 while the minima were 0.372 at -140 degrees the two polarization minima conditions, while the
and 0.550 at +40 degiees. Two observations can be separation of the nulls remained at 180. We
made from these calculations: First, the relative attribute these results to changes in the rms surface
dispersion of the maxima for each incident slopes of the range cell of interest over time. Even
polarization is less than that of the respective with mild wind, the surface roughness parameters
minima; and second, for each incident polarization could change, while the net permittivity of thecase the relative dispersions of the minima data at terrain may remain steady. As shown in the
the two receiver polarization angles are different. analytical results, calculations made of the

11I and 12 show more general scattered power at the two polarization minima for
Figurestwo different surface roughness but similar

polarization trends for these results. They show the p ermitt sprodce rundns tht wer

mean power and coefficient of variation vs. receiver permittivities produced findings that were similar

polarization for both transmit polarizations. The to experimental results, i.e., nulls that were

results illustrate the trend of falling coefficients separated by 180" but were different in magnitude.

with rising mean power and vice versa. Analysis of 6.0 SUMMARY
data for other nearby range cells produced similar
findings. Not only do the relative dispersions In summary, for our limited data set we
change with receiver polarization, but that a time have confirmed the existence of polarization nulls
dependence is also present. We feel that this time in the energy scattered by terrain for bistatic
dependence could be attributed to motion of the geometries. We have found that ther exist
trees in the very high range resolution cells of our differences in the temporal statistical distributions
system and to the approximately 40 minutes of the scattered power when the receiving antenna
between data collections at the polarization angles is oriented to different polarizations. Our
corresponding to the two minima. At present, no measurements of the power scattered by deciduous
attempt has been made to fit a theoretical trees as a function of receiver polarization angle
distribution to these data. But these results show exhibited minima for two different azimuthal
that the shape parameter estimate, if not the fitted scattering angles. These minima were of different
distribution type, would change with receiver magnitudes and had different coefficient of
polarization angle. variation statistics. A physical optics model using

the same azimuthal and elevation angles as those in
5.0 DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL the experiment, and an estimated value of the
RESULTS AND ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS terrain dielectric constant and surface rms slope

Comparison of the experimental data with was used to predict the scattered power versus
analytical predictions would be exact if all the polarization angle. Locations of minima predictedassumptions made in the predictions were met by by the model were in close agreement with
aiomeasurements.
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DISCUSSION

F. Le Chevalier FIFR:

Since level distribution is wider for polarizations states where mean clutter level is
lower, do you think there remains interest in making use of polarization effects to
improve the probability of detection ?

Author's reply:

These measurements were taken using an S-band 200 MHz bandwidth transmitter

illuminating a clutter patch. The data indicate that the temporal spreads about the
mean are dependent on the polarization angle of the receiver. Further experiments for

coarser resolution cell behavior would have to be ca-ried out prior to determining
whether probability of detection could be significantly altered. In addition, the

dependence would have to be constantly updated, depending on the bistatic

configuration and type of clutter environment.
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ALTAIR UHF OBSERVATIONS OF
BACKSCATTER ENHANCEMENT

Dennis L. Knepp
Mission Research Corporation

2300 Garden Road, Suite 2
Monterey, California 93940-5326

SUMMARY ALTAIR WAVEFORM DESCRIPTION

During the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) PEAK ALTAIR utilizes a circular antenna with a diameter of
(Propagation Effects Assessment - Kwajalein) experiment 150 feet. The 3 dB beamwidths are 2.8 degrees at VHF
in August 1988, the ALTAIR VHF/UHF wide bandwidth (155.5 MHz) and 1.1 degrees at UHF (422 MHz). In the
radar was used to track spherical satellites in low-earth PEAK experiment, independent range tracks were
orbit. The purpose of the experiment was to obtain radar maintained at both frequencies, but the UHF angle
data during the most severe propagation disturbances information was used to steer the antenna. During the
available naturally. The PEAK experiment has been quite satellite track portion of PEAK, the VHF and UHF
successful, giving many measurements of strong waveforms chosen were those with the maximum
scintillation as well as the first measurements of bandwidth available. This selection gives an LFM (linear
frequency-selective fading on propagating radar pulses. frequency modulated) waveform with a chirping bandwidth

of 7.05 MHz at VHF and 18 MHz at UHF. Because of duty
In this paper the experimental results are used to cycle limitations the maximum pulse repetition frequency

demonstrate an enhancement, due to scattering, in the is 372 Hz. Note that the actual PRF is determined by the
average received power that is observed during severe radar control system to avoid eclipsing of pulses (i.e., to
scintillation. The observed statistics of the enhancement avoid reception of a pulse when the radar is transmitting).
are compared to analytic calculations using the
Nakagami-m distribution with very good agreement. This
enhancement is predictable on the basis of the first-order The analysis that follows is based, for the most part,
amplitude statistics for two-way radar propagation in a on data taken during several tracks of the Soviet satellite
monostatic propagation geometry as well as by a more Cosmos 1427. Cosmos 1427 is a 2-meter diameter

thorough analysis using reciprocity; both analytic calibration sphere in a near circular orbit at an altitude of
approaches are presented here. The enhancement is about 420 km. The use of spherical satellites eliminates
important for both ground and space-based radars that the problem of target glint that causes fluctuation in the
have to operate during scintillation, since as much as a 3 received signal due to interference from multiple target
decibel increase in the target (and clutter) signal-to-noise scatterers. Figure 1 (top) shows an example of severe UHFratio is possible, depending on the severity of the scintillation measured during the evening of August 20,
raintioaispossibl, adepe on the rad nsmreciver eofeth . 1988, on a pass starting at 9:18 pm, referred to as PEAKscintillation and on the radar transmit/receive geometry. 9C.

INTRODUCTION 30 ...
201-

It is well-known that a propagating signal in the .
frequency range from VHF to L-band can experience 0

disturbances due to naturally occurring F-region C-

ionization. Disturbances due to mean or average ionization • '
consisting of dispersion, refraction, Faraday rotation, and ,, . ,
phase shift have been the subject of research work over the __1_, ____________....___"
last several decades and are well understood [Lawrence, et 1.

at., 1964). Disturbances due to smaller scale o-
electron-density irregularities that produce scintillation of I
propagating waves are the subject of current research [ s
lBasu, et al., 1987; Kumagai, 19871. a [

Scintillation consists of the rapid variation of signal -.
phase, amplitude, angle-of-arrival, time-of-arrival and
other signal properties. Intense signal scintillation is often
observed over satellite links and in radar measurements
Tole,1980] through the ambient ionosphere at VHF and 27

UHF. Strong equatorial scintillation is even observed at
frequencies as high as C-band, but rarely [Franke, et .l.,

major goal of using the severely disturbed ionospheric L
propagation channel P measure and record worst-case 30

propagation effects. The primary experiment utilizedALTAIR, a high-performance long range VHF/UHF •:•

tracking radar. The ALTAIR VHF signal is of prime
interest since the lower frequency experiences the greatestdegree of scintillation. The goal of the DNA program is to r ,.. .. ,.. .. ,.. .... is.

0O1O 10 30 2W 250 3W 30 4W0 450
measure radar signal propagation effects, determine the TIME (Sea)
irregularity structure, measure the radar performance
degradation, and then to relate the performance Figure 1. UHF RCS, average RCS, S4, and average
degradation to the measured propagation disturbances and signal-to-noise ratio for Cosmos 1427,
to the in-situ irregularity structure. PEAK 9C, 8/20/88, 9:18 PM.
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The figure shows the measured UHF radar cross 30.....,.............

section in decibels below a square meter as a function of -'

ALTAIR tag time, which is time measured from the start l0[

of track. Notice the abrupt onset of a patch of severe l
scintillation starting at a time of 135 seconds and ending
at 220 seconds. The elevation at 140 seconds is 7.5° and is
increasing slowly until about 300 seconds when the .... - .

satellite begins to descend. This high elevation angle rules
out ground multipath as the source of the observed signal ....... ..... ....

fluctuations. 1 ,o-

The lower three frames in Figure 1 show computed n 5 --
quantities obtained by averngig the UHF data over 1500 lI
consecutive received pulses. The second frame gives the > 0 -

average RCS. The average is obtained by summing 1500 _.......,
values of RCS, dividing the sum by 1500, and then 3
converting to decibels. The third frame gives the values of "
S4 discussed below. The bottom frame shows the average2
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) computed by averaging the 7

ratio of the power in the track gate to the power in the last
recorded range gate. Time-samples of the received UHF 7
pulse are recorded corresponding to a spatial separation of
15 m; the track gate (where the radar tracker attempts to 0 ............
place the peak of the return signal) corresponds to sample ..........
number 4, the last recorded sample is number 12. Note
that our SNR measurements could be corrupted by range -0
sidelobes, but are not here since the range sidelobes are 35
dB below the peak and, therefore, below the noise, for the
most part. Unfortunately, we do not have available for 2o

analysis the radar's actual noise power measurement. C.4
t , ....... ...... . . . . . . . .00

An enhancement in received average RCS during TIME (Sec)
scintillation is clearly visible in the second frame of Figure
1. If one uses the period between 250 to 300 seconds to
measure the mean RCS without scintillation, increases in Figure 2. UHF RCS, average RCS, S4, and average
RCS due to scintillation approaching 3 dB are apparent in signal-to-noise ratio for Cosmos 1427,
the period 140-210 seconds. PEAK 2G, 8/7/88, 1:14 AM.

Figures 2-5 present all the data that we were able to
analyze to measure this enhancement in the average
received power (or RCS) during scintillation. Figures 1-5
each consist of four frames showing single-pulse ..
measurements of the received RCS, and values of the -"
average RCS, the S4 scintillation index (defined below), 10.
and values of the average SNR. The average quantities 0 -
were calculated by averaging 1500 consecutive samples of
recorded data, or about 4 seconds of consecutive data -2C .
during the satellite pass. Figures 1-2 and 4-5 show data - ,

taken during four tracks of COSMOS 1427. The data -1 . .

shown in Figure 3 was taken during a pass of LCS-4, a MIT . .

Lincoln Laboratory calibration satellite. LCS-4 is smaller 1__
than COSMOS 1427 and at a higher altitude of 770 km. .

In each figure we see that there is a distinct 0 |I
correlaiion between the severity of the scintillation and an
increase in the measured average SNR. We will show in the .- 5 1_...._...., .... ...._... ...
following that this enhancement in measured average RCS 3_','_._' __...__...__...'_..._..

and power is due to focusing. 16;

Scintillation Index (S4). The level of amplitude 2
scintillation is often measured by the S4 scintillation index
defined as the normalized standard deviation of the RCS
obtained from a constant-RCS target.
SS = ((P') - (P)")/(P)2 , where P is the apparent radar ..
RCS (the fluctuations in P are due to scintillation) and _o_.... .... _.... .... .... .... ....

the angle brackets denote a stochastic average. Values of ,.
S4 on a one-way path generally range from a minimum of
zero signifying no scintillation to a maximum of unity 7
indicating worst-ýcase ocayieigh fading where the
quadrature components of the received (one-way) signal 70[
are uncorrelated Gaussian variates.".

To measure a single value of S4 , 150 values of 0 2z 3(0a 400

sampled RCS measurements (corresponding to about 4 TME (Sac)

seconds of data during the satellite pass) were averaged.
Note that the measurements of S4 exceed in many cases Figure 3. UHF RCS, average RCS, S4 , and average
the maximum value Vi/ = 2.24, valid for saturated signal-to-noise ratio for LCS-4, PEAK 6G,
scintillation in the twe-way radar geometry [Knepp and 8/15/88, 12:53 AM.
Remkinn, 1991f. This is the result of focusing caused by
large scale irregularities 'cloee to" the radar location.
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3| ........ Equivalently, the Fresnel zone size ia larger than the

o 10freezing scale of the irregularities.

2-- ~THEORY OF POWER ENHANCEMENT

... In the following a simple expression is obtained for the

. ....... two-frequency, two-position, two-time mutual coherence
function (MC!') for the case of two-way propagation from

to• a radar antenna to a point target and back to the antenna.
The result is given in terms of products of the one-way

5 - MCFs for propagation from the radar target to the radar
0 - transmit and receive locations and is valid for saturated

scintillation where the quadrature components of the
- ....................... ....... signal, after one-way propagation, are uncorrelated
3L . ,_ ........... , .......... ...... Gaussian variates. This result explains the observed

enhancement as caused by correlation of the wave that
2 .4 propagates from the radar location to the target with the

• •wave that propagates from the target to the radar.

i .,, The backscatter enhancement appears to have first
been noticed by Watson in 1969. Several authors Ide Wolf,

, ...... .. I .1971; Fante, 1973] have predicted enhancements of a factor
S..............................v...... of two in the case of backscatter from a turbulent plasma.

,I Yeh 11983] calculated the two-position, two-frequency MCF
""0 for the case of radar backscatter from a target located

I within a random medium, which is similar to the present
calculation. Our calculation differs from Yeh's in that it

_ _ __o_ _also includes the effects of possible temporal decorrelation
due to changes with time in the propagation medium or

00 200 40000 propagation geometry as well as temporal changes during
TIME (Sec) the time of travel of the propagating signal. More recent

work has concentrated on the backscatter enhancement
from rough surfaces and from media consisting of

Figure 4. UHF RCS, average RCS, S4 , and average randomly distributed particles [Kuga, et al., 1989].
signal-to-noise ratio for Cosmos 1427,
PEAK 7C, 8/17/88, 9:56 PM. Consider the problem illustrated in Figure 6 of a wave

transmitted at time t at a center radian frequency of w
with time dependence exp(iwt) from an aperture antenna
located in the p,-plane at pr. Fante [1985], gives the
received field using the Huygens-Fresnel Principle under

30 .. two important assumptions. First, the transmitted signal
2-0 must be narrow-band about the center radian frequency w,

and second, the time rate of change of the
index-of-refraction fluctuations and of the transmitted

S-,o temporal envelope must be slow in comparison to the
radian frequency w. These conditions are generallyQ:-30-

-,_ _ __ satisfied in modern pulsed radars. In this case the field
received after propagation from the antenna to a location

4 1|',111_111 1 . . ' 1 ' • in the plane of the scattering layer, pA is

Ei.. (At, w,t + fdApz-p)G(,fp;wt> 0
___________________________________Eo(A.,w)(i

3 "lO ' m'j icis .. .. ... . . .. . .,"" '

T2M RECEPTION

TRANSMISSION REPTO

10 5 00 20 30 5 0

Figure S. UHF RCS, average RCS, S4, and average PR

signal-to-noise ratio for Cosmos 1427, TRANSMIT RECEIVE
PEAK 6F, 8/15/88, 12:07 AM. ANTENNA ANTENNA

Figure 6. Two-way scattering geometry.
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From the figure Zt is the distance along the direction Then the expression for the desired autocorrelation
of propagation from the transuitter plane to a scattering function after two-way propagation is obtained as
layer. The quantity Z, is the ,distance from the scattering
layer to the target location, E0(P.,w) is the
frequency-domain representation of the signal transmitted r2(pAR - #PR; WI - W,; A) = (E,.,(PR1, w1 , t + 2r + A)
from location p. and A(#. - pr) is the aperture weighting E (PR2,w2,t + 2r)) (8)
function for the transmit antenna located at position PT.
For example, the choice A(p) = constant for 1#1 <p o and
zero otherwise is appropriate for a circular antenna. The where the angle brackets denote stochastic average.

time dependence t in the propagator GI, given by E,ý(Pjx) is the voltage received at PRI, due to a

Equation 3, signifies that the transmission occurs at time transmitter at #Ti; Eý(PR2) is the voltage received at pA
t. The signal arrives at the scattering layer at a later time, due to a transmitter at PT2. To proceed further,

t + Z,/c as included in the expression for Emc. The reciprocity must be invoked to relate upward and

propagator is given as down-going waves through the expression

GI(, (# fit;w; t) = k2-• exp ik,-• (_L-k i2 (Gp(# -' Av; w; t) = Gdown Py " .; W;t-t-+CA - 9)

(2)
The above equation states reciprocity as follows. In

Now the signal in the target plane may be written by propagating upward, starting at time t, the wave arrives at
propagating in the same manner from the scattering layer the layer at time t + Zj/c; in downward propagation
up to the target. The result can be expressed as starting at time t + (Z' - ZV/c, the wave arrives at the

screen at time t + (Zt - Z,)/c + Z/c = t + Zc, i.e., the
same time. Thus the scattering layer is in the same

Eia(py, , t + r =c (pew t + position for upward as it is for downward propagation, so
u +reciprocity holds.

G (p-* ,;w;t + ) (3) Application of reciprocity allows one to replace the
c upward-going transfer functions with their equivalent

where the propagator, G2 accounts for propagation of a downward-going transfer functions.

wave starting from the layer at time t + Z/c, and includes Now, if scintillation is saturated on a one-way propagation
the phase term 0 which gives the scattering laver path so that Gd.on is a complex Gaussian variate, then one
conmribution to the phase in the Huygens-Fresnel principle, can write the fourth-order moment using the well-known

expression

G,/ Z,\ k (XiZXSXX 4) = (XiX2)(X3X4) + (XIX 3)(X2X4) + (XiX 4 )(X2X3).
2 (~P -. P1;w; t + =i2Z In the application of this expression for the

-k /) fourth-order moments, the term (Gd.,,..Gd.,,) (Gd..Gý,,,,,)
exp -ikZ, - i - ,) + io (PC, Uit + c (4) is found to be of the form ((ReO) - (Im2))2 where the

variances of real and imaginary parts are equal, giving
zero. The other two terms are written in Equation 10 as

For simplification, the above three equations can be the products of MCFs valid for the downward path (Id.o.n)
combined as from the target to the various transmitter and receiver

locations. r~o is the two-way MCF in the absence of a
scattering layer.

E."(p,,-,,t+T = dpj.A(p.-p)Gup(p. -* P,;1 w;t)Eo(.,zw)

(5) r, = r 2o {rdown, (PRI - Po;wI - ; A)
which represents upward propagation of a wave from the

p.-plane starting at time t, to the p.-plane or target plane, rdown (PTi - PT2; UI - • 2 ; A)
arriving at time t + r where i = (Z, + Z,)/c. The quantity2Z
G.. is a time-variable (varying with t) transfer function for + { 2
a sinusoid of radian frequency w. A

Now let the target be a point scatterer with unity d 2Z
reflectivity and located at fi.- Then the field received at rd... 43TI PR2; W W2; A + c
time t + 2r after downward propagation from the target Eo(Prwi)E•(ft2 ,w) (10)
back to the radar location is given as

where A. = w, - w2 and b = 2Z4/c.

E.,(#R,w, t + 2r) = f dp' B(p. - PR) The quantity Pri is the transmitter location at time

Gdo.,(ov -- P.;w;t + r)Et.(P.,-, ,t + r) (6) t + A; Pr• is the transmitter location at time t; OR, and
#R2 are the receiver locations at times t + 2r + A and
E + 2r, respectively. The quantity 2Z,/c is the time

Equations 5-6 can be combined to yield a simplified required for the wave to propagate from the scattering
expression layer to the target, and then back to the scattering layer.

Changes in the medium that occur more rapidly than
2Z,/c can act to decorrelate the up and down-going waves

E,,(OR, W, t + 20 f de. dpr A A(#' - p-))B(ON. - pi) and reduce or eliminate the backscatter enhancement.

Gdo, . t + r G . w;t) Eo w) (7) Equation 10 is in agreement with Yeh [19831.

Expressions for rdown and r, 0 for this geometry are
where the quantity B(p" - pi) specifies the aperture given in Knepp [19IM; 1985].
weighting function for the receive antenna which is located
with its phase-center at pi at time t + 2r. Now simplify by If transmitter and receiver are far from one another,

letting both transmit and receive apertures be point the second term in Equation 10 is zero, since each rdo is
antennas so A( -P' - P) - or) and similarly for B. separately zero. If transmitter and receiver are collocated
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and 2Z,/c is small, the second term is equal to the first Table 1. Summary of Data Analyzed to Measure
term and thereby represents the enhancement. The Enhancement Statistics.
enhancement depends on the relative positions of
transmitter and receiver at two different times. It is
therefore important in the evaluation of the performance of Satellite Total Time Interval
space-based radar, particularly displaced phase center Pass Time Interval for RCS(no scint)
antenna (DPCA) wherein the transmit and receive Designation Analyzed Measurement
phase-centers have co:nplicated relative motion.

For the case of no scattering, the resulting expression PEAK 2G 200-600 sec 590-630 sec
lot. •ile MCF is ra',nosciit) = r 20Eo(#,w)E(r2,Ew:). 8/7/88; 1:14 AM
For the case c! a 'nonostatic radar geometry with small,,tV.,-I i l we PEAK 6G 70-400 see 380-390 see

in Equation 1G, owe outains h8/15/88; 12:53 AM
F2 (monostatic radar) = 2r 2(no scintillation) or a 3 dB
increase in average received power above that measured PEAK 7C 80-360 sec 90-110 sec
with no scintillation. 8/17/88; 9:56 PM

Measurements of the Enhancement. Now if one PEAK 6F 160-400 sec 160-180 sec
restricts consideration to only the first-order or signal 8/15/88; 12:07 AM
amplitude statistics, it is possible to relate the amount of
the enhancement to the severity of the signal fluctuations. PEAK 9C 130-380 sec 250-300 sec
At its simplest the enhancement can be derived using 8/20/88; 9:18 PM
reciprocity which states that, if the propagation
environment is unchanging, a signal with a single
frequency component traverses the same path in traveling
from the radar to the target and back. Table 1 calls out the dati. intervals that were analyzed

In that case the voltage after two-way pwe first determined the average RCS without scintillation.
proportional to the square of the one-way voltage. Now if This measurement was necessary because the ALTAIR
the one-way signal experiences saturated scintillation in RCS calibration was not constant during the month-long
which the quadrature components are uncorrelated experimental campaign. The average RCS under
Gaussian variates, then it is easy to show that the MCF conditions of no scintillation was obtained for each pass byfor two-way propagation is twice the square of the one-way averaging all the RCS measurements during the time
MCF. Equation 10 is the result of a more detailed intervals shown in the third column of the table.
derivation which similarly predicts the factor of two
enhancement for the case of a monostatic radar geometry Measurements of the average RCS and S4 during
and the special case of small Z,/c. scintillation were obtained using 1500 point averages over

the time extent shown in the second column of the table.The Nakagami-m [Nakagami, 19601 probability

distribution is a simple, one-parameter distribution that In Figure 7 the UIIF measurements of S4 and average
correctly describes both the weak and strong scatter limits RCS are combined in a format to check "he relationship
of ionospheric scintillation and has been found to give a given above. By using the ALTAIR data similar to that
very good fit to observed scintillation data [Fremouw, et shown in Figure 1 it is possible to measure all the values in
al., 19801 over a wide range of scintillation conditions. Equation 12 to check this relationship. For example, for
Under the assumption of Nakagami-m statistics for the PEAK 9C, take the average RCS during undisturbed
one-way power, the probability density function (pdf) of propagation conditions as the average of the receied RCS
received RCS is given by Equation 3.4 of Knepp and over the interval 250-300 seconds. Then consider the other
Renking [1989]. measurements of average power and S4 with (and without)

scintillation during the time period 130-380 seconds. TheseIf reciprocity holds, the radar measures the two-way measurements of S4 are used to obtain the m-parameter
RCS, Q = S2 which then has the pdf given by through the expression

S4(two-way) = (4m' + 10m + 6)/(m(m + 1)2) [Knepp and
Reinding, 19891.

p1(Q)dQ = mm exp dQ, The resulting data is then presented in the form of a
2r(rn)(s)- (S) scatter plot shown in Figure 7 where the ratio of the
Q _Ž 0, (two - way) (11) average RCS measurements with and without scintillation

are plotted as a function of the ratio (m + 1)/m. A
where m = 1/$.(one - way). straight line with unity slope corresponds to the

enhancement theory described above.
We have compared our measurements of the

cumulative power distribution function with Equation 11
and have obtained good agreement for all values of Figure 7 shows similar UHF data for three additional
measured S4 . This agreement with a well-known passes of Cosmos 1427 of (PEAK 2G, 7C, 6F) and a pass
distribution is useful since it removes the possibility of of a smaller U.S. calibration sphere, LCS-4 (PEAK 6G).
statistics as a possible cause of the observed enhancement

There is good agreement between the data collectedin average power. in Figure 7 and the theory; the value of the standard
From Equation 11 the mean received two-way power deviation of the dzta points from the straight line with

can be computed in terms of the square of the one-way unit slope through the origin is 0.17. The minimum SNR
power as (Q) = f- 'p,(Q)QdQ = (--1(S). In the case of for the UHF data Is 22 dB, so noise effects on the

a constant signal with no fading, Sis zero, m is infinity measurements are minimal. The major cause of variationad conesobtantsignal wino saing, 4 wis zon is from the theory Is the measurement of the undisturbed
and one obtains (Q(no scint)) =(S)" which can be R
combined with the above expression to yield a relationship RCS, which is difficult during some satellite passes withoutbetween average RCS and m where m is appropriate to the noticeable regions of undisturbed returns. Radaronetwenayproageaond mth ee mcalibration problems preclude the use of a single value for
one-way propagation path. undisturbed RCS. The UHF data agrees well with the

theory; the VHF data (not shown) exhibits much more
(RCS) in + 1 erratic behavior, most likely due to dispersive pulse

RS (no scint) (12) spreading that causes loss in peak power not accounted for
q-S
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S PFante, R. L., "Propagation of Electroma-. tic Waves
. PEAK 9C Through Turbulent Plasma Using Transport Theory,"
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"Multifrequency Study of Ionospheric Scintillation at
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:* "•€.- *"OnX Fremouw, E. J., R. C. Livingston and D. A. Miller,
"On the Statistics of Scintillating Signals,' Journal of

Se'e%•'*F- jAtmospheric and Terrestrial Physics, Vol. 42, pp. 717-731,
x x 1980.

Knepp, D. L. and J. T. Reinking, "Ionospheric
Sex • Environment and Effects on Space-based Radar

SDetection," in Space-Based Radar Handbook, L. .
2 .. Cantafio, Ed., Artech House, 1989.

(7n + 1)/mr Knepp, D. L., "Aperture Antenna Effects After
Propagation Through Strongly Disturbed Random

Figure 7. Comparison of ALTAIR UHF Media," IEEE Trans. Antennas and Propagation,
measurements of the enhancement versus Vol. AP-33, No. 10, pp. 1074-1084, October 1985.
theory, PEAK 9C (8/20/88; 9:18 pm), 2G
(8/7/88; 1:14 am), 7C (8/17/88; 9:56 pm), Knepp, D. L., "Analytic Solution for the
6F (8/15 88; 12:07 am), 6G (8/15/88; Two-Frequency Mutual Coherence Function for Spherical
12:53 am). Wave Propagation," Radio Science, Vol. 18, No. 4,

pp. 535-549, Ju!y-August 1983.

Kuga, Yasuo, A. Ishimaru and Q. Ma, "The
in the scattering theory, and possibly due to the reduced Second-order Multiple Scattering Theory for the Vector
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No. 2, pp. 247-252, 1989.

CONCLUSIONS Kumagai, H., "Spatial correlations in intense
ionospheric scintillations: Comparison between numerical

This paper has presented ALTAIR data illustrating computation and observation," Radio Science, Vol. 22,
the effects of severe ionospheric multipath on the received No. 3, pp. 439448, May-June 1987.
VHF wideband chirp waveform. Data for the received
cumulative distribution function after two-way propagation Lawrence, R. S., C. G. Little and H. J. A. Chivers, "A
supports the use of the Nakagami-m distribution for Survey of Ionospheric Effects Upon Earth-Space Radio
calculations of the probability of detection [Knepp and Propagation," Proceedings of the IEEE, pp. 4-27, January

Reinking, 19891. The work of Yeh (19831 has been extended 1964.
to include temporal variation (which is important for Nakagami, M., The m-distribution - A General
long-range radars) and convincing experimental proof of Formula of Intensity Distribution of Rapid Fading, in
the backscatter enhancement due to scintillation is Statistical Methods in Radio Propagation, edited by W. C.
presented. Hoffman, pp. 3-36, Pergamon, New York, 1960.
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DISCU SION

E. Schweicher (BE):

On the viewgraph entitled "Backscatter enhancement : general theory", you mentioned

that the "Transmission Frequency" was the carrier frequency. Is it not rather the PRF ?

Author's reply :

In order to make the narrow-band approximation, it is necessary that the variation in

the signal envelope be slow with respect to the radar transmission frequency, also

referred to the carrier frequency in the communication literature. Fante discusses this

on page 344 of Progress in Optics XXII, Elsevier, 1985, edited by Wolf.

C. Goutelard (FR) :

Avez-vous examine l'influence du champ magndtique qui n'est pas ndgligeable d
155 MHz notamment. Dans les statistiques que vous prdsentez en fonction du

parametre m de la distribution de Nakagami. la distribution des points de part et

d'autre de la premiere bissectrice ne peut-elle etre Interpr~t6e d partir de ces

considerations ?

Author's reply :

The major effect of the earth's magnetic field at 155 MHz Is Faraday rotation. However

ALTAIR is circularly polarized on both transmission and reception, so there is no

impact on our results. Incidentally. all the enhancement data and statistical analysis of

its relationship to the Nakagami-m distribution is based on the ALTAIR UHF (422 MHz)

data.

C.J. Baker (UK):

Can you comment on whether your experimental results can be used to predict the
reduction In coherency of space based radars particularly those operating at high

resolutions which employ long (many seconds) integration times.

AuIthor's reply :

The experimental results would be ideal to measure space based radar coherent

processing degradation at VHF and UHF. However the theory needs to be applied to

assess radar performance at other frequencies or for complicated antennas, such as

displaced phase center antennas (DPCA).
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PARABOLIC EQUATION MODELLING OF BACKSCATTER
FROM THE ROUGH SEA SURFACE

M.F. Levy
Radio Communications Research Unit

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
Chilton, Didcot, OXi OQX

United Kingdom

SUMMARY from a rough surface, although it ultimately relies on
a semi-empirical description of the sea surface. We

This paper presents a physically based numerical assume that backscatter from the sea surface at low
method for calculating sea clutter at low grazing an- grazing angles is caused by Bragg scattering from cap-
gles for microwave frequencies. Sea clutter is mod- illary waves. Well-known formulae of perturbation
elled as a two-scale phenomenon: at low grazing an- theory may be used to calculate the backscatter from
gles, the backscattered energy is generated by ripples the ripples on a small patch of the sea surface, know-
on the sea surface. A first order perturbation method ing the incident field on that patch. If the shape of
gives the backscatter from a small patch of surface, as the sea surface is known, together with the forward
a function of the angle of incidence and of the mag- propagation factor on the surface, a first order approx-
nitude of the incident field. Returns from a clutter imation of the backscattering cross-section of a given
cell are obtained by incoherent summation of these clutter cell may be obtained by incoherent summation
echoes. Shadowing and tilting effects due to the larger of the echoes of the small patches which compose that
scale components of the sea surface are modelled us- cell.
ing a finite difference implementation of the parabolic
equation method, which also deals with atmospheric The idea of using a two-scale model is not new (see
refraction effects. Realizations of the sea surface with for example [1,16,17], or more recently [15]). How-
the desired spectral characteristics are generated with ever we believe that no previous investigator has been
a Monte Carlo method. Results are presented at S- able to determine accurately the propagation factor
band and X-band for a variety of propagation condi- on the sea surface. The problem resides in the mod-
tions. elling of the interaction of atmospheric refraction ef-

fects with diffraction and shadowing from the ocuan
surface. This difficulty is removed by the finite differ-
ence implementation of the parabolic equation tech-

1. INTRODUCTION nique.

The performance of maritime surveillance radars is The parabolic equation approximation to the
greatly affected by backscatter from the sea surface. Helmholtz wave equation was introduced by Fock [5]
The most commonly used sea-clutter models are em- to treat the problem of diffraction of radiowaves by
pirical, based on clutter measurements, and are not the Earth. Many years later, it was realized that this
readily applicable to near horizontal propagation ge- approximation provided an elegant numerical solution
ometries. The reason for this is firstly that shadow- to propagation problems where the propagation di-
ing effects become important for small grazing angles, rections of interest remain within a narrow angular
and secondly that the propagation factor at these an- sector.
gles deviates significantly from its 4/3 Earth value
because of refractive effects which are present most Several investigators developed FFT algorithms to
of the time in the air/sea boundary layer. Parabolic solve the parabolic equation for electromagnetic prop-
equation techniques have been used to improve em- agation problems in the troposphere (see for example
pirical models [4,14] by taking the propagation factor [3,10]). These techniques are most appropriate when
into account. However the resulting models are still atmospheric refraction is the dominant phenomenon.
empirical in nature, as the sea reflectivity is derived For cases when diffraction by irregular terrain has to
from a limited set of measurements, be modelled as well, a finite difference implementa-

tion provides a very flexible tool. Finite difference
The technique presented in this paper is based almost codes were first developed in the underwater acoustics
entirely on the physics of electromagnetic scattering community [11], and then adapted for electromagnetic
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propagation in the troposphere [12]. section per unit area ao(R) for the clutter cell at range
R by the clutter power equation

The finite difference implementation of the PE allows
the specificatioih of an arbitrary sea surface together
with arbitrary atmospheric refractive index profiles. P - f( (1)

The main problem is now the specification of the sea (41rR

surface. In this paper we use simple sea spectra to where f is the two-way antenna pattern at the sea
demonstrate the power of the two-scale PE method. surface, 4 is the azimuthal beamwidth and r is the

Our technique provides the usual advantages of nu- pulse width.

merical methods, as it allows a variety of parametric We can rewrite ao•(R) in terms of the two-scale model:
studies. It also permits the visualization of striking for a clutter cell located between ranges R - cr/4 and
forward scatter effects, as well as the simulation of R + cr/4, the cross-section of the cell is obtained by
realistic snapshots of clutter returns, incoherent summing of the cross-sections of the scat-

terers in the cell
2. REFRACTION EFFECTS

The main mechanism of non-standard atmospheric re- 2 ro(R) = -/ (r)Fr)dr (2)

fraction over the sea is the evaporation duct which is JR-cr/4

caused by the strong humidity gradient just above the where F 4 (r) is the 2-way propagation factor on the sea
sea surface. This phenomenon has been extensively surface at range r and otr(r) is the local cross-section
studied, and good radio-meteorological models of the per unit area at range r. The idea here is to use the
evaporation duct are available, as well as statistics of finite difference implementation of the PE to calcu-
evaporation duct height [14]. Although our method late F 4 for a realistic description of the large scale
can cope just as well with more general ducting struc- features of the sea surface. Then F 4 includes atmo-
tures, ;n this papei we shall E~mit our investigation of spheric refraction effects as well as shadowing effects.
propagation effects on sea clutter to the case of the The local backscattering cross-section per unit area
evaporation duct, which is the dominant one in prac- 0,1,(r) depends on the small-scale roughness produced
tice. by capillary waves.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the effects of evaporation For a given large scale facet of the sea surface,
duct height on clutter returns at S-band and X-band: backscatter from the small-scale roughness is mod-
the variation of the 2-way propagation factor with elled using the first order perturbation method [8].
range is shown for various evaporation duct heights, The local backscattering cross-sections per unit area
assuming an effective clutter height of 1 m. The an- for horizontal and vertical polarization are given re-
tenna is located at a height of 25 m. spectively by

The main effect of the evaporation duct is to extend aH = 167rk4 cos4 0 *I(2k, sin 0,0) (3)
detection ranges and hence to raise clutter levels at ov = 167k4(l + sin 0)2 *I(2k1 sin0,0) (4)
longer ranges. Generally the propagation factor de-

rreases with distance and increases with duct height, where *I is the sea spectrum, k, is the wave number

but the situation becomes more complex at X-band of the incident wave and 0 is the angle of incidence on
for strong ducting, as interference patterns appear the facet.
when several lobes become trapped into the duct.

Realizations of a random sea surface with the desired
3. MODELLING BACKSCATTER spectral characteristics can be generated by standard

Fourier transform techniques [13]. The basic ingredi-
We use a two-scale approach to backscatter mod- ent is the wavenumber spectrum of the sea surface.
elling: the sea surface is seen as a collection of facets This topi- has been extensively treated in the litera-
on which ride small scale ripples At very low graz- ture. A bibliography can be fou..d in [7].
ing angles, backscatter from the sea surface is caused
rýainly y Bragg scattering from these short capil- Here we have used the approximation of the Phillips
lary wavs. The components of the sea spectrum for spectrum given in [6]
large wavenumbers have the effect of tilting the facets:
this results in shadowing effects, and also in i~icreased 41(k) = Bk-,exp(-k0/k) (5)
backscatter from the steeply tilted facets in a rough I

.wa. in the half-space into which the wind is blowing, where
v is the wind speed and k0 = g/t2 . We take B =

Following [9], we define the normalized radar cross- is I
0.045.
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Angle of inciaence: For each facet of the sea sur- as coherent reflection becomes weaker.
face, the angle of incidence depends on the facet tilt,
but also on propagation conditions. For this first at- For the clutter calculations, we present the results in
tempt at a physical model of sea clutter for very low terms of the reflectivity o0 defined in Equation 1. Al-
grazing angles, we decided to neglect propagation ef.- though the dependence is not explicit, the reflectivity
fects on the angle of incidence: our grazing angle is values are influenced by the pulse width, which de-
just the angle of the local horizontal with the facet un- termines the integration bounds in Equation 2, and
der consideration. Obviously the assumption of hori- hence the amount of averaging that takes place. Here

zontal propagation is wrong at very short ranges, but we have taken r = 0.66 ps, corresponding to a clutter
is justified for the situations of interest here which cell of 100 m.
involve relatively long ranges and low antennas.

Figure 4 shows reflectivity against range at S-band for
At the ranges of interest, this approximation will have a wind speed of 5 m/s (sea state 2) and several evapo-
very little effect on the results for vertical polariza- ration duct heights, for a vertically polarized antenna.
tion, but it could affect horizontal polarization calcu- Similar results at X-band are shown in Figure 5. At S-
lations. However atmospheric refraction effects do not band, reflectivity closely follows the variations of the
affect propagation angles by more than a fraction of 2-way propagation factor, increasing with evaporation
a degree [141, even for very strong evaporation ducts. duct height, and generally decreasing with distance.
By comparison, the sea slopes are usually of the or- An interesting feature of these graphs is the similarity
der of a few degrees so that the error on OH is small of the small scale variations for the four duct heights.
except for very low sea states. This indicates that it might be possible to write the

backscattering cross-section in terms of the propaga-
Polarization dependence: With this formulation, tion factor and of a shadowing function.
the polarization dependence of sea clutter at low graz-
ing angles is easy to understand: at microwave fre- The X-band results show similar trends, except for
quencies, the electrical characteristics of the sea are the large variations obtained for the 30 m duct. This
very similar for the two polarizations, so the propa- stems from the fact that as more energy is trapped in
gation factor is independent of polarization. The dif- the duct close to the sea surface, interference effects
ference in clutter returns is due to the behaviour of due to the large scale roughness of the sea become
the local cross-section, which is always larger for ver- more important.
tical polarization. As wind speed increases and the
sea gets rougher, the sea slopes increase and the ratio Influence of sea state: Figure 6 shows reflectiv-
of the two cross-sections gets closer to 1. This topic ity against range at S-band for an evaporation duct
is examined in more detail in the next section. height of 10 m and sea states 2, 4 and 6, correspond-

ing to wind speeds of 5 m/s, 10 m/s and 15 m/s. The
Look direction: There are two ways in which the antenna is vertically polarized. The trend certainly
radar look direction relative to the wind and swell shows the expected increase of reflectivity with sea
can influence clutter returns: first the directional sea- state. This is accompanied by an increase of spatial
spectrum itself is generally much more complex than variability with sea state which is clearly due to the
the isotropic Phillips model we have used here. Sec- stronger irregularity of the sea surface.
ondly the angle of incidence on the facets is a function
of their azimuthal tilt as well as of their elevation from Influence of polarization: The results of simula-
the horizontal. The results we present here are valid tions carried out for both vertical and horizontal po-
for upwind conditions, assuming that the upwind and larizations show that the ratio o'v/•0 's not sensitive
upswell directions coincide. to atmospheric refraction conditions and depends es-

sentially on frequency and sea state. Figure 7 shows
4. EXAMPLES o'~v/o0H against range at S-band for sea states 2, 4 and

6. As discussed in the previous section, the reflectiv-
In all the examples that follow, the antennas are ity ratio is large for moderate sea and decreases for
located at a height of 25 m above mean sea level, rougher seas.
We present results at S-band (3 GHz) and X-hand
(10 Gtlz). Figure 8 shows 0Vl/arH for sea state 2, at S-band and

X-band. The polarization dependence is larger for the
Figure 3 shows path loss contours at X-band for a larger wavelength. This has been noted by several in-
10 m evaporation duct for sea state 0, sea state 4 and vestigators [2,16]. We know from Equations 3 and
sea state 6. The large scale roughness of the sea sur- 4 that large polarization ratios occur for backscatter
face has a noticeable effect on the lobing pattern, as it from facets making a small angle with the horizontal.
perturbs specular reflection: as the sea gets rougher, We conjecture that at X-band, these facets are almost
the lobes are pushed upwards and start to disappear always obscured from the transmitter and contribute
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Figure 1. Two-way propagation factor at S-band for various evaporation duct heights
Antenna height: 25 m Effective clutter height: I m
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Figure z. Two-way propagation factor at X-band for various evaporation duct heights
Antenna height: 25 m Effective clutter height: 1 m
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Figure 4. Reflectivity at 3 GHz for various evaporation duct heights
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Figure 6. Reflectivity at 3 G~z for various sea states
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Figure 7. Ratio orv/afH (dB) at S-band for various sea states
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F. Jouaillec (FR):

What type of boundary condition is applied on the upper surface of the grid and does it

affect the result in the duct ?

Author's reply:

An absorber is applied in a safety region above the domain of interest, in order to
eliminate spurious reflections. This does not affect results in the domain of interest.

DISCUSSION

A. Altintas 17M) :

As far as I can see your parabolic equation analysis is scalar and limited to two
dimensions. Can you elaborate on the generalization to three dimensions to get the
cross-polarization reflection ?

Author's reply •
A first approximation of 3 D situations may be obtained by considering tilted facets on
the sea surface. Full 3 D parabolic equation codes are available and could be used for a
more exact solution.

U. Lammers (US) :
One of your viewgraphs showed differences in reflectivitites for horizontal and vertical

polarization up to 80 dB. Is this correct ?

Author's reDly :
I believe this is correct for low sea-states, when clutter returns come from capillary
waves on near horizontal facets. I would be glad to compare these results to

measurements.

(See also reply to K. Rao).

K. Rao (US) :

I - What is the isolation ratio of V and H components ?

2 - What is the dynamic range of the receiver ?

Author's re"l :

My results are obtained from numerical simulations. The large difference between V-V

and H-H clutter returns cannot be compared to measurements at this stage, since no
published results are available at very low grazing angles. However the trend shown by
measurements at higher angles is compatible with the simulations (See H.C. Chan,

"Radar sea-clutter at low grazing angles", IEE Proc. F. Vol 137. pp 102-112). I cannot

comment on experimental parameters.

At very low angles of arrival (near grazing). 0, the backscatter reflection coefficient (1) as
a functionary arrival angle drops rr-)idly below a critical angle. Oc. This phenomena has

been observed for both vertical and horizontal polarization, from both sea and land and
it has been discussed by P. Beckmann and A. Spizzichino . Can you comment on this

critical angle phenomena. in the context of your Parabolic Equation modeling of rough
sea backscatter ?

Author's redl :

I think the very low angle of arrival region is precisely the one that can be treated with
the 2-scale Parabolic Equation technique : at angles below the critical angle 0',

backscatter must come from small scale roughness caused by capillary waves. Above the

critical angle, diffuse reflection from intermediate facets comes Into play and this Is not
taken Into account In my model.
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EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF AMPLITUDE DISTRBUIMION OF MEDITERRANEAN SEA CLUT`'ER

G. Corsini *. E. Dalle Mese *, M. De Palo *, A. M. Ricci *, L. Vanni 0, L.Verrazzani 0 .

o Department of Information Engineering - University of Pisa - Via Diotisalvi, 2 - 1-56026 - Pisa -Italy

Institute of Electronics and Telecommunications "G.Vallauri" of the Italian Navy - Viale Italia - 1-57100 -Livorno - Italy.
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Abstract

In this paper, some results relevant to experimental characterization of Mediterranean sea clutter are presented. The data were
collected by using a X-band coastal radar sited on an Italian Navy area in Livorno. The aim of this research activity is the
collection of clutter samples in different conditions (weather conditions, carrier frequency, polarization and radar site) for
clutter models validation, performance assessment and optimization of the radar processor.

1. Introduction number N of steps whose lengths {ai} and orientations (0j}
are statistically independent random variables. The randomIn this paper, some results relevant to experimental phases {•i} are assumed to be uniformly distributed over

characterization of Mediterranean sea clutter are presented.

The data was collected during the first step of a (0.2n). The normalized second moment of the radar cross
measurement activity performed in cooperation between section is then
the Institute of Electronics and Telecommunications
"G.Vallauri" of the Italian Navy (MARITELERADAR) and ciE(r)j 4 >
the Department of Information Engineering of the M2 = lEr 2 > 2

-

University of Pisa. The aim of this research activity is the
collection of clutter samples in different conditions 2
(weather conditions, carrier frequency, polarization and = 2(l+oN"•- <N>'l1-ol (2.1)
radar site) for clutter models validation, performance ' -CA

assessment and optimization of the radar processor. In the
paper, the experimental set-up is presented. The data were where E(r) represents the scattered field from the resolution
collected by using a X-band coastal radar sited on an Italian cell at the distance r from the radar, <N> is the average
Navy area in Livomo. This first set of measurements were 2 Var (N)
obtained in different weather conditions and for different number of scatterers per cell and aN= is thenumerof caterrspercel ad N= <N>2  i h
angles between antenna bearing and wind directions. After 2 Var (a2 )
a brief review of the sea clutter model proposed in the normalized variance of the r.v. N and CA = >a2> is the
literature [1]. [2], [3], [4], the methods used for the <a2
experimental characterization of the amplitude distribution normalized variance of the cross section of a single
of the echoes are presented and discussed. In particular, the scatterer.
analysis of the moments of the intensity fluctuation [5] Eqn. (2.1) emphasizes the effect of the fluctuations of N.
and some extrapolative estimators of probability tails because it can significantly increase M2, which entails a
based on the generalized extreme value theory (GEVT) [6] longer tail in the amplitude distribution. If N is distributed
has been applied on the experimental data. The condition according to the negative binomial distribution
under which the experiment was performed gives rise to
results which show a sub-Rayleigh or super-Rayleigh ( I ) (<N>IN(
behaviour of the amplitude fluctuation. In the first case a K- PN = N *1 c.>0 (2.2)
distribution of the intensity is a good approximation of N (l+<N>/c)N+(x
the cumulative distribution of the experimental data, while
in the second case a law with smaller second order moment where a is a free parameter measuring the 'degree of the
is required. Thus the Weibull distribution seems to fit well
experimental data in all the situations, bunching" in a tirne sequence of events, a K-distribution of

the amplitude results, whatever the properties of the
2. A review of sea clutter models individual steps.

Note that the variance of the negative binomial
When the grazing angle is small and the resolution cell distribution is c2a 0 N =<>(l+<>Ics and tends to <N> when
dimensions are comparable with the sea swell wavelength,
the amplitude distribution of the sea clutter is not a a-+- ( Poisson distribution).
Raleigh-type distribution and the sea clutter radar returns In this case eqn.(2.1) becomes
show up as spikes. These spikes have a decorrelation time
of several seconds, which is much longer than the <a4 >
decorrelation period of some milliseconds which is M =2(1+(X-l)2
typically observed using low-resolution radars. The formal 2 <p2>2 <N>
solution of the scattering problem, exhibiting the correct
dependence of the probability distribution of the echo The concept of bunched scatterers is well justified by
envelope on the properties of the scatering centres and on observing that, if the large-scale sea structure is resolved,
the fluctuations of the number N of scatterers contributing the mean level of the clutter fluctuates reproducing the sea
to the field, has been developed by E. Jakeman [5]. In his swell structure.
approach the received field is represented by a two-
dimensional random walk consisting of a fluctuating
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Many experimental data, referred in the literature, fit quite a pulse width of 0.3gs, a pulse repetition frequency of 2000
well the K-distribution in the range of M 2 of practical Hz, a beamwidth of 4.7Q and a transmitted peak power of

interest, i.e. 2<M 2<10. 100KW.
The receiver is tuned on an intermediate frequency (IF) of

In the previous model both the distribution of the number 60 MHz. The IF signal is detected by a logarithmic detector
of scatterers and the distribution of sea clutter returns for a and then is sampled.
given number of steps N are of fundamental importance. The IF amplifier gain is 75 dB for the weak signals aildo46
Particularly, eqn.(2.1) shows that if the cross sections dB for the strong signals; its dynamic range is about 70

(ai 2 } are spatially uniform (OA 2 -1-0) and aN 2 --+0 then the dB. A calibrated attenuator (0-l0dB), placed between the
second moment decreases with <N>. This effect can be mixer and the IF amplifier, prevents the saturation in the
enhanced if the assumption of randomness in the phases case of particularly strong echoes as could be obtained for

0i), which is plausible in confused short-crested sea. fails sea state 5-7.

because of a well-developed long-crested swell, so that sub- The output signal from the log-detector is checked by an

Poisson fluctuations occur. In this case the scatterers are oscilloscope for a first qualitative analysis. It is digitized

antibunched and simulate a specular effect (Rician and acquired or by the EG&G model 4420 system or by

distribution). The conditions under which our experiments Tektronix 7612D system.The EG&G model 4420

were performed give rise to results which show a sub- acquisition and processing unit permits to sample a signal

Rayleigh or super-Rayleigh behaviour of the amplitude. In with a maximum rate of 3 Ksamples/s. The RAM memory

the first case a K-distribution of the intensity is a good can store 8192 data points, coded on 12-bit words. An

approximation of the cumulative distribution of the external trigger pulse sets the sampling frequency.

experimental data, while in the second case a law with The trigger pulse frequency was changed in order to enlarge

smaller second-order moments is required. Thus the Weibull the observation time, for any cell, from 4s to 160s.

distribution seems to fit experimental data well in all The other digitizer, the Tektronix 7612D, is faster than the

situations. The birth-death process used to derive the K- EG&G, but the maximum number of samples that can be

distribution allows modeling the short-term and long-term stored is 2048. The maximum sampling rate is 200

temporal correlation properties of the clutter. Infact the Megasamples/s and each sample is coded as a 8-bit

intensity correlation function is given by word.With this system was possible to obtain data in
adiacent resolution cells. In our experiment we obtained

one sample in each of 256 consecutive range cells, enough

<l+(l+aWl)igC¶)2+alo(t) (2.4) to characterize the spatial autocorrelation function of the
clutter.
The host computer controls via IEEE-488 interface both

with: acquisition units and allows to record data on a magnetic
memory support.

A exp(-g.x)<a(0>.• T)><exp {j[O(0)-O(t)])>g~x)=(2.5)
=<a2> 4 Data analysis methods

A Two types of distribution have gained interest for the

8(t) = exp[(X-p.)t1 (2.6) modelization of amplitude fluctuation of sea clutter returns:
the Weibull distribution and K-distribution. The Weibull

X and g± are the birth rate and the death rate of the scatterers. distribution of sea clutter was proposed by Fay, Clarke and

Thus in sub-Rayleigh conditions two contributions to the Peters in 1977 [4]. It has the characteristic of changing the

autocorrelation function with quite different time scales can size of the tail by varying the shape parameter.

be foreseen. The first contribution is due to the interference Consider the backscatter coefficient o0 of the clutter (it is

effect described by the function Ig(,t)I, depending on the proportional to the instantaneous power of the outpuL Ot
"fine structure" fluctuations produced by the motion of the detector) and assume the Weibull distribution as a model of
scatterers within the patch. The second contribution is due the clutter returns we have:
to the fluctuations of the number of scatterers described by °Y
8(t) which depends on the lifetime of the scatterers. The f(Oo) =L c-l (4.1)
first contribution is fast varying and its correlation time 0 _

can be of the order of 10 ms; the second 0
contribution,which can be associated with the clustering
effect, is slow varying and its correlation time can be of where c is the shape parameter and T is the average

the order of seconds. In the absence of the bunching effect backscatter coefficient.
(Rayleigh conditions) the long-time term contribution The normalized moments of a are given by:
vanishes, while in super-Rayleigh conditions a long 0

periodic time term, apparently connected with the swell.
must be observed. E- (4.2)

3 Radar and Instrumentation System. mm= [{E[oo] } [r ( I +i)]m

The measurement system consists essentially of four main
units: the radar two digitizer and acquisition sets and one Fig. 4.1 shows the plot of the second order moment as a
host computer. The block diagram of the measurement function of the shape parameter c.
system is reported in Fig. 3.1. For c=l eqn.(4.1) reduces to the exponential distribution
The data were taken using a fixed antenna of a X-band radar so that M 2 =2. A distribution with M 2 larger than 2
with a frequency of 8.94 G!4-z. vertical linear polarization, exhibits a longer tail of the exponential and a smaller
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value of the shape parameter c. The probability tail Q(co) extrapolative techniques based on the generalized extreme
0 value theory GEVT. According to this method the unknown

can be easily obtained by integrating eqn.(4.1): underlying probability tail is approximated by a curve

(10 defined by three parameters.
Q0 =Let Xi (i = 1, 2,.,n) be n i.i.d. random variables with

(4.3) distribution FX(x). so that the exact distribution of the
maximum Y = max(Xi ...... Xn) is given by:

Eqn.(4.3) suggests a simple heuristic method [4] to
estimate the shape parameter. In fact, taking Fy(y) = lS(y) (4.8)

1OLog (In it is obtained:
Q(Oo)) From the stability postulate of the generalized extreme

value theory (GEVT) and the theorem of Gnedenko follows

g in l-'--c 10LogooY - 10Log T (4.4) that if Fx(x) is a member of the class of exponential10Log(n(=l0oo-0Lg (.)_
0Q(o) distributions then Fe,(y) converges to an asymptote:

from which we have that the shape parameter represents the
slope of the straight line obtained by plotting lim rF.[ (aV U)lV =exp[-exp(-u)] (4.9)
l0Log(ln[l/Q( 0)]) against the value of the backscatter n n

coefficient o in units of dB. n---
0

To check if the clutter distribution is Weibull the
experimental histogram of the data was evaluated and the
shape parameter c was estimated by fitting the histogram with Y >0, if and only if

represented according to the above mentioned technique,
with the straight line drawn by the least-squares method. lim nI.FF (a +__ I/V exp(.u) (4.10)
The root means square error RMSE of the linear fit was n d n
assumed as a parameter indicating the departure from the
Weibull distribution. n-o
Finally, the moments up to the fourth order obtained by
eqn.(4.2) for the estimated value of c were compared with
the moments estimated from the data. _

The second model that we assumed was the K-distribution. where Fx()= 1 -In (4.11)

This class of distributions was proposed by Jakeman and
Pusey [!] for the sea clutter model and is given by: In- 1

F1a r(v) c ne (4.12)

and an= v-a (4.13)

for v >1. wlhere KV (.) is the modified Bessel function of v- v an

th order, b is the scale parameter and v is the shape

parameter. The normalized moments of o are: Lognormal, Weibull and K distributions are members of the
0 exponential class. From eqn.(4.10) the following

ml r(m+v) (4.6) approximation of the probability tail is easily derived:
m vm r(v)

For v approaching the infinity, eqn.(4.6) reduces to the QX(X) -n exp4 d n xV~ (4.14)
exponential function and the second order moment M2 is

equal to 2. By using ecir..(4.6) the following expression of
the shape parameter as a function of M2 can be easily where d nv, an are evaluated from eqn.(4.11- 4.13).

derived: Note that the coefficient v must be regarded as an

2 (4.7) independent parameter and then, for a fixed n. we obtain a
M 2 2 set of curves depending on v that can be used to

The experimental data were checked by evaluating the approximate the probability tail. The value of v for which
shape parameter from the estimated second order moment the convergence of eqn.(4.9) is fastest can be chosen as the
and comparing the higher order moments calculated by optimum. For a Weibull distribution with shape parameter
eqn.(4.6) with the estimated ones. c it is easy demonstrated that the maximum convergence
A realistic clutter model represents the fundamental tool for rate is obtained for v = c [6]. Fig.4.2 shows the
the performance prediction of the radar detector and for the approximations of a Weibuil distribution with parameter c
design of optimised processor as CFAR detector. However,
a different approach can be followed to give an estimate of 0.7 and O0 = 0.003 obtained by using eqn.(4.14) with
the false alarm rate of occurrence of rare events as the spiky v=l and v=0.7 respectively. Note that the curve for v=0.7
returns. In fact. the problem can be approached by
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is a good approximation of Q(x) for very low values (in the fact, for M2 ranging in the interval 2 - 6 Weibull and K

order of 10-6) of the probability tail. distributions are very close.
Assuming that the underlying unknown distribution of the The data were collected during a 48 hours period where the
clutter amplitude Fx(x) belongs to the exponential class it sea state varied considerably. In particular, several

ioderive from eqn.(4.0) a heuristic procedure variations on the direction and velocity of the wind
is possible the probability0tai heristidedre occurred. During the periods on which a developed swell of
to approximate the probability tail Qx(x). Consider a the sea can be assumed we noted some data set exhibiting a

sample consisting of nN independent observations from a second order moment less than 2. Although the data are
population having the distribution Fx(x). Partitioning the characterized by low value of the amplitude the mean power

observations in N groups of n elements and determining is considerable higher than the estimated noise power

the maximum of each group, a N-valued extremes sample of collected by the system. Hence, this behaviour (i.e. M2 <
2) could be explained by the theoretical model relev'ant to

the distribution n(y) is formed. For sufficiently large n, the Super-Rayleigh conditions discussed in Section 2.
we can approximate the distribution of the maximum value A second data set was taken on longer time intervals byof n i.i.d, random variables with the expression derived reducing the sampling rate down to 50Hz. The data were
from eqn.(4.9): collected during a 4 hours period from a sea state 6. Each

record consists of 2048 data points corresponding to

40.96s. Values of M2 in the order of several tens
Fn(y) - exp exif-dn(yv-av)l• (4.15) corresponding to a shape parameter of a Weibull

distribution in the range 0.3-0.4 were obtained.
The GEVT extrapolative method was considered. At first, a

Hence, an estimate of the parameters dn, an and v of the simulation test was performed in order to establish the way
of partitioning the data. Table 3 shows the root mean

asymptotic probability distribution of the maximum Y can square errors normalized with respect to the true
be found by fitting the empirical distribution of the N- probability tail obtained for different data partitions. The
valued extremes sample with the curve given by results have been obtained on 100 independent runs by
eqn.(4.15). In this way, a large saving in the number of simulating random sequences with Weibull distribution
observations necessary to estimate the probability of rare having the shape and scale parameters close to the
events can be achieved. An estensive empirical experimental ones. A possible partition of 8192 data
examination of the properties of the GEVT estimator is points (8192 is the maximum record length of the
presented in [6], where several factors characteristic of the experimental data) is given by n=16 and N=512 or n=8 and
method are considered. In particular the problemn related to N=1024. Hence, in this case, a good approximation of the
the sample partition in order to obtain a sample of
extremes is addressed. probability tail in the range 10-3 - 104 can be obtained

with small values of n. The result obtained by using the
GEVT extrapolative method on a 8192 data record are

5. Experimental results reported in Fig. 5.3. The data, characterized by M 2 = 3.331.
were partitioned in 1024 groups of 8 elements. The

A first data set was tsken from sea state 3-5 in a range empirical distribution of extrema was used to estimate the
interval of 3-10K1m with a sampling frequency equal to the parameter of asymptotic probability tail.
pulse repetition frequency of the radar. Each value of the
output from the detector, for a fixed range bin, was recorded
as a 12-bit signal. The number of data points was 8192 for 6. Conclusions
each record. This is equivalent to 4.096s according to
2000Hz repetition frequency. The measurements were In this paper some results relevant to experimental
performed at very low grazing angle and for different wind charactzrization of the temporal distribution of the
direction and velocity. The radar was installed on a Mediterranean sea clutter are reported and discussed. A
platform site and the antenna height was about 10m above short time analysis of the data shows that sub-Rayleigh or
the mean sea level. A record of the data obtained upwind super-Rayleigh behaviour of the amplitude fluctuation can
and in the range bin located at 4.5Km and for a wind be obtained. In the first case a K-distribution of the
velocity of 50 Km/h is shown in Fig. 5.1. The data were intensity is a good approximation of the cumulative
preprocessed in order to compensate the non linearity of distribution of the experimental data, while in the second
the detector and then the instantaneous power was case a law with smaller second order moment is required.

calculated so that values proportional to o0 were obtained. Thus the Weibull distribution seems to fit well

It can be seen in Fig. 5.2 that the normalized backsca~terer experimental data in all the situations. The analysis of
longer temporal sequences shows that very higher secondcoefficient co distribution can be fitted with a Weibull order moments can be obtained for sea state 6. The

distribution with shape parameter c = 0.66 and RMSE - application of GEVT extrapolative methods of probability
A

0.29. In Table I the estimates Mn of the normalized tail of the sea clutter data has been considered. At the end

moments up to the fourth order compared with the moments of 1991 data will be available from a coherent radar in the
band 1-18 GHz with pulsewidth down to 5 ns, arbitrary

Mn of the Weibull distribution having the estimated shape polarization and pulse by pulse frequency agility and it will
parameter c. The experimental results are in good agree be possible a more accurate analysis zf the phenomenon.
with the WeibuU model. For a fixed range, as the sea state
increased, the shape parameter c decreased. Table 2 shows
the results obtained assuming the K- distribution as the 7. References
model of the clutter fluctuations. The values of v are in the
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Fig. 4.2 Approximation of a Weibull probability tail with parameters c--0.7 G0 = 0.003

by GEVT extrapolation method with n= 100, v= 1 and .v = 0.7
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Fig. 5.2 Fitting of the empirical distribution of clutter data with a Weibull distribution
(M2 = 3.31. c --0.67 and mean value of 4.10-3)
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range sasae c A Jj A -A-
sea state M2 M 2 M3  M 3 M4 M 4

Kmn

3 2-3 0.775 2.55 2.7 12.72 12.69 86.53 87.57

3 2 0 95 2.14 2.1 7.82 6.76 38.33 29.56

4.5 4-5 0.68 3.31 3.39 22.64 22.18 225 228

4.5 3 1.02 2.082 1.93 6.7 5.5 28.25 20.52

6 4-5 0.72 3.786 3.05 18.25 16.49 159.4 137.4

6 4 0.76 2.705 2.756 12.99 13.31 89.94 95.05

10 4 0.73 2.23 2.9 16.54 15.18 141.4 119.2

Table 1 Comparison between experimental data and the Weibull distribution

range Km sea state n M2 M 3  M 3  M4

3 2-3 3.64 2.55 12.72 11.85 86.53 86.43

3 2 14.18 2.14 7.82 7.32 38.33 35.53

4.5 4-5 1.5 3.31 22.64 23.29 225 279

4.5 3 24.26 2.082 6.7 6.72 28.25 30.39

6 4-5 2.012 3.786 18.25 17.91 159.4 178.5

6 4 2.83 2.705 12.99 13.83 89.94 113.4

10 4 .. 32 2.23 16.54 15.99 141.4 146.6

Table 2 Comparison between experimental data and the K-distribution.
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Q(•x n=8; N=1024 n=16; N=512 n=32; N=256 n=64; N=128

10- 2  
0.06476 0.06503 0.07411 0.09834

10-3 0.24153 0.25444 0.25474 0.24219

10- 4  0.64620 0.73425 0.80872 0.70316

10-5 1.47523 1.8263'2 2.20209 1.88693

10-6 3.21232 4.44497 5.94729 5.45013

107- 7.05832 11.19384 16.88716 17.43900

10-8 16.10191 29.88144 51.54015 61.99307

Table 3
Empirical investigation of the effects due to different partitions of the 8192 data set.

The estimated normalized mean square errors were obtained by simulating
random sequences with Weibull distribution having parameters c=0.67 and mean value 0.003.

0-

.2

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10

x (coefficient of backscatter)

Fig. 5.3 GEVT extrapolation of the Probabiky tail of a 8192 data set with M 2 =3.31 and mean level of 0.003.
The result was obtaine parOtioning the data in 1024 groups of 8 elements.
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DISCUSSION

J. Tunaley (CA) :

Why was the chi-squared test not used to compare theoretics and experimental

frequency distribution ?

Author's reply:

The results presented in this paper were obtained following a method commonly used

in literature (see for example reference 4 in the paper). The hypothesis that the

Weibull distribution fits the data is tested by computing the RMSE between distribution

of the experimental data and the assumed distribution. However, to have a better

statistical inference, we are going to use Kolmogorov-Smtmoff test.

C.J. Ba Ler (UIM :

Although you conclude that the data fits best to the Weibull distribution, would it not be

better to use the compound form of the K-distribution. This allows clutter correlation

properties to be incorporated into any prediction calculations which are more

significant than any difference in the amplitude statistics described by these two

models ?

Author's reply:

The Weibull distribution seems to be a more general model for the distribution of

clutter measured data because it can represent with a suitable choice of the shape
parameter. a large number of different situations [M2 ranging in the interval (1, + oo}].

This adaptability of the model to these different conditions is not possible with the K-

distribution. Furthermore, short time temporal sequences could have a super Rayleigh

behaviour due to specular effects and in this case the K-compound model could not be

applicable directly.
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MODELING AND MEASURING MIL.r.TMETER-WAVE SCATTERING FROM
SNOW-COVERED TERRAIN

Fawwaz T. Ulaby and Yasuo Kuga, and Richard Austin
University of Michigan

The Radiation Laboratory
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

3228 EECS Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-2122

SUMMARY 2.1 Background Absorption by Water
Inclusions

A radiative transfer model was developed for characterizing

radar backscatter from snow- covered ground at millimeter The imaginary part of the background dielectric constant is

wave-lengths, The model was used to evaluate the radar response directly related to the background absorption coefficient. We use

to incidence angle, snow depth, snow surface roughness, and snow a dielectric mixing formula to calculate the background dielectric

liquid water content, for both like- and cross-polarization constant, and we assume that scattering by the water particles to

configurations. The model behavior was compared with be much smaller than absorption. The absorption coefficient K.,

experimental observations made at 35, 95, and 140 GHz, of the background medium is given by

including observations over diurnal cycles. The experimental data

were acquired during the 1989 and 1990 winter seasons in to., = 21m{kb(I - f)) (1)

Michigan using a truck-mounted millimeter-wave scatterometer = 2ko(1 - f)lm {f/"') (2)

system capable of observing the ground surface over a wide range

of incidence angles for all linear combinations of transmit and where k. is the free space wavenumber, (b is the background

receive antenna polarizations, dielectric constant, and f is the volume fraction of ice particles.

Comparison of the measured data with model calculations To obtain the dielectric constant of the background, which is a

revealed excellent agreement for dry snow as well as when the mixture of air and water, we use the Van Santen mixing formula

surface layer of the snowpack was wet. However, when the surface [10],

layer was dry and lower layers werp wet, the model results were

inconsistent with the radar observations. To deal with the general ci=1+---(c,,- 1) [ 1(. (3)
case wherein the liquid water content exhibits a nonlinear profile 3 1 + A.- - 1)

with depth, a hybrid numerical-first order solution of the

radiative transfer model was developed. This hybrid model where c. is the dielectric constant of water, mn. is the volumetric

provided excellent agreement with the diurnal observations of snow wetness, and Au is the depolarization factor which depends

radar backscatter. on the shape of the water droplet.
If the water droplet is spherical, Au is constant and given by

Au = 1/3, but the water particles in snow are usually

1 INTRODUCTION non-spherical and they change shape with the amount of liquid
water present [11]. If the liquid water content is low, known as

Although several papers have appeared recently documenting the the pendular regime, the values of A. are close to those for a
results of millimeter-wave (MMW) radar observations of needle. On the other hand, if the liquid water level is high, known

snow-covered terrain [1-9], the interaction mechanisms responsible as the funicular regime, the values of A. are close to those for a

for the observed radar response are not well understood at the disk. Hallikainen et al. (III provide plots for A., Ab and A. as a

present time. At millimeter wavelengths, snow is a highly lossy function of mn_, which show that the transition from the pendular

medium, particularly when wet; consequently, the penetration to funicular regime occurs at around mn. = 2.5. These plots are

depth is only on the order of a few centimeters [4, 10, 11]. For dry used in all calculations of (b in this paper (see Table 1).

snow, the attenuation is dominated by scattering because the ice

particles are comparable to the wavelength in size, and for wet 2.2 Scattering Characteristics of Ice Particles
snow both absorption and scattering are important,

The physical parameters that exhibit the strongest importance The scattering characteristics of ice particles are calculated using

on the radar backscatter from snow are snow surface roughness, the Mie solution. The background dielectric constant is assumed

crystal size, snow depth, and the liquid-water profile with depth. to be the real part of rt listed in Table 1. The average total and

This paper provides a radiative transfer model for characterizing absorption cross-sections are shown in Table 1.

MMW scattering from snow. It uses experimental data in

conjunction with the quasi-crystalline approximation [121 to

compute the extinction coefficient of the snow medium. The 2.3 Ext:nction Coefficient of Dry Snow
results of experiments conducted at 35, 95, and 140 GHz are
compared with theoretical calculations.

When snow is dry, tj; attenuation at millimeter wavelengths is

due mainly to scattering by the snow particles. In a sparsely

2 SNOW MODEL distributed medium in which the correlation between particles
can be neglected, the effective field approximation (EFA) can be

In our snow model, we assume ground snow to consist of spherical applied and the extinction coefficient is linearly proportional to

ice particles embedded in a background medium. Liquid water, the conzentration of particles [12]. Ground snow, however, has an

when present, is included as part of the background medium. The ice volume fraction of 10 to 40% and the dielectric constant of ice

size of the water inclusion is usually much smaller than the is much larger than that of the background medium. Hence, the

wavelength for millimeter-wave remote sensing. Therefore, it is independent-scatterers assumption is inappropriate for snow,

reasonable to assume that the water is uniformly distributed in which means that correlation between adjacent ice particles

the snow and the dielectric constant of water can be included as a should be considered [12[. An additional important phenomenon

part of the background. that must be considered when treating propagation in a dense

From ground-truth data, we know that the ice particles have an medium like snow is the fact that the extinction coefficient ceases

averagc liameter on the order of 0.1-2 mm and their shapes are to vary linearly with density. When the volume fraction of

round but non-spherical. In our model we treat the snow ice particles is more than 1%, the extinction coefficient is no longer

particles as spheres with a normal-size distribution with an linearly proportional to the number density. The deviation from

average diameter of 1 mm and a standard deviation of 0.2 mm. the linear relationship applicable at low densities is related to the

The values of the dielectric constant of the ice particles needed in size parameter, the dielectric constant and volume fraction of the

this study were obtained from Maitzler and Wegetiller, [13] and particles. Extensive experimental and theoretical studies on the

are limted in Table I. Also from the ground-truth data measured extinction coefficient in a dense medium have been conducted in

in conjimction with the experimental observations, the volume recent years [12, 141. The theoretical models include Twersky's

concentration of snow is approximately 4l0% and the snow depth model, the perturbation solution with hole-correction, the

is 0 45 m. These values are used in our model calculations. quasi-crystalline approximation (QCA) with Percus-Yevick pair
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correlation function, and the quasi- crystalline approximation where 0. is the incidence angle, rm is the rms slope, and r(O) is
with coherent potential (QCA-CP). Twersky's model is simple the Fresnel reflection coefficient evaluated at normal incidence.
but it is applicable only for small particles. The formula based on The Kirckhoff approximation does not produce depolhrization in
the hole-correction is valid if the volume fraction is much less the backscatter direction. Therefore, the total-snow
than 10%. For higher concentrations, QCA and QCA-CP with backscattering coefficient is
the Percus-Yevick pair correlation function have been shown to be
effective ;121 0', = U' + a.,

In the milti..,eter-wave region where the size parameter is close ahh = Uh + 0,,

to 1, we cannot use a small-par*eIte approximation. We need to h. Vh ,h
solve the QCA numerically. We calculated the extinction t,. = ,Ot, = a_ (5)

coefficient of snow using the QCA with the Percu,-Yevick pair where the superscripts denote the receive/transmit antenna
distribution function at 35, 95 and 140 GlIz. Th, iesults are polarizations, and the subscript sv refers to the backscattering
listed in Table 1. When the volume fraction f is 0.4, the coefficient of the snow medium. Details of the model formulation
extinction coefficients given by QCA are only 6.5 % of those and solution are given in Kuga et al. [161.
calculated according to the EFA at 35 GlIz and similar
percentages apply at 95 and 140 Gtlz. The optical distance,
which is defined as r = (x. + K.,,)d, is shown in Fig. I as a 4 SNOW EXPERIMENTS
function of liquid water content for both EFA and QCA.

According to recent extinction measurements conducted for dry The measurements reported in this paper were acquired by the

snow at 35 and 95 Glz [4], the extinction coefficient was found to University of Michigan's truck-mounted millimeter-wave

exhibit a strong dependence on snow type. The reported values of scatterometer [17, 18]. A summary of the system's specifications

tl.e extinct' i. cucTjc=t. co%--ed 'lie range between 0.96 and 15.4 is given in Table 2. Ground-truth observations were made for the

m-' at 35 GlIz and between 1.0 and 30.7 m-1 at 95 GHz, with fol'owing parameters: (a) air temperature, (b) near-surface snow

estimated median values of about 3.7 in-i at 35 GHz and 19 m-1 temperature, as well as the temperature at deeper locations in the

at 95 GHz. The median value at 95 GHz is close to that snow layer, (c) snow density p, (g/cm'), (d) height profile of the

computed using the QCA method, but the median extinction snow surface using a graded metal plate inserted edgewise into

coefficient at 35 Gl0z is much higher than that computed the snow, from which the erms height s is calculated, (e) depth of

according to the QCA method. the snow layer, (f) volumetric liquid water content of the surface

If the optical distance is greater than 5, the backscattering 5-cm layer, tn.(%), measured using the freezing calorimeter

coefficient of dry snow becomes essentially independent of the technique and (g) microscope photographs of thin snow samples,

optical distance (in the millimeter-wave region). For a snow from which the ice crystal-size is estimated.
thickness of 0.45 m and extinction coefficient of 19 m-', the The standard measurement procedure consisted of measuring

optical distance is already n:ore than 8 at 95 GHz. Therefore, the the backscattered power for hh, hv, vh, and vv polarizations at

exact value of extinction coefficient is not important at 95 and 140 each of 30 or more spatial locations. The backscattering

Gliz. Ilowever, an accurate estimate of the extinction coefficient coefficient was obtained by averaging the measurements for the

is important at 35 GHz because r is smaller. In our model different spatial locations. In addition to spatial averaging,

calculations with a volume fraction f = 0.4, we used extinction frequency averaging was used to further improve measurement

coefficients of 3.7 m-' at 35 GHz and 19 m-
t 

at 95 GHz, which precision [7]. The estimated uncertainty associated with the

seem to offer the best fit to the experimental data. For snow with values reported in this paper is ± 0.5 dB. Analysis of the data

other values of f, the extinction coefficient is scaled in proportion shows that the hv- and vh- measurements are essentially

to the change in the QCA model. This method is chosen because identical (within a fraction of I dB), which is expected from the

the extinction coefficient is a non-linear function of f and the reciprocity relation. In almost all cases, the co-polarized

density dependence curve given by QCA has been confirmed responses, c%, and a.G., were within 1 - 2 dB of each other.

experimentally [14]. With this correction, for example, the Two sets of experiments were conducted. In the winter seasons

extinction coefficient at 35 GHz becomes 5.18 m-', 4.45 n-1. and of 1989 and 1990, the focus of the experimental observations was

3 7 n-v
1 

wh,'n the snow density f is 20, 30, and 40%, respectively, to evaluate the response of the backscattering coefficient at 35,

DI o the lack o; mea.iured extinction-coefficient data at 140 94, and 140 GHz to snow surface roughness and liquid water

t;tlz, we will use the value calculated by the QCA model content. In 1991, measurements were conducted using a 35-GHz
polarimetric system to investigate the diurnal response of the

3 RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODEL degree of polarization.

\hicr..... s. reti -...i...g of ground snow has been studied by 5 EXPERIMENTAL
I....... r,v.arcbers I.n ti.'it [1 u] The 11od1el ,i0 ally used is OBSERVATIONS
ha1), i on the radiative Ira- sfr theorv. with tlie Rayleigh phase

fiui-tion used for moleling the ice particles. This is a good
approximation at microwave frequencies because the ice-particle 5.1 Angular Response
size is iiuch smaller than ,he wavelength. At millimeter The data shown in Figure 2 were measured for a 12-cm thick
wavelengths, where the ice particle size is comparable to the layer of dry, freshly fallen, unmietaniorphosed snow composed of
wavelength, the Nlie phase function must be used instead, ice crystals with dianieters ott the order of 1 mm. The measured

II a den," umediutm like snow, we need to modify the rms height was 1.4 mm. Only by- and vv- polarized data are
conventional radiative transfer theory to take into account the shown because the difference between a%, and o.'%, is I dB or less
,cirrelation between particles, A dense-medium radiative transfer across the entire angular range at aii three frequencies. The
theory wals recently developed using the Dyson equation with curves shown in the figure were calculated according to the
Q('A-('P and the Beth,.-Salpeter equation tinder the ladder theoretical model described Section 3. For vv polarization, theory
approximation of correlated scatterers [15). The form of the and experiment are in good agreement at 35 and 95 GlIz. At 140
,hnse-meditim radl utive transfer theory is the same as the GHz, however, the level predicted by theory is lower than the
ronitsntional radiati re transfer theory and, therefore, the same experimental observations for vi, polarization by about 4 dB. We
numerical techniques can be used for its solution, The difference attribute the difference to the backscattering enhancement effect,
between the conventional radiative transfer theory and the which the model does not take into account.
dense-medium radiative transfer theory is the extinction rate, A typical example of the angular dependence for wet snow is
which can be obtained by the QCA-CP and the new form of the shown in Figure 3. The theoretical curves were computed
albhedo. This dense-medium modeling approach was further assuming a mean ice crystal diameter of I mm and a rms slope of
modified by Kuga et. al 1161 to incorporate contributions due to 0.07. Reasonable agreement between theory and experiment is
scattering by the snow surface They used the Kirchhoff model obtained except for vv polarization of 140 GHz; we again
with the stationary-phase approximation to compute the attribute the difference to the backscattering enhancement effect,

co-polarized backscattering coefficient of the snow surface although no strong evidence exists to support this contention.

' r(O)(2 xp (- to ) (4)

2 m2 C084 0o
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5.2 Effect of Snow Surface Roughness = polarized power (6)
total power

Accordii~g to the model r-su!:s preset'n-l in the previous paper, where total power includes both the polarized a0d unpolarized
snow surface roughness should have a minor effect on the level of components of the scattered energy. The degree of polarization
o,( (except at normal incidence) when the snow is dry. For wet represents the average fraction of the backscattered power that
snow, however, a' should increase by as much as 5 dB at 35 GIIz maintains coherence between the h and v polarized components.
if the surface is made rough relative to the wavelength, but the If the scattered wave is perfectly polarized, as is the case with
increase should not be significant at 95 GHz or higher frequencies scattering from any point target, then m = I. For a perfectly
[16]. There is plenty of experimental evidence to support the unpolarized wave, m = 0.
model expectations with regard to dry snosW, both at 35 GHz [1] An experiment was conducted in February, 1991 to examine the
and 95 GHz [6]. Additional support is provided by the data response of in to the liquid water content mi and the snow
shown in Figure 4. A detailed examination of the effect of surface surface roughness. Figures 6-8 show plots of the vv and hv
roughness on the radar response from snow was conducted by backscattering coefficients, the liquid water content .rn, and the

observing the radar backscatter as a function of time for three degree of polarization m, all as a function of time over a 16-hour
sections of a 71-cm deep snowpack with different surface period, for three snow surface roughness conditions. The accuracy
roughnesses. Twelve sets of observations were made, all at of the liquid-water-content measurements is about ±0.5%.
00 = 40", for each surface roughness, starting at 6:30 am and Although the overall diurnal response of the backscattering

ending at 10:00 pmi; each set consisted of measurements at 35 and coefficient is driven by the liquid water content of the surface
95 GHz for all linear polarization combinations. The measured layer, or* appears to lead m. during the melting cycle, which is
ryns heights of the three surfNes were si = 0.49 cm, S2 = 0.89 attributed to changes in m, in the very surface layer that are not
cm, and S3 = 1.98 cm, and thi: liquid water content of the 5-cm detectable by the freezing colorimeter (which measures mn of the
surface layer exhibited a Gaussian like variation with a peak value top 5-cm layer), and it lags in, during the freezing cycle, which is
of4,.8%/ (Figure 4). attributed to the presence of liquid water in layers deeper than

Figure 4 shows a sample of the measured data, specifically the the 5-cm surface layer, The overall response of or' is
cros-polarized diurnal responses of all three roughnesses at both approximately the same for all three surface roughness conditions.
35 Gllz and 9.5 Gliz. 4,cording to the 35 GIz data, increasing The degree of polarization increases with increasing m.,
the rms height from 0.49 cm to 088 cmi (which corresponds to indicative of less multiple scattering, which is consistent with
increasing s/A froni 0 57 (slightly rough) to 1.02 (rough)) causes theoretical expectations. Two plots are shown for the degree of
co to increase by I - 3 dB. but increasing the roughness further polarization, one corresponding to a vertically polatized
to s:j = 1.98 cm does not seem to have much of an impact on or°. transmitted wave, and the other for a circularly polarized
At 95 Gllz. even time least rough surface (with sm/A = 1.5) is transmitted wave (right-hand circular polarization and left-hand
electromagnetically very rough. Hence, or' exhibits approximately circular polarization gave approximately identical responses). For
the saime diurnial pattern for all three surface roughnesses. A dry snow, the smooth surface data of Fig. 6 shows the lowest
similar behavior was observed for tmv polarization, values for the degree of polarization. As the surface gets rougher

(Figs. 7 and 8), the degree of polarization of dry snow increases

5.3 Dirunal Response because the backscatter has comparable contributions from the
snow surface and volume. Although the degree of polarization is a

Because thie nuimerical solutioni of the radiative transfer model good indicator of liquid water in the snow, its relative sensitivity
described briefly in Section 3 (and in more detail in ([16]) takes is not as large as that exhibited by the backscatteriig coefficient.
iito account all orders of multiple scattering in the snow volume. The results of an interesting experiment that was conducted in
its implementation requires a substantial amount of computer March, 1991 are shown in Fig. 9. The highest daytime
processing time, in spite of tite fact that the snow medium is temperature was below -3u C, and the freezing calorimeter did not
assumneda to have uniform properties throughout. If we were to detect the presence of any liquid water over the entire experiment
formulate the ý,lution for a multilayer structure in order to duration. Yet, the backscattering coefficient exhibited a change of
acconmolate a nonue'forum depth profile for the liquid water 8 dE for t'm polarization and 10 dB for hi, polarization. This
content in, . the complexity 4f the numerical approach would change is attributed to the presence of liquid water in the very
make th sýoluutin computationally impractical On the other surface layer, generated ii response to solar illumination. This
hand. the first-order solution is perfectly amenable to computing behavior is indicative of the strong sensitivity of radar to liquid
the backscatter from a medium with nonuniform properties in the water content, suggesting that a millimeter-wave radar is perhaps
depth dumensmon, but it does not account for multiple scattering, a much more sensitive indicator of time presence of liquid water in
Vlaby et al 0191 developed a hybrid model that takes advantage snow than available in-situ devices.
of the moore accurate feature of the numerical solution and the
easier struct iire of the first-order solution. Their procedure was 6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
applied to a measured wetness profile, and the results are shown
in Figure .5 for hh polarization at 35, 95, and 140 GIHz. The plots The radiative transfer model with the quasi-crystalline
compare the measured diurnal variation of oa (relative to its approximation, together with the hybrid first-order numerical
value for dry-snow conditions) with the variation computed using solution, provide an excellent tool for examining the radar
the hybrid solution outlined above. Very good overall agreement response of snow at millimeter wavelengths. This conclusion is
is observed at all three frequen-ies, and simiilar agreement was supported by comparisons of theoretical predictions with
obtained for the other polarizations and for other diurnal experimental observations made at 35, 95, and 140 GHz.
experimeits The degree of polarization provided by polarimetric

observations exhibits a dependence on liquid water content and
5.4 Polarimetric Response snow surface roughness, but its relative sensitivity to liquid water

content is not as great as that exhibited by the backscattering
To investigate the polarimietric radar response of snow at coefficient or°, particularly for hv polarization.
millimeter wavelensths, 35 and 94 Glsz coherent-on-receive
polarinietric radar system were constructed in 1990 and used in REFERENCES
1991 at test sites near Ann Arbor and Pellston, Michigan. Only
part of the 35-GlIlz r-ults are ready for presentation in this [1] Stiles, \Vý II., and F. T. Ulalky, The active and passive
paper The coherent-on-receive polarimetric systems measure the niicrowave reisponse to snow parameters: Part I- Wetness, J.
Mueller matrix directly by transmitting six different polarizations Gceollp h.. Rcs., 85, 10:37-1044, 1980.
and receiving the magnitude and phase of the horizontally
polarized and verically polarized components of the wave [2] U'laby, and F.T., W1I. Stiles, The Active and Passive
backscattered in response to each transmitted polarization. The Microwave Response to Snow Parameters, Part 11: Water
technique is described in [201 Equivalent of Dry Snow, J. Geophys. Res., 85, 1045-1049,

From the measured Mueller matrix, we can compute the 1980.
backscattering coefficient for any combination of transmit and
receive antenna polarizations, as well as time degree of polarization [3] Hayes, D. T., U. H. W. Lammers, and R. A. Marr, Scattering
in from snow backgrounds at 35, 98, and 140 Gl0z,

RADX-TR-84-69, Rome Air Development Center Report,
1984.
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35GHz eice = 3.15+i0.003, at = 1.2x10"8 . Oa =5xl10'0 , KJ(EFA)=8.24 m"1

my Lb )ag(m'1) K(QCA) Re[n(QCA)] ce(QCA), mr1

(%) Revl Imag. Real Imag.

0 1 0 0 930 0.269 1.268 0.538
1 1.0427 0.01Z9 5.56 942 0.267 1.285 0.534
2 1.104 0.0532 22.2 958 0.264 1.307 0.528
3 1.1776 0.0869 35.2 977 0.262 1.332 0.524
4 1.2405 0.1268 50.0 992 0.259 1.353 0.518
5 1.3046 0.1723 66.2 1007 0.257 1.373 0.514

95 GHz Eice = 3.15+iO.0085, at = 5.89x10- 7, a =-4.28xi0"9, Ke(EFA)=402 m-'

my Lb Icag(m- 1) K(QCA) Re[n(QCA)] re(QCA), m-!
,%) Real Imag. Real Imag.

0 1 0 0 2562 11.35 1.2884 22.69
1 1.0296 0.0138 16.2 2582 10.91 1.298 21.82
2 1.0626 0.0397 45.9 2604 10.43 1.3095 20.86
3 1.1055 0.0697 78.7 2632 9.84 1.323 19.68
4 1.141 0.0961 107.2 2654 9.39 1.335 18.78
5 1.1765 0.1244 136.6 2676 8.95 1.346 17.9

140GHz ic = 3.15+iO.012, at = 1.95x]0-6, as =2.33x10"8, xc(EFA)=1331 m"1

my Eb Kag(m"1) K(QCA) Re[n(QCA)] Ke(QCA), m"1
(%) Real Imag. Real Imag.

0 1 0 0 3876 56.58 1.32 113.15
1 1.0254 0.0115 20 3891 54.95 1.326 109.9
2 1.0534 0.0307 52.67 3909 53.94 1.331 107.9
3 1.0883 0.0540 91.15 3933 53.36 1.339 106.7
4 1.1181 0.0741 123.38 3955 53.2 1.347 106.4
5 1.1482 0.0953 156.54 3977 53.1 1.354 106.3

my: liquid water content by volume, eib: background dielectric constant, Kag: background
absorption coefficient, K(QCA): propagation constant in the snow layer obtained by QCA,
Re[n(QCA)]: real part of the effective index of refraction obtained by QCA. r, (QCA):

extinction coefficient of ice particles obtained by QCA, K(EFA): extinction coefficient of

ice particles obtained by EFA, at and aa: total and absorption cross-sections of ice
particles obtained by EFA.

Table I Dielecric and propagation properties of a snow medium with ice volume fraction
f = 0.4, average ice particle diameter of 1 mm, and number density N 7.64 x 10'.

1000

5GHz EFA

100

U)

10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Water Content my(%)
Figure t Optical distance r versus liquid water content m., at 35 and 95 GHz. Snow

depth is 0.45 m, the ice volume fraction is 0.4, and average ice particle diameter is
Imm. EFA is the effective field approximation and QCA is the quasi-crystalline
approximation,
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FREQUENCIES: 15, 94, 140 GHz

IF BANDWIDTH: 0 to 2.0 GHz

TRANSMIT POWER: 35 GHz: .3 d~m
94 GHz: 0 dBm
140 GHz: -4 dBm

SWEEP RATE: 1 m-sec'freq., 51, 101, 201, 401 freq./sweep

POLARIZATION: NH, HV, VV, VH

INCIDENCE ANGLES: 0 to 70 degrees

PLATFORM HEIGHT: 3 meters minimum, to 18 meters maximum

NOISE EQUIV. &: 35 GHz: -22 dB
94 GHz: -28 dB

140 GHz: -21 dB

CROSSPOL ISOLATION: 35 GHz: 23 dB
94 GHz: 20 dB
'40 GHz: 10 dB

PHASE STABILITY: 35GHz: -1 degree/hour
94 GHz: -1 degree/minute
140 GHz: -10 to 50 degrees/second

NEAR FIELD DIST: 35GHz: 2.7 m
94 GHz: 7.3 m
140 GHz: 2.7 m

BEAMWIDTH: 35 GHz: R: 4.2 deg T: 4.2 deg
94 GHz: R: 1.4 deg T: 2.8 deg
140 GHz: R: 2.2 deg T: 11.8 deg

ANTENNA DIAMETER: 35 GHz: R. 6 inches T: 6 inches
94 GHz: R: 6 inches T: 3 inches
140 GHz: R: 3 inches T: 0.36 inches

SIGNAL PROCESSING: HP 851OA/8511A based

OUTPUT PRODUCTS: -received power verses range
-received power verses frequency (at fixed R)
-phase and amplitude for each frequency

Tat&e 1 \111 lrn. -t r W-v t'oIATMVII'-¶Trs~ SV Ml ramniet~r'ý
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using the hybrid first-order numerical model.
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DISCUSSION

U. Lammers (US):

How did you roughen the snow surface artificially for the 35 GHz measurements ?

Also, to what accuracy could you measure liquid water content of snow as a function of
depth ?

Author's reply:

The snow surface was roughened with a rake. We could not measure liquid water
content as a function of depth. Our liquid water measurements are very laborious,

requiring 30 minutes for a single measurement. We kept two people busy doing nothing
but liquid water content measurements continuously. Each measurement used a snow
sample from the entire top 5 cm. We would very much like to be able to measure liquid
water with depth.

The moisture profiles shown were based on a model of the snowpack melting from the
top then refreezing from the top. They were numerically constrained, so that the
average moisture in the top 5 cm was equal to the measured value at that time.

H. Schimpf (GE) :

Do you have a physical explanation for the relation between "degree of polarization" and
the diurnal variation of cr0 and liquid water content ?

Author's reply:

Yes, as liquid water content during the course of the day varies generally, the more
liquid water, the more surface reflexion and a higher degree of polarization.

J. Mead (US) :

Was the degree of polarization for bascatter from snow found to vary with frequency ?

Author's reply :

Only the 35 GHz data has been processed at present.
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ANALYTICAL PREDICTION OF EM SCATTERING BY COMPLEX OBSTACLES WITHIN ELECTRICALLY
LARGE OPEN CAVITIES

P.H. Pathak
The Ohio State University ElectroScience Laboratory

1320 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212, U.S.A.

I. INTRODUCTION perfectly-conducting. It is further assumed that the
interior diffracted fields are negligible in comparison to

The object of this paper is to describe an analytical the internal multiply reflected geometrical optics ray
technique for predicting the electromagnetic(EM) fields, so that the geometrical optics ray approach
scattering by complex obstacles within electrically large remains accurate. It is noted, of course, that modes
open waveguide cavities. This topic is of relevance to cannot be defined in the usual sense for an arbitrarily
EM scattering and EMC type applications. Figure 1(a) shaped (non-separable) waveguide cavity geometry;
illustrates a general open-ended cavity configuration of therefore, this is one of the main reasons for the choice
interest in the present work. The fully three of asymptotic high frequency ray (or beam) procedures
dimensional open waveguide cavity in Figure 1(a) is for performing the present coupling analysis. The
assumed to be relatively arbitrarily shaped, and the numerical solution techniques such as those based on
open front end of the cavity is illuminated by an the integral equation or the finite element (or difference)
arbitrarily polarized external plane wave field. The formulations are expected to be extremely cumbersome
interior obstacle is assumed to be located within the and inefficient as compared to the ray (or beam)
cavity near the back end, and it generally contributes techniques for computing the fields coupled into an
significantly to the fields scattered into the exterior by electrically large waveguide cavity. For later purposes,
the entire cavity configuration. The scattering from the when combining the results of the first and second steps
external features of the cavity, excluding the scattering so as to find the external EM scattering arising trom the
from just the rim at the open front end, is not of interior obstacle, it is also necessary to break the
interest in the present analysis. Hence, the present problem configuration at ST into two separate parts as
scattering analysis is restricted to within approximately shown in Figs. 1(c) and (d). The field coupled into the
700 from boresight with respect to the open front end; cavity via the open front end, as discussed above, is
outside of this region, the scattering by the external then allowed to radiate from the cavity which is now
features of the cavity are generally more significant than assumed to be suddenly terminated at ST as in Fig. 1(c)
from the interior of the cavity. It is also assumed in the and made to exist without the portion of the cavity
present work that the incident wave always directly containing the obstacle. The field radiated from the
ilhlminates the open front end. resulting open end at ST is found by using the

The present scattering analysis is composed of two unperturbed field arriving there (i.e., by using the field
main parts. The first part, deals with the analysis of the at ST as if the cavity was not abruptly truncated at ST
coupling of the incident plane wave field, via the open as in Fig. 1(b)) to constitute the equivalent sources of
front end, into the arbitrarily shaped waveguide cavity the radiated field in Fig. I(c). This then essentially
using the high frequency ray or beam shooting methods constitutes the first part of the analysis.
as discussed in [21-191. Also, the scattering of the The second part of the analysis deals with
incident wave back into the exterior region by the rim at separately obtaining the plane wave scattering
the open end is included in this part of the analysis. It characteristics of the interior obstacle. The part of the
is assumed that the rays (or beams) launched into the waveguide cavity structure beyond ST which contains
cavity interior from the open front end propagate to the the obstacle is now assumed to be separated from the
plane ST (shown in Fig. 1) chosen conveniently near the rest of the structure, as in Fig. 1(d); next, this
obstacle, but with the obstacle removed and with the configuration of Fig. I(d) is illuminated in its forward
back end of the waveguide cavity extended to infinity as region by a discrete but sufficiently large number of
shown in Fig. 1(b). Only the ray shooting procedure for incident plane waves from different directions. The field
evaluating the interior cavity fields at ST is discussed scattered from the obstacle section of the cavity beyond
here. A corresponding Gaussian beam shooting Sr (in Fig. I(d)) in sufficiently large number of discrete
procedure can also be employed as mentioned above; directions, again in the forward half space of this
however, it is not discussed here for the sake of brevity, section, then provides the relevant plane wave scattering
but it may be found in (2,8,9,101. Actually, two different matrix.
ray shooting procedures, namely the shooting and The final step involves combining the results of the
bouncing ray (SBR).method 12,3,4] as well as the two main steps described above, through a reciprocity
generalised ray expansion (GRE) approach 19,10], will integral, to provide the field scattered into the exterior
be described. After being launched from the open front by the interior obstacle within the original entire
end, the rays evolve within the cavity via the rules of waveguide cavity configuration of Fig. I(a).
geometrical optics; thus, the rays undergo multiple Thus, the present analysis represents a hybrid
rehfetioss at the interior walls of the waveguide cavity combination of an asymptotic high frequency ray/beam
which are assumed to be impenetrable. For the sake of method for tracking the fields through the cavity as in
being specific, the interior waveguide cavity walls and the first part, together with any suitable method for
the rim at the open front end are taken to be obtaining a plane wave characterisation of the interior
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obstacle as in the second part. The advantage of dealing which are launched within the cavity. These incident
with the analysis in two parts is that it allows one to ray tubes reflect from the cavity walls according to the
separately estimate the effect on the overall scattering rules of geometrical optics (GO) as they propagate into
as the ý-aveguide cavity geometry is changed for a given the cavity; this is illustrated in Fig. 2. On the other
interior obstacle, and as the interior obstacle is changed hand, the GRE requires the aperture at the open front
for a given waveguide cavity geometry, without having end to be discretized (into subapertures) as shown in
to analyze the complete problem each time this happens. Fig. 3, and then the rays are launched radially from the

The two parts of this analysis as well as their hybrid phase centers of each subaperture. The initial launching
combination is summarized briefly next in Section II. amplitudes of the GRE rays are weighted by the
Finally, some numerical results indicating the utility of subaperture far field pattern with the waveguide cavity
the present hybrid analysis are presented in Section Il1. walls absent. Once launched, the GRE rays propagate

within the cavity via reflections at the interior cavity
walls as in the SBR case; this is seen in Fig. 3. It is

BEP S U Onoted that the ray paths in the GRE method are

unchanged for a given waveguide cavity geometry; only

In Section I, a general introduction to the approach the initial ray launching amplitudes depend on the

for analyzing the electromagnetic scattering from direction of the incident plane wave. Furthermore, the
electrically large, open ended cavities containing an GRE implicitly includes the effects of rays entering the

interior obstacle (Fig l(a)) was presented. The various cavity via diffraction of the incident wave by the edges

steps involved in this approach are briefly summarized at the open front end.

helow. Let (T-g,Vig) denote the electromagnetic fields
The major contribution to the total field scattered coupled into the cavity as shown in Fig. l(b). For the

case of bistatic scattering, a similar set of fields
into the exterior, within the range of angles of incidence c -as of t o s ertra e i thia se ct y o fi l

and scattering of interest here, is due to the field (E, Th ) need to be tracked within the cavity of

scattered directly by the rim at the open front end, the Fig. l(b); these fields are launched into the cavity by a

field scattered by the interior obstacle, and the part of plane wave incident in a direction reciprocal to the

the field scattered from the interior cavity region which bistatic scattering direction of interest. if GRE is

turns around without reaching the interior obstacle, employed, no new rays need to be tracked to find

The remaining contribution arising from the rest of the ('5g,77g) for reasons given above and hence only the

external features of the cavity are ignored for reasons initial ray launching amplitudes are different for

indicated earlier in Section I, and the contribution computing( t 0 ) than they are for computing

resulting from all the multiple wave interactions is also TO,,Yg).

ignored in this analysis. The multiple wave interactions Next, the unperturbed fields (•-,s,- 5) of Fig. l(b)
across the aperture contribute weakly if the aperture is are allowed to radiate from ST if the section of the
suficiently large electrically, and the multiple wave cavity beyond ST containing the obstacle is removed as

interactions between the obstacle and the open end are in Fig. 1(c); this radiation field, which is required
likewise negligible for an electrically large aperture and essentially in the forward half space of ST in Fig. 1(c), is
obstacle; it is assumed that such conditions are true in found via a Kirchhoff approximation which is accurate

the present analysis. It is also assumed that the for an electrically large aperture ST. This essentially
waveguide cavity is perfectly-conducting, and that the completes all of the computations necessary for the first

medium surrounding this cavity configuration of step.
Fig. l(a) is free space. Finally, the illumination of the In the second step, it is necessary to find the fields
cavity in Fig. l(a) is assumed to be an EM plane wave (P'°,77') which are scattered by the interior obstacle
which is incident from an arbitrary direction, to the plane ST in Fig. l(a) when the unperturbed fields

The contribution to the external scattered field (F-,g, ) are incident on the obstacle. In this step,
arising from just the rim at the open end can generally (Eg,f'g) are found approximately but quite accurately
be found by employing the geometrical theory of as follows. A discrete, but sufficiently dense, set of unit
diffraction [11 used in conjunction with the equivalent amplitude plane wave fields are made to illuminate the
current method [ill. forward half space of the isolated section of the cavity

The contribution to the external scattering arising beyond ST which contains the obstacle as in Fig. l(d).
from the interior obstacle is found in two parts as The field scattered by the obstacle-cavity section of
indicated in Section 1. The first part requires.one to Fig. 1(d), when it is illuminated by each of the unit
track the portion of the incident field which is coupled amplitude incident plane waves, is found by using

into the cavity via the open front end using a high analytical methods, or by numerical methods if the
frequency ray or beam shooting technique. The ray obstacle is too complex to be treated analytically. In
technique is chosen in this analysis as mentioned earlier, particular, the fields in the aperture ST of Fig. 1(d) are
At least two different ray shooting approaches are of interest. If these cannot be found directly via the
possible for tracking the fields from the open front end analytical or numerical methods mentioned above, they
to the plane ST in the absence of the obstacle as in the can still be found indirectly by these methods which do
configuration of Fig. 1(b). The two different ray provide the fields scattered in all bistatic directions for
shooting approaches are referred to as the shooting and each unit amplitude incident plane wave. Indeed, if
bouncing ray (SBR) method [2,3,41, and the geieralized these fields scattered in bistatic directions are sampled
ray expansion (GRE) 19,10). The SBR method requires at a discrete but sufficiently dense number of aspects,
one to break up the part of the incident wave captured then a spectral inversion (from aspect angle to the
by the open front end into a dense grid of ray tubes spatial domain) of these values via a fast Fourier
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transform (FFT) pro, ides the tields at ST in Fig. 1(d). while the front section of length L, corresponding to the
This information is then stored for each unit amplitude first step was analyzed by the modal procedure in
incident plane wave thereby essentially completing the conjunction with the Kirchhoff approximation for the
computations necessary for the second step. fields in the aperture at the open front end to find the

Finally, the results of the first and second steps fields coupled into the circular waveguide.
discussed above are combined to provide a hybrid
solution for the fields scattered into the exterior by the REFERENCES
obstacle within the original cavity configuration of
Fig. l(a). In this combination, one modifies the results 11] J.B. Keller, Geometrical theory of diffraction,
of the second step by weighting the unit amplitude Journal Opt. Soc. Am., 52:116-130 (1962).
incident plane waves therein by the radiation pattern of
the fields which are radiated from ST by (r', "Y) in 121 P.H. Pathak and R.J. Burkholder, "Modal, Ray

Fig. 1(c), corresponding to the final part of the first and Beam Techniques for Analyz;ng the EM

step. This then directly furnishes the fields in the Scattering by Open-Ended Waveguide Cavities,"

aperture ST which are scattered by the portion of the IEEE Trans. Antennas Prop., Vo. AP-37, No. 5,
cavity containing the obstacle as in Fig. l(d). To a very pp. 635-647, May 1989.

good approximation, these fields at ST in Fig. l(d) are 131 S.W. Lee, H. Ling and R-C. Chou, "Ray-Tube
the same as (F', F,') at ST in the original Integration in Shooting and Bouncing Ray
configuration of Fig. 1(&). The electric field T, which is Method," Microwave and Optical Tech. Letters,
scattered into the exterior by the interior obstacle in Vol. 1, No. 8, October 1988.
Fig. 1(a) is then given approximately, but accurately by
the generalized reciprocity integral [2,9,101; namely, [4[ H. Ling, R-C. Chou and S.W. Lee, "Shooting and

Bouncing Rays: Calculating the RCS of an
fT: Jf (_F_9 x F) '- P x . (1) Arbitrary Cavity," IEEE Trans. Antennas and

S.Prop., Vol. AP-37, No. 2, pp. 194-205,
It is noted that (•E,• 5) are the fields coupled into the February 1989.

cavity with the interior obstacle absent (see Fig. l(b)) [51 H. Shirai and L.B. Felsen, "Rays, Modes and
when a (-fi)-polarized plane wave is incident at the Beams for Plane Wave Coupling into a Wide
open front end. Open-Ended Parallel-Plane Waveguide," Wave

Finally, the contribution to the external scattering Motion, 9, pp. 301-317, 1987.
due to waves coupled into the cavity which then turn
around without reaching the obstacle is found by [61 H. Shirai and L.B. Felsen, "Rays and Modes for
tracking the associated ray tubes by SBR or GRE back Plane Wave Coupling into a Large Open-Ended
to the open front end where they are made to define Circular Waveguide," Wave Motion, 9,
equivalent sources. Incorporating these equivalent pp. 461-482, 1987.
sources into the radiation integral thus provides the 17] J. Macid and L.B. Felsen, "Systematic Study ofnecessary fields. 7J'M ieanL..ele,"ytmicSuyo

Fields Due to Extended Apertures by Gaussian
Beam Discretization," IEEE Trans. Antennas and

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS Prop., Vol. AP-37, No. 7, pp. 884-892, July 1989.

Figure 4 illustrates the echo area patterns 181 J. Maciel and L.B. Felsen, "Gaussian Beam
(backscatter, in decibels relative to a square Analysis of Propagation from an Extended Plane
wavelength) of an open ended semi-infinite waveguide Aperture Distribution Through Dielectric Layers,
cavity with a rectangular open end transitioning to an Part I - Plane Layer, Part II - Circular
elliptical cross section. A planar short circuit is placed Cylindrical Layer," IEEE Trans. Antennas and
as an obstacle inside the cavity where its cross-section Prop., Vol. AP-38, No. 10, pp. 1607-1624,
becomes elliptic. The echo area is calculated using both October 1990.
the SBR and the GRE approaches, respectively. These
two ray approaches compare reasonably well with each 191 P.H. Pathak and R.J. Burkholder, "High Frequency
other. Figure 5 illustrates the backscatter patterns of a EMSctte Rin byOen-ed V e.uide
perfectly conducting circular waveguide containing a Cavities," J. Radio Science, Vol. 26, No. 1,
conical obstacle placed on a planar interior termination. pp. 211-218, January-February 1991.
The solid line in these plots is a measured result for the [101 P.H. Pathak, P.H. Law and R.J. Burkholder, "High
completc geometry of length L + L1 . The dashed line is Frequency EM Scattering by Non-Uniform Open
calculated using the two step hybrid procedure Waveguide Cavities containing an Interior
discussed above, however it assumes that the external Obstacle," Invited Paper presented at the
portion of the cavity is not rounded as for the measured International Conference on Directions in EM
case but is semi-infinite in the present two step Wave Modelling sponsored by Weber Reserch
procedure. Both of these approaches show close Institute Polytechnic University, N.Y., New York,
agreement. Sine- the circular waveguide modes are N.Y. October 22-24, 1990.
known, a modal representation is employed for
describing the interior waveguide cavity fields instead of illj P.H. Pathak, "Techniques for high frequency
the SBR or GRE representations. The short obstacle problems," in Antenna Handbook - Theory,
section of length L was analysed via the numerical Applications, and Design, Van Nostrand Reinhold,
moment method (corresponding to the second step) New York (1988).
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DISCUSSION

G. NEININGER. (GE)
Have you made investigations concerning an array of waveguides; for example, a
slotted waveguide array antenna?

AUJTHOR'S REPLY
No. i.e., not by ray methods. Presently we only have a pure moment method solution
of an integral formulation for the problem involving a finite array of waveguide-fed
slots.
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RCS PREDICTION MODELS BASED ON PO AND PTD
AND

STATE OF VALIDATION
by

V.Stein
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt f~r Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.

Institut fUr Hochfrequenztechnik
8031 Oberpfaffenhofen

Germany

SUMMARY THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In the microwave case the scattering matrix of The polarization dependent RCS is computed from
complicated targets is often evaluated on the
basis of physical optics (PO). In cases where edge
diffraction effects become relevant, the physical (1) aij = lim (4n r 2 t1 j t J)
theory of diffraction (PTD) is used to correct the X'y; j X'y
PO-field. Both methods are applied in the follo- r-o = x ,
wing paper to determine the radar cross-section
(RCS) of a series of perfectly conducting structu- where r is the distance between the radar observer
res: a thin flat plate, a thin cylinder, a cone- and the test object. tij are the elements of the
cylinder-half-sphere, a double dihedral and a pe- scattering matrix
riscope-like object. Since the geometric model of
each object consists of panels, Internal and ex- rtXX tXY]
ternal tests were made to estimate the deviations (2) [T] =
between the true surface and the model surface t tyyi
which can be tolerated to guarantee sufficient ac-
curacy. All predicted RCS values are compared ei- which relates the cartesian components of the
ther with measurements or with independent theore- scattered field f, propagating in z-direction to
tical results as references. Conclusions for the those of the incident field -. by
accuracy of PO and PTD are drawn and further work
is discussed. 

(3 Esx] T [E ex](3) 1 = [T] .
INTRODUCTION LEY1 LEeyi

The physical-optics method (POM) has been used wi- The RCS referred to 1 square meter (sq.m) and ex-
dely in the past for the prediction of the RCS of pressed in decibels yields the quantity which in
perfectly conducting basis structures like sphe- general is used to compare theoretical and experi-
res, flat plates, cylinders, circular disks, cu- mental results for the selected transmitting/re-
bes, cones, dihedrals, etc. see e.g. [1, 2]. These ceiving polarizations. In the case of basis struc-
basis structures can often be found as sub struc- tures the RCS is sometimes normalized by the squa-
tures within more complicated objects like cars, re of the wavelength or by a characteristic area
ships and airplanes. So conclusions over the range of the structure under test. If no calibration
of application can be drawn in analyzing these ba- measurements are available, the experimental re-
sis structures. Specially the flat plate plays a sults are referred to any internal value, mostly
dominant role since basis and complicated structu- the measured peak value. In these cases theoreti-
res can be modeled by a unifying concept with flat cal and experimental curves are shifted against
plates. Thereby panels of triangular and quadran- each other till the peak values will coincide.
gular shape are preferred. Depending from the spe-
cial shape a panel model can agree perfectly with The scattered electric field of a perfectly con-
the original structure or show some differences ducting panel with zero thickness is as follows:
due to the size of the panels. In modeling a
smooth surface by panels artificial edges are in- -Jkr
troduced. In general panels of very different si- (4) ( , ( e) e- Z
zes, with dimensions ranging from a fractional of 4 r

a wavelength to many wavelengths, are needed. Sin- jk7 .7'
ce the computer time to solve for the PO-field de- • (9x(gxJ,(?'))) e df'
pends directly on the number of the panels, one
tries to create the model with panels of a maximum Fp
admissible size. where

Since the experience shows that in special cases r = vector of the observation point,
POM alone does not lead to sufficient accurate r' = vector of the integration point,
results an edge diffraction term is introduced s = unit vector pointing from the origin 0
which is based on the method of equivalent cur- toward the observation point, propagation
rents (ECM) and was derived by Mitzner [3] and in- direction of the scattered wave,
dependently by Michaeli [4, 5]. It takes into ac- Fp = surface of the panel,
count edge diffraction effects of first order for k = 2WX/ = wave number,
arbitrary aspect angles and is, therefore, more X = wavelength,
general than the solution of Ufimtsev [6] who has h(•') = electric surface current density at the
introduced the term physical theory of diffraction integration point,
(PDT). Both terms are used in the report synony- •.(7) = scattered electric field at the observa-
mously. tion point,

Z = wave impedance of the propagation medium.
It is the intention of this paper to show the in-
fluence of modeling accuracy and the efficiency The geometric parameters are explained in Fig. 1.
of POM and ECM by means of a series of test ob-
jects. According to the principle of PO the current den-

sity at the integration point is computed from the
incident magnetic field *. as follows:
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j2Z (tile)

e (9) M,(We,•) 1-D4(V, .)
k sin

2
pe

Denotations:

ee= angle between the incident ray and the edge,
We = angle between the plane of incidence a .ý a

reference face of the wedge (face 1 in
Fig. 2),

S= unit tangent vector parallel to the edge,
0 (t , ty, tz)t, t' = -COSOe.

plane of
Incidence

diffraction

Fig. i Geometric sketch for the interpretation De
of the radiation integral; s = • in the
moncstatic radar case.

2o = { x fle(r')} on the

filluminatedi surfaces of face I

lhidden j the panels.

represents the unit normal vector of the panel
and 's a constant for each panel face. Fig. 2 Wedge geometry; Ps P y we in

Exoresing the incident magnetic field by the in- the monostatic radar case.

cident electric field p. = E E with polarization
vectlr Pe and introducing (5) in (4) one receives The coefficients D!, Df and Dfm are constructed
the PT-scattered field of a panel with zero thick- from the difference between the total equivalent
ness as follows: current, responsible for the total field and the

PO-equivalent current, generating the PO-field.

6 k eh - ý. E -9 - They depend from We, Pe and the outer wedge angle
2c Er(n ) nx and are given in the appendix for first order

diffraction processes.

e4 2ks-7" df' From expressions (8) and (9), given by Michaeli,
j the edge diffracted fields of Ufimtsev and Mitzner
Fp can be derived, see (7].

The polarization of the scattered field is identi-
cal with that of the incident field. From expres- The fringe diffracted field for an edge of length
sion (6) the scattering matrix can be derived as L, see Fig. 3, is expressed by

TPI = k e-Jkr (n-a) e j2ký-' df' '10 j

1 01. • (Z Ifl•')(( + T ( kx•)e Jk'7'dl'.
0 1L

One observes that no cross-polarization effects, Introducing (8) and (9) into (10) one receives
nor any differences between xx- and yy-polariza-
tion are predicted by PO in cases where the struc- (Ii) 1(?) = 1 e- kr I ej 2 kr''dl'i
ture is perfectly conducting and no double or mul- 2I r fE j
tiple reflections occur. L1 (F.-(_g.r)) D f(;),F
The phase integral in (7) can be solved analyti- 1 (x ( )
cally, see [2]. Independent from the size of the
panel it takes about 0.13 ms on a computer of the
type IBM 3091 to evaluate the scattering matrix of -( )(
a panel for each aspect angle, including the solu-
tion of geometric problems. From the last expression the scattering matrix

WTi] of an edge is derived:
There are several methods to treat edge diffracti-
on effects. The most appropriate is the ECM, since 1 e-jkr j2k•-s'
the PO-field is corrected by an additive fringe (12) [Tf] = r - e d2l
diffracted field. ECM is based on electric and ma- L
gnetic fringe currents If, Mf flowing along an ed- L
ge: ft2 ft2 f f 2D .t + D t - D f t x t ¥ ( D f- D m 2) t X t ¥ + D e a M t _2(8) I(p,) = (,)ty Dt

2  
Dftx+Det2+Df txtyj

D- in Yme

kZsin 2 p. One observes that the edge scattering matrix in

J2(t.1.e) contrary to the PO-scattering matrix predicts
-DL,('., P.),

k sinap.
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with non zero thickness. It is very often stated
S- // that PC is not allowed to be applied on objects

whose dimensions are small compared to th2 wave-
Ge length. However, one can see froia Fig. 5, first

row, that the contribution of the very small side
faces leads to an improvement of the result for
the zero thickness panel near and at the grazing

-11T angle. In the second row the results for a diago-
nal cut and an off-diagonal cut including an angle
of 30* with an edge, are presented. The peak of
the third sidelobe (-37 dB under 1 sq.m) of the
diagonal cut agrees well with that of the measure-
ment. The computer time for each aspect angle
amounts to about 0.8 ms.

Fig. 3 Geometry to evaluate the radiation
integral; a e ; in the monostatic Fig. 6 shows the polarization dependent results of
radar case. POM corrected by ECM for the plate with its actual

thickness of 0.044 %. The first row presents the
differences between VV- and HH-polarization and results for the principal plane. For VV-polariza-
also cross polarization effects. However, the tion one can state a perfect agreement with the
cross-polarization terms are different from an- experimental results. For HH-polarizaticn also an
other besides the specular case where D~,, = 0. improvement can be observed, the characteristic
The physical reason for the violation of recipro- null at grazing incidence, however, is not repro-
city is that the fringe current model employed duced. Since ECM is used for the contribution of
ignores the effect of corner diffraction, all edges, one could object in a similar way as in

the case of the application of PO on small faces,
7he chase !ntegrai again can be evaluated analyti- that ECM is not allowed to treat edges with a di-

ay e tý the more complex expressions as in stance of only a fractional of a wavelength. Assu-
he P -- i~ea t takes abo.- 0.55 ms to compute the ming a plate with zero thickness where only four

scatte.rng arix for one aspect angle. This time edges with wedge angles of 360' are present one
i* a mean vaiae resulting from he analysis of an obtains identical results for the two polariza-

W c*t several hundred edoes and includes the tions which is not in agreement with physical rea-"E: search "of •he ege•, sons. The consideration of the natural wedge angle
of 270' effects practically no changes in the VV-

< : e mtrix .ea 7 ted struc- polarization but influences the HH-polarization
t;re ýs the -iJr :! a mat rix ;TF], which again is in the right manner. The second row in Fig. 6

ae: g m Ps based on 01 of shows the RCS for the diagonal plane. Cne observes
"he , . t'e -cater.ng matrix that EMC changes the results of POM in a negligib-

-r w h;7 e• eringq matrices :f M le manner. Small differences between VV- and
HH-polarization occur, but for HH-polarization the
peak before grazing incidence again is not repro-
diced. In summary for the diagonal plane one can
state a good agreement for near broadside aspect
angle (from the peak value down to the third si-

M de-lobe whose level is about -35 dB under the

"-41 peak). Row three presents results for the off-dia
4 , i T T] gona plane. In this case cross-polarization ef-

fects are indicated by ECM, represented in rowfour. No measurements are available for this pla-

S-UAP.I '-A: PLATE ne.

.he sqa:e p•atc, ýnder test hai an edge length of Therefore, the IEM (electric field integral equa-
5.9 3 ani a t.ickness of 0.044 X. The wavelength tion, wire grid model with about 3436 wires and a
was ".3? ý-r. n a series ,of figures the results mesh width of about 0.125 %) was used to fill this
f expe~men' (EX), FPM, POM EOG and integral gap. The results are shown in Fig. 7 and seem to

equation method (1EM) are compared. Since this agree lr the principal plane and the diagonal
Flate has very similar dimensions as the plate plane somewhat better with the measurements than
analyzed by Ross [9], a further cross check with the PO- and EC- results. This improvement, howe-
the results of the geometrical theory cf diffrac- ver, must be paid with a higher computer effort.

* K'TD) and independent measurement' .an be ma- POM and ECM together need about 5.4 ms per aspect
ido, however, only for the principal plane. angle. Under the assumption that the matrix inver-

sion is considered separately one has to assume
wig 4 presents experimental results for the prin- 1760 ms on a Cray-computer for one aspect angle
rJpal plane and the diagonal plane, each for VV- which is 2000 times the value using POM alor.a and

and HO- cca'ization Off-di- ial cuts are not 176 times the value using POM and ECM together.
3a.'3alt 1e. S.nce the aspect angles range from -90' The matrix fill in and inversion work must be done
"•r•trom broadside one can estimate the measu- only once. It is independent from aspect angle and
rement accuracy by means of the unsyTmietries which polarization for a fixed frequency. It amounts to
arize it low energy levels. Especially from the about 2800 s. Under these circumstances one can
I~agonal cut one can conclude that levels lower state that the uze of POM and ECM is a good com-
than about 35 dB under the peak are not very re- promise between accuracy and economy.
l~aaile. The results are given by relative values,
the peak value amounts to about 4.33 dB over I THIN CYLINDER
sI.m.

The cylinder under test had a length of 5.0 X and
Fig. 5 compares in the first row the results of a radius of 0.5 X. Since the wavelength was chosen
POM for the main -lane, assuming zero thickness to be 1128 mm the circular cross section has an
(left side) and 0.044 X thickness (right side) area of I sq.m. The cylinder is closed by flat end
"far the test plate. PO-results for plates are pre- caps. The broadside RCS value amounts to 20 dB
sented in the literature very often only for pA- over 1 sq.m, the front face RCS amounts to 9.9 dB
nels with zero thickness .3nd compared with measu- over 1 sq.m.
rements which only can be carried out for panels
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Fig. 4 E'periuental RCS values af a square test plate with edge length 5.08 • and thickness 0.044 X,
S- 17.995 -;

first row: principal plane, W-polarization;
second row: principal plane, HI-polarization;third row: diagonal plane, VY-polarization;
fourth row: diagonal plane, 111 polarization.
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Fig. 5 RCS results of POM for the test plate;
first row: principal plane, left side: panel with zero thickness, righý_Eide: panel with 0.044 X

thickness;
second row: panel thickness - 0.044 X; left side: diagonal plane (450), right side: off-diagonal

plane (300).

In the case of the flat plate the PO-model consi- in order to serve computer time it seems to be
sting of 6 panels agreed perfectly with the origi- useful to decide whether natural or artificial ed-
nal object. By modeling general objects by panels ges occur within the panel model. The third row
differences between the original surface and the presents the results of POM and ECM, the latter
model surface arize, whose magnitude depends from applied only on natural edges.
the number of panels used. In order to find out
the minimum number of panels an internal experi- RCS-results in dependence from the aspect angle
ment is arranged: the cylinder is modeled by pa- are presented in Fig. 9. The PO-results and the
nels of varying number and turned around its own polarization dependent PO + EC-results are presen-
axis. Observing the variation of the RCS one can ted in the first and in the third row resp. Measu-
estimate the maximum admissible deviation. The rements [9] are shown in the second row by the
results of this study are presented in Fig. 8. dashed lines. The solid lines in the second row

present the results of PTD (see also [9]) which in
The cylinder barrel and the two front faces are this special case should yield the same results as
modeled by rectangular and triangular panels resp. ECM. One observes a good agreement between all
At first 7 panels were used for the barrel and diagrams for angles between 0* and about 45* as
each front face. This results in a width of the well as around and at 900. Only for HH-polarizati-
barrel panels of b = 0.43 . and a difference of 8 on some remarkable differences between POM and the
= 0.05 X (W120) between the model and the original experimental results become evident, while POM +
object. The fluctuation of the broadside RCS ECM generate results which are in good agreement
amounts to about 4 dB (see first row, left side) with the experiment. One can conclude (under the
which is much more than can be toleraýed. In the assumption that the cylinder is modeled with suf-
next step the model is refined consisting now of ficient accuracy) that POM can be applied for the
14 panels which yield b = 0.22 X and 8 = 0.013 X analysis also of thin cylinders with radii of ab-
(- X/80). The fluctuations (see first row, right out a wavelength within a wide range of aspect
side) now amount to about 0.5 dB, which in general angles around broadside while correction by ECM
is acceptable. becomes efficient within a small range around the

cylinder axis. In the literature one can find so-
The original cylinder has only two natural edges called PO-results which are based on the integra-
between the barrel and each of the front faces. tion over the currents of an infinite long cylin-
The outer wedge angle has a value of 270* (n = der, thus neglecting the contribution of the front
1.5). Artificial edges between the panels of the faces. These results, therefore, differ signifi-
barrel are introduced by the modeling technique. cantly from the results presented here.
The outer wedge angle for the 7-panel model is
231" (n = 1.29) and for the 14-panel model 2060 (n CONE-CYLINDER - HALF-SPHERE
= 1.14). Taking into account the natural and the
artificial edges by ECM one obtains the RCS-re- In order to have a further estimation of errors
sults of the second row for the 14-panel model. which are introduced by the differences between an
While for HH-polarization a further improvement actual surface and a panel model, in this section
against the PO-result is obtained, one observes a an external test by measurements is arranged as
slight degradation for W-polarization. Therefore, follows. The resLlts presented here are restricted
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Fig. 6 RCS results of POM and ECM for the test plate;
first rgw: principal plane, left side: W-polarizatio,. rightside: HH-polarization;
second row: diagonal plane, left side: W-polarization. ri ht side: HHi-polarization;

third row: off-diagonal pla e, left side: W-polarization. right ftd: HH-polarization;

fourth row: off-diagonal plane, 1ef~ts~id~e: VH-polarization. ri~jht_side: lV-polarization.
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third row: off-diagonal plane, left side: VV-polarization, rightside: Hl-polarization;

fourth row: off-diagonal plane, left side: VH-polarization, r'_jtsjde: HV-polarization.
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Fig. 8 Modeling accuracies influencing the broadside peak of the test cylinder rotating arounid its own axis.

Length = 5 A, radius - X/2, X - 1128 mm, peak value: 20 dB;

first row: left side: cylinder barrel and front faces each modeled by 7 panels, POM

rig•h••ide: cylinder barrel and front faces each r'odeled by 14 panels, POM

second row: cylinder casing and front faces, each modeled by 14 panels, POM + ECM for artificial

and natural edges; left side: VV-polarization, right side: RH-polarization;

third row: cylinder barrel and front faces, ea.n modeled by 14 panels, POM, ECM only for natural

edges; left side: VV-polarization, riht side: HH-polarization.

to HH-polarization. One realizes that all results agree nearly per-
fectly with the only exception near and around

The test object consists of a cone, a cylinder and 180* where the sphere is seen. The measurements
a half-sphere. It is manufa.tured twice: one con- indicate differences between the results for the
figuration with smooth surfaces and the other with smooth object and the object with facets which are
facets corresponding to the panels of the geome- due to oscillations of the RCS around the well-
tric model, Tae latter is shown in Fig. 10. The known value of a sphere. The PO-results, however,
dimensi:.is were as follows: show also differences against the experimental

results for the facet model. The same is true for
the results obtained by POM + ECM. The oscillati-
ons predicted by the theories occur with compara-
ble magnitude but with opposite sign as in the
measurements. This effect is not yet clarified but
a detailed comparison between the manufactured fa-
cet model and the mathematical model revealed dif-
ferences for the sphere.

DOUBLE DIHEDRAL

A double dihedral constructed on the basis of a
cube with additional shadowing surfaces, see Fig.
12, is rotated in an unconventional way so that
it's edges include an angle of 45' with the axis
of rotation, see Fig. 13. The reason is to genera-

Fig. 10 Cone-cylinder half-sphere with facets as te a strong depolarizing back-scatter. Previous
surface.

overall length: 950 mm boo f
diameter of cylinder and sphere: 170.6 mm
interior cone angle: 30'
length of the cylinder: 546.4 mm 250

24 rectangular panels were used for the cylinder
and 24 triangular panels for the cone. This leads 5--245
in case of the cylinder to a panel width of 44.3
mm and to a maximum difference of 0.73 mm. Since ,2250O
the frequency was 15.5 GHz (I = 19.4 mm) this cor- 245
responds to a difference of about 1/26.

Fig. 11 shows in the first row the experimental Fig. 12 Cube with additional shadowing surfaces
results for the smooth object on the left and for forming a double dihedral, dimensions in
the objects with facets on the right. The PO-re- rm.
sults are given in the second row on the left
while the results of PON + ECM are presented on PO-results are published for the main cut in [1]
the right. The peak at 90* is due to broadside in- and for the diagonal cut within a restricted range
cidence for the cylinder while the peak at 75* of aspect angles in [2]. Figs. 14 and 15 present
arizes at broadside incidence for the cone. For 0' the results of experiment, PON and POW + "CM for
the radar observer sees the tip of the cone, for the full range of aspect angles and a frequency of
180' the sphere alone is seen. 15.5 GHz (I = 19.4 mm). The measurements had to be

arranged with great care since a wide dynamic ran-
ge was needed. In addition the exact positioning
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Fig. II EX- and PO/EC-results for the cone-cylinder-half-sphere; M1-polarization;
first row: left side: EX-result for the smooth object; right side: EX-result for the object with

facets;
second row: left side: PO-result; ri•htside: PO+EC-result.

a.tI Ot

,o,*9,,f coated with conductive silver, was manufactured.
The dimensions of the structure were as follows:

overall height: 1255 nun
distance between the collar and the
top of the radome: 590 mm a
diameter of the collar: 800 nu
thickness of the collar: 65 mnu

Q. 0.C.Is

The lower part of the periscope was constructed as
an ogival cylinder with a adius of 412 nun and a
height of 600 ,in. Two pairs of swell deflecting
plates with dimensions of about 530 ma x 150 ma
are fixed at opposite positions under the collar.
The surface of the optical and infrared windows

above the collar was also metalliced. Fig. 16
and on the right the panel model consisting ofFg13Geometry and axis of rotation which cause 1059 panels.

strong depolarized backscatter.
In a first step the RCS of the periscope was mea-

of the double dihedral according Fig. 13 caused sured and computed under free space conditions.
major problems. The EX- and P0-results are presented in Fig. 17

for the main cut with the turn axis coinciding
The Po-results agree quite well with the EX-res- with the axis of the collar. The frequency was
ults for the two copolar diagrams. In the cross 9.375 GHz (. = 32 mn). The radar field was HH-po-
polar case the structure of the pattern around 00 larized. Between HH- and h-polarization only ne-
is well represented but the decrease is too rapid gligible differences exist. The first main peak
with increasing aspect angles. In addition the arizes at an aspect angle of 90 which describes a
spikes at -234O , -180T , -54h and +5e are not pre- view normal to the plates opposite to the window
dicted by P0. This, however, is .ne case when the side. The second main peak occurs at 270r . The le-
EC-field is added to the Pd-field. The spikes, vel of both peaks is determined nearly alone by
therefore, are due to edge diffraction only. It the scattered fields of the plates and of the ogi-
must be emphasized that the double dihedral has val cylinder.
edges with exterior wedge angles 270c and 900. on-
ly the first type of edges is considered by ECM. The P0-result fits very well to the EX-result. The

use of ECM influences the PO-result only in a ne-
PERISCOPE gligible manner for this special cut. The computer

time for each aspect angle is 0.14 a on an IBM
In order to study the capability of POK and ECM by 3091.
means of a more complex object a 1:1 scale model
of a periscope-like structure, whose surface was
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fig. 14 31-results for the double dihedral;
first raw: VY-polarixetiott;
;seCond row: VI-Polarizsti~n;
third row: BY-polarization;
fo-urth raw: Hfl-polarization.
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Fig. 15 P0/IC-result. for the double dihedral;
first raw: VY-polarization P0;
soc; -ra: Vt-polarization PO;
third raw: 3W-polarization P0;
1iiirth ra: K3W-plarization PO + IC.
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Fig. 16 Picture of the 1:1 scale model and panel model of the periscope.
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Fig. 17 Comparison between IX- and PO-results for the periscope, HH-polarization; top: EX, bottom: P0.
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CONCLUSION (A7) DP- = 0
lem

POM and ECM have been used to determine the RCS of
a thin plate, a thin circular cylinder, a cone-cy- (A8) 2
linder-half-sphere, a double dihedral and a peri- e tan 2
scope-like structure. All objects were perfectly e
conducting and modeled by panels. All theoretical (A9) a arccosl
results were compared with experimental results or c
the results of other independent theories.

POM and ECM based on a panel model have been pro- (A10) U(x) = { 1 } for x l 0
ved to be a useful tool for the RCS analysis not
only of basis structures but also of more complex
objects. It could be shown by means of the flat The coefficients D , D 0 result from D DP by
plate that PO predicts good results even in cases the following tran tormaions: lV'

where the dimensions are only a fraction of a wa- ¥.4 nx-ye, P. i-p..
velength. The same is true for the application of
ECM in the case where the distance between edges REFERENCES
is very small compared to the wavelength. The ob-
tained accuracy by POM alone and in special cases (1] Klement, D. Computation of the Scattering
by the combination with ECM is a good compromise Preissner, J. Matrix of Radar Targets: Con-
to the computer effort which is very low compared Stein, V. cept of the Method and First Re-
to other more rigorous methods. sults.

In case of perfectly conducting bodies the next AGARD Conference on Target Si-
step of validation of the PO- and EC-theory should gnatures, London, Oct. 1984,

Conference Print CP 364, pp.
extend to the treatment of higher order edge dif-
fraction effects, interior edge effects, structu-
res over a large plane surface, quasi near-field (2] Klement, D. Special Problems in Applying the
and bistatic problems. Preissner, J. Physical Optics Method for Back-
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DISCUSSION

G. Neininger, GE
1. To what lower frequency end could the method be used?
2. What is the frequency sensitivity of the periscope characteristic?

Author's Reply
1. The efficiency of the method is only limited by the object's dimension related to the

wavelength. The analysis of the thin cylinder shows that even in the case where the diameter of the
cylinder amounts to one wavelength, good results are obtained.

2. The analysis of the periscope is not yet finished; measurements require a high effort.
The results are presented for the first time in this session.

U. Lammers, US
Referring to your periscope model: 1. How much computer time did it require, and 2.

Why did the physical optics solution suffice?

Author's Reply
1. The computer (IBM 3091) time is about 0.14 sec per aspect angle.
2. The main contribution to RCS is due to the ogival cylinder and the swell deflecting

panels. Both structures are very large compared to the wavelength, so edge diffraction effects play
a minor role.
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Aspects of ladar-Cross-Section Calculation
for Targets of Complex Structure

KKpt Dr.- Ing. 0. Weiland, Dipl.-Ing. J. Vendiggensen

University of German Armed Forces Hamburg
Institute of Automation

Holstenhofweg 85

D-2000 Hamburg 70
F.R.G.

Abstract A r poynting vector
Minimizing the Radar Cross Section (RCS)
of a new warship, it is important to de- 1 H magnetic polarisation vector
termine the expected RCS in the phase of
design because of high development costs. n unit normal vector
Furthermore it is desirable to identify .,
design dependent scattering centers and n unit normal vector at the point of
analyse their mode of action. This is integration
probably done most effectively by a
graphical representation of the scat- n unit normal vector at the integra-
tering mechanisms on a 3-dimensional tionpoint in the illuminated area
drawing of the target itself. The paper
summarizes the development of a computer R range
code that combines graphical representa-
tion methods with well established the- r position vector to the observation
oretical techniques to predict the RCS point
for targets of complex structure. The '
tool is based on physical optics, physi- r position vector to the integration
cal theory of diffraction, ray tracing 1* point
and it accounts for multiple shadowing r position vector to the integration
and scattering up to triple bounce. The point in the illuminated area
method of component technique using prim-
itives is applicable to electrically a radar cross section
large bodies and the calculation is lih-
ited to the monostatic case for perfectly * free space Green's function
conducting surfaces. Object coherence is
used to reduce computation time during
the solution of the hidden surface 1. Introduction
problem. Induced by the development of more and
List of symbols more sensitive radar systems, stealth is

seen as one of the key military technolo-
gies of the nineties and has attracted a

Sincident electric field vector high level of defence funding. Predicting
I ithe radar signature of military vehicles

has become an important top in every
Es scattered electric field vector stealth program, because of the ability

to prove the expected RCS in an early
F surface state of design. Compared with scale

s measurements, where every change in de-
F sign forces a new model, theoretical mo-Fs illuminated surfaces1

de lling of the target seems to be a more
4 attractive solution.H1  incident magnetic field vector atatv ouin

H iIn addition to the modelling, this way
requires the calculation of the expectedHs scattered magnetic field vetor RCSby a well established technique like
Physical fptics (PO). Therefore the the-

N0  magnetic field strength oretical foundations have been developed
4 in the past, permitting the calculation

induced surface current of RCS- signatures, based on a range of
Fs asymptotic formulations of electromag-

netic scattering, for well-shaped targets
*induced surf ace in the illuminated [1-2]. In most cases the prediction of the

F i area wavenumber iCS is limited to simple geometries not
more than a hundred wavelengths long, neg-
lecting multiple interaction and shad-

V propagation unit vector owing effects. With large complex tar-
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gets, up to thousands of wavelengths, Each primitive is defined by his own
this is no longer true. For increasing characteristics. A flat plate is defined
amounts of individual scatterers and in- by three or four points and their oi ier to
teractions, the main problem is to sepa- form the outward unit normal ft. A singly
rate visible and effective components curved surface like a truncated cone, is
from those which do not contribute to the defined by the top and bottom central
target's ICS at a given aspect. To points and the related radii rt and rb-
investigate solutions to this problem, a There are some restrictions concerning

computer program has been developed at fhat atesmi itis a dnglrne,
the German Armed Forces University, flat plates, if it is a quadrangular one,
Hamburg. the four points have to lie in a plane

creating a convex polygon. This is be-

The program is divided into two parts; cause there is some comfort in solving theThe rogam s diide ino tw pats; hidden surface problem for convex struc-

the first one creates a data-based new

structure of the model, (a priori data- tures. Straight wedges, which represent a
base) including structure properties in new primitive, may be extracted automati-
dependent of the radar line of sight, cally by the program, thus there is no

dependentodof themradaricline.oTsight,
using object coherence. The second part need to model them explicitly. The pro-

solves the hidden surface problem, using gram takes as its primary input a digital

the a priori database to reduce computing description of the target geometry from

time during the variation of the aspect. six databases. The first one contains all
Different graphic features are included defined points, represented by their lo-
to explain the scattering mechanisms on a cation in x- ,y- , and z-direction of a glo-
perspective drawing of the target itself. bal system. The remaining five refer to

these points and offer additional infor-

2. Target Modelling and Presentation mation like radii, separate for each pri-
mitive.

The program is based on the method of com- During the creation of the a priori
ponents technique using primitives. This database, the description of the pri-
technique is applicable to electrically databas thendes p of te pi-
large bodies, that is, k.L >> 1.0, where mitives is not changed. As we will see,
k = 21/A is the wavenumber and L the singly curved primitives are replaced by
maximum dimension of the component. The polygons, representing the outer enve-
designer can break the complex target lope, during the hidden-surface and
into a set of components. The shape of shadowing algorithm. The errors induced
each component is then approximated by by this approximation do not justify the

one or more of the following primitives: increased cost solving the hidden surface
problem for curved lines.

- triangular and quadrangular flat
plates, Solving the hidden surface problem at a

- cylinders, given aspect forces a new description of
cones and truncated cones, the primitives. Partially shadowed primi-

- elliptical cylinders, tives have to be substituted by their vi-
- elliptical cones and truncated cones. sible rest, to get the remaining area for

PO integration. Induced by successive
Consider, for example, the funnel of a checking the shadowing effect for a primi-

ship. This component is usally modelled tive, it might occur that the visible rest
using two cylinders, describing the front of this primitive is partially shadowed
and aft curvature, and a few flat plates again by another primitive. This repeat-
representing the port, starboard and top ing process leads to a successive substi-
faces [Fig. 1]. If the component's length tution of the visible rest. No matter how
is too large, or its shape may not be often the primitive is shadowed, only the
approximated sufficiently correctly, a visible rest of a primitive (rest-poly-
description in terms of triangular and gon) has to be checked for shadowing. In
quadrangular flat plates only, is pre- general this rest-polygon is a non-convex
ferred. Therefore the flat plate is the polygon. To avoid code extensions and
primitive used most. using the advantage of convex polygons,

the rest-polygon is splitted into convex
polygons, called sub-polygons. Instead of
the rest-polygon the related sub-polygons
have to be checked for shadowing in the
next step. To handle this successive pro-
cess it is useful to apply terms like
'mother' to the original primitive and
'child' to the sub-polygon. Thus every
generation with no descendant has to be
checked in the next step. Once the hidden
surface problem for a primitive is
solved, their might be a tree of genera-
tions behind the mother, describing the
visible rest in terms of convex polygons
in his 'youngest' child generation.

The outer envelope of a singly :urved
primitve is a convex polygon because of
the convexity of the original descrip-
tion. The only difference from the de-
scription of a flat plate is the higher
number of points, used to form the enve-

Fig, 1: Funnel of a ship, modelled in lope. As described in section 3, all tests
terms of plates and cylinders to extract the rest polygons or the common
only. areas of two polygons are performed in a
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plane, thus everything is reduced to a".
2-dimensional point of view. The only H r I [ Irj' x v'A1 4

')1.df', (2)
exception is a test, which determines the s(r) 4Wjr 'Fs r
position of a polygon with regard to s
another polygon in the third dimension.

3. Scattering calculations where

As they are well established, optics- r(r ,) r .- j'k'R
based ICS-prediction methods were chosen r r
for the code. Physical optics is one of
the most robust calculation techniques is the scala"- freo-space Green's fund-
for scattering problems and represents a tion, and
solution to Maxwell's equations at high-
frequency, where the accuracy should im- A (
prove as the target size increases. In F (s ') (
specular and near-specular direction the S
prediction is good, but disintegrates as
the scattering direction moves away from is the induced surface current. Applying
this region [3], [4]. In regions outside the farfield Approximaiton to the Green s
specular directions the neglection of function and replacing F with the
higher order effect, such as diffraction F,
and the creeping wave effect, is no longer geometric optic current
true. F,rtunately, targets of complex
structure are dominated by specular ef-
fects, this can be proved by ICS-distribu- 9. 'IJ , W) on S illuminated
tion techniques. Thus PO is sufficient rF(p,)
for complex targets. Analyzing small F 1compo-nents or single scattering centers, , otherwise
other prediction techniques are required
to overcome the weakness of physical yields to
op Cs.

One method, the physical theory of s) L-e-j* F A

diffraction (PTD) has been developed by H r 4 4w r •t x HI(r) x'•

Ufimtsev [56, who improved the physical Fs
optics prediction for a flat plate by
adding a non uniform current, located to a "eJk.1k'i'*d* (
flat plate's edges, to the uniform sur- df (4)
face component in the PO. Mitzner [6] ex-
tended Ufimtsev's theory in 1974 by the
concept of his incremental length dif- The integration is to be carried out over
fraction coefficient (ILDC), giving the the illuminated part F* of S. Replacing
field of the edge alone [7]. The other the incident magnetic field with
one, the method of equivalent currents
(NEC), suggested independently by a num-
ber of authors [4], [8-9], has been ex- H'_t) . H .A1 e(I-t1r)
tended by Michaeli to arbitrary aspects Hrt 0 Ho(5)
of observation [10]. The integrative
technique NEC describes the source of the suppressing time harmonic terms and exam-
diffracted field in terms of fictious ining the monostatic case with
equivalent electric and magnetic currents
along the edge. The fact that only line ,= , .

integrals are involved tend to make the r

NEC more suitable for practical calcula- yields to
tions than the PTD. To analyze scattering
centers in detail one of the described A 4k 'n
methods is currently implemented, rs1 .(.. A*.

together with a preprocessing algorithm S

to extract the wedges automatically. Thus
the presentation is limited to complex S

structures. .e-2j'.k"(k*).dr )f (6)

The usual definition of the radar cross

section is The integral in (6) is calculated follow-
ing Gordon's method [12], for every illu-

IEsI2 2 1HS1 2  minated polygon, and the total RCS from N
a 4w 1im R 2  

* 4w liR (I) illuminated polygons is thus
R w ly - R-4.i JHIS N HS 2

where I is the distance between the radar 2 141 ]i
and the target, E1 and Es are the incident a - 4% 115 a. n (7)

and scattered electric fields, and N, and H

NS are the magnetic fields respectively. ICS calculation of singly curved primi-

The scattered magnetic field for a per- tives is based on the method of stationary
fectly conducting surface is given phase, for totally illuminated primitives
by [11] near vertical incidence with respect to
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the main axis. Partitionally illuminated 4. Structure immanent properties
primitives or non vertical incidences are
treated in a more complicated way, by sub- For a complex structure, consisting of N
stituting the original primitives with a primitives, the hidden surface problem
paneled equivalent. Each panel is calcu- has to be solved N(N-1) times, after fix-
lated like a fl- b plate. The substitution ing the aspect. This is directly related
is done automatically with a tolerance of to a quadratic rise in computation time,
\/16 to the original figure. with an increasing number of primitives.

Several methods to reduce computation
If the hidden surface .- blem is solved time, after fixing the aspect, have been

the illuminated part of a primitive is re- developed in the past (see [14] for ex-
presented by a polygon, as described in ample).
section 2. To calculate the double- and
triple bounce contribution, geometric A fundamentally different way is to
optics (GO) ray tracing is applied. There- analyze the structure independent of the
fore the area of both polygons involved is line of sight. The goal is to extract
projected onto a plane formed normal to structure immanent properties and define
the reflected propagation (projection them in statements like: "primitive a is
plane) vector [Fig. 21. The common area is never shadowed by primitive b, indepen-
found using the algorithm in [13]. This dent of the aspect." Those constant
area is projected back onto the final properties are called object coherence.
plat:s' plane. For triple bounce this Consider a convex polyhedron consisting
process is repeated. Once the effective of N faces, the primitive representation
illuminated area has been found for the would be a set of N flat plates, as de-
final plate, the integration is carried scribed in section 2. After fixing the as-

* A A pect the primitives are sorted according
out by substituting Hi(r ), 1 H' k in (4) to their normals, having a non vanishing
with component in the backscatter direction.

This simple test solves the hidden sur-
-- + *4j face problem completely. No plate with a

A -k(r-ri)] non vanishing component of the normal in"HI, i(;*) - HO'IH,ie the backscatter direction is shadowed by
another plate, because of the convex

A A A A structure. If this is recognized, further
lH,i" =I1- 2.(1 H'n )'ni tests would not be required and the effi-

ciency of the a priori-test is maximal.
ki = n - 2.(k.ni).ni where i Unfortunately complex structures are

not convex, but they include convex compo-indicates the i-th reflection. nents. For components consisting of a set

projection

..............................
GO used for the

first bounce ..-

.... ... ...

.. i iii~ ii i~ ii i. ...... .. . . . .... . .. ... .

....... PO used for the

final bounce

incident wave

Fig. 2: Area projection method, finding the common area of two
triangular plates.
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of primitives, the same assertion as for The location of a point relative to the
the polyhedron is valid. The reasonable shadowspace leads to one of three
view could be replaced by the statement: possible statements:
"a primitive could never be shadowed by an
other Drimitive, if this is located with- 1. The point is not located in the
in the shadowsnace of the first". A shadowspace.
shadowspace is the infinite half-space 2. The point is located in the
located at the flat plates' inner side; shadowspace.
the infinitely long inner side cylinder 3. The point is located at the
is the shadowspace of a material shadowspace-boundary.
cylinder, which is in fact only a cut of
the shadowspace, [Fig. 3]. Within the meaning of the a priori test,

1. defines a negative, 2. and 3. a posi-
tive con-lusinn of the test. The combina-

inner tion of two primitives determines how
half-M e.. many times which test has to be performed.

Describing the tests is not within theoe. scope of this paper, but it is worth
knowing that a complex geometric descrip-
tion of a primitive is related to an in-
creasing test routine. The shadowspace-
test reduces the number of required opera-
tions at a given aspect to about 10 % of
the original value without a priori
tests.

Up to now invariable properties have
been extracted; furthermore it is of
great use to extract properties being in-
variable within certain aspect bound-
aries, called frame-to-frame coherences.

.. outer This permits checking the visibility of
half-space the boundary primitives, instead of everyprimitive, of a convex component only.

(a) This is not described here.

.......... Concerning multiple scattering and shad-
owing, there are certain properties inde-

......... pendent of the radar line of sight. The
multiple scattering contribution is pri-

u.badowepacei marily expressed in terms of facet-facet
interaction. The most simple interaction
is the double-bounce effect, with two
flat plates being involved. Furthermore
it is the base for higher order inter-
actions. The plate pairs that might con-
tribute to multiple scattering are sorted
according to a simple test, concerning
the scalar product of their normals.
Pairs of plates may illuminate each other

.. if the normal test,

I' f 2 > 0

is true.

(b) The output of this test is a list of
Fig, 3: Shadowspace, inner and outer pairs, which may illuminate each other,

half- space for a flat plate (a), independent of the line of sight. The rays
and a cylinder (b). between the two plates may be obstructed

by another primitive, thus there is a
secondary hidden surface problem in the

The possible combinations of primitives reflected radar line of sight. Since the
lead to a number of tests, related to aspect is not fixed, all possible re-
their describing geometric properties. flected rays have to be taken into ac-
Consider a target consisting of cylinders count. This is done by constructing a con-
and plates only, like the funnel of a ship vex polyhedron between the two plates and
above, following tests have to be done. testing the location of all primitives,

in the outer half-space of both, with re-
gard to their location to the polyhedron.

describing shadowspace For every pair of plates exists an in-
geometric half space infinitly cylinder Fer lin of planes , after
property tersection line of their planes, after

carrying out the normal test. The loca-
point-plane- point-cylinder- tion of a plate relative to this intersec-

point test test tion line leads to one of the following
(PP) (KY) two statements:

circular circle-plane- circle-cylinder- - one plate of the pair is cut by
arc test test the intersection line, thus one part

(CP) (CCY) of the cut plate is located in the
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outer half- space, the rest in the (6,1) (5 6) (5,6,7) 1 1 0
shadowspace of the other plate, (6,8) (5,7)1

- the intersection line does not cut " JJ
the plate and the plate is located in a~b
the outer half- space of the other indicating double bounce between c
plate. bc

In the first case only the part located In a next step open cavities formed by two
in the outer half-space is of interest, plates are extracted from the list of
The polyhedron is built up between this pairs. This is done by testing the scalar
part, the whole plate in the second case, product of their normals, being greater
and the other plate following the algo- than zero.
rithu described in [13]. In any case the
polyhedron is convex, because only cnnvex Triple bounce calculation, after fixing
ground plates are used. Now every primi- the aspect, is retracted to a recurrence
tive, located in the outer half- space of double bounce calculation. Therefore all
both plates, is tested in a minmp'x- rou- possible permutations, which represent
tine against the outermost coordinates of the six different raypaths of a triple are
the polyhedron. This reduces the number determined. The related double bounce
of primitives for the following tests. In marking of a triple is permutated, too.
a second step it is checked whether one The relationship between the visibility
plate cuts the polyhedron totally or not. for each plate of a triple and the double
If this is true, no interaction between bounce marker determines, which of the
the two plates is possible and the pair of six raypaths have to be taken into ac-
plates can be deleted. If not, the loca- count. For a full visible thrihedral
tion of every remaining primitive is corner-reflector, all six raypaths con-
tested in relation to the faces of the tribute to the backscatter RCS.
polyhedron. This test is very similar to
the shadowspace- test, because of the con- 5. Graphical presentation techniques
vexity of the polyhedron. Every primitive
projecting into the polyhedron might ob- The final areas, the common areas in the
struct the raypath and is stored in an ob- case of double and triple bounce and the
struction list, related to the pair of partially shadowed or visible primitives
plates being checked. in the case of single bounce, build up the

base for a graphical representation of
Calculating the double bounce contrib- the scattering mechanisms. These areas

ution after fixing the aspect leads to the are projected onto the viewing plane,
following procedure. At first, the vis- figuring the target as a parallel projec-
ibility of the pairs of plates is tested. tion viewed from the infinity. Single,
Both plates have to be visible, to get a double and triple bounce effects are
double bounce contribution, thus all treated separately to avoid confusion.
other combinations are rejected. The re-
jection includes a normal incidence on Single bounce contributing areas are
one of the two plates. In a second step filled solid, if they are shadowed and
the common area in the projection plane is striped, if not. The color depends on the
determinded, as described in section 3. direction of the scattered field. For par-
Then every primitive in the obstruction tially shadowed singly curved surfaces
list of the pair is projected onto the the region of specular return is marked.
projection plane to determine the shadow- Double and triple bounce effects are ana-
ing of the common area. The number of pri- lyzed by projecting the common area onto
mitive pairs and obstructing primitives the final plate (Fig. 4). The difficult
which have to be regarded at fixed aspects raytracing for triple bounce effects may

is reduced to - 0.2 of the theoretical be plotted separately for small compo-
value, nents (Fig. 5a-f).

Once the list of possible pairs and the The final areas do not represent the

related obstruction list is found, the scattered field, because of possible

next a priori test is to extract possible overlap ing of the areas. A false color

triples of pairs contributing to triple image of the scattered field is generated

bounce effects. It is easy to understand, by determining the overlapping areas and
that this is done, using the list of pairs calculating new RCS values for this

as a base for the test. The list is areas. This has to be done for the re-

searched for three pairs with one or two maining areas also. The total RCS of an

equal plate(s) in two of the three pairs. overlapping area is found by summing all
Those pairs form a triple with their dif- contributions within this areas.
ferent plates, permutations of a triple
are only stored once. The triples are mar- Other graphical features like radial and
ked, whether double bounce is possible cummulative distribution of the scatter-

between two plates or not. For example: ing centers are included. The total a-
mount of Iraphical presentation offers

list of extracted triples marking the unskilled user an easy understanding
pairs pairs- of the scattering mechanisms. The ability

to identify scattering centers and ana-
lyze their mode of action, makes it easier

(5,6) (5,6) 1 changing the design to get a 'low observa-
(5.7) (5,8) - (5,6,8) 1 1 1 ble' target.
(5,8) (6,8)

-1
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Fig. : Final PO integration areas for a trihedral corner,
partially obstructed by a cylinder.

(aplate 2

(a) 3 2 1 (b) 1 2 3

()2 3 1 1d 3
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(e) 3: 31 2 1f 132

Fig. 5: Separated ray tracing. The order of the plate numbers
indicates first, second and final bounce.

6. Results
arrangement of the hangar gate, the illu-

This section presents some results ob- mination is only in the direction from the
tained using the computer KCS prediction hangar deck to the hangar gate. The illu-
program described above. A flat plate mod- minated area in the upper right corner of
el of the new fregate F 123 has been the top component is projected from the
chosen to illustrate the capabilities of port funnel's top face. Several corners,
this approach [Fig. 6]. The model is formed by the deck buildings, are identi-
viewed from - 16.0' azimuth and 6.0" eleva- fied by the program to give the main con-
tion. The representation is limited to tribution to the total RCS. In comparison
652 flat plates. Partially shadowed prim- to the single bounce case this corners are
itives are substituted by sub-polygons as the dominant scatterers. Not assumed di-
described in section 2. Those plates may hedral corner reflectors are identified
be identified by additional lines from to lie at the maneuver deck.
one edge to the intersection point(s) of
the shadowing primitive. Azimuthal sweeps from 0- 180" at an ele-

vation angle of 7 are shown in Fig. 9.
A single bounce graphical representa- The prediction is calculated for a fre-

tion of the model is shown in Fig. 7. The quency of 3 Glz with horizontal polari-
main contributions to the total XCS are sation of transmitter and receiver. The
marked with horizontal stripes. Within solid line is corresponding to the rela-
this group of scatterers, the triangular tive phase method, the plus sign markers
flat plate of the port funnel is iden- are corresponding to the random phase
tified to give the main contribution. 402 method. The single bounce sweep (a) and
convex sub- polygons are needed to extract the double bounce sweep (b) are calcu-
the visible rest of partially shadowed lated in intervals of 0.25". The distinct
flat plates. difference between single and double

bounce contribution is shown, particulary
Fig. 8 shows the double bounce repre- for rear aspects of observations. The CPU

sentation for two aspects. The PO integra- time taken by the pro am, when running on
tion areas are filled solid. Some parts of a SUN 4/330, to calculate the RCS at each
the superstructure deck are illuminated aspect angle is 4.57 seconds for the fre-
from different plates in the same area. gate F 123 model in the case of single
Thus there are different PO integration bounce and 10.2 seconds for double
areas that have to be taken into account. bounce. This is related to a computation
The viewing position in (b) offers a good time of 0.007 seconds for a single facet
understanding of the double bounce scat- at a given aspect for one frequency and
tering mechanism. Because of the oblique polarisation.
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Fig. 6:Fregate F 123 model, represented in terms of flat plates
only.

Fig. 7 Single bounce graphical representation of the fregate
F 123 model. Viewed from 165' azimuth and 5* elevation.
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(a)

(b)

Fix, 8o Double bounce graphical representation of the fregt
F123. Viewed frorn - 15, a.. math and 5* elevation (a).-

Viewed from 165* azimuth and 5' elevation (b).
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Fig. 9:. ICS diagrams for an azimuthal sweep from 0*- 180* at an
elevation of 7'. Single bounce (a). Double bounce (b).
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7. Conclusion

The a priori test method described above [6] Mitzner, K.M.: Incremental length
is presented as a possible solution to re- diffraction coefficients. Aircraft Div.
duce computing time during the variation Northrop Corp. Tech. Rep. No.
of the aspect for RCS predictions. Struc- AFAL-TR-73-296, April 1974.
ture immanent properties are used to re-
duce the number of primitives to be [7) Knott, E.F.: The relationship between
checked. These properties are extracted Mitzner's ILDC and Michaeli's equivalent
for single, double and triple bounce inde- currents. IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat.
pendent of the radar line of sight. The Vol. AP-33, No. 1, January 1985.
GO- PO prediction technique combined with
graphical presentation techniques offers [8] Cleamoe, P.C.: Edge currents in
the unskilled user a good understanding diffraction theory. IEEE Trans. Antennas
of different scattering mechanisms. The Propagat. Vol. AP-4, July 1956, pp.
user can extract a local scattering cen- 282-287.
ter and study it in detail separately.
This allows him to determine the effects [9] Millar, R.F.: An approximate theory of the
of design changes within a few minutes, diffraction of an electromagnetic wave by
allowing an interactive approach. an aperture in a plane screen. Proc. IEE

Vol. 103, March 1956, pp. 177- 185.
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DISCUSSION

A. Altintols, TU
Since you are using physical optics for the scattering calculation, it seems to me that on a

parallel computer, the computations can be made faster. Can you make a comment on that?

Author's Reply
Most of the time is used to solve the hidden surface problem. Depending on the approach

we have to do this primitive after primitive. Thus parallel computing could only be used after the
hidden surface problem is solved.

L. Oldfield, UK
The use of large simply curved surfaces to construct your model ship may yield falsely low

values of RCS. Do you plan to extend your method to include perturbations of the surfaces to give
improved representation of a real ship?

Author's Reply
Yes, we plan to do this, and then we have to include all the effects Dr. Stein spoke about.

This has been the first step to get and analyze the specular effects only.

U. Lammer US
Do you use experimental imagining to verify your computation models?

Author's Reply
No, we only use geometric optics.
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RCS calculations of 3-dimensional objects, modeled by CAD
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1 Summary

The aim of this work is to detail all the steps, that one has to
perform to enable efficient Radar Cross Section calculation
for objects with a complex and general shape. Only cavities
are supposed to be non existent at this state of the work. Be-
fore the actual Radar Cross Section calculations, preliminary
treatments like systematic modeling, Hidden Faces removal,
and automatic recognition of reflection and diffraction cen-
tres are realised. After the creation of the object's geometry, -

and its adaptation to the direction of the observator, we use
Physical Optics (PO) to determine the backscattered field,
and Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) to evaluate
the diffracted fields. Only monostatic scattering (i.e back-
scattering) will be considered.

2 General

If RCS measurements are impossible or too expensive, or
if shaping is investigated for stealth purposes, computer si-
mulation becomes a very interesting alternative to RCS de- Figure 1: Complex object introducing different reflection and
termination. To perform this latter, several methods were diffraction cases
developed. Briefly summarized [5, 6, 7, 8], we have on one
hand the Method of Mnments (MoM), which is too time and * Tests for finding double and triple reflections, or for the
memory consuming if large objects are studied, but gives determination of diffraction centres (tips, wedges,...) be-
correct results in "near field" situations, and on the other come more complicated.
hand Physical Optics (PO) and Geometrical Optics (GO),
two high frequency approximation methods which allow fast In the following sections, we will develop those items, which
calculations with acceptable results, assuming the object is will enable us to apply well known RCS calculation methods
in far field conditions. If plane surface patches (triangles) to objects of arbitrary geometries.
are used for the modeling of the object, Physical Optics be-
comes the most interesting method. The Radar Cross Section
of the complete three-dimensional body is obtained by sum- 3 Modeling
ming up the complex amplitudes of the RCS af each triangle.
To validate the obtained results, comparison between mea- Having chosen to describe the objects by triangular patches,
surements and calculations are performed, using test bodies we looked for existing software, which would enable us to cre-
of relatively simple shapes like cones, spheres, dihedral cor- ate a triangular surface mesh, and to save the results in two
ners .... The modeling of those bodies can be performed files, one containing the coordinates of the nodes (or triangle
manually, and their shapes are sufficiently simple to av*d points), and one containing the triangles. We found the an-
complicated geometrical tests. swer in the graphical interface of SYSTUS, a tool to perform

If Radar Cross Section calculations have to be per- finite elements calculations on Apollo stations. The introduc-
formed on bodies of much more complex shapes, several ad- tion of the three-dimensional bodies is based on the principle
ditional problems arise: that each surface can be defined by the rotation, translation

" modeling has to become systematic, being too compli- or transformation of specific edges, and that every edge can
S t nbe defined by a number of its points. So, the creation ofcated to be handled manually, the object's surface requires the following steps: define the

"* Ilidden faces have to be removed, for each angle of ob- points, define the edges going through those points, and fi-
servation. nally define the surfaces by specific actions on the edges.
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Figure 2: Warnock's determination of hidden triangles. he =g ir of
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Next, the different surfaces are put together and the trian-
gular mesh is created. The size of the triangles is optional, decisi about
so we could fix their minimal size at about 5 A (A is the free t
space wavelength of the incident field), this to satisfy the tan-
gent plane approximation for each individual triangle. Fig 1 O
shows an example of an object defined with i in s software.
The minimal size of the triangles can be insufficient for the divide in 4 rectangles o a
modeling of parts of the object with an important curvature L
(one should keep in each point of the object, the distance
between the real surface and the triangle within a A/ 16 limit
[10]). In this case, the MoM can be applied locally to solve
the problem for this particular part of the object. This hybrid
approach needs again a geometrical analysis of the object, to
find out automatically where such high curvature centres are
localized. This problem is to be solved in the future. Figure 3: Organigram of the Hidden Faces Algorithm.

4 Removing Hidden triangles is not necessary, and we chose the WARNOCK's method[3].
This method projects all triangles on a plane perpendicu-

This operation needs to be performed for each possible reflec- lar to the line of sight, and divides successively the obtained
tion (see point 5.2) and direction of observation. To eliminate scene, which is contained in a "big" rectangle, in smaller and
the hidden triangles from the file describing the object, one smaller rectangles, until one rectangle contains only infor-
has to work in different steps, which could be summarized as mation of one triangle, or until the precision of the screen is
follows: reached. In fact, we are working in two steps:

" Perform simple tests to remove obvious hidden faces 1. For each triangle, determine (in %) the fraction of its
from the file describing the object. surface which is really seen (Warnock)

" For the simplified object, select the tonally seen, par- 2. For the partially seen triangles, divide the resting surface
tially seen or completely hidden triangles, for a given in new little triangles.
position of the observer. In fig 2, the rectangles are divided according to the com-

" Divide the partially seen triangles in little triangles, that plexity of the scene that they contain. In each rectangle, a
are completely hidden or completely seen. number indicates if it is triangle 1 or triangle 2 that is ccnsi-

dered as the one wich is seen. In this particular case, triangle
" Create a new file, describing the object, but containing I is partially hidden by triangle 2. The resulting file contains

only the visible triangles. 6 visible triangles, because some parts of triangle 1 had to
be adapted by dividing them in new triangles.

Before applying a complicated algorithm to a great By each next division of a rectangle, one has to keep
amount of little triangles, on should try to reduce their num- track of precedent informations, and store new data. In-
ber by a fast elimination of obviously hidden ones using as deed, every part issued from a triangle, will inherit some of
much simple tests as possible. No doubt this will significanoy its characteristics ( for example, if another triangle is coh-
reduce the computation time of the Hlidden Faces program. pletely hiding one, it will also hide every part issued from it),
A standard test is the comparison of the orientation of the and insert some characteristics of its own (is the little part
normal of the plane of each triangle, to the direction of obser- completely visible or not). Each new division will simplify
vation. One could also characterize some parts of the object the observed scene, so that once a simple feature is encoun-
by a special code, like (UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT).- If the tered (only one piece of triangle in the considered rectangle)
observator is located upwards, one certainly can eliminate a conclusion can be made for this specific part (hidden or
all its triangles located DOWN, even if the faces are oriented not). This information has to be added to the summarizing
towards the source. description of the triangle we are studying. Eventually, the

Once simple tests have simplified the object, an algo- surface of this little part is added to the visible surface of the
rithm for hidden faces elimination is required. Because RCS original triangle. The organigrant on fig 3 shows the general
calculations are using approximation metheds, full precision idea of the Hidden Faces program we developed. To enable
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Figure 5: Geometry for monostatic scattering (after [10]).

Here, r is the distance of the triangle to the source,
n., n,,n, are the components of the normal vector i, RH
and RE are the Fresnel Reflection Coefficients, z(x,y) ex-
presses the equation of the plane of the considered triangle,
F is the triangular integration domain, E, is the electric field
backscattered by the triangle, and Ei is the incident electric

Figure 4: Decoy: how it looks, and resulting visible triangles, field. The expression (1) is derived from the Stratton-Chu
equations [5], which express the field present in a volume,

when all the sources are localized outside this volume. If the
the adaptation of the calculation effort to the complexity of sources are assumed to be localized at an infinite distance,
the object, we made the "precision" of the screen optional, one gets the expression of the scattered field [8]. The coor-
so that the size of the minimum rectangle can depend on the dinate system giving the Stratton-Chu equations and their
relative size of the triangles compared to the total dimen derivatives, is local to the reflecting surfaces and determined

reltiv siy ofe unhe triangle copae toic the tota dimensioheplaean
of the object (which determines the starting rectangle). The by the unit vectors ri which is the normal to the plane, and
algorithm allows us to treat non convex objects, like the fol- ela, e± the unit vectors respectively parallel and perpendicu-
lowing configuration on fig 4. As one can see on this figure, lar to the plane of incidence, which is defined as the planethe esutin tri ngl s d no alw ys ave idea di ensons containing ii and i, ( see fig 5). Transform ing this local co-
the resulting triangles do not always have ideal dimensions ordinate system into an absolute OXYZ system finally gives

(one size much smaller than the two others). If this is influ- e s ioy n v
encing the computer effort, or the results, will be analysed If one considers perfectly conducting surfaces (RH =

in the future. -RE = 1), (1) simplifies considerably, and the Radar Cross

Section, given by:

5 Reflections 2
o'=41r lim r2 Eo

5.1 Physical Optics in simple and double re- 'lE1 2

flections depends only on the phase integral. If non ideally conduc-

One of the advantages of Physical Optics (PO) lies in the ting surfaces are treated, one can use the complex Fresnel

fact that this high frequency method enables Radar Cross Reflection Coefficients for multilayered object [11, 6):

Section calculations for plane surfaces. The restrictions of Z(I)cos.(i) - Z(2 )CoSc(2)
the method are : Ri = (2)ZO~eosor(1) + Z(2Coso(2)

"* The illuminating wave is a plane wave, the target must 1 H

be in the far field of the source (radar). ZMcoso(i) - Z(i)cosca( 2 )

"* The dimension of the triangles must be such that they RE - Z(2coao(') + Z(2)coso() (3)
are small enough to keep close to the real object shape, E8 +.

but large enough to satisfy the tangent plane approxi- and substitute them in (1) . Here Z = - . /t -. i the
mation, and to reduce the calculation time .

Ti

impedance of the n-th layer, with n=l indicating the first
As the method is based on the assumption that the tangen- layer(in our case air). To obtain the Z(2) and Z"(2) values
tial magnetic fields are equal to twice the incident magnetic of the second layer, one has to use the recursive expressions
field at the surface, and non existent elsewhere, it supposes a Zn
sudden discontinuity in the field at the shadow boundaries. [11] to determine the intermediate values Zn) and Z•) of

Diffraction calculations will treat this problem in section 6. all the layers present, the last one (n=N) being in our case

To perform RCS calculations for simple reflections on a perfect conductor. In the case of double reflections, if one

each one of the triangles constituting the object, we used the uses virtual panels [10], these should be supplied with a "vir-

general formula, obtained in [10, 1 1]: tual" reflection coefficient. In the case that the normals to
the reflecting panels have a zero n, or n coefficient (trian-
gles in the OYZ or in the OXZ plane) eq. () reduces to (take

Fs: (1) for example n, =0) :

- jke- k/e2,kSdd , ( E, -jke-in• fr- "n 2 idd
( R n-J e(nsd . I .I+j ' x y20rr(l n2 E. 2wr(l-n2)

(RH4n2 - R~n2 (RH + RE)n~n2 ~ Ei: (R6 0 \(Eij 4
(RH + R)n.•.n Rmnn - REn . \ E 0 RH " E
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Figure 8: geometry of the cube with additional faces, after

[101
Figure 6: Complex object with some double reflection can-
didates.

"reflected wave' point of vue should be eliminated. Again,
the Hidden Faces program can be used, although this involves

direction of the assumption of a reflection of the incident field in the GO
sense. The following preliminary treatments are required,incidence because the Hidden Fa-es algorithm supposes the observator
to be located at an infinite distance of the considered object,

Tni n and not inside (more specifically, on the reihcting triangle)
ni the object like here.

A . A first test on the triangles selects those, oriented to-
n wards the "reflecting triangle" which we will note Trnn (fig 7a). This is done by the evaluation of the angle be-

tween the rays (GO) reflected by Trl and the normal to

the triangles.
keep keep keep * Next, we eliminate from this new list all the triangles

eliminate eliminate not being "in front" of the ray reflected by TrI (fig 7b).

" Finally, the hidden faces algorithm is applied to the res-
b b Id ting triangles (fig 7c). In this last step, the limitation

of the starting rectangle (for the Warnock algorithm)
to the size of TIl reduces the time for hidden surfaces

, : \treatment.

\" ' The resulting triangles effectively giving rise to double reflec-
eliminate eliminate e tions are finally shown in (fig 7d).

5.3 Calculations of the reflections

Figure 7: selecting the actual double reflecting parts. To compare our results to examples given in literature, we
have chosen the cube with additional surfaces[10], because it
makes use of double reflections, hidden faces and wedges (see

which means that in this case, in order to obtain the "virtual" next section), and still remains a simple shape.

reflection coefficient, one needs only to successively multiply Two types of calculations were performed with this
the respective complex reflection coefficients RE or R11 . In object. First, the incident field was parallel to the OXZ plane

other, more general cases however, one should carefully exa- (see fig 8), and a variation of the horizontal aspect angle was

mine if such a simple solution is still possible. performed. We obtained the curve on fig 9, exhibiting a good
agreement with well known curves[10].

Next, we tried to obtain, for the same cube with ad-
5.2 Finding the double reflections ditional faces, but in the position given ia fig 10, the curves

Every field which is reflected by a triangle, could meet an- given in [10]. The curve we obtained (see fig 12) has the

other triangle and give rise to a double reflection. As already same general shape as in 110] (see fig II). The maxima andothr tianle ndg~v rie t adoule eflcton.As lredyminima seem to agree, but still there are some differences.
said in the beginning of section 4 and as is pointed out in fig 6, and work is done to explain them. Maybe the rotation of the

if the object is complex, several parts of existing triangles can object was not identical to that performed in [10].

be active in this double reflection problem. One has to look

through the complete collection of triangles constituting the
object, to find the candidates for double reflections, but can 6 Diffractions
restrict himself to the triangles kept after the elimination of
the hidden faces. Indeed, a hidden triangle will never reflect 6.1 Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
anything back towards the observer. Cavities are an excep-
tion to this rule, and work is done to find a simple method To treat the influences of the edges, and the unacceptable
to detect them. field discontinuity imposed by Physical Optics, diffracted

To constitute the collection of triangles, which actu- fields have to be determined. Physical Theory of D~ffrac-
ally lead to double reflections, the faces, not visible from a tion (PTD) and Geometrical Theory of Diffractions (GTD)
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Figure 9: Cube with additional faces, RCS in function of
aspect angle in degrees, rotation of observator in horizontal
plane -

a~sof
r ation

ii• nedt••t Figure 12: cube with additional faces, rotation in verticala) veo- t plane

are two methods treating this problem. Both use diffraction
coefficients to relate the diffracted field t0 the incident field,
and use as reference the two-dimensional solution proposed
by Sommerfeld [12] for the diffraction by a wedge. Moreover,
both methods are quite similar in their shortcomings. They
give acceptable results only for diffracting directions lying on

the Keller cone [7], and progressively fail as the scattering edi-
b) Q- is' c) CL 30. d) a- i'. rection moves further from the specular direction. The major

advantage of PTD concerns the continuity of its diffraction

Figue 1 Special orientation coefficients near shadcw and reflection boundaries, where thefacues afe 10] pca retto ftLcb ihadtoa GTD coefficients fail, although in the monostatic case, this
faces, ater [10]problem can been overcome (see section 6.2) without too

much difficulties.
Being an extension of Physical Optics, PTD seems

more indicated to our problem, but we preferred to illits-
(a): calculations (b): measured trate the deiection of ýhe diffraction centres using Geome-

- Itrical Theory of Diffraction, because of its simplicity in only
invoking two rather simple scalar diffraction coefficients. The

I ,principles of the determination of the different variables (sec-
[ - 1 -l tion 6.3) can be applied without problems to PTD which in

WIL ~ fact uses similar parameters.In Geometrical Theory of Diffraction, one brings the

diffracted field in relation to the incident field by means of
-.a~ - I diffraction coefficients, in the same way reflected fields can

I - - be expressed using reflection coefficients. The edge diffracted_60 field is given by: [13]

-04 EI -r) - E _ _ _ _ e (5)

-i V -2 2 -+

1 A- w-he---1re Rd and E are respectively the diffracted and incidentelectric fields, r is the distance from the edge caustic to the
Figure 11: Cube with additional faces, RCS in function of obeervator, D is the dyad counting for the diffractions, and p
aspect angle in derees, rotation in vertical plane, after [10] depends on the radius of curvature of the incident wavefront

and on the radius of curvature of the illnminated edge [13].
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In the case of a straight edge and of a plane wave, the variable
Figure 14: Monostatic diffraction on a wedge.

E~d(r) •- Ei.D.[-~exp-J ~ (6)
Vr be acceptable. A better treatment should consist in imme-

diately adding the diffracted field to the PO field of the tri-
The dyad D in eq.(6) for a perfect conductor can be angles constituting the wedge, but then a three-dimensional

expressed by: [13] diffracted field should be used. This is possible if one uses
PTD, because with this method, an integration is performed

D -i0 0D. - 00 ODh along the wedge [16] to obtain the diffracted field, which
means that the influence of the finite length of the wedge is

(see figure 13 for the orientation• of the vectors) or in matrix automatically taken into account.
form: In any case, PTD and GTD require the same preli-

-Di 0 minary geometrical treatments, and our purpose is to give a
0 -Da, description of the actions to be taken.

The determination of the diffracted field requires the
In the case that the field point is not too close to a shadow following steps:
or reflection boundary, the scalar diffraction coefficients D,
and Dh are: 1. Determine (see figure 13) the exterior angle n7r, and the

values of the angles 0 , 0' and il0.
D,.hd•,€',o)- ezp(-j.ir/4).sin(ir/n)"n(-.ir/4sin(7r/° (7) 2. Bring the edge fixed coordinate systems fl, and €0

1i in relation with the absolute coordinate system OXYZ.[T1 1 + (

[cos-ir/n - cos[(O - 41')/n] costr/n - cos[(1 + 01)/nlh 3. Determ';. the resulting Radar Cross Sections.

with the upper sign referring to D,, and the lower to Dh. These topics will be treated in the following sections, but
To determine the Radar Cross Section related to before that, a prior problem has to be solved, namely the

the diffractions, one can observe in (6) that the obtained Iocalisation of the wedges.
diffracted field is in 1/vrr (and not in 1/r2 like we would
expect) , because in our case the problem is reduced to a 6.2 Finding the wedges
two-dimensional one. To transform this result into a three-
dimensional expression, the influence of the finite length of To find the wedges, certain preliminary considerations have
the wedge needz to be introduced. In the case of a dihe- to be done. We are working with "specular" methods, and
dral corner, Ross [15] solved this problem by the following we know that the diffracted rays are localized on the Keller
transformation of the two-dimensional results: cone. Moreover, we are only treating monostatic scattering.

This means that ( see fig 13) the angles 41 and 0' are equal.
2L0 and that only edges perpendicular to the plane of incidence

O7d = -ý"_"id (fig 14) will be treated.

A second consideration concerns the domains in which
where ard is the echoing width : the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction fails. Indeed, the

diffraction coefficients become infinite at the reflection and
ald = 2w Jim r. LE d shadow boundaries. Being in the monostatic case (0' = 41),

IE the conditions for an observator located near the shadow
boundary (04'- 0 = 21) will never be satisfied. Concerning the

and Od the equivalent three-dimensional Radar Cross Sec. reflection boundary (e' + 4 = v) , only when 01' = 4 = 1 /2,
tion. This could enable the determination of an independent thus for a wave incident in the direction of the normal to the
Radar Cross Section contribution of the diffracted field, but considered plane (total reflection), an infinite result for the
the integration of the obtained ej in the RCS calculations diffraction coefficients will be obtained. A way to circumvent
remains a problem. Simply adding this diffraction contribu- this problem is to try to treat the "other" plane constituing
tion to the reflection bounded RCS seems too unprecise to the wedge as the reference plane, if this i- possible.
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* if inl.e2 < 0 and ,n2.c2 l < 0 a wedge is encountered
4(fig 16b),

9 if the signs of ,Il.e2 and n2.c21 are different, we have
a hybrid case (fig 16c).

By this way, a wedge is easily detected.

6.3 Determination of the diffracted fields

If we are sure to be in the case of a diffracting wedge, the

Figure 15: Ambiguity in finding the wedge. values of the exterior angle nir, and the angles 4, , e, and AD
have to be determined. The exterior angle is easily obtained
from the angle between the two normals to the triangles. By
projecting the incident field vector on a plane perpendicular

a double reflection b wedge to the edge of the wedge, one can determine the value of
0,(= 0'). Here, a choice has to be made concerning which

- - triangle will represent the reference plane from which 4, and
-- ' will be measured. This choice is arbitrary, excepting if one

c" of the triangles is normal to the incident field vector ( 4 =
0' = r/2, reflection boundary). Finally, /o is immediately
known and equals r/2 (because we are in a monostatic case).
The determination of those variables being accomplished, the
coefficients D, and DA can be determined.

c hybrid case To integrate these results in the preceding reflection
computations, one finally has to relate the edge fixed coordi-
nate system ( see figure 13) in which diffraction calculations
were performed, to the absolute OXYZ system. This will be

c2 done via the intermediate coordinate system in (4FU ,e i , A )
which is bounded to the normal plane of incidence. In fact,
the following relations are known:

(Ei., Eiy) - (Eql, E.L)

Figure 16: 3 different relative positions of triangles. (E,., E,,) ' (Edpo, Ed*,) (Ell, E±) - (Ed., Edy)

with E" and Edy the components of the diffracted field in
OXYZ. The relations

Finally, one should not forget to keep track of the
treated wedges, to avoid double treatments. x ý' and O0 = i x (8)

Consider the same starting situation as for the reflec-
tion calculations: we have a triangle (Trl) receiving the ini- give
tial incident field Ei. To find the wedges, two options can Oo = -/f0 (with i = -s' and 4 = 4') (9)
be chosen [161: do we only consider the actual wedges (those
effectively present on the illuminated object), or do we treat This enables us to find, among others, the following relations:

all the wedges we created by our modeling, which most of the
time are fictitious, but which could count for the influence (EEp, 0 1 Ell) (10)
of the curvature of the surface in the backscattering pro- E ), I - EI
cess. We chose the second option, whi,.i enjoins us to find _ _ (0 1 ( 1 n- n., (E
all the possible wedges existing for each triangle, or, with 7"2,0 -- 0 -n. n. Ei)
other words, to analyse the 3 neighbouring triangles. fn l " /

First of all, one should analyse carefully whether what
is found really is a wedge! Indeed, fig 15 shows three con- and
figurations that could satisfy simple wedge detection tests:
double reflection (faces 2 and 3 ), wedge (faces l and 2 or 4 (EdP. -Do 0 (Eip, e\ e kr
and 6) and a hybrid case (faces 3 and 5). This ambiguity is E4# 0 -Dh " Ei.g, " -(r11)
treated by a simple comparison of the orientation of the nor-
mals of the planes containing the triangles, with the vectors Using (8), (9), (10), (11) and their derivatives one obtains:
connecting the two centres of gravity of the triangles. To
simplify the calculations, we will first project these vectors E e 1 j= (12)
in a plane, perpendicular to the intersection line between the = ;i3, + - __ "(2
two planes containing the triangles. Doing this, one gets the +
three cases shown in fig 16. Here the indicated normals are j -D ~n• + Dsn• -(D, + D.)n.n, (
already projected. The vector from cl to c2 will be called -(DA + D.)n2n2 D.n. - D1n2 " Ez
ci2, and the vector from c2 to cl (not drawn) c~l . For those

configuration, one can conclude that which gives the expression of the diffracted field in function of
the incident field, both expressed in the OXYZ system, and

0 if nl.cl2 > 0 and r2c~ll > 0 then one has a double which enables an immediate deduction of the Radar Cross
reflection (fig 16a), Section ald, dued to the two-dimensional diffraction field.
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6.4 Results [11] Klement D., Preissner J. and Stein V., Special Problems
in Applying the Physical Optics Method for Back-scatter

The detection of the wedges, and the determination of the Computations of Complicated Objects, IEEE trans. An-
variables 0 and 630 were performed without any problem. tennas and Propag., vol AP-36, no 2, pp 228-237, 1977
However, the integration of the diffraction calculations in
the reflection computations requires supplementary treat- [12] Sommerfeld A., Lectures on Theoretical Physics, in Op-
ments to eliminate certain ambiguities in the recognition of tics, vol 4, Academic Press, New York, 1964
the wedges. So no satisfactory curves were obtained at the
moment. [13] Kouyoun~ian R.G. and Pathak P.11., A Geometrical

Theory of Diffraction for an Edge in a Perfectly Con-
ducting Surface, proceedings of the IEEE, vol 62 no 11,

7 Conclusions pp 1448-1461,1974

If one considers an object with a general shape, Radar Cross [141 Balanis C.A. and Griesser T., RCS Predictions of Mul-
Section determination not only involves the classical mathe- tiple Flat-Plate Targets Using GO-GTD(UTD) and P0-

matical treatments, but also supplementary geometrical cal- PTD Techniques: a Review, in Radar Cross Sections of

culations. The Hidden Faces algorithm is relatively time con- Complex Objects, Stone W.R., ed., IEEE Press, New

suming, and consequently has to be optimised . York, 1990.

In the reflection calculations, the application of the [15] Ross R.A. , Radar Cross Section of Rectangular Flat
Hidden Faces program and the detection of the double re- Plates as a Function of Aspect aAngle, IEEE trans. An-
flection centres give results, which are in good agreement tennas and Propag., vol AP-14, no 3, 1966
with those found in litterature. The influence of the shape
of the triangles is still to be analysed. [16] Youssef N.H., Radar Cross Section of Complex Objects,

Concerning diffraction calculations, supplementary Proc. IEEE vol 77, no. 5, pp 7 22-734, 1989
geometrical tests are to be developed, and i-ork is done on
the comparison between GTD and PTD.

Finally, the detection and treatment of cavities, and
the development of a hybrid approach (to integrate the MoM
in our calculations) is foreseen in the future.
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DISCUSS ION

G. Neininger, GE

Is the 90 - 100 dB m2 RCS value really realistic?

Author's ReplyAfter discussion with Dr. Stein, we agreed that although the general shape of the curve is

correct, real values are ± 20 dB too high. Investigations will be done to find the reason of this
error. (The Y axes of Fig 9 & 12 have been adapted on the manuscript).

G. H. Hagn, US
1. Could you comment on your strategy for reducing the time to find hidden surfaces?
2. Have you considered the use of applied artificial intelligence tools for this type of

problem?

Author's Reply
I. The aim is to include intermediate tests to avoid as much as possible to have to reach the

resolution limit. For instance, the separating edge between two triangles, you still have
information in the neighborhood of 2 triangles, so purchasing only ONE triangle is not ideal.

2. We did think of this approach but certainly not as a priority. We would first have to
study the subject, to determine the correct approach of the problem of Hidden Faces using artificial
intelligence, and this is not foreseen in the near future.

V. Stein, GE
Is your hidden surface algoi -thm capable of treating the perspective case?

Author's Reply
Perspective treatment for hidden faces. Because we consider the object as being at an

infinite distance from the observer, we didn't treat the perspective approach to our Hidden Faces
removal algorithm. This could be done however, by changing the quadrilateral volume containing
the target into a pyramidal one. We then could apply our parallel method to the deformed target.

P. H. Pathak, US
1. You mentioned that you would like to make a comparison of your PTD-based results

with the corresponding GTD results in the future. What do you hope to see from this comparison?
2. How do you propose to include the contribution to the scattering from the cavities

present in your model?

Author's Reply
1. We started working with GTD, and parallel to the study of the method, we treated the

problem of the determination of the angular parameters used to determine the diffraction
coefficients. With time, we realized that PTD (which uses the same parameters) could in some
cases be more useful to us. So we chose to purchase a parallel treatment of GTD and PTD, to
validate our diffraction calculations, and get a deeper understanding of the physical interpretation of
each method, and also because we cannot decide at this state of our knowledge which method is
"the best" one.

2. I cannot answer this question, because we haven't really started yet with the treatment
of cavities. That is why it is mentioned among our "future" domains of interest.

t-1
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Mod61e do calcul do SER haute fr6quence

bas6 sur des techniques do CA0 : SERKLT

D. Goupil & M. Boutillier/dTRA-DEFENSE
37 av, L. Br6guet - 78146 V61izy - FRAC

AB82MACr

We have specified what has to be an industrial RCS calculation code, it must be able to exchange data
with many CAD systems, it must be fast and have powerful graphic tools.Physical optic and equivalent
currents classical technics have shown their efficiency on simple objects, since long time ago.But
difficult geometric problems occur when objects with very complex shapes have to be computed.Only a
specific geometric code can solve these problems. We have established that, once these problems have
been solved :

1 - P.O and E.C give good results on complex objects with big sizes compared to wavelength.
2 - The implementation of these methods in a software (SERMAT) allows fast and precise enough RCS

calculation to meet industrial requirements in the furtivity domain.

I - INTRODUCTION

Les contraintes de furtivit6 sont de plus en plus importantes dan la conception
des missiles.

La mise au point d'une forme furtive n~cessite de comparer de nombreuses
variantes, ce que les mesures ne permettent pas toujours.

Un code industriel doit :

A. pouvoir traiter des g~om~tries complexes
Les formes A 6tudier deviennent de plus en plus complexes et les
repr~sentations analytiques sont insuffisantes

B. 6tre interfa~able avec divers systnmes de CAO
Ii est n6cessaire pour le service furtivit6 de pouvoir 6changer des formes
avec les bureaux d'6tudes, et tous les services intervenant dans l'4laboration
des formes.

C. 6tre rapide
La SER sous de tr~s nombreux angles d'incidence de l'onde doit 6tre calcul~e
pour v~rifier la conformit6 A une specification
Les calculs doivent Gtre rapides pour mener une 6tude compl~te dans un d~lai
raisonnable et pour un co~t non prohibitif.

D. disposer d'outils graphiques pour analyser les r6sultats.
La masse importante des r6sultats A interpr~ter n~cessite l'emploi d'outils
graphiques appropri6s pour bien percevoir le ph~nombne physique.

E. Otre facile A mettre en oeuvre
il doit 6tre utilisable par des physiciens non-sp~cialistes en informatique et
en CAO.

Pour r6pondre A ce besoin, MATRA-D6fense a dkvelopp6 lea logiciels

- INFOVISION : CAO orient6e furtivit6

- SERMAT : application au calcul de SER
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11 - LOIIFIL CAO :INFOVISION

Noun n~avons pas utilis6 un des systt-mes de CAO existants car ils
sont en gfinfral mal adapt6s au calcul de SER, en effet:

- la richesse de leurs potentialitks entraine une structure
tr~s lourde qui permet rarenent d'obtenir des temps de calcul
rapides sur une application d6licate comae le calcul de SER

- ils ne dinposent pas de certains outils indispensables au
calcul de SER

L~e logiciel INFOVISION utilise les techniques g6on6triques de la
CAO, inais il est orient6 pour traiter len probl~mes de furtivit6
(filectromagn~tique et infra-rouge).

11 comprend 3 biblioth~ques fortran (a,b,c) et un interactif (d)

a. Nodeleur
permet de construire des formes, mais aussi dWen r~cupkrer
d'autres provenant de divers syst~mes de CAO.
Les formes sont d6crites par des surfaces poly~driques
(les formes d6crites i l'aide de surfaces biparam6triques
sont pz~alablement facettis6es).

b. Calculs
calcul des informat ions g~om~triques nficessaires aux calculs
de furtivit6: contours apparents, fronti~res ombre-lumi4ýe,
normales, aires, etc...

c. Visualisat ion
sorties graphiques possibles (avec 6limination des parties cach~es)
"* dessin au trait
"* ombrage mr6aliste"
"* remplissage de zones avec des couleurs repr6sentant
une grandeur physique.

d. Interactif
utilisation de certainen fonctions des bibliothkques avec des
facilit~s interactives (rep~rage graphique, zoom, habillage,etc...)

Principales caract6ristiques d INFOVISION:

- Portabilit6
car il est &crit en fortran normalis6, seules quelques fonctions
d'affichage sont d6pendantes de la machine (et l'utilisation de
standards graphiques come PHIGS ou GKS les rend peu dfipendantes)

- Interface facile avec les autres syst~ses de CAO
sur Ilexeinple de la figure 1, lavant a fit4 modklis6 avec CATIA,
le centre avec le modeleur volumique d'EWJLID, llarri~re avec le
modeleur surfacique IJNISURF. L'arri~re a 4t4 modifi6 par INFOVISION.
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- Propri~t6s non-g~om~triques dans la structure de donn6es
elles permettent, par exemple, de mod~liser les mat6riaux

- D16tect ion automat ique des ar~tes
pormet de cr6er dans la structure de donn~es des ar~tes telles
quo ceiles de la figure 2

- Rapidit6
pour la figure 1 (6254 facettes et 7604 points), 0.87s CPU sur
IBM 9121/320 (2.8s sur SUN Sparcstation 2)

- Contours apparents

dans los syst~nes de CAO, l'6liminat ion des parties cach~es nWest
utilis~e quo pour visualiser les formes cr66es par le modelour.
Los algorithmes utilis~s en CAO peuvent so repartir en 3 cat6gories

. priorit6
affiche lea facettes par ordre dl6loignement, de la plus 6loign~e
de 1'observateur i la plus proche. L'effet obtonu est uniquomont
visuel et aucune information no pout 6tre recup~r~e pour des calculs

. r6solution d'6cran
calcule lea images pixel par pixel, ce qui est trZ-s long en CPU
et peu prkcis pour le calcul de SER.

. lignes vues
on obtient les coordonn~es des traits vus de chaque facette
(figure 3.b pour l'oxemplo de la figure 3.a) mais aucuno donn~e
sur ce qui so passe entre ces traits.

INFOVISION permot de calculer le contour apparent do chaque
facette (figure 3.c)

La figure 4 montre des exemples do contours apparents sur un
cas do calcul r~el.
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exemple: avant projet de missile stand-off

figure 1

figure 2

d~tect ion
d' arites



f igure 3.a

la facette la plus grande
est la facette cachie

les 9 autres facettes
sont. les facettes cachantes

f igure 3.b

traits vus

figure 3.c

contours apparents
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exemple de contours apparents sur un

autre avant projet de missile stand-off

les contours apparents de 3 facettes ont~t6 hachur~s horizontaleflent

figure 4

figure 5
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III - LOUTIL SUR

I - PRINCIPE

SERM4AT s'appuie sur trois outils de base:

-INFOVISION pric~demment dicrit, pour la reprisentation
des objets et tous les calculs de nature giom~trique. Le nombre de
facettes d6crivant chaque partie de la cible d~pend linkairement de la
longueur d'onde de travail et des rayons de courbure loeaux sur l'objet.

- VOPTIQUE PHYSIQUE que Von applique aux facettes.

- les COURANTS EQUTVALENTS que Von applique aux arites d6tect~es par

INFOVISION.

2 - CARACTERISTIQUES PRINCIPALES

A son point de d~veloppement actuel, SERMAT est valid6 et est
utilis6 de fagon industrielle pour calculer des SER monostatiques
sur des cibles m~talliques de dimensions grandes devant la longuear
d'onde.

SERMAT prend en coupte:

- les r~flexions simples.

- les r~flexions multiples dans les cas simples de deux

plaques planes rectangulaires jointives.

- les diffractions d'ar~tes rectilignes ou curvilignes.

3 - SORTIES GRAPHIQUES

Les grandeurs stock~es par SERMAT sont, dans une *mie passe
de calcul:

- les SER directes ( HH, VV ) et croisie, en amplitude
et en phase.

- les modules des champs 4lectromagnitiques, total
et en projection sur les trois axes radar.

Ceci 6tant fait i chaque fr~quence de calcul, on peut ainsi tracer
les courbes habituelles:

G = f(angle) a une fr6quence donn~e
G =f(fr~quence) i un angle donnk

G pouvant 4tre une SER, une phase ou un module.

Optionnellement, on peut 4galement isoler les contributions par
type de ph~nomine physique ( r~flexions simples, r6flexions multiples,
diffractions ) et tracer les amies courbes que ci-dessus pour
ces diffirentos contributions.
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Une potentialitk extraemement iflt6ressante du logiciel est do pouvoir
calculer la SER sur une partie seulement do 11objet, tout en tenant
coepte des masquages induits par l~e reste de l'objet.

On petit airasi descendre jusqu'au niveau ultine d'un contributeur
i6lmentaire ( facette, arite ). Ce typo do calcul pormot la
repr~sentation, directement sur la cible, en 3 dimensions, do l~a
SER do tous los contributeurs par une couleur fonction do Leurs niveaux
respectifs ( on repr~sente en fait une densit4 do SER ), ce qui donne
la localisation des points brillants sur la cibLe. Ceci constitue une
aide pr&cieuse i L'interpr~tation des r~sultats do calcul et do mosure.

4 - VALIDATIONS

* SERMAT a 4t valid6 par comparaison avec des r~sultats sur des
formes canoniques, obtenus par des formulations analytiques exactes.

* 11 a 6galement 4t6 valid6 sur des formes simples mais non canoniques,
par comparaison avec des r~sultats obtenus par des tn~thodes dites
wexactes", par exemple une u6thode do moments sur us cyLindre dont la
section ost cello d'une goutte d'eau ( figures 5, 6.a et 6.b ). Ces
r~sultats ant 46t pubii~s dans la r~f~rence (1).

->temps CPU: 5 s CPU sur IBM 9121/320, soit 0.028 s CPU par
diroction d'incidence.

*Pour Los bosoins des programmes en d~veloppement i MATRA, on
corr~le 6galemont los r~sultats du code sur des cibLes de formes
giomktriques complexes gui font par ailleurs lAobjet do mesures. Par
oxomple sur la cible do la figure 1, on retrouve correctement los
niveaux mesur4s ( figures 7.a et 7.b ).

->teimps CPU: 29 an CPU sur IBM 9121/320, soit 1.3 s CPU par
direction d' incidence.

Remarque : pour los temps calcul indiqu~s ci-dessus, on obtient
Los 10 grandours citkes pricidemniont, i savoir 3 poLarisations
en amplitude-phase et 4 modules.

Remarque : le d~calage anguLairo et 11'6cart do niveau observ~s entre
Los calculs et Los mesuros sur le deuxi~me spiculaire sont
dus au moyen do mesure disponible lors do L'4tude do
I'avant-projet ci-dessus, et sont parfaitemont explicables
quantitativoment en appliquant une correction do champ procho
sur la position et le nivoau fournis par Los mosures. Los
mosuros r~alis~es i 11houre actuoelo sur des formes
confidentiolles montrent us tris bon accord avec Los
calculs, moyennant cotte correction.

On dispose 4gaLomest do repr6sentations graphiques couleur
pormettant do repr~senter sur un soul dessin la SER d'une cible
en fonction du site et du gisemost. On pout ainfi comparer
plusieurs formes do faqon rapid. et simple.
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5 - CONCLUSION

Les techniques tr~s classiques de I'OPTIQUE PHYSIQUE et des
COURANTS MOUIVALENTS ont montr6, depuis longtemps, leur efficacitc.
sur des objets simples. Mais 12 application i des objets de formes
tr~s complexes se heurte i des probIL~aes difficiles de traitement

glomtilisamontq'ue:oice de g~omktx Le sp.&cifique permet de

rfisoudre ces probIL~mes.
- grice i ces techniques g~om~triques sp~cifiques, I'applicat ion
de 1' OPTIQUE PHYSIQUE et des COURANTS EQUIVALENTS donlne de bons
r~sultats sur des objets complexes et de dimensions grandes devant
la longueur d'onde.

-la mise en oeuvre de 1Pensemble de ces m6thodes dans un logiciel
SER14AT ) permet de r6aliser de fagon conviviale des calculs

suffisamment pr~cis et rapides pour r6pondre A des besoins
industriels en mati~re de furtivit6.

La conception du code SERM4AT est modulaire, pour permettre
aisement des adaptations et des 6volut ions en fonction des besoins.

- mat~riaux: en cours de validation. Les mat~riaux pourront
itre multicouches mais devront 4tre homogenes et isotropes.

- remplacement des facettes planes par des facettes courbes: en
cours de validation.

- r6flexions multiples dans le cas g~n~ral: des pr66tudes
sont en cours.

- ondes de surface: des pr66tudes sont en cours.
nota: INFOVISION dfilivre toutes les i-fornat ions g~ow~triques

necfissairer. pour permettre ces 6volutions.

Le code SERMAT eat utilis6 de fagon intensive A MATRA. A titre
d'exemple, le nombre d'angles d'incidence caic Iks en MARlS 91 pour
des besoins internes est d'environ 650.000, uniquement sur des
formes comparables en complexiti A celle de la figure 1.
Si on compte egalement tous les autres calculs annexes sur des objets
plus simples, on arrive A un ncombre de 1'ordre du million et
demi W'angles d'incidence )
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PARAMETRIC BICUBIC SPLINE AND C.A.D. TOOLS FOR COMPLEX TARGETS
SHAPE MODELLING IN PHYSICAL OPTICS RADAR CROSS SECTION PREDICTION
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Abstract

Increasing interest in RCS (Radar Cross Section) reduction is placing new demands on theoretical, computational and graphic
techniques for calculating scattering properties of complex targets. In particular, computer codes capable of predicting the
RCS of an entire aircraft at high frequency and of achieving RCS control with modest structural changes, are becoming of
paramount importance in stealth design.
In this paper, a computer code, evaluating the RCS of arbitrarily shaped metallic objects CAD generated, and its - alidation
with measurements carried out using ALENIA RCS test facilities, are presented.
The code, based on the Physical Optics method is characterized by an efficient integration algorithm with error control, in
order to contain the computer time within acceptable limits, and by an accurate paramelric representation of the target surface
in terms of bicubic splines.

Keywc7ds

RCS, High frequency techniques, Physical Optics, CAD models, RCS reduction.

Fig. 1.1: Electromagnetic model for RCS evaluation in COBRA computer code.

1. Introduction

An existing need in the Radar Cross Section (RCS) community concerns computer codes capable of predicting
the RCS for an entire aircraft at high frequency.
A first important problem in RCS computer programs is the representation on a two dimensional graphics
screen of illuminated three dimensional scenes which may contain many solid objects and surfaces. In pro-
ducing such images, the effects, which must be taken into account, include the obscuration of objects by other
objects closer to the viewer, and the effects of different surface geometric properties on the scattered waves.
Besides, a very good algorithm of surface description needs to be developed. Then, in order to compute the
scattered field from metallic bodies that are large with respect to the wavelenght, two approaches ;*re widely
used: ray techniques and Physical Optics. With the former, the search of reflection points can be e,.tremeiy
time consuming in the case of complicated surfaces specified with set of data points; moreover, the existance
of caustic directions limits the applicability of the method. Physical Optics is not affected by the singularities
of ray techniques but high efficiency integration algorithms are required to mantain the computer time within
acceptable limits.
The computer codT COBRA(Complex Object Backscattering Response Analysis ) based on the Physical Optics
method, characterized by an efficient integration scheme with error control and by an accurate parametric
representation of the target surface in terms of bicubic splines, is presented.

2. Target geometrical description

In Radar Cross Section (RCS) prediction programs it is often required to extract numerical informations about
the complex structure generated from a 3D CAD system, in order to create models adapt to electromagnetic
processinm For this reason, the selection of a valid target geometrical description is extremely important.
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In the past [11 flat plate modelling was used. The disadvantage of this method is that the flat plates are to be
very small in terms of wavelenght in order to obtain the correct value of the RCS of a smooth object and, this,
requires a huge data base.
The actual efficiency of each numerical technique of target representation can be evaluated on the basis of the
following considerations:

* Input data structure have to be compatible with data base coming from CAD systems already used in
aeronautical and mechanical environment;

& The bodies have to be represented by simple, slim, non redundant, optimized and accurate descriptions:
irregular and strange shapes shall be easily described;

0 Full editing functions and quick visualization of the geometry and related modifications have to be integrated
in the code;

• Data base shall immediately supply all informations, such as vector rays or surface normals, necessary for
electromagnetic analysis.

Keeping into account these points, it was decided to use a "more economic" approach based on a parametric
bicubic spline electromagnetic representation of the target surface, which is better suited to a smooth object.

a. CAD Data Acquisition
Bicubic splines guarantee C2 continuity which may be convenient for some part of the body, but not for the
whole body. In fact, a complex target, such as an aircraft, can be generally considered to be a collection
of smooth intersecting parts: fuselage, wings,cockpit, etc.
It is assumed that several sections of each object, orthogonal to a common axis are known. This information
can be generated by means of a solid modeller, which generally provides the geometric model of the
elements; in this work the solid modeller CATIA (Computer graphics Aided Three dimensional Interactive
Applications ) of Dassault Systemes copyright, has been used [2]. Geometric CAD elements can be defined
throught an exact definition respect a certain number of constraints; mathematically may have a canonical
form, i.e. the elements are defined by their basic geometric characteristics, or a polynomial form, in which
the elements are defined in a precise and unique manner.
There are two steps in the geometric design of an object:

1. At first, a mainframe design using points, lines and simple, calculated or interpolated curves, shall be
developed;

2. then, the surface, conceived as an extension of the wireframe geometry in which the surfaces and faces
are supported by wireframe object, shall be modelled.
The CAD generated surfaces can be:

"* simple surfaces such as sphere, cylinders, cones and tori;

"* interpolated surfaces;

"* evolutive surfaces;

"* net and patch;

"* Bezier surfaces.

This CAD target geometrical description, is represented in fig. 2.1.
Once the geometric modelling of the object, of which we want to predict the RCS, is completed, it is
necessary a careful sectioning, dependent on model characteristics, in order to obtain data ready to be
processed from an electromagnetic point of view.
The curves, constituted by several arcs and obtained from the intersection of the surface model with parallel
planes along a chosen axis, are stored in CATIA layers, that can be considered as sheets of tracing paper
on which elements featuring common characteristics are grouped; an example of this sectioning technique
is shown in fig 2.2 .
An interface computer code reads the mathematical block associated at every curve in a layer and generates
a data point file fully compatible with electromagnetic program. These steps are reported in fig. 2.3

Z

Y

Fig. 2. 1: CAD model geometrical consrmction.
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b. Surface Parametrization Fig. 2.3: Block structure for RCS evaluation of complex bodies.

At this point, a surface with continuous curvature radius, passing by the assigned ordered points coming
from the modeller, has been obtained by means of a bidimensional bicubic spline interpolation technique.
Once the z-coordinate is known with respect to a local reference axis system, chosen in a convenient way
for the test body, the section is assigned specifying x,y coordinates of a certain number of points called
nodes. Beginning from cartesian coordinates in the local reference system SL of the nodes constituting the
sections, a parametric representation of the surface is given, introducing normalized incremental chordal
coordinates, along each section (s) and across the sections (t):

=z(at) y =y(s,t) z=z(s,t) [2.11

O<s,t<l

So, the generic surface is described through an ordered set of vector rays P( si, ty ), where ( ai, ti ) defines
the parametric coordinates of the node with connection numbers i,j. Each object surface is mapped one
to one on the unit square of the s,t parametric plane: the points si, tj form a cartesian regular lattice that
subdivide the fundamental square T - [O,0;1, 1] in a certain number of rectangles called 'Patch Spline'.
A bicubic spline interpolator, forcing 02 continuity of the functions with respect to s,t parameters, re-
constructs the surface. The number and dimension of patch spline are correlated with the geometry of
the target itself; in fact, while the position of the points on each curve, obtained from CAD sectioning,
is dependant on the characteristics of the curve itself, the number of points increases in high curvature
regions whei are present some tips or wedges. An algorithm, distributing an assigned number of nodes
(N) along a curve P(u) and condensing points near high curvature zones, has been implemented in these
steps:
* At first, a metric monotonic growing function G(u) is defined:

" l[dP(v) dv d2P-lv 1
G(u) = f [ du + k d2v dv 12.21

where k is a weight factor;
* then, the curvilinear abscissa normalized value u, of every node is defined from 12.2];

* at last, curvilinear, curvature based, abscissas of all nodes j, are defined

flo IV,1 du + k d d. I)I = (N -1) 12.31

with
l<_i<N.

It may be noted that the metric function G(u) depends from the curvature of the curve by means the second
derivative terms in integral expression 12.21.
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c. Spline Interpolation

For (s,t)eT, interpolation algorithm evaluates cartesian coordinates of the point P(s,t) and partial derivative

ap ap a2 p a2p a2p

-I' at' B
2

a' 8
2
t' ,.at"

The coefficients of the interpolation are computed, at first, with a very heavy computer time waste; then
in a second phase the desired values for every assigned pair (s,t) are obtained : this computation is not
time consuming if the coefficients are known. Spline coefficients are calculated by imposing either the
continuity of the function and of his derivative until the second order in all internal nodes and adapt
boundary conditions on extremal nodes. In fig. 2.4 the three dimensional representation of two spheroids
and their mapping in s,t parametric plane, are shown. Using appropriate boundary conditions in the
spline interpolation, it is also possible to describe also geometric singularities, as tips on longitudinal axis
and wedge on the coordinate curve s = 0. Obviously, in this case, attention must be paid to define as first
point of the cross sections the ones of the wedge; more complex singularities can be handled dividing the
primitive surface in simple surfaces and making interpolation separately on these.
Bicubic spline are defined as tensorial product of unidimensional cubic spline in the s and in the t variables.

0 08
Fig. 2.4: s,t parametric mapping of •wo intersecting spheres.

A unidimensional cubic spline interpolation or s parametric coordinates in the points ( si, F(sj,tj); i = 1, .. N,)
for every value of tj 6 = , ...Nt) is performed and, from these Nt unidimensional splines, the values of
OF in all nodes si, tj can be obtained.

en an interpolation in t variable on the points ( tj,F(s1 ,tj); j = 1,...Nt ) for everyone of the values of
s, (i 1,...N ) is performed.
OF

- can be computed in all nodes from these Ns unidimensional splines. This process can be iterated,
interpolating in s the function - i.e. on the points ( . i= I,...N. ) for every of the values of

t(j = I ..N). In this manner the value of 19'P is evaluated in all nodes and all coefficients are known.Oa~v
:he generic function F(s,t) could identify x,y or z, being independently quantities. For a generic point of
the surfaces, either the vector ray P(s,t) and the fundamental vector product aPxaP can be obtained; the
abseltte value of this vector, times ds dt, is the elementary surface area and its direction is the normal to
surface itself.

d. Simple Surfaces Composition

Once elementary surfaces are generated, the global description of the whole body, specifying the position
and the orientation of different local reference systems (S L) in which the elementar surfaces are described,
shall be obtained. By means of a rototranslation in laboratory system ( SO), the position and orientation of
simple surfaces are detected. While the refer,; ice system is fixed, all vectors of the space are transformed;
this particular geometric transformation is called active transformation.
The translation of the local system(S L) is specified through the spherical coordinates R01,600,o•, of the SL
origin with respect to S0 . Three angles are used: 6,0,P; while the angles 0,0 identify a rigid translation that
connected the polar axis of the local reference system in the direction specified from those angles, angle 0
define a further rotation around polar axis SL, in the anticlockwise verse. If l(a,i) is the rotation operator
that performs an angle a rotation around the direction of ii, the previous transformation can be expressed
as;

Po = (0,r)R(6,j)PL, 12.41

or
P0= 3t(8,j)81(0)Pi 12.5!

where PL. is a generic point of the body b&fore of the rotation and P0 is the same point after the .otation.
It may be shown that these two ways of describing the full rotation are equivalent.[31
The operator V(aii) shall be found. From mechanics, the istantaneous velocity i" of a generic point of the
body, characterized from the vector i, is given from the relation: 6 = •xf i.e.

dF

wi t h t h e = s xi fP 2 .6 1

where I is the identity dyadic. Solving with the position ( = wR and . (t - to)
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F(a) = exp l(fxI)a] F(t0) 12.71

Developing the exponential in Taylor series:

exp[( x!)a] = E (-x"@(a') 12.81
m-O

and being

(RxI)
2 

= (RxI) (,xl) = - I =

(x)= (•x4) (-Jg,.) = -(ixI)

(•l4= ({•j)2 (•xI_)2 =(_..j) (_&) = I,

[;xl)= (fixj)

where it, is the trasversal identity dyadic with respect ai,then

z -1)2n+__ 2n+1 0 %20

exp IJ(Wx)aj = + (RxI) F_ (2n + 1) + -t,n F (-l)!a n
n-0 .11 (2n)!

=L+( (xI)sina+ht,.(coea- 1) =fi+((xI-)sinjt+ I,ncosa 12.91

is obtained. Rotation operator can be expressed as:

R(0,F)= exp (Fx_)0] 12.101

(0,2)= exp[(I)0j4, 12.111

R(P,ý) = exp [(ýx/)O] 12.12]

These operator can be written in Cartesian fixed base SO; infact being

4= - sin0? + coo og

ri. 2 1, - sin "cog " 01
h= c=- J ,cosi , cos 2C. 0 12.131

L o 0 0ofC082 0 sin 0 Cos4 010
n4,OCos4 sin2 0 0 12.14]

0 0 1]

and then
0 0 cos 1

Rx/ =I 0 0 sin 0 12.151
-cos, -sino 0

In conclusion, applying [2.9] we have:L[co42 0 coo + i24 sin2cos ,(cose - 1) sin co.4G]
*(0,j)= |sin4coso(0 -1) sin ooe+cos 2 0 sin8sin 12.161

1 - sin 0 coos - sinesin coo J

Now W(*,) shall be calcolated:

[A=2- 00 001 1.7
~~ 10 0 01 .7

!kn= !-~ a 1= 01 12.18!

and
(fi) = + 9 + i) 2-y 12.191

[0*= -1 010
0 i 0 01 12.201

1000

at last:

B(*,i) ON 0rn 1o* 2.211

where B(#,2) is the array in cartesian basis so corresponding to the operator R(Oi).

Then from (2.5] we c 'tain the result:

P0 = (BRA) 5(, )M0W. = R P [2.221
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where fcosocosfcosb+uinosinb sinbcoscoe6-sin coe6 in coo 0

c= 1 o o 6 sin0 -sinbcoo sin6sincosoG+os co6 :in. 0sin.| [2.231
S -&in 0 cos - sin sin6 coso0

with 6 = 0 - P 12.241. This is the result.
It may be demonstred that the same array can be obtained performing at first the rotation around and
then around F. At this point, the rototranslation connected to the surface j has been defined:

Po = B, PL, + TLj 12.251

where Rj is defined from [2.231 and the translation vector TLn is :

77= [R)ja0is oyn ;ij] 12.261.
SR'Oy coo 800J

It is interesting to note that this transformation can be performed directly on the coefficients -f spline
interpolation, operating on vector from local to laboratory reference system by means of multiplication of
rotation arrays:

PO = B, P•L + TLI 12.27a]

ap-o = aLj _ 2.27bl
as - '4 aS 2.27b}

a 8 PLy j2.27c1

ai- at

a
2p0 = L3y - 12.27di

asat aoat

e. Surfaces Intersection

In order to calculate the Radar Cross Section it is not necessary to evaluate the curve obtained from the
intersection of two surfaces, but rather the light zone of the surfaces. This calculation may be performed,
subdividing spline patches in geometrical patches and approximating the surface in these elements with
bilinear expression. In this manner, the problem can be reduced to the determination of the intersection
between different sides of a geometrical patch with a bilinear surface.
A bilinear surface, defined on a rectangle on s,t plane which geometrical image vertex are the points
P1 ,P2,P3 ,P4 in the anticlockwise verse with respect to the output normal, can be represented as:

P(s,t) = + (P-4 -P) +(-P2 - pt) + (-P1 - 2 +-P 3 - P4) 0<s,t<l

The segment connecting two points PA and PB is described as:

_P(u) = P--+(Pi-PA)u 0<ua<•

The following equation has to be solved:

_P(St) = _P(U) 0<3,t,u<l

or
VC + VSs+VTt+VWst+V[u =0 12.281

This is a non linear system in three unknowns s,t,u that can be solved by introducing a new variable w=st.
In a general case when all coefficients are different from zero, the vectors VS,VT,VW are not planar and
the system is solved in s,t,w considering u as parameter. The u value may be found by imposing the
relation w(u) = s(u)t(u). In array formalism:

(Is v WT YW i =-IivI-IVQu 12.291

i.e.

[A] = - I _CI- lV_•I 12.301

and

at] =-[A- 1
1'VC AI-IAV 'KVu 12.311,

This last expression may be written in the form:

2 -+ 62 -u2.321.W 3 03

Now imposing w(u) - s(u) t(u):

(a3 +0~3 u) =(al + j01 11) (a2 + 02 u)

we obtain:
(#1#2) u2 + (a1P2 + 0201 - 03)u + (ala2 - a3 ) 0
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Now it is immediate the evaluation of u, s(u), t(u) and, from these, of the intersection point if O<u, a, t<_1
Instead, if the vectors VS, VT, VW are complanar, the array [A) is not invertible and a new way have to
be followed. Starting from [2.28] and resolving with respect us,t, considering w as a parameter, being
VW linear combination of VS and VT, it derives:

1 sVVTvIU =-IVVe[- I[VW1- 12.331

i.e.

[AI =-lY!I-[VWltw 12.341

and

H JA-IA '!VQ!-[AV
1 [VWlw [2.351.

and
and = [Y2 + 21 W [2.361.

"U -3 63

Now imposing w = s(w) t(w):
w = (11 + 61 w) (12 + 62 w)

we obtain:
(6162) _

2 
+ (.11

6
2 + 7261 - 1)w + (71-12) = 0

Calculating w, s(w), t(w), u(w) the coordinates of intersection points, if O<_u, s,t<1, are evaluated

3. Physical Optics scattered field computation

The scattered electromagnetic field can be computed by integration of the induced current distributioti; owing
the large size in terms of wavelength of the targets we are interested in (an aircraft at X-band can be 1000
wavelength long), the induced current distribution can be determined by the Physical Optics approximation,
which for metallic targets gives :

. = 2(FxHi) in the lit region; [3.1]
S0 elsewhere.

where R is the surface outward unit normal and fi is the incident magnetic field.
On the basis of equation [3.1) , it can be shown that the backscattering RCS a(?) is given by [31:

2
a(-) = v f , exp(2jkoF FE)dAY [3.2]

where k0 = 2, is the freespace wavenumber a..d F is the observation direction. Fig.[3.1] shows the problem
geometry.
It is convenient to carry out the surface integration directly in parameter space, and equation [3.2) becomes:

W~) . fr IF rx-- exp(2jk •'F , (s,t))dsdt [3.31

where 9E"t) is the parametric equation of each body. Being the scattered field parallel to the incident field,
in this approximation no information is available on the behaviour of scattered body with respect to the
depolarization of the field. In [3.3) a key point is the determination of the integration domain H; a surface
element belong to if:
"* it is not internal to some of the intersecting objects;

"* R P<0 ; i.e. it faces the incoming wave;

"* it is not shadowed by other parts of the same or of other objects.

The second is the easiest check because it is based on a local criterium; the other two can be performed by
sorting the spline patches according to their distance from the observer and, then, carrying out a series of
geometric tests. The actual computation of the integral is by no means a trivial matter since:

"* the integral is two-dimensional and is to be carried out over a complicated domain;

"* the exponential function in the integrand is very rapidly oscillating.

These problems are solved by an efficient numerical technique with error control, which is described in a next
section.

~e-~ H, Fig. .3. 1: Problem geometry

,Z/ V
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a. Phase Integrals As before described, the object surface is represented through bicubic spline with vectorial
coefficients: 3 3

FE(s,t) = E Fij.j1
t
t 13.41

i-O3-O

and, also, the phase term has a bicubic spline behaviour:

3 3
0~(,,t) = E ~ E is'ti 13.51

i-oj-o
where a13 = 2? Fij and

___P8F = E Z [ExEmyij ,i+m-ltj+n-1~ 13.61
Sm n

Being:
M (8't) = 21 , -0 -x i-j _ Is1.71

it is obtained the relevant RCS integral:

I = f M(a, t) exp [ikotks, t)] da dt 13.81

where M and 0 are slowly varying with respect to the exponential function and H is the image in parametric
space of the lit object region. A classical approach to the computation of phase integrals like equation [3.81
is the Ludwig method [4] which consists in approximating separately M and , over a conveniently small
rectangular subdomain of size AsAt by a linear function, performing analitically the resulting integral and
summing the partial results. Gravelsaeter et al. [5] suggested an improved criterium fot the choice of the
linear function and Pogorzelski [6] presented an algorithm for one dimensional integrals~where the phase
is approximated by a complex polynomial. In order to improve the performances, the technique ::as been
successively applied with a linear approximation to triangular regions [7]. In this method an error control
integration technique has been implemented: in order to determine a more accurate value of the integral
for complex bodies having complicated integration domains ,due to intersections, blocking factors and
obscuration, a predefined mean square error t in the approximations, inserted in integral calculation, is
introduced. By means of the definition of a parameter space domain 5 (s,t) and the knowledge of integrand
function by points, an automatic subdivision, also non uniform, of the assigned region will be evaluated.
The subdivision criterium is based on mean square error, in integral meaning, between the phase of the
integrand function and his optimal linear approximations; this error shall be mantained under a predefined
assigned value depending, besides of the wavelength of the radiation, also from the polynomial degree
used to represent the slowly varying part.

b. Numerical integration technique

In this method, the integration domain S is subdivided into rectangular subregions with sides (As, At) to
be determined, whose contributions can be written, without approximations:

AV = 'A o6G(s, t) exp [jkOL(s, t)] dsdt 13.91
tao fto

where
G(s, t) if(.,,t)exp[jko ( (s,t)- L(s,t))] 13.10!

and
L(.st)=as +•t + y 13.'A

is a linear function chosen to minimize the difference W-L, in such a way that G(s,t) is still slowly varying.
While with the Ludwig method all integration domains have the same physical dimensions with respect to

the wavelength and the L function is determined minimizing the distance with the values assumed from fi
function in integration domain vertex, here L is chosen so that the root mean square error ý, defined by

E
2
(S 0 , toAS At)= I fs-ts ]to+At t)- L(s,t)1

2 
ds dt 13.121

attains its minimum value for a given rectangle. It is introduced a matricial notation for calculating the
coefficients ,e,-,, supposing so = to = 0:

C2 = _f jj (p .L Z.)2 da d 13.131

where C and L are

L4*=l . tj

d is the coefficient bicubic spline vector, defined from [3.51

ii j[-00 -o10 .-- a2 3  d331

and
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134- " [ 1 3 t s2 st t2 s
2 t

3  8
3t

3 j

In order to evaluate the integral, a variables changement shall be done: s = uAs, t= vAt
and the arrays 11 0 t

0 o At

T= diag [I, At, A.
2 

AsAt... As
3

At
3
]

are introduced. Now the vectors 3 and i can be written as

P=0Tl

L=V M

where the vectors 0, 1' are defined as

0.€=*[1 I i ts
2  tv V2 ... u2V3 u

3
v

3

So espression [3.12] may be written:

f2= f 1 j(0T0 17 M-¢ a )2
dudv 13.141

e is determined in such a way that f2 is minimized; nulling the gradient of [3.14] with respect to C:

V2= -2 fIV M(O T d-V M C)du dv=O 13.151

and observing that
V M=M* I

being M diagonal it is obtained:

2 flM _170 T Sdudv= 21 1 At717, _M dv 13.161

Now defining the dyadics:

W =1717 u= uu2 u

and V ]U

I u V u2 isv ... u
2
v

3 u
3

v
3 1

Z=170= ui 2 uv u3 u2 v ... u3V3 u 4v3 |
IV iv v 2 u

2
V ... u

2
v

4 
u3v

4
J

the relation

2jjM Z T ddudv=2Jf M W M.Cdudu [3.171

and unknown coefficients:
C=A d

where

A = [j M W M di, u j j M Tdisd 13.18!

are evaluated. The first integral in 13.18] is calculated with an ý;tegration on dyadic _W:

Ml f Wdudv M =M 2 M 13.191

where D is:
1 1/ 1d/2d

D= = 1/2 1/3 1/4 [3.201

11/2 1/4 1/3j

With the same procedureit is obtained for the second integral:

M f fdudv I = M f T (3.211

where E is:

E ý='If Zd. dv = 1/2 1/3 1/4 ... 1/10 1/16 1/20, 13.221
Then J 1/2 1/4 1/3 ... 1/12 1/15 1/20J

Then:

C=A d=IM D ..- 1 ' IM Z1 11 d=M-' R- 1 FT. I

and if 0 = D-1 9 we obtain: e = (M[-1 & T) i 13.231
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c. Evaluation of mean square error

Knowing the coefficients a,6, -y of the linear function L, the error c has to be evaluated. Substituting the

[3.23] in 13.141:
2= fo101 [(O(uv) -§-(uv).MM 1 <f.T]-,} du dv 13.24]

after some matrix calculations

with
Q= 1 [(.B' i*(u,v) - 0(u,v)] [ IV(u,v) - B1(u,v).i] du dv 13.25]

is evaluated. Because Q array can be analitically evaluated, mean square error, expressed as a twelveth

degree polynomial in As, At, can be written in the form [31, [11]:

is 0 + T 1 At + j8a 2 At+ o(4s,,At) 13.261

d. Largest integration determination area

Our goal now is to find the size of an integration subdomain for which the r.m.s. error f is not greater

than a prescribed fraction of wavelength. The complete expression of eq. [3.26] is analitically untractable:
therefore only the polynomial expression containing fourth degree terms is considered. By means of
Lagrange multiplicator technique, AsAt dimensions of maximum area, connected to a prefixed r.m.s.
error c, are evaluated and trial values As At corrected by a very rapidly iteractive procedure. Written the
[3.261 as:

az4 + bz
2
y

2 
+cy4 =d

with a = 12a b - 2 c 
- a

2  
= 12 z = As, y = At, in order to maximize the xy rectangle area, a

TBIa20, - 44 11, C T9 02' '
function, depending of a unknown parameter A, O(x,y), have to be built:

XY + A(az 4 + bX
2 Y2 

+ cy4) = 0(z, Y)

Nulling partial derivative of o(x,y) with respect x and y and solving for A

A = = + 2 - X i.e. y4  z 4 
at last .

ý.-X -+2~y' cy + 2byx
2

0 0

X4 d
26+ b vr,, 0o %

Y4= d M

2C + ,, 0 2

then 11/4 0 0
2 Z0As = II [3.27] •

+ la Fig. 3.2: Tipical contour plot of mean square error c2.
1/4 Various integration subdomains characterized by the

11/4same error are shown, M has the largest area.
At 1 __ 3.281 As, At are measured in relative units.

are obtained. An example of a contour of e in the As,At is shown in fig.[3.21. The points of the contour

represent integration subdomain characterized by the same r.m.s. error : M is the point defined from last

two relations with the largest area .

If the integral were one dimensional, the choice of the largest subdomain, consistent with the error criterion,
would lead to the most efficient evaluation of the integral. Since in this case the integration domain is two
dimensional, this strategy has to be corrected in order to create a covering without holes or overlappings.
In particular, an algorithm with the following steps has been developed:

"* first one tries to cover the required domain with a maximum area rectangle;
"* then, if one side of this rectangle overlaps other rectangles, or leaves out a 'too small hole', its length

is reduced, or increased, and the other dimension is determined according to [3.271, [3.281 so that the
coverage efficiency loss is reduced to a minimum. In this way, the integration subregions can have
different dimensions according to the local behaviour of the # function, while being all characterized
by the same r.m.s. error. Indeed, the size of an integration subregion A(s),A(t) is not related to the
physical size but to the curvature of the surface with equation t- (s,t) and hence can be quite large
where the t function has a quasi linear behaviour.

a. Integral evahuation

Having decided the integration subdomain, the integration is actually carried out analytically by employing
a Lagange interpolation on the function G(s,t): ,

G(Z, (Z' Y)
i-1

where #, s the value that the function G attains in the point i of the lattice and L,(s, V) is a k degree
polynomial such as

Id, ,
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where zi, Yj are the coordinate of the j point in the lattice and z s(s + '1) 1t- t0 + )3.291

The 13.91 integral becomes: ! [(+ + f bexp~~~~~ ~ ~ lkaa+O+ xy)pj0xfyJdz dy 13.301

with a= b,=
Concerning the degree of the interpolation, the choice of a low degree would require the specification of a
very small r.m.s. error c, so as to have very small integration subdomains, because we have transferred to
the function G(s,t) the error stemming from the replacement of W with L. On the other hand, a high degree
would allow quite large integration subdomains without loss of accuracy in the result. iii practice, however,
ruund off errors make unfeaseble the use of polynomials with degree highter than four becase the coefficients
tend to be large and alternating in sign. For these reasons a 5x5 point interpolation is chu,,n.Introducing a
vectorial notation for approximating polynomial: P(x) 9 P(y)with

tu) =(Pl(u) P2 (u) ri-(u) P4 (u) P5 (u)) 3.31]

witi u - x,y and G is the array of the values that the function G assumes in the nodes of the lattice, the equaion
13.301 becomes:

f G( y) exp [jk0(az + 6y) dx dy = J(x)exp(jkiax)dx f (y)exp(jk.O y)dy 13.321

At this point, integrat.ons are performed on the obtained polynomial espression. When an integration subdo-
main is clipped by the shadow boundary or by intersection line between two objects, the shape is approximated
by . . olygon and an inttgration procedure based on a triangle decomposition is used. The RCS value of an
aircraft structure like that shown in fig.[3.31 has been computed for the wanted cut angles and frequency ra ge.

S:tB•0ýc ArNGLE lo

-40@ OR_______

A 0"
Fig. 4. 1: RCS calculation of a simple shape constituted of a cone,

Fig. 3.3: Aircraft bicubic spline reconstruction by means of COBRA a clinder and a semispherr.
0 r 20 20

7--I - -----

-900 0 -60 00 -30.00 0 30.0, 60 00 90, -0 O00 -60 0 -30 00 0 30.00 60 00 90.

'scect (Jeqrees) Asqect (degrees)

Fig, 4.2: Comparion between calculated (dotted line) and measured Fig. 4.3: Comparison between calculated (dotted line) and measured

RCS (full line ) for a cone, cylinder and semisphere. RCS (full line ) for a stealth prototype.

Vlow

Fig. 4.4: Stealth prototype imaging from computed data.
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4. Numerical and experimental results
The results of computer code COBRA, have been tested with measurements carried out in ALENIA RCS facility
for a class of simple conducting objects consisting of a cylinder capped by a cone and a semisphere. These test
bodies well adapt to provide reference scattering signature in order to compare computer with experimental
results, as shown in [101 .
The RCS measurements were made with a HP8510 network analyzer in a 24 m long, 14 m. wide and 9
m. high anechoic chamber, with a serrated edge reflector [11]. The test model, supported on a positioner,
is illuminated by the signal coming from the generator through a transmitting antenna; the signal scattered
back, sum of several contributions besides the signal from the target, such as coupling between transmitting
and receiving antennas and unwanted reflections from the test range, is cleaned throught software gating and
calibration procedures. Fig. 4 .1 shows the calculated RCS at 24 GHz versus aspect angles for such a body
with cone aperture of 36 degree, sphere radius of 100 mm and total length of 1m. While at zero degree is
visible the scattering of the tip of the cone, at 90 and 180 degrees the cylinder and semisphere's scattering is
shown. In fig. 4.2, the comparison between calculated (dotted line) and measured (continue line) values for
a body with cone aperture of 20 degrees is represented: the agreement is quite good until 40 dB under the
peak[12J. The RCS has been calculated by means of COBRA program also for more complex objects like parts
or full body of EFA metallic aircraft or of some RPV. These results cannot be reported in this paper because
classified. The RCS of simplified stealth prototype (fig. 4.3 ) has been calculated and measured in anechoic
room: the r'-mparison of the obtained results shows a quite good agreement in spite of the presence in the
measured n o.tl of several cracking and absorber material near the edges.
Fig. 4.4 re1. esents, instead, a 2D imaging of this prototype coming from calculated data: the RCS centers,
represented with different colours with respect RCS magnitudes, are shown versus range and cross range
dimensions. This particular technique can improve the reduction techniques keeping into account the position
of significant scatterers in the model.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, the scattering phenomena from complex targets are studied by means of a computer code,
COBRA, based on Physical Optics approach. From the geometrical model of the target, coming from a
3D CAD system, a suitable electromagnetic model is generated through a spline representation. Besides,
significative properties of the target, like curvature or wedges, are keeping into account in the 1:1 mapping
of the electromagnetic model to a st parametric plane. The numerical approach is based on Physical Optics
integral equation which is solved using a modified Ludwig technique with error control. The approach is
versatile and has no limitation on parameters, as target size and shape, and does not require extensive computer
time waste. Because no informations can be supplied on the depolarization of the scattered wave and only
metallic bodies scattering can be computed, further theoretical improvments are needed in these fields.
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DISCUSSION

P. H. Pathak, US
Can you explain the reason for the noticeable discrepancy between your PO-based

scattering calculations for the "prototype stealth" model and the corresponding measure-ments?

Author's Reply
This discrepancy is due to two factors: the first is the ripple in the measurement in an old

Alenia anechoic room, where measure-ments were performed two years ago, all about 40 dB
below the maximum. With the anechoic room presented at the end of the paper this problem is
being overcome. The second reason is because the stealth prototype was modelled as a single
body with the splines; for a correct value of the RCS prediction with the PO technique we have to
use at least a subdivision of the model in three bodies in the modelling.
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MESURES DE SURFACES EQUIVALENTES HADAR EN VHF/UHF

Jacques SAGET
DASSAULT ELECTRONIQUE

55, Quai Marcel DASSAULT
92214 SAINT CLOUD - FRANCE

I) INTRODUCTION: Radars VHF et UHF Parallklement au developpement de ces futurs radars,
de nouveaux problkmes se posent aux utilisateurs et
concepteurs de vdhicules militaires (missiles

Les scientifiques et techniciens charg~s de ddvelopper nucicaires ou avions de combat) :peu de donne~es
les radars du futur semblent s'int,6resser de plus en experimentales fiables sont disponibles pour
plus aux bandes de frequence VHF et UHF (100 A caracteriser La signature radar des cibles en
1000 MHz). Quelques systemes existent depuis VHF/UHF.
plusieurs edecadles, particulierement c6td sovidtique, et
sont utilises pour Is veille lointaine et lalerte avanc~e Ces mesures de SER sont pourtant ne'cessaires pour
contre les missiles ABM. d~terminer Ia d~tectabilit6 d'un porteur face A un

systkme 6quipe d'un radar decimetrique, et surtout
Pour les applications militaires tactiques et pour entreprendre des travaux d'extension de la plage
strat~giques, I utilisatioin de ces bandes basses offrent de discretion radar des a~ronefs et en optimiser
certains avantages: I'emploi tactique. Les concepteurs de radar dtant

e6galement demandeurs, pour d'autres raisons, de
- les cibles, avions ou missiles, r~putees furtives dans mesures de SER leur permettant d'utiliser des

les bandes hyperfrequences (frequences supdrieures systkmes de reconnaissance de signatures.
A 1 GHz) deviennent detectables en V/UHF. En
effet, les dimensions proches des longueurs d'onde Le manque de donndes pr~cises de Surface
utilis~es (0,3 Ak 3 m~tes) et des phenomenes de Equivalente Radar (RCS) est dfi essentiellement A la
r~sonnances electromagnetiques ont tendance A rarete des bases de mesures fonictionnant aux
augmenter Ia reflectivitk des objets. D'autre part, freqjuences infe-rieures hi 1 GHz.
l'e fficacite des matdriaux absorbants ou Lefaible nombre actuel de bases de mesure de SER en
dielectriques, utilisds pour r~duire Ia signature VH.F/UHF s'explique par 1'emmergence du besoin
radar des a~ronefs, est considerablement d~gradee, mais surtout par la difficult6 de realisation et
toujours it cause des lonpueurs d'ondes tr~s grandes d'exploitation de ce genre dlinstallation.
devant I'6paisseur electrique des materiaux,

-les antennes utilisdes par les radars V/UHF sont 2) PROBLEMES LIES AUX MESURES D)E SER EN
co~istituees de cellules actives r~parties sur des VHF/UHF
surfaces au sol atteignant plusieurs hectares et
assemblees en reseau A balayage electrique A grand
gain. Les puissances utilisables A ces frequences et De nombreuses bases de mesure de SER existent et
dans des bandes 6troites sont tres importantes, pour continuent de se developper dans le monde, de

chacun des 6l6ments du reseau, ce qui permet diffirentes dimensions et de types diff~rents
d'obtenir des puissances rayonn~es 6lev~es dans un (cornpactes, espace libre, eclairement direct ... ), pour
angle de couverture de l'espace tres large. Cette des fr~quences de fonctionnement generalement
structure de r~seau actif A balayage electronique comprises entre 2 et 18 GHz, parfois 1 hA 40 GHz ou
permet des reconfigurations trebs rapides Le mdme 1 A 100 GHz.
digramines d'antennes, procurant au radar une tr~s
grande efficacitA6 de surveillance de l'espace avec Lextension en frequence d'une decade suppli~mentaire
une fiabilite6 de fonctionnement 6lev~ee our une pour couvrir Ia gamine 0,1 A 1 GHz est treas delicate et
faible vulnerabilith du systAme. En effet, du fait de parfois incompatible d'Ln fonctionnement facilement
Ia r~partition g~ograpbique des 6l4ments actifs de reconfigurable en SHF (1 A 40 0Hz).
l'antenne sur une tr~s grande surface au sol,
l'ensemble de I'antenne est difficilement Un inconvenient des bases de mesure interieures,
destructible par des munitions ennemies. La mise install6es dans des chambres anechoides de
hors service, par agreasion hostile ou panne dimensions forc~ment limities est Ia difficulte de
technique de quelques cellules actives de l'antenne, r~aliser des mesures sur des objets de grandes
ne produit qu'un fonictionnement ddgradi6 du dimensions, tels que avions de combat A 6chelle r~elle.
systkme qui reste efficace. De plus, lea missiles anti- Lea m~thodes de meaures sur maquettes A eche" e
radar A guidage passifasont difficilement r6alisables rdduite, tr~s utilia~es en ondes centim~triques ou
en raison des dimensions d'antennes, incompatibles millim~trigues, sont difficilement applicables ici car
d'un systkiemde faible volume. lea mat~risux utilis~s pour Ia confection de Ia

maquette doivent pr~senter le m~ine facteur d'echelle
-Ia propagation dans lea bandes VHF et UHF eat peu pour t~outes lea caracthristiques 6lectromagnetiques
sensible aux phenomknes atmosphdriques telles que (permittivitA e, perm~abi litA magn~tique p, resistivitk
neige, pluie ou vapeur d'eau (nuages). D'autre part, p) d~finiasant les imp~dances dd surface. Cette
le terme d'attknuation naturelle en X2 de l'6quation contrainte, de premi~re importance pour Ia validitk du
du radar eat encore un 6l6ment favorable A modole, conduit souvent htdes matkriaux inexistants.
l'utilisation des bandes mnktriques et decim~triques. Lea difficulte6s de realisation (oii de modification) d'une

Ces radars VHF/UHF du futur semblent donc base de mesure de SER (RCS) fonctionnant entre
prosenter de nombreux avantages, avec pour 100 MHz et 1 GHz sont li~es aux 6l4ments suivants:
application principale lea stations fixes. -ss~edluiain

-fouillisambiant,

instrumentation,
-traitement.
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2.1) SYSTEME DILLUMINATION Un des problemes pos4es par l'utilisation de cette
antenne LPDA pour Is mesure de SER est lid b, sa

Danstou le syt~ms d meurede ERcetstructure piriodique -. le centre de ?base de
Danstouslessystmesde msurede ER, el antenne se deplace de larri~re vera 1 avant de

element regit Ia qualit6 et la validit6 des lantenne lorsque Ia fr~quence croit. Le
mesures. En effet, Ia notion de SER est li~e A une deplacement du centre de phase en fonction de Ia
illumination de la cible sous teat par une onde frAe quence, ou phenom~ne de dipesivtAs
plane, c'est-&-dire que Ia cible doit Wte dclair~e tra duit pour lea mesures de S R par une
par une onde electromagn~tique ayaflt Ia minme diminution de la distance apparente antenne-
amplitude et Ia meme phase en tous points d'un cible lorsque Ia frdquence augmente, d'une
plan de Ia cible normal A la direction de quantith plusieurs fois auperieure A Ia longueur
propagation, physique de l'antenne.

Ce critere de planeite de londe eat lid au Toutes ces considerations de qualitk de champ et
diagramme de rayonnement du syst~me de variation de centre de phase de l'antenne
d'illum ination pour Va i~tude et aux doivent 6tre prises en compte pour definir une
dimensions transverses de 1acible et A 1a base de mesure de SER en VHF/UHF et dana Ia
distance antenne/cible pour Ia phase, dana le cas plupart des cas le systeme realisable eat une
d'une source d'illumination ponctuelle somme de compromis entre lea differents
rayonnant une onde sphdrique. parametes, Ia rincipale limitation e6tant

d ndralement Ia dIstance de test. Des 1: soins de
Lea defauts de6clairement se traduisent, sur lea 5iscrdtion peuvent m~ine imposer l'ut~tisation
relev~s de diagrammes de retrodiffusion, par des d'une base int~rieure dA-jh existante mais non
zero ou creux th~oriques de SER mesures A des rvepuunfctoemtenVFU .
positions angulaires d~placdea et k des niveauxprueorunfctneetenVFU .
de creux beaucoup momns prononces que la valeur Deux cas de transformation de bases existantes
r~elle. ont Wt dtudi~s recemment par DASSAULT

- done uncrit~e deELECTRONIQUE et l'une des etudes W'est
Une formule approch4e dneu rtr e conc' ue par Ia r~alisation et lexploitation du
qualitk de planeitk en phase du champ 6lectrique systme de mesure, dont certains resultats aont
rayonn46 par une source ponctuelle: presentks plus loin.

n ~2W
84 = 8 22.5* si x 2.2) FOUILLIS AMBIANT

avec x distance de teat antenne/cible, D'un point de vue economique, l'utilisation d'une
D: plus grande dimension de Ia cible, base de mesure de SER prevue pour unA : Ion gueur d'onde consid~r~e. fonctionnement A des frequences superieures A1

Des esues e bone recsion(5 1, dBGHz eat intAressante pour lea raisons suivantes:

d'erreur) demanderaient une plan~it6 en phase 8,p utilisation des locaux ou sites protegds
meilleure que 10 degr~s, soit une distance de (securitk et intemperies),

5D)2
mesure -A, )ar exemple x = 15 mn pour une -utilisation d'operateura dejA formeds,

cible de largeur D =3 mn meauree A 100 MHz et -utilisation de parties d'instrument~ation
x = 150 m A I10Hz. existante et d e materiels et logiciels

Lea techniques de base compacte, tres utilisees informatiques disponibles,
aux frequences supdrieures A 1 GHz, et qui -utilisation d'un positionneur de cible special
permettent de recr~er lea conditions pour mesures de SER, dejA existant et adaptd6
d'6clairement en champ lointain sur des aux cibles dgalement testees en SHF (> 1
distances de l'ordre de 10 A 20 mn sont peu 0Hz).
utilisables en VHF[UHF car lea rdflecteurs et
leurs traitements de bords atteindraient des L'adaptation aux mesures VHF/UHF d'une base
dimensions prohibitives en raison des longueurs de mesure existante n~cessite quelques
d'ondes consider6es. anienagements, en particulier Ia mise en place

Le ritre e lanitAdo hap e amlitdedu systkme d'6clairement, qui doivent autant que
conduit Ai utiliser des antennes Ai diagramme pssaibl e pemettre Ian r'ueoniurVation desI
large arin de maintenir l'objet sous test dana la station de mrqesure dana 'uneloue autres de
partie du lobe de rayonnement principal de bnedfeunenulusers
I'antenne ouj Ia puissance rayonn~e eat constante.
Une variation en amplitude de 1 dB le long de Ia La cohabitation entre lea systkmes d'eclairement
surface de Ia cible sous teat eat Ia lmite toldrable SHF et UHF eat particuli~rement difficile dana
pour obtenir des mesures prdcises A ± 1,5 dB. le cas d'un syat~me SHF en base compacte oti lea
Toutes lea conditions de champ doivent Wte rdflecteurs sont des 6l4ments pratiquement
maintenues dana toute Ia bande de frequence impossible A d~placer.
conaidkr~e, soit Ia dicade 0. 1 A I GHz.

Lea considerations de largeur de faisceso dana
une bande de froquence itendue lirnite le choix
de source d'illumination A I'utilisation
d'antennes A structure peiriodique, de type

srrl tsurtout Log-pi-riodique A dipbles
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Mais l'inconv~nient majeur des mesures de SER 2.3) METHODES DE REDUCTION DU FOUILLIS
en VHF/UHF dans une base dimensionn~e pour DE MESURE
les fr~quences supe6rieures A 1 ou 2 GHz est le
niveau tr~s 6lev6 du foujillis en provenance des
parois de Is base de mesure. En effet, les Une analyse temporelle du foujillis d'une base de
mathriaux absorbants de forme pyramidale ou en mesure de SER fonctionnant en VHF/UHF,
coins (wedges) oat une efficacith, ou r~flectivith, effectuee A l'aide d'instrumentation de mesure de

T r~flectivitd temporelle (Time Domain
1iieeau rapport -, paisseur d'absorbant A Ia Reflectometry), permet de localiser les

diff~rentes sources de r~flexion ou de diffraction.
longeur d'onde X et & l'angle d'incidence de P'onde be ph~nomene de dispersivitk de l'antenne Log-
electromagnetique. En valeurs typiques, Ia periodi que utilisee rend plus complexe
reflectivite d'un absorbant pyramidal, en I identification physique des centres de
incidence normale, est de - 40 dB diffraction puisque lea distances apparaissent

T r diffdrentes suivant Ia fr~quence dZ'obervation.
pou 2Ttt eA-15d or 01 Cette dispersion rend, par ailleurs, pratiquement

pour- =2 etomba- 1dB our = ,15inutilisables les syst~mes de rdflectom~trie
Ces valeurs sont applicables, par exemple, ai une temporelle utilisant Ia transformide de Fourrier
chambre an~choide recouverte de pyramides de inverse frequence-temps, qu font apparaltre
30 cm, dont Is r~flectivith est -.40 dA A 2 GHz et compl~tement dtalds dans le temps des dchos
- 15 dB A 200 MHz. Les chambres dites ponctuels.
"11anechoiques" deviennent tr~s refl6chissantes
dana Ia gamme de fr~quence qui nous intdresse et
crddent un niveau de fouillis generalement non a) La premiere ide de r~duction du fouillis est
uniforme en distance puisque Iangle d'incidence de limiter Ia somme des signaux p resents A
entre antenne et parois de chaxnbre vanie. Les lentree du recepteur de mesure A a tanche
panneaux d'absorbant etant g~neralement colles distance contenant Ia cible sous test. Le
sur des parois metalliques planes, une moyen le plus simple est donc d'utiliser un
reflectivite6 r~duite A 15 dB eut conduire A des systme de mesure de SER equivalent au
niveaux apparents de SE Rde chambre, ou classique radar A impulsions mais avec une
fouillis, supf6rieur A 10 metres carres en dessous position de cible connue et fire.
de 200 MHz, pour une chambre fonctionnant
parfaitement A 2 GHz, avec une SER de - 40 Dana le cas d'une base de mesure inthrieure,
dBsm ou momns. donc de dimensions limitees, la selection

distance par d~coupe temporelle passe par
Vis A vis de la mesure de SER, le fouillis peut l'utilisation d'impulsions et de porte distance
Wte d~fini comme Ia somxne des signaux pr~sents de quelques dizaines de nanosecondes.
A l'entr~e du r~cepteur ne provenant pas de Ia Compte-tenu de l'utilisation d'une fr~quence
cible sous test. 11 s'agit donc d'une combinaison porteuse comprise entre 0,1 et 1 TH z, Is
vectorielle, quasi d eterministe, de signaux SAn~ration de trains d'impulaions courtes et A
d'ori gi n es tres dil.erses :couplage fronts de transitions trts courts (2 A 3ns) pose
emission/reception par le ysteme d'antenne, des probl~mes technologiques et de thdorie du
TOS antennes, fuites RF d'instrumentation, signal. D'une part, le spectre viddo de Ia
r~trodiffusion par le positionneur de cible, Ia decoupe et le spectre dmis se chevauchent aux
chambre anechoide ... fr'quences basses et d'autre p art le spectre

subiut un repliement autour de ]a fr~quence
Comme indique par lea chiffres donn~s en nulle, cc qui rend difficile Ia s~lection des
exemple ci-dessus, Ic niveau de SER parasite dfi raies utiles par le r~cepteur de mesure. Lea
au fouillis eat tro~s 46levd alors que leon peut Wte commutateurs RF rapides A diodes PIN ont
amen6 A 6valuer des cibles particulierement g~ndralement des fuites de commande vid~o
discr~tes, de niveau infdrieur A - 40 dBsm. On qui superposent au signal RF ddcoupd des pics
voit done que le fouillis eat le facteur limitant Ia transitoires dont l'amplitude cr~te A cr~te
prkcision de mesure de SER puisquc, dana atteint parfois 8 A 10 volta, aur 50 0.
, exemple ci-desaus, on a un rapport signal sun

fouillis de - 50 dB. be rapport signal sun bruit b pcr ecssgaxprstscnin
W'est, en g~neral, pas limitatif car il eat Le spcmoatrdeaAcer sgiealvarsiesuaqu'A500

4An~ralement possible d'augpnenter Ia puissance de ou 600 Mli , inverse du empode ju ontAe50
t mission, en particulier dana lea bandes de60 ~z( i'muli nves)u.ep e in

V/UHF oih Is technologie n'est pab tris cofiteuse. d 'muso)

Dassault Electnoniq ue a developpe une unite
de d~coupe spkciafe pour mesures de SER

En plus de l'augmentation de rdflectivith des entre 100 MHz et 1 GHz, deatinde A
absorbants hyperfrdquence en VHF/UHF, lea transformer un syst~me d'analyseur de
antennes utiliskea, AqIarg bande passante, de riseau vectoriel CW (HP 8510B) en radar A
type log-pdriodique, poss~dent un faisceau tris impulsions courtes (!s 10 ns). La d~coupe
large (tyrpiquement ± 60* A - 3 dB) conduisant A d'6miasion et Ia porte distance de r~ception
un 6clairement A tr~s fort niveau des paroia de Ia sont effectu~ea par des commutatturb rapides
chambre andchoide ou du aol dana une base MMIC A l'Arsdniure de Galluim (Ga As) dont
exthricure. lea fuites viddo ne d~passent pas Aulýe

La r~duction du fouillia eat done le soucis un choir judicieux des fr~quences d'6mission
principal des ingdnieura demandant des mesures en fonction de Ia langeur des impulsiona et de
de SER priciues dans les bandea VHF/UHF. leur frdquence de r~currence, cc syst~me

permet d'effectuer des meaures de bonne
qualitA (± 1,5 dB de 200 A 1000 Mliz) A des
niveaux proches de - 30 dBam, dana une
chambre antchoide hyperfrdquence. Une
technique particulitre d'acquisition des
meaures en fonction de I& frdquence dolt Wte
utilis~e afin de compenser le d~placement du
centre de phase de l'antenne.
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b) La m~thode de r~duction du foujillis par 2) Dana le cas d'une cible de tres grandes
selection temporelle ne permet pas d'annuler dimensions, comme un avion de chasse, par
les echos parasites en provenance de exemple, l'installation de lI& cibic est longue
reflecteurs situ~s A une distance dlectrique et il n'est donc guere envisageable d'obtenir
6gale A celle de la cible sous test et ]a une soustraction vectorielle tres impartante,
contribution de cette tranche distance peut d'autant plus que Ia cible elle-m~me crene un
Wte considdrable. On trouve en particulier le tr~s fort couplage avec I'environnement (avec
signal diffracth par le positionneur ou suppart le positionneur, masquage des parties
de cible. On utilise, pour reduire le fouillis derri~re ]a cible ... ). En revanche lea niveaux
dana le volume distance s~lectionne, une de SER de la cible et de l'environnement sont
methode de soustraction vectorielle tr~s diffirents par rapport au cas pr~cddent:
supposant une stabilith teprle A moyen
terme du fouillis et I'absnc e couplage -environnement toujours voisin de + 10
entre Ia cible et son environnement. Cette dBsm,
methode necessite 3 essais diff~rents pour
obtenir un r6sultat de mesure de SER calibre cible Z 10 dBsm.
en metres carr6s :

-meaure de l'environnement seul (chaxnbre Une soustraction de l'ordre de 10 dB serait
vide) -* CV, alors suffisante pour dliminer l'influence de ln

tranche distance incluant la cible, le
-mesure d'un etalon de reference, dans le positionneur en particulier, & condition, bien

mfime environnement -. E + cv1, sfkr d'utiliser une instrumentation d~coupde
qui r6duira le fouillis ext6rieur au volume de

-mesure de Ia cible et de I'environnement -*test.

C + CV,.
On calcule alors, 111) EXPERIMENTATION

(C +CV") -CV C
o~ -= E~

m (E +CV') -CV t iE h En applicant les principes ddveloppes ci-dessus, des
avec Eth Ia SER theorique de 1'etalon de mesures exp~rimentales ant 6th men(!es afin cee
rekference, en m~tres carr~s. qualifier Is. mnthode et l'installat'Lon.

Tous les termes sont complexes. Le systkme utilisd e6tait le suivant:

On voit donc que cette methode permet, en cabea~hiedl n(atx1 n(ag)
theorie, N'limination du fouillis et une bonne atnelgproiu ioaiain
prdcision de mesure resultant de l'excellent -atnelgproiu ioaiain
rapport signal/fouillis obtenu. -instrumentation: analyseur de reseau vectoriel

Suivant les applications, cette methode de uniIPded85 upe1asal
soustraction vectorielle est plus ou mains Elcrniqu e T~oueDas-10(0,2
nicessaire, applicable et efficace. watts),

1) Dans le cas d'une cible de petites dimensions,-cauaer stiodervilH9003,
gdneralement de SER faible (- 30 d~sm par -logiciel: Dassault Electronique Marinas pour
exemple) mesuree dans une chambreacustoriemn tgapqe.
an~choide pour hyperfrdquence dont leacustoraemnegrpie.
niveau de foujillis brut moyen serait de l'ordre Le choix de la distance d'46clairement (antenne-
de + 10 dBsm, une mesure de pricision cible) r~sulte d'un comproniis, pour une cible de
acceptable (± 1,5 dB), n~cessite une dimensions donn~es, entre Ia qualit&6 du champ
efficacite de soustraction vectorielle electrique et la siparation des 46chos rdels,
superieure A 50 dB por obtenir un rapport rdsultant d'une illumination directe de Ia cible et
signal/fouillis de 10 dB. d'6chos fantbimes dCxs A une illumination de Ia cible

par des trajets multiples rdfldchis par les parois de
La soustraction vectorielle dait etre telle que: Fa chambre, peu absorbantes & ces Ir~uences.

10 log aC-- V - 50dB. Pour une distance de mesure de 7,5 mnet une zone
CV de mesure de 1,50 mn de profondeur, Ia dure~e des

impulsions; utilis~es est 15 ns, pour une porte de
Ce chiffre exige une tr~s haute stabilit6 de r~ception de 40 ns et une frdquence de r~currence
i'ensemble de Ia base de mesure entre lea de 2,2 MHz.
deux acquisitions CV et CV" dont lea
variations d'amplitude et phase doivent 6tre La mesure compl~te eat effectu~e en 3 essais,
inftrieures A0,01 dBet 0,2 , ce qui exige: comme ddcrit en 2.3.b et Ia meme procddure

d'acquisition de Ia puissance recue en fonction de Is
-stabilit4 de l'instrumentation (gains, fr6quence eat utiliske pour chaque essai, avec

phase. fr~quence ... ), correction du d6placement du centre de phase de

-stabilitk du fouillis : pas de mouvements aneeencusdcqito.
de Venvironnement (dilatations thermi- On obtient alors lea fichiers vectoriela C(f). CV(f) et
ques fasibles). EMf et Ia r~ponse th6orique Eth(f) de l'dtalon de

Cette qualith de soustraction de - 50 dB eat SER, une sphi~re de 20" de diamktre, eat calcul6e.
rdalisable, dana I& pratiq ue, quand il eat
possible d'eff'ectuer toutes lea acquisitions de
meaure de cible et d'environnement en un
temps r~duit (inftrneur A 4 heures) et sans
modification de I'environnement.
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La fr~quence est balayce entre 100 et 1000 MHz, FIGURII UESURNZ TALONNRU BRUTR

avec acquisition de 201 points de mesure. Ce VN ýMA"U
balayage en fr~quence permet d'acqudrir une DO I Z RPNSK ICOM
r~ponse flne dans toute la bande VHF/UJHF mais
dgalement, par traitement FFT, d'obtenir une
rdsolution temporelle supdrieure A ce que permet la -

ddcoupe temporelle :17 cmn contre 2,25 mn en
impulsions. j

Les traitements effectu6s par le logiciel sur lea s---
fichiers bruts sont donc:

C(f) - CV)-
calcul de o(f) = .Et(f)

E(f) -CV(f) '

Transform~e de Fourrier inverse: F- [o(f)j = o(t)

S6lection distance, par logiciel, de la zone d'espace - ------- - -

limit~e aux dimensions de la cible, soit [ti, t2] dans
le domaine temporel -

0(t) x ...L.(t1.t,) 9 5 t
Transformde de Fourrier: o() M Fla 01() WPL4

Ce traitement logiciel permet d'obtenir une
s~lection distance dliminant in plupart des Echos -'

paraait~s dfis aux illuminations de la cible par des 'i

traets multiples. fjGUflS LUPONS UnQMPOIL hOI

Des essais de qualification de la base out dtd I I
effectu~s par mesure d'une sphitre de diam~tre i Vso P
moyen (6'), calibr~e avec une sphire de 20" et par .-- ------

comparaison entre la mesure et le calcul thdonique

de la ~onse de la sphkre, dana la bande 100a A_______

La sphitre parfaitement conductrice est-------------- -

pratiguement le seul objet dont la r~ponse
thdorique exacte eat connue & toutes lea - - - - --

frdquences; c'est i'une des raisons pour lesquelles-
cette cible eat largement utilisde pour la----------------
calibration des mesures de SER. /\ A

Lea courbes montrent que la pr~cision de meaure 4 V
obtenue dana lea conditions d~crites ci-dessus
atteint ± 1 dB, dana la bande 1W0950 MHz, pour L. I- -

an niveau de SER aussi bas que - 30dBsm (h200
MHz).- - -
Le fouillia brut de l'installation, & 200 MHz, atteint+ 5 dBsm. I_________

IV) CONCLUSION
FIG!VU3. RSPONfu F3EQUENTIULLE

Le diveloppment des futurs radars VHF/UJHF a APR= FIULT"GI KAMM
crdd des beoins en mesures de SER dana ces-
bandes et peu d'installations sont actuellement
capables et disponibles pour effectuer des mesures
de qualit# sur des cibles furtives. Des mesures dana
des bases exiatantes, pr~vues pour un
fonctionnement au-dessus de 2 GHz, peuvent
donner des rdsultats trft satisfaisants, A condition
d'utiliiner une instrumentation, une m~thode et des K - -- - -

traitements approprits afin de r~duire le fouillis
dont le niveau eat Wei important, et constitue
souvent la cible la plus "visible" contenue dana la
base de meaure.
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DISCUSSION

F. CHRISTOPHE (FR)
Lanielioration de sensibilite par soustraction, de l'echo de chambre que vous
presentez nWest elle pas lktnitee par les termes non additlfs (le, couplage entre la
chambre et la cible) qul risquent d'etre knporitits i ces fr~quences pour lesquelles -
comrne vous lavez indiquet - la chaxnbre nWest pas trds andchoique?

AUI-1-ORS REPLY
La distance antenne-cible et les parametres de decoupe temnporelle (largeur
d'impulsion et de fenetre de reception) sent choisis en fonction de la largeur de cible
et des dimensions de la chambre an6choique afin de separer le plus possible les
6chos principaux des 6chos parasites dans le domaine temporel. Le traitement
temporel par FFT permet une selection assez fine (resolution -17cmn) en complement
de la selection effectu~e par la decoupe impulsionnelle.

E. SCHWEICHER (BE)

J'ai beaucoup apprecit votre expose tres cart~sien qui m'hispire deux questions:

1. Quel recepteur coherent utiliscz-vous?

2. Vous avez parle de siphdricitit et de iplan~itt de Ilonde dlillunination. Est-ce lrune
ou l'autre et si vous utilisez une onde d'illumination sph~rique faites-vous une
correction pour en tirer les resultats valables pour une onde d'illumiination plane?

ALTrHOR'S REPLY
1. Le itcepteur coherent utilis6 est un analyseur de rsesau vectoriel HP8510OB (20
MHz) precede d'un convertisseur A melange direct incorpor6 au materiel de decoupe
(D.E. TD 1-10).

2. L'onde utilis6e lors des essais est sph6rique et aucune correction n'cst effectude.
La correction est delicate car le rayon de sphtricit6 varie avec la frequence, du fait de
lutilisation de rantenne log-periodlque.
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Two-Dimensional Signal Processing for Airborne MTI
by

Richard Klemm
Joachim Ender

FGAN-FFM
Neuenahrer Sir. 20

D 5307 Wachtherg 7

1. INTRODUCTION MTI systems of ground based radar discriminate between
Thi- paper gives an overview over the field of airborne MTI moving and stationary targets by use of their Doppler fre-
systems (AMTI). For introduction, the problems of airborne quencies. Ground clutter is centered about Doppler zero
MTI is pointed out. Well-known techniques such as conven- while moving targets exhibit a Doppler frequency different
tional MTI and DPCA (displaced phase center antenna) are from zero. The clutter portion may be removed by a notch
briefly described. Then the authors give a prospective view filter operating on successive echo pulses. The remaining
of future AMTI-techniques, including an overview of their Doppler target can then be detected by threshold comparison.
own work on novel algorithms (TASTE = Techniques for
Airborne Slow Target Extraction). Although airborne radar is If the radar is moving, then both clutter and target are Dopp-
particularly addressed in this paper, the results may, with ler shifted. The clutter echoes are more or less white withinsome modifications, be applied to other moving sensor con- the bandlimits given by the beamwidth and the platform
figurations, such as active sonar, spaceborne radar, and Syn- speed. In addition, the clutter background can be considered
thetic Aperture Radar (SAR). The paper is intended to be tu- omnidirectional, i.e., spatially white. So, what is the clue to
torial and gives an overview over the state of the art in AM77 discriminate a Doppler target from a background that is white
techniques. Readers interested in more details are referred to in time and space? The answer is simple: Echoes from sta-
the references given below. tionary clutter show a one-to-one correspondence between

azimuth and Doppler frequency while for a moving target
The motion of the radar platform causes clutter returns to be Doppler frequency and azimuth are independent.
Doppler coloured. The Doppler frequency of an echo due to
an individual clutter patch is proportional to the azimuth of Let us consider Fig. 1 for illustration. It shows a two-dimen-
the scatterer relative to the radar and the platform velocity. sional clutter plot with the clutter power plotted versus azi-
Instead of a single spectral line at zero Doppler frequency (as muth and Doppler frequency (or velocity). Due to the one-to-
in case of groundbased radar) clutter echoes received by a one correspondence between azimuth and Doppler the clutter
moving radar show a certain Doppler bandwidth determined power is distributed along the diagonal of the v-q-plane. The
by the platform velocity and the antenna beamwidth. Targets clutter spectrum is modulated by the antenna directivity pat-
whose radial velocity is lower than the platform speed am tern. Moving targets may appear anywhere in the plane. Fast
buried in the clutter band. For any look direction other i a targets fall into the antenna sidelobe region and can be detec-
perpendicular to the flight direction (squint angle) the It )- ted by use of a temporal filter. For optimum clutter suppres-
ler spectrum is shifted by an amount proporational to the sine sion, the filter characteristics should be the inverse clutter
of the squint angle. spectrum projected onto the time axis, as depicted below.

Ilnw-l " cuh~r wdf I ----- f. v restor of a
*MHWM er wmperm OW

1 1
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Slow targets, however, fall into the main beam clutter and In Fig. 2c the motion induced phase shift is compensated for
will be suppressed by the broad notch of the inverse filter. by an electronical DPCA-technique (Ref. 1, pp. 16-10).
Applying a narrow notch filter would result in imperfect This is done by adding two correction patterns c1 and c2 in
clutter rejection. the way shown in Fig. 2c. The required correction signals are

obtained from the output of a monopulse difference channel,
The obvious solution of this problem is a time-space filter ) multiplied by a constant factor to match to the actual plat-
indicated by the hatched strip (footprint of time-space filter) form speed. No loss has to be taken into account because any
in Fig. 1. This footprint is to indicate a notch along the echo pulse can be used for forward and backward compensa-
course of the space-time clutter spectrum. With such a filter tion. This technique depends very much on the shape of the
the slow target inside the main lobe clutter can be detected. difference pattern. Usual tapering techniqes to obtain low si-
In the following we focus on such two-dimensional clutter delobes may distort the correction patterns so that degrada-
filters. tion of the clutter cancellation occurs.

A similar approach for use with array antennas is given in2. TACCAR and DPCA Ref. 5. Two sets of beamformer coefficients applied to the
TACCAR (time-averaged-clutter coherent airborne radar, s. TACCAR-corrected array are optimised in such a way thatRef. 1, pp. 15-61) is a phase locked loop to compensate for correction patterns as shown in Fig. 2c minimise the clutter
the mean Doppler frequency due to a squint angle. Phase ad-
vances between subsequent echo samples are used to control
the coherent oszillator in such a way that the Doppler
spectrum is centered about Doppler zero. Clutter locking as 3. TASTE
described in Ref. 2 is basically the same as TACCAR, howe- The TASTE algorithms (TASTE = technique for airborne
ver implemented in the base band. slow -target extraction) are related to DPCA in that several

sensors are used for platform motion compensation. TheDPCA techniques (4isplaced phase centre antenna) are well- philosophy, however, is different. In DPCA the platform
know techniques for compensation of the motion induced ef- motion is compensated for explicitly whereas TASTE algo-
fect on the clutter bandwidth. For illustration let us consider rithms use the received data and remove the influence of plat-
Fig. 2a. Two subsequent echo samples E1 and E2 due to an form motion via adaptive 2D-clutter filtering (time-space ge-
individual scatterer exhibit a phase advance which is propor- neralisations of sidelobe cancellation techniques). It ha., been
tional to the azimuth angle and the platform speed. The total shown that TASTE compensate for the motion induced phase
of all phase shifts due to an omnidirectional background form shifts as shown in Fig. 2d, s. Ref. 7. Compared with DPCA,
a Doppler broadband clutter echo. There are two basic DPCA TASTE has a number of attractive properties:
principles which are outlined briefly in the following.

* No TACCAR loop for main beam mean Doppler correc-In Refa. 1, pp. 16-8, and 4 the platform motion is compensa- tion is required
ted by switching two strongly overlapping subapertures bet- * No external estimates of the platform speed (e.g. via INS)
ween any two successive pulses. If the displacement of the are necessary
two phase centres is matched to the platform velocity and the * The PRF has not to be synchronised with the platform
PRF then the array seems to be fixed for the duration of one speed as in case of Ref. 5
pulse interval. The disadvantage of this technique is that only * Antenna concepts using either antenna arrays or reflector
every second pulse can be used for target detection which antenna/auxiliary sensor configurations are possible (Ref.
means a loss of 3 dB. Technical problems might occur be- 18)
cause the PRF has to be synchronized to the platform speed * The number of sensors and echo pulses involved can be
and the phase centre displacement which may require adap- chosen arbitrarily (most DPCA-techniques involve only
tive control of the PRF by use of an inertial navigation sy- two pulses)
stem. The main beam mean Doppler must be corrected by a 0 Platform motion and perturbations of the flight path can
TACCAR loop.
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be compensated for becomes expensive, and, in addition, the convergence of the

Even with a linear array, small velocity components per- adaptive loop may be poor. In Refs. 8 and 9 pre-transform

pendicular to the flight path can be compensated for, s. processors are described, s. Fig. 3b. By use of a suitable pre-

Ref. 17 transform the number of samples can be reduced consi-
By use of two- or three dimensional sensor arrays the derably. The idea of such pre-transform techniques is that the
AMTI can, in conjunction with adaptive processing, be order of whitening and signal match is interchanged which
motion compensated in all three spatial dimensions, s. leads to a space-time sidelobe canceller scheme. Auxiliary
Ref. 17 channels are used to estimate the covariance matrix after the

pre-transform. Beamformers cascaded with Doppler filters
3.1 Small Array Case matched to the beamformer mean clutter frequency or eigen-

The theoretical basis for adaptive array processors is the ma- vectors of the clutter covariance matrix have proven to be
ximum likelihood test which, under the assumption of Gaus- suitable auxiliary channels.

sian clutter and deterministic target signal, leads to the well-
known processing rule "pre-whiten and match". The principle In Ref. 1, pp. 16-24, an adaptive implementation of such a
of such a processor is shown in Fig. 3a. The whitening ope- processor is presented. Some performance values
ration is included in the inverse clutter covariance matrix (improvement factor) are given for a 16-elements array. This

R-1 . The input samples may be either temporal (clutter processor can be considered a special case (2 temporal sam-
filtering for stationary radar) or spatial (jammer cancellation) pies) of the space-time FIR filters described in Refs. 13 and
or both (clutter and jammer cancellation for moving radar). 14. The principle of such a filter is indicated in Fig. 4. A
In the latter case R is a space-time matrix as indicated in Fig. space-time field of echo samples is obtained from a sensor
3c. The submatrices R(-i ) are spatial while the temporal array. The space-time FIR filter is a weighted sum over a
correlation is between them. segment of spatial and temporal samples. The filter moves in

the time direction. The filter coefficients are optimised so

The first investigations on space-time adaptive clutter filte- that the output power is minimum.

ring have been conducted by Brennan et al., s. Ref. 6. An Fig. 5 gives an indication of the performance of this kind of
eight element array and 2-pulse clutter cancellation has been filter. The improvement factor (gain in signal-to-noise ratio)
considered. The convergence properties of three adaptive al- is plotted versus the radial target velocity. N and M are the
gorithms are discussed. numbers of sensors and temporal samples in the filter. The

total number of filter coefficients is NM. 20 dB CNR were
The problem associated with this type of processor is that it assumed Th pltfr velocity is N. wh ere

applies only to short arrays. Otherwise, the implementation

2 2 signal match
Doppler

interference filters
suppression beamformer

N - N
a. Optimum array processor

multi-beam 
. R1 signal

eigenvector p- v ematchFI&o3plasicaryinterference
N-- channels L•- su ppression L-•'

b. Pre-ftansfor procsor

r- Sctmm of space-tMe covar=•c matmx

li& 3 Basic aray pmm scheme"
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echo sampls

• • FIR flter 0 0 0 0

Fig. 4 Principle of a time-space FIR filter

the unambiguous velocity determined by the sampling rate. A One possibility to overcome the convergence problems is to
sideways looking geometry was assumed. The target energy design a filter that operates in space and time as FIR filter,
is integrated by a 33 point Doppler filter bank. The abszissa provided that the array is equispaced. The basic principle of
corresponds to the output of the Doppler filter bank. such a filter is illustrated in Fig. 6. More details are given in

Ref. 15. Again the filter coefficients are optimised so that the
N=M=1 means that no filter is applied. The curve shows the clutter output power becomes minimum. This filter has some
gain response of the Doppler filter bank. The clutter band- attractive features:
width between v/vmax = -0.8....0.8 can be recognised. Simi-

lar curves are obtainec. if either N or M are equal to I(spatial * The filter size is independent of the array size.
or temporal filter). As expected only a space-time filter * The order of the filter can be chosen small so that the
(N=M=5) gives satisfactory performance. At v--O the target co iergence is supposed to be rapid
frequency is equal to the clutter frequency in look direction * Since the equispaced array has the same cross-covariance
which results in a clutter notch. The width of the clutter all over the aperture, the filter may adapt to the clutter
notch is a measure for the detectability of slow targets. The while moving over the aperture.
maximum gain far away from Doppler zero is about 42 dB * Thirdly, this kind of filter is a pure clutter rejection de-
which is the theoretical limit (20 dB CNR x 5 sensors x 33 vice without any beamformer included (as in case of the
Doppler filter length = 16500 = 42.17 dB). previous filters). A beamformer has to be applied to the

output data separately. Therefore, adaptation of such a

3.2 Large Arrays: Two-Dimensional Space-Time FIR Filters filter is independent of the look direction. It may adapt

The filter technique described in the previcus section has the during scanning. Parallel beamforming is possible.

disadvantage that it is hardly applicable to large arrays. Onthe one hand it is a question of cost, complexity and, related Fig. 7 shows the performance of the 2D FIR filter for diffe-
to spaceborne systems, of weight. On the other hand, the rent array apertures A. Of course, this technique requires that
convergence time os adaptive algorithms increases with the all elements of the array antenna have to be followed by full
order of the filter which can lead to difficultiesespecially in channels including amplifiers, demodulation and AID-con-

verters. This disadvantage applies also to the techniquesa moving configuration. Realistic array antennas will include
several thousands of sensors, which is r-.hibitive for the
implementation of an adaptive loop.
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Fig. 6 Scheme of a two-dimensiomni space-time FIR filter

flight direction while the next level of submatrices relates to
3.3 Large Antennas: Subgroup Processing the direction perpendicular to the flight path. In Fig. 10b the

Recent results indicate that very simple antenna/filter structu- space-time filter scheme is shown.
res may yield the desired AMTI performance, s. Ref. 18.
Such processors are based on overlapping sensor subgroups It has been shown in Ref. 17 that small drift velocities can be

like the two subapertures in Fig. 2b. An alternative solution compensated for by a linear array in flight direction, as used

is a configuration including auxiliary sensors and a main for platform speed compensation. For drift velocities of the

antenna which may also be a reflector type antenna. The or- order of magnitude of the platform speed a planar array is

der of this processor is again independent of the antenna size, necessary.
and rapid convergence of an adaptive algorithm can be anti-

cipated. Fig. 8 shows some gain curves for different apertu- 3.5 High Resolution Radar: Bandwidth Effects

res. Spatial decorrelation effects due to the system bandwidth are

a well-known phenomenon that may have impact on spatial
3.4 Drift Compensation with Planar Arrays filtering such as beamforming and sidelobe cancellation. Any
In all the above described applications of TASTE a linear ar- wave arriving at the array at an off-boresight angle is delayed
ray aligned in flight direction was used to compensate for the while travelling across the antenna aperture. If the correlation
motion and, in case of adaptive realisations, for perturbations length of the received wave is of the order of magnitude of
of the velocity in flight direction. In Ref. 17 the use of planar the aperture size then the received signals across the array

arrays for motion compensation in two dimensions is discus- suffer from loss in cross correlation. Phase sensitive techni-

sed. Fig. 9 shows the positions of such a planar array when ques such as adaptive nulling are degraded seriously.
moving at platform speed along the flight path and drifting
sideways because of cross wind. This decorrelation effect is of particular importance for broad

band radar such as synthetic aperture radar. Here the en-

The processing scheme is basically the same as before. Ho- visaged range resolution may be equal to the antenna size.

wever, the spatial submatrices of the space-time covariance This can also have impact on the performance of TASTE be-

matrix are subdivided in turn into submatrices, s. Fig. 10a. cause these techniques operate partly in the spatial dimen-
The inner submatrices may describe the clutter statistics in
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Fig. 8 Spatial subgroup processing

sion. In Ref. 13 it has been shown that no spatial decorrela- There are a few unsolved problems ahead that will need spe-
tion occurs if motion compensating techniques such as cial attention. First of all, investigations on an appropriate
TASTE are applied. antenna design for TASTE will be carried on. Such specifi-

cations have to be merged with the requirements of an opera-
tional antenna. Secondly, given a certain jamming scenario,
how would an antenna capable of anti-jamming and TASTE
Inok like? Recent results on anti-jamming will be taken into

ak .ount (see, for example, Ref. 19) . Other problems are in
- _ -___ ____ the field of implementing real-time hardware for TASTE in

LS! technology.
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TIHE APPLICATION OF LATTICE-STRUCTURE ADAPTIVE FILTERS

TO CLUTTER-SUPPRESSION FOR SCANNING RADAR

by

C. Gibson

Environmental Research and Engineering Department
Alberta Research Council
PO Box 8330. Station F

Edmonton. Alberta, T6H 5XZ
Canada

1.0 Introduction 2.0 Defining the Problem

This paper describes the use of an adaptive filter to The radar used for this analysis is a scanning, pulsed
enhance the detection of moving targets in the pres- radar system with a vertical fan-beam antenna pat-
ence of clutter. The scanning and pulsing rates of a tern, such as is normally found in air-traffic control
typical surveillance radar produce, within each resolu- environment. In typical radars of this type, because of
tion cell, a time-series of samples at a given range, re- the antenna pattern, between ten and twenty pulses
suiting from the consecutive pulses. In the case of co- may pass through the cell before the antenna has
herent radar, this time-series corresponds to the scanned past the cell. Any object in the cell may re-
Doppler spectrum of that resolution cell, containing turn an echo from each of these pulses, forming a time
radial velocity information on both targets and clutter series of samples representative of the object. If these
within the cell. An adaptive filter can be used to en- pulse echoes are detected coherently by the radar re-
hance the target signal over the clutter signal by ceiver, then the time series contains both amplitude
matching the clutter spectrum, thus whitening the f il- and phase information; the amplitude being related to
ter output, so that only the target's spectral compo- the size and reflectivity of the object (radar cross-sec-
nents stand out. It is possible for the filter to dis- tion), and the phase being related to the change in
criminate between the clutter spectrum and the target range of the object (Doppler shift). This time series of

spectrum because clutter is generally a diffuse source, samples, taken at a single range and analyzed either
spread over many adjacent cells, while the target is in blocks or continuously, forms the basis for many
generally a point source, occupying a single cell. radar signal processing systems.

The adaptive digital-filtering structure examined for The need for some type of processing of the radar sig-
this research was the lattice-structure prediction-error nal is dictated by the fact that targets (such as an air-
filter. A number of adaptation algorithms were ex- craft) are not the only signals detected. Radar clutter
amined for this structure, with the best results being is also detected from a variety of sources, the most

obtained with the harmonic-mean algorithm. Within common being reflections from the ground, or from
this algorithm, two gradient methods were examined objects at ground level. This clutter is especially
for adaptation in a non-stationary environment. To strong near the radar site, but may occur at any range
test these algorithms and methods, coherent radar from high objects or hilly terrain. Another major

data was gathered from a 10 cm air-traffic-control source of clutter is weather disturbances. Rain, snow,
surveillance radar. This data included different tar- and other storm conditions can result in the strong re-

gets (aircraft and bird flocks) in a variety of clutter flections from large areas of the sky, obscuring any
conditions (ground, rain, ice pellet, snow, and anoma- targets in the area. A different sort of weather-re-
lous propagation clutter). Quantitative results are lated clutter results from atmospheric inversion; areas
presented, including improvement factors and sub- of denser air which reflect or refract the radar pulse.
clutter visibility factors, that show significantly better Echoes created this way are often moving and may re-
performance for these a0aptive filters, when com- semble targets or cover significant areas. Another
pared with conventional moving-target-indicator fil- signal source analyzed in this study was the reflec-
ters. tions from birds, especially in flocks, which were



treated as targets. transition from no-target to target conditions, whether

or not clutter is present. With the lattice filter, this
In conventional radar systems, targets can often be latter mode of operation appears to be the more effec-

obscured by clutter, or lost due to the processing used tive of the two.
to remove clutter. The traditional processing tech-

nique commonly in use is the moving-target indicator In past attempts to use the PEF for this application, a
(MTI) filter which assumes that the target of interest tapped-delay-line structure has been used1 . However,

is moving (radially to the radar) and that the clutter is some of the characteristics of the tapped-delay-line
not. It is essentially a high-pass filter applied to de- make it a bad choice for this type processing. One of
tect the Doppler signal in the time series of samples the most important of these is the convergence prop-

from a constant range. This is usually implemented erties, which are very signal-dependent. Other nega-
using a fixed tapped-delay-line (TDL) canceller, corn- tive characteristics include tendencies to instability,
paring two or more successive pulses for any changes. poor resolution, large levels of quantization noise with

high filter orders, and the inability to alter the filter
The assumption that the target is moving and the order during operation. Most of these characteristics
clutter is not results in two problems. First, strong area related to the fact that this structure is adapted

targets may be lost due to a low radial velocity. (This by minimizing a single, global effort criterion.
includes slow-flying bird flocks, which are a definite
threat to air safety near airports). Second, storms of The negative characteristics of the tapped-delay-line

even moderate intensity are often moving fast enough structure are overcome by using the serially-processed
to break through the MTI filter and thus obscure lattice-realization of the PEF. Unlike the tapped-de-
much of the radar screen. The MTI filter often fails lay-line structure, the operation criterion for the lat-

completely in the presence of clutter due to weather tice filter minimizes the error output of each filter

disturbances, and is inconsistent in the case of mi- stage independently, escaping those negative charac-
grating flocks of birds. In practice, all that can gener- teristics peculiar to the tapped-delay-line structure.
ally be assumed about the targets is that they are con- The advantages of the lattice structure include good
centrated spatially, while clutter tends to be diffuse convergence properties2, guaranteed stability, and in-
spatially. To give the best performance in separating sensitivity to quantization noise, regardless of filter
targets from clutter, the clutter- iuppression filter re- order3. These factors suggest the lattice structure
sponse must be good estimate of the actual clutter would be a good choice for application to radar, which
spectrum. This, in turn, has 1, (o the use of adaptive is affirmed by experimental resuilts.
filters as a possible solution to all types of clutter.

The lattice filter operates as a clutter suppression fil-
ter by processing the radar data serially along each

3.0 Adaptive Filtering of Radar Clutter range ring (of one resolution cell in depth) inside the

area of interest. Starting from an arbitrary point on
The adaptive filter works by adapting its response so the range ring, a sample is taken for each transmitted
as to remove the clutter component from the filter pulse. Thus, once the filter is started up, it goes on in-

output. The prediction-error filter tPEF) can perform definitely.
such a function. One specific way in which the PEF
may be used to detect a target in clutter takes advan- The use of the lattice filter in this way requires the
tage of the different area coverage of the targets and assumption that the clutter signal can be represented
clutter. By using a large number of previous samples using an autoregressive model. This assumption ap-
of the time series and their statistics, the value of the pears to be justified4-7, however, it is complicated by
next sample in the time series is predicted. If the pre- the assumption in such models of a stationary signal,
dicted value is then subtracted from the actual value, which is not the case for scanning radar. Also, the

the clutter component is filtered out, while the target spectrum of a small clutter sample area may be quite
signal remains substantially unaltered. untypical of the whole clutter population. This is not a

significant problem, however, as the clutter spectrum
Another way in which the target may be detected is can be represented as a fairly simple envelope func-

quite similar to this, except that the filter is allowed to tion containing the actual complex, finely detailed
adapt quickly, so that it adapts to targets as well as structure of the spectrum. This fine detail is mainly
clutter. Then, thero is significant output from the fil- related to the short-term variations and disturbances
ter only during a sudden change in the spectral char- of the clutter, while the envelope is derived from
acteristics of the input signal. This occurs during the longer term parameters. Thus, it is only necessary for
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the filter to adapt to the optimum clutter spectrum f2)n) f,(n)

envelope.

The performance values presented in this paper for

lattice fiiU -esult fronm the analysis of radar signals UP X

recorded in a specific environment under varying con-

ditions. As the environment has a bearing on the per- b1(n) b7(n) bn)

formanc- of the filter, it was decided that a compara-

tive study was most valid. As the MTI filter is the Figure 1: Lattice-structure prediction-error filter
component generally found in existing systems ful-
filling the correspondent role to the lattice (as de- In some applications, where the data is completely sta-

scribed in the previous paragraph), it became the basis tionary, the reflection coefficients may be calculated

for comparison used in this study. A more extensive by block processing, where the expectation of equation

presentation of these results is presented else- (3) are simply replaced by summations from m+ 1 to

where13, 4. N, where N is the size of the data block. In this man-
ner the reflection coefficients are calculated only once
for each filter state and static block of data. In other

4.0 The Lattice Filter applications, however, such as that presented here, it
is desirable to use serial processing, where a new value

4.1 Basic S truct ure of the reflection coefficient is calculated with the ar-
rival of each new data sample. This has the advan-

The form of the lattice-structure prediction-ei :,r fil- tages of (a) achieving better tracking of nonstationary

ter, as it is applied here to autoregressive model sig- signals, and (b) filter outputs being available immedi-

nals, has been presented extensively in the litera- ately (and continuously). There is the disadvantage of

ture91 °. Figure presents a block diagram of this some reduction of accuracy for stationary signals,

structure. The forward and backward prediction er- compared to the block processing. Rather than totally

rors fm(n) and bi,(nI for stage m of the lattice filter recomputing the reflection coefficients with each new

at time n are given, respectively, by data sampie, they may now be computed recursively
(updated with each new sample). Starting with an ini-

f,(n) z fm-l(n) + pm(n) • b.nI(n-l) (1) tial (arbitrary) value, the reflection coefficient is up-

dated by correction terms, which are calculated to pro-

b n(n) = bm _1(n-1) + 0 _(n) • fm _1(n) (2) vide the greatest reduction of prediction errors per

correction unit. Also, it is generally desirable to apply

for n > I and 0 < m < M where M is the filter order. a weighting factor to the prediction error terms used

The pm(m) is the reflection coefficient for stage m in these calculations. This allows the filter to essen-

(also called a partial correlation coefficient) and tially "forget" the effects of samples beyond a certain

pm* (n) in its complex conjugate. (Complex arithmetic distance or time (which may not represent current

is used throughout). The input data at time n is signal statistics), including any start-up effects. It

placed in both fo(n) and bo(n). should be noted that weighting the prediction errors is

not in any way equivalent to weighting the input sam-

A number of different algorithms have been proposed ples, which would result in a stationary signal of re-

for the calculation of the reflection coefficient2'11. duced resolution.

Comparisons of these algorithms using simulated
radar data have shown that Burg's harmonic-mean al- We will present two methods of recursive calculation

gorithm gives the best results in this application . In of the reflection coefficients. Other methods exist,
addition, this algorithm has the strongest theoretical but these two exhibit the controlled convergence prop-

background 11.13. The optimum values of the reflec- erties required for use as a radar clutter suppression

tion coefficients are given by this algorithm as filter.

-2 E[F (n) - b .1(n-1)] (3) 4.2 Serial Implementation Using the Stan-
11-"E[ [f,-1(n)r 2 + lb(-l )12] dard Gradient Method

The first method is called the standard gradient

where E is the expectation operator. method because it is the method that is generally ar-

rived at by applying gradient techniques to the lattice
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9,10equation' . The standard gradient method consists 4.3 Serial Implementation Using the Sim-

of replacing the expectations of the various terms, ple Gradient Method

used for the reflection coefficient calculation, with

corresponding averages in which and exponential The other method of recursively calculating the re-
weighting has been added to the individual values. flecting coefficients is called the simple gradient

This weighting allows the characteristics of older data method, due to the use of an approximation which re-

samples to be progressively forgotten, giving greater sults in a simpler implementation than the more
important to current data. The reflection coefficients common standard gradient method10 . This method

thus estimated are given by: starts by considering the new coefficient as being the
n (sum of the old coefficient and a correction term, which

-2 i = n-1) roi b' (i-1 ] is the difference between the new and old values of

"°M1(n) = n (n-i)i .+2 (4) the coefficient. With a little manipulation, we find
P ) [ 12 Ibm(U-1) 2] (4) that the simple gradient algorithm may be written

as
where /z is a weighting constant, normally in the range

0 • < 1. Small values of IA result in quick adapta- ;otn) -()(_) 2 1.(n) fm(n) b_(-)
tion to new signal characteristics, while values of IA Ifm+n) 12 +2 I (8)

near one result in slower ,on",-rg-!t• "-1, the rCduw- where
tion of noise by integration. Ir=(n) 12 

+ Ibm(ln-) 12

.1 n (9)
The reflection coefficient estimator of Eq. (4) differs 1 C Ifo( )12 + Ibm(i-1)i 2] (
from that used for block processing in tow fundamen- We see that for the steady state (constant power) case,

tal respects: Ym(n) = I/n where n is the number of data samples

processed. If, however, ym(n) is held constant in the
(a) The inclusion of the weighting constant M makes caultoheitmybrpaedyusnte

the estimator of Eq. (4) having a fading memory. On
weighting factor w as defined in the formula

the other hand, with p - 1 (the block processing case),

the estimator has a non-fading memory. w = 1 - = 1 - 1n(10)

(b) The lower limit in the summation in Eq. (4) is a where n' is the theoretical data adaptive length of the

fixed integer, namely, one. With increasing n, this sit- filtering action. The resulting constant w has a value
uation therefore represents a growing memory. For in the range 0 s w:5 1, with smaller values given

block processing, on the other hand, The lower limit quicker adaptation. Rewriting Eq. (8) with w gives

equals m + I for a filter order m; accordingly, for fixed
values of m and block length N, this second situation ;,+(n) =.w;,+1(n-1) + aM(n) fr(n) bm'(n-1) (11)

represents a fixed memory.

The exponential form of the weighting function is where the adaptive step size am(n) equals

chosen because it can be applied as part of a simple re- a (n) -2(1 - 2)

cursive implementation. Thus, with each new sample, (I f o(n) 2 + bi(n-1) I

a new value for pm + I(n) is calculated from An implicit condition on the recursive relationship of

+ 1 v (n) Eq. (11) is that the power of the prediction error f (n)
., (n) (5)Y=. (n) 5)or bm(n) is not a time-varying function, this condition

where, results in a somewhat poorer response for nonstation-

ary inputs, when compared with the standard gradient
VMl(n) 2 11VM+ 1(n-1) - 2 f (n)b,*(n-1) (6) method. However, this shortcoming is partially offset

by the desirable convergence properties, and the re-
and duced storage and computation time requirements of

the simple gradient method (which are less than the
YM. 1(n) = uyM+ 1(n-1) + I*m(n)l + lbM(n-1)l (7) standard gradient method by 20% and 30% respec-

tively).
To apply the algorithm, we start with the initial condi-
tions v m+ 1(0) = Ym+ 1 (0) = 0 for all m.
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5.0 Experimental Data CFAR display is not much of an improvement, how-

ever, as target returns occurring in regions of strong

The purpose of this section is to describe that radar clutter are also eliminated from the display. Thus, the

environment and given examples of the signals ob- conventional MTI filter's inability to distinguish be-

tained from it under varying conditions. These signals tween moving clutter and targets becomes a real

include aircraft, bird flocks, ground clutter and problem. This is the problem for which the adaptive

weather clutter resulting from rain, snow, ice-pellets lattice-structure filter is intended to be a solution.

and atmospheric inversion systems. The presentation

of these latter signals will show the inadequacy of tra- Precipitation clutter seen during the study period at

ditional cutter processing. Bagotville included periods of rain, snow, and ice pel-

lets (freezing rain), which were recorded and analyzed.

The data used in this study was recorded form a Texas In all these cases, significant portions of the radar PPI

Instruments ASR-8 surveillance (air-traffic control) screen were obscured by the clutter, creating the

radar located at the Bagotville Canadian Forces Base problems discussed in the previous section.

in the province of Quebec, Canada. The radar used a
T Iystron transmitter operating at 2768 MIL, with a A final type of clutter dealt with is inversion clutter,

pulse duration of 0.6 gsec. and repetition rate of 1041 thought to be ground echoes refracted or reflected by

Hz (staggered). The baseband inphase and quadra- layers of denser air near the ground. This type of

ture detected signals were recorded on a wideband clutter was generally recorded on clear, cold evenings

video recorder for subsequent computer analysis with moderate winds, following a mild day. The MTI

(more details on this system are contained else- display would usually show two 'blobs" of scattered

where1 3 ), fluctuating pints, aligned with the wind. (In other

displays of this type of clutter, the points have short

Included in the data were a number of examples of tails, all aligned radically to the display center). The

bird flocks (migrating snow geese), which produced identification of atmospheric inversion as the source

signals very similar to those of slow moving aircraft. of clutter attributed to it here is not certain. This sort

Some analysis was done on these signals in which the of clutter is often called "angel clutter", and some re-

bird flocks became the targets used to asses the fil- ports suggest that it is caused mainly by birds1 5 . This

tering performance, replacing the aircraft signals used seems unlikely for three reasons. They are: (a) No

otherwise. The use of bird flock data as a type of tar- birds were seen in the area at the times when the clut-

get signal may at first seem contradictory, as bird- ter was present; (b) The clutter movement was aligned

flock returns are generally considered clutter. There with the wind direction (and therefore presumably

is some justification for taking this course, however, related); and, (c) The clutter always occurred during

A major argument for considering bird flocks as tar- the same weather conditions. These were late after-

gets is the consideration of air safety, as birds pose a noons or evenings with clear skies when the tempera-
real collision threat to aircraft, especially when the ture was dropping rapidly. These are conditions which

aircraft are landing and taking off. It seems very de- often lead to the formation of an inversion layer near

sirable to treat bird-flock returns as targets to be to the ground 16 . This comes about when the ground

avoided, rather than as clutter to be ignored and cools faster than the air mass above it, resulting in a
eliminated. The performance of the standard MTI fil- fairly stable layer of denser air. Movement of the

ters presently used by most radars can best be de- layer or its boundaries could impart a Doppler shift to

scribed as hit-and-miss for this sort of data. Faster signals refracted or reflected by it, resulting in MTI

flocks are detected as targets, while returns from detection. however, whether or not this is the true

slower flocks are eliminated as clutter. The lattice- cause of this type of clutter is not very important to

structure filters presented here, however, detect the this study.

flocks as targets with a high degree of consistency.

Computational requirements limited to the amount of
In order to remove weather returns from the MTI dis- the recorded data which could be fully analyzed. Se-

play, many radars use constant-false-alarm-rate lected range rings of data were analyzed, including

(CFAR) processing. This processing tests each data several examples of every type of clutter present in

point from MTI filter against a threshold of the aver- the data. In all cases, the performances of the filters

age value from surrounding points. Detected returns were very similar for all the samples of a particular

covering a large area (such as weather clutter) are re- clutter type, even though these samples were from
duced to the level of system noise, while isolated re- different ranges and recorded at different times. In

turns (targets) are largely unaffected (in theory). The addition, all aircraft and bird flocks which could be
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found in the data and properly identified were sam- in the filter (Tout/Tin) to the clutter gains in the

pled. same filter (Cout/Cin).

The radar installation from which the data was col- Using the signals from the five aircraft peak ampli-

lecttd make use of a staggered pulse-repetition fre- tudes at the filter inputs and outputs were measured

quency (PRF), with four sequenced periods. This can and the five resulting gains were averaged together to

present a problem to the lattice-structure filter, which form a single target gain for each filtering set-up.

a_&::mes a constant time period between samples. The Five targets may seem to be small number to form a

solution used in this-paper was the parallel operation "uniform" average, but these targets do represent a

of four separate lattice filters, each taking only every fair cross-section of the possible velocities (including

fourth sample in series. The outputs of the four lat- zero). Besides, these were the only such signals read-

tice filters were then averaged together for simplicity, ily available, and thus became the targets "of interest".

as were the input and MTI output signals for the same

four sample pulses. The clutter gains were measured by averaging the
signal amplitudes over the entire range ring, and tak-

Because of the parallel filtering structure, and the ing the ratio of the average output power. These

non-stationary nature of the data, it could be expected gains were measured for more than one range-ring of

that the optimum values of the adaptive constants each type of clutter, with thee? rings generally

used for the lattice-structure filters would be qu'te recorded aL different range and timeb, o, enc ,re uni-

low. In fact, as will be shown in section 5, the best formity of the results.

performance is achieved with w =0.0 for the simple

gradient M= 0.1 for the standard gradient method. At The improvement factors plotted in this chapter were

these values, the filters are able to partially adapt to calculated using the average of clutter gains from sev-

the targets as well as the clutter, and target detection eral such range-rings of each clutter type; however,

is based on the response to the transition region be- improvement factors were also calculated using the

tween clutter and target. In this region, the signal gains of the individual rings. In general, the mea-

statistics belong to neither clutter nor target, but are sured improvement factors for the single clutter rings

changing between the two. and for the average for a clutter type were within 1/2

dB, except where noted. The exceptions involved only

In the course of examining the recorded data, five air- the MTI filters and apparently related to the overall

craft targets which could be reliably identified were velocity of the specific clutter record. As the above

found. These five targets may seem to be a small data variance was much less than that between different

base from which to form any conclusions or derive any ciutter types, this was taken as evidence that the se-

statistics. However, they are representative of the lected range-rings were representative of the clutter

mid-size aircraft found at many airports, and more present.

importantly cover the range of radial (Doppler) veloci-

ties, including zero, typical of such aircraft. The measured improvement factors, as a function of
filter order, are plotted in Figures 2 to 6 for ground,

rain, snow, ice-pellet, and inversion clutter, respec-

6.0 Performance Evaluation tively. Each of these plots has three curves; one for

the MTI filter, and one each for the simple gradient

6.1 Improvement Factors

The improvement factor of a radar clutter filter is de- --

fined as: "the signal-to-clutter ratio at the output of

the system divided by the signal-to-clutter ratio at the

input system, averaged uniformly over all target ra-

dial velocities of interest" 7 This can be written as:

I (TOut/Cout

(Ttn/Cn) • (13) 0 6 B 10
filter order rn

where T and C are the target and clutter powers. In Figure 2: Improvement factors for ground clutter

applying this performance measure to the actual radar (Solid line is simple gradient filter, dashed line is

data collected for this paper the improvement factors standard gradient filter, and dot-dash line is MTI fil-
(1) were calculated from the ratios of the target gains ter)
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and standard gradient implementations of the lattice
- - - filter. The lattice-structure filters had adaptive con-

- -- stant values of 0.2.

The set of curves for the lattice filters presents a very
S£ similar pattern in each of these five figures, with the

C_ only significant difference being in the overall level of

the set of curves. Even this was fairly constant, with
2 4 -filt. a- m rain, snow, and ground clutter all resulting in ap-

filler order m

proximately the same improvement factor levels (for

Figure 3: Improvement factors for rain clutter (Solid each lattice filter). The improvement factors were

line is simple gradient filter, dashed line is standard about 3 dB lower for ice-pellet clutter. A common fac-

gradient filter, and dot-dash line is MTI filter) tor in all the lattice filter curves is the increase in im-

provement factor with increasing filter orders, sug-
or-

-0O gesting that there is an upper limit to the improve-

-- ment. As expected, the standard gradient method of

adaptively implementing the lattice filter performed
Z -better than the simple gradient method.
E

2
Another factor of interest in the lattice filter response

is the effect of the adaptive constant. Generally,
O 2 4 6 8 10 lower values of adaptive constant resulted in better

filer order m

Figure 4: Improvement factors for snow clutter (Solid performance. Figure 7 plots improvement factors ver-

line is simple gradient filter, dashed line is standard sus adaptive constants for both implementation meth-

gradient filter, and dot-dash line is MTI filter) ods (filter order = 9), and for three of the clutter
types. (The other clutter types give very similar per-

C, formance). The best values of adaptive constant for

the standard gradient method occur in the range from

0 to 0.2, with an optimum value of u =0.i. For the
S•I- -simple gradient method, on the other hand, the opti-

mum performance occurs only at w=0. (Note: at

w = 0, both methods simplify to a common set of
E

equations).

/ 4 6 8 10

glter Order fr i The curves in Figures 2 to 6 for the MTI filter, unlike
FSoigurine i: simproemgradent factosfr, ic let cluter i those for the lattice filters, show considerable varia-

(Solid line is simple gradient filter, dashed line is tion with the type of clutter. The MTI filter per-
r•tandard gradient filter, and dot-dash line is MTI fil- fomdbsfrgoudcteradwstori-plt

formed best for ground clutter and worst for ice-pellet

ter) clutter. In addition, there was some variation in per-
5, formance within specific clutter types, probably due to

the velocity of the clutter. In particular, single range-

- •rings for snow and inversion clutter both resulted in
MTI performance about 2 dB below that show in Fig-
tires 2 and 6 for an average of several rings. Some

tests were also made using bird targets instead of the

aircraft. This resulted in a further 3 dB reduction in
j, MTI performance, with little effect on the lattice fil-

a ters. The effect of MTI filter order also varied, de-

lpending on the type of clutter. For rain clutter, the
0; improvement factor increased with filter order, up to

0, 2 orde M 8 m =5. For the other clutter types, however, there was

Figure 6: Improvement factors for inversion clutter little increase beyond m =2. (In fact, for some range-
(Solid line is simple gradient filter, dashed line is rings of clutter, there was a decrease in level with in-
standard gradient filter, and dot-dash line is MTI fil- creasing filter order). This tends to validate the com-

ter) mon choice of m =2 for conventional radar MTI filters.
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6.2 Sub-Clutter Visibility

Sub-clutter visibility (SCV) is defined as "The ratio by
which the target echo power may be weaker than the

The relative performance of the lattice and MTI fil-
coincident clutter echo power and still be detected

ters can be assessed from Figures 2 to 6. The most

important observations are that the lattice filter al- with specified detection and false-alarm probabilities.

ways performed as well as, or better than, the MTI fil- Target and clutter power are measured on a single
pule return and all target radial velocities are assumed

ter, and that the lattice filter performed consistently 17well. The improvement factors of the lattice and MTI equally likely" 17For this paper, we shall soften the
definition slightly by assuming that the radial veloci-

filters were approximately the same for ground clut- ties of the five aircraft targets used are good enough

ter, while for inversion clutter the lattice was 3 to 5 dB

better, and for precipitation clutter the lattice was 4 to approximation of "...equally likely". PD and PFA are
6 dB bettor, here specified a 0.5 and 0.01, respectively; and SCV

values are derived from the corresponding SCR values

This does not tell the whole story, however. When the measured as part of an extensive receiver operating

whole range-ring is analyzed as a unit, the perfor- characteristic (RO) analysis.

mance is averaged over the whole spread of Doppler The sub-clutter visibility, as a function of filter order,

velocities present in the clutter. Also, some ground is presented in Figures 9 to 13 for ground, rain, snow,

clutter is present in every range-ring. If only small ice-pellet, and inversion clutter, respectively. Higher

sections of a range-ring are considered (as was done in SCV values indicate better performance. There are

section 4), the performance ranges from nearly identi- three curves in each figure, one for MTI filtering, one

cal (for well-behaved clutter moving tangentially), to for lattice filtering using the simple gradient method
improvement factors with as much as 20 dB differ- (w =0.2), and one for lattice filtering using the stan-
ence, in favour of the lattice. Figure 8 shows a his- dard gradient method (p 0.2). The SCV performance

togram of the improvement factors for 21 such sec- of the lattice filters as a function of adaptive constant
tions, selected from all types of clutter (mainly at
ioints, ofshighested and lowestof clutter velcintie. Apeaked at w =0 for all clutter types with the simplep o)ints of highest and low est clutter velocities). Al- g a i n e h d hl o h t n a d g a i ngradient method, while for the standard gradient

though not too significant in a statistical sense, this method the peak values were found with tu in the
figure does show the wider spread of improvement

factor values for the MTI filter compared to the lattice

filter. Also, the MTI filter improvement factors are As before, these figures show the lattice filters out-

often negative (degrading performance), unlike the performing or equalling the MTI filter. Looking at

lattice filter improvement factors, which never go the SCV performance, given a filter order of five for

negative. example, the best lattice filter response equalled the

MTI filter response fur ground clutter, and exceeded it

by 5 dB for ice-pellet clutter, 6 dB for rain clutter, 9

dB for snow clutter, and 11 dB for inversion clutter.
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Figure 9: Subclutter visibility for ground clutter (Solid 0 2. . .. .

line is simple gradient filter, dotted line is standard uiter order m

gradient filter, and dashed line is MTI filter) Figure 13: Subclutter visibility for inversion clutter
(Solid line is simple gradient filter, dotted line is

25, standard gradient filter, and dashed line is MTI filter)
IO

20- The lattice filters showed a steady increase in perfor-

......... mance with filter order, while the performance of the
S15, MTI filter was relatively independent of filter order.

The standard gradient method was better than the

-, -o ..,. simple gradient method in these examples. For inver-
sion clutter, the lattice filters did especially well on

51 the absolute scale.
0 2 - 6 t

fler order m

Figure 10: Subclutter visibility for rain clutter (Solid
line is simple gradient filter, dotted line is standard 7 0 Discussion

gradient filter, and dashed line is MTI filter)
In conclusion, the results presented here should not be
considered as an absolute measure of the performance

2o, of the lattice-structure filter or this apphcation.

Rather, this presentation should be considered as a
S15' "proof-of-concept" for this application of the structure.
4, •What has been shown here is that the lattice filter re-

So. liably reduces clutter signals (compared to target sig-
nals) and consistently out-performs the MTI filter, and
that it does so using a simple structure and under ad-

,Iter order , ".-., coP'tifh... (~i '-b. .A!,3d h, noted that the radar
Figure 11: Subclutter visibility for snow clutter (Solid signals used in this study were limited to a SNR of 36
line is simple gradient filter, dotted line is standard dB by the recording equipment used).
gradient filter. and dashed line is MTI filter)

Both implementations of the lattice filter performed

20, well, but he standard gradient method performed
slightly better, as expected. However, in an opera-
tional system, the simple gradient method might be
preferred, due to its lower memory and time require-

"C. ments, which might allow a larger filter order within
the system limitation than the standard gradient

I -- - .... -method. In fact, allowing w to go to zero (eliminating
0 .. . . .. the coefficient memory), further increases the mem-

Figure 12: Subclutter visibility for ice-pellet clutter ory savings and speed of the algorithm, while still

(Solid line is simple gradient filter, dotted line is giving good results. Based on the results presented

standard gradient filter, anA dashed line i., MT1 filter) here, it can be said "' it the adaptive lattice filter rep-
resents a very promising structure for radar clutter
processing.
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DISCUSSION

F. Le Chevalier, FR
(-an you comment about the equivalent number of resolution cells used for the

adaptation, in relation with point-like clutter or nonhomogeneous clutter?

Author's Reply
The equivalent number of resolution cells is quite small: on the order of ten. An exact

number is not possible becasuse the filter uses a fading memory approach.
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ABSTRACT
conventional signal processing algorithm

The paper deals with modulation on the in order to improve detection, by
echo signal generated by rotating resorting to adaptive filtering matched to
machinery of an air target. target spectrum.

An extensive measurement campaign has been In order to acquire real data, a flexible
carried out by means of an Air Traffic registration tool, applied to an S-band
>ootrol radar and some preliminary results ATC radar, has been assembled. At each
ire presented. scan it samples, with a high data rate,

the in-phase and quadrature components of
7he problem of target spectra the base-band signal in a prefixed window
char acterization and exploitation for of the radar sky and transfer it from the
!etection enhancement and target internal buffer in a memory for an
ile-tification, is considered in relation off-line analysis.

witý the limitation imposed by the present
raatr features. The registration campaign, up to now

limited to commercial aircraft, is still
Some cmnsideratlons regarding the in progress, but some significant samples
•ppK•cat~n of t~is technique for Non are presented with some concepts and
":perative Target Recognition, in the results on benefits of using these spectra

tadar 'f fiture generatin, are developed. foc detection enhancement and target

identification. In addition intrinsic
limitations due to the characteristics of
the used radar are outlined and special
radar mode to overcome them is envisaged.

1NTRODUCT rON

The prcn'lem of i'.r tarqet spectra
characterizitiror, and how these spectra can 2 ACQUISITION SYSTEM
be isefilly exploited botth for detection
enhancement and tirget identification is
chailenqinq and still open. It is known The designed and assembled acquisition
that radar signal from aircraft is system, digitizing video radar signals, is
modulated by rotating propellers or a Personal Computer (PC) controlled
turbine blades of jet engines, which cause structure, suitable for operations
side lines in The echo signal spectrum, synchronized with various radar driving
where the center is the Doppler line of waveforms.
the rigid body of the aircraft. The energy
associated to these side lines may be It can operate in an autonomous way by
significant with respect to the total showing in real time on the PC display the
energy echoed by the aircraft. Therefore synthetic PPI based on the plot data of
the spectrum of the echo may not be longer the radar itself.
considered as a single Doppler line caused
by radial velocity. It works through an acquisition window

whose dimensions are selected between wide
The fine structure of the spectrum carries limits and it can potentially perform up
also the imprinting of the engine to 100 Msample/s per channel (4 channels
characteristics which in turn identifies simultaneously) and 12 bit/sample.
the air-raft. The knowledge of the
snectrom shape of the echo signal, in The system is mainly constituted by the
c•r1[<ole, makes possible to revisit following four parts:



An auxiliary Personal Computer which he has to acquire.
for airplane position and window
presentation, and as interface The A/D conversion system is a
with the operator for parameter multichannel, modular apparatus driven by
selection. an interface. It include a transfer memory

of about 0.5 Msample (extensible tc 10
- Digitizing apparatus (Lecroy Msample).

6810) which, synchronized by the
Range Bin Clock (RBC) and sweep Control operations performed by the PC on
trigger signals performs the A/D the acquisition apparatus are mainly
conversion on the two I and Q concerned with the dimension of the
video signals. The data storage transfer memory, number of channels,
is performed in its own transfer signals dynamic, number of segments
memory (12 bit/sample). (sweeps) to be acquired, external trigger

synchronization, trigger delay,
- Main PC computer controlling all acquisition start, etc.

the functions of the sampling
equipment. Automatically the P.C. The range window is controlled either by
allows the sampling to take place the sweep trigger delay or by the signal
only in the selected acquisition segment size. In addition, for faster data
window. The output signals, from transfer, the range interval can be
the transfer memory, are poured further reduced by storing in files only
off in the main computer and portions of the signals.
written in files.

The range and azimuth of the window center
- Auxiliary circuits to count the can be optionally entered by the operator

Azimuth Counter Pulse (ACP) for taking into account the data obtained fro)m
synch:onizat ion oF the the PPI presentation of the radar itself.
acquisition window.

ir ton to th' video signal
,.:qu iit ion, the tr igqer-to-tr igget time

ir :q icgi ired (resolution I usecd. 2.2 PERFORMANCE

The system works with a set ,f acquisiti-n
programs and a set of auxiliary quick look

I HARDWARV 1)DSCRIPPION progran'3 which allow a great reliability
during the measurement campaign.

7he hardware structure of the acquisition Many tests are possible on the apparatus
-system has been oriented toward the use of itself. Furthermore preliminary

]rt 3 as standard as possible. Modular acquisitions can be done to determine the
-tructjre were also used to fit different operating characteristics of the radar

aiso•riTent situations. (antenna rotation period, PRF, stagger,
plot data format, etc.).

With reference to the Fig. I the auxiliary
PC acquires the radar plot information The used configuration employs acquisition
through its parallel port. The format is windows of 64 sweeps and 128 range samples

otL"r. sinchronized by a 9600 Hz signal. (5.76 degrees and 5.53 nmi) with 12
i,ých inlormation is processed and shown on bit/sample. The I and Q signals are

the displAy in a synthetic way. The contemporaneously digitized at a frequency
,perator, looking at the display, decides of 1.875 MHz.

I e"The programs are implemented in Microsoft
-- "Quick Basic and in Assembler where faster

operations are requested.

S T T3 RADAR SYSTEM

All the measurements presented here have
--- ''-: -- /1 {>-- -- ° ._ -]|been carried out at Fiumicino Airport

(Rome). The TMA radar site includes a
primary S-band radar, in dual channel
configuration, and a secondary monopulse

.. ,,FF radar completely redundant.

The primary radar can operate either in

single channel conficuration, or in dual
"-"A- -- y-PCchannel (diversity).

Fiq. I Radar Data Acauis'tion System
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3.1 PRIMARY RADAR 3.2 SECONDARY RADAR

The primary radar is a fully coherent The IFF antenna, mounted on the top of the
radar using a Klystron amplifier as power G33 primary antenna, is an Open Array
transmitter. The transmission frequency is type.
fixed.

The aircraft identification code and
The relevant block diagram is shown in height are provided by the IFF processor
fig. 2. to the radar Data Processor. From the

identification code it is possible to
obtain the type and airline of the

A .aircraft for subsequent classification.

SF •_ - •_I F 3.3 RECORDING SETTING

"The recording equipment samples the I and
Q video channels, at the radar clock

-i timing, in a suitable window centered at
E . .. .,B' the plot coordinates.

In order to perform a coherent processing
FOF iFO> on the recorded samples, a different

-------- -setting has been devised without stopping
the normal data flow through the radar.

Fig. 2 ATCR 33-K RF-IF BloK Diagram
The STC variation in azimuth has been

The G33 antenna is a dual beam, overriden and the main beam has been
supercosecant squared, reflector anten-a selected all over.
rotating at 15 RPM.

Any other intermediate frequency
In normal operation the radar transmits a conditioning has been excluded.
burst of 8 pulses at thi same PRF; the
pulses are linearly processed in the The PRF stagger has been removed.
receiver, down converted, phase detected
(I and Q channels), sampled in 12 bits and Due to the nature of the ATC radar,
coherently integrated in a Moving Target neither was possible to modify the
Detector (MTD) processor. rotation speed of the the antenna nor the

PRF value. Therefore the Time On Target,
The linear dinamic of the radar is limited measured at -3 dB of the antenna pattern,
by the phase detector at 40 dB on the I is 16 milliseconds and the relavant
and Q video channels. Doppler resolution is roughly 40 Hz. The

ambiguous radial velocity, corresponding
A double stagger of the PRF is implemented to 1000 Hz, is about 100 knots.
to improve the MTD response.

The plot extraction, combining process
(radar plots with the 1FF plots) and
tracking are performed by the radar Data 4 EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Processor.

Out of the tracking algorithm all the During the recording activity, a great
information on the aircraft kinematics and deal of different aircraft data has been
type is available: range, azimuth, ground collected. They refer, for the most part,
speed, height and identification code. to commercial aircraft. Both jet and

turbofan driven aircraft are equally
The plots and tracks are presented on the represented. Few helicopters were also
maintainance display and sent to the recorded.
operative center where the control
function is carried out. For now, the attention has been focused on

the jet aircraft, while the turboprop and
In the following table, the main radar helicopter will be subject of a future
parameters are listed, study. Therefore the present paper deals

with the first results coming from the
interpretation of the echo modulation
produced by the jet engine (JEM).

RADAR PARAMETERS
Few words about the recording procedure

S-BanA 2700 - 2900 MHz are useful. Once the target has been
Peak Power 1.2 KW designated, automatically the recording
Rotation Speed 15 RPM equipment, using the information coming
Unam' guous Range 80 N.M. from the tracking, centers the window on
Beamwidth (-3dB) 1.5 deg. the plot estimated position and records
Pulselength 1 microse: the I and Q data belonging to the window,
PRF (Average) 1000 HZ in a file on the Personal Computer hard
Stagger Ratio +/- 7 % disk.
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The process of centering the window and For the civil aircraft all
recording is repeated at any scan until the mechanical data, such as
the operator stops it. engine characteristics, are

generally available.
in each file a number of auxiliary
information is recorded:

2. Due to the limited Time On
* Time and date Target, the airframe line appears

to be in the order of 40 Hz. This
* Type of aircraft and airline width corresponds roughly to the

antenna pattern modulation effect
* Type of trajectory on a sinusoidal wave, and

represents the intrinsec radar
* Range Doppler resolution. From the

analysis of a number of civil jet
* Azimuth aircraft, flying a cruise path,

it appears, as general rule, that
* Flight Level (FL) the actual air target does not

present a significant widening of
* Ground speed the Doppler line. Sometimes the

Doppler line results greater than
* Setting of the recording expected for an other peak is

equipment folded in proximity of the main
line, in such a way that the
Doppler filtering is not capable

From the original file, a subsets of I and to resolve.
Q data, containing the target sarples, are
isolated for subsequent analysis. In few cases, a spectrum

spreading has been detected to
The subsets of samples (16 range bin and exceed the usual width of the
32 sweeps), are checked to be sure no main line (figures 6 and 7).
saturation took place in the A/D converter
amplifiers. As an example, the modulus of 3. In the most of cases, the time
the time samples, in a tridimensional samples of the target present an
graphic, is presented in figure 3. amplitude variation which results

in a multi-line spectrum, each
A discrete Fourier transform, namely line having the same width of the
Discrete Fourier Series algorithm (DFS), main line.
is applied to the 32 azimuth samples and
presented in a tridimensional graphic to Just in few cases, the modulation
distinguish between the target features peaks do not show up clearly
and the background (figure 4). since their amplitude is under

the system noise, or the aspect
No weighting has been applied at the time angle is such to prevent the
simples due to the fact that the antenna reflection of the rotating parts.
pattern itself provides the amplitude
smoothing keeping the target extension The 1000 Hz ambiguous Doppler
less than 32 azimuth samples. range represents the most

important limitation to the
From the DFS tridimensional graphic, the spectrum interpretation: for a
range bin in which the target is present, complete understanding of the
is isolated and shown in a bidimensional target spectrum the data obtained
plot (figure 5). from the tracking are useful.

On the horizontal axis the ambiguous
Doppler frequency (0-1000 Hz) is
presented. 4.1 POWER PLANT MODULATION

On the vertical axis the modulus of the
DFS, normalized to the noise standard It is well known that rotating machinery
deviation (Signal to Noise Ratio), is produces modulation components around the
presented. airframe Doppler line. The amplitude,

symmetry, number and the displacement of
As matter of fact, for each target 3-5 the modulation lines, are depending on the
files (or scans) are available, engine type, engine RPM, number of blades

of the illuminated part of the engine.
Some considerations apply to the following
figures in which recorded data are It is pretty clear that the modulation
illustrated. effects are detected only when the

aircraft aspect is such that a direct view
I. Civil aircraft recorded data only of the engine blades is not obstructed by

are presented. This is done the aircraft structure.
mainly for two reasons:

The head-on and tail-on aspects are the
* Civil aircraft are very most favorable condition to produce the

common and a rich data base modulation lines. Sometimes happens that,
can be easily obtained, in one scan, the aircraft does not present

the characteristic modulation of the
previous scans. In other scan is the main
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line that results deeply faded, while the target, is not sufficient, in many cases,
modulation lines remain almost unchanged. to discriminate between those peaks.

Therefore the spectrum, usually, presents
The engine modulation generates distinct peaks whose width and shape are not
components separated from the Doppler main uniform and depend on the combination of
line by integer multiples of some engine the original single engine lines.
dependent fundamental frequency. The
fundamental (F) is related to the
mechanical data of the engine through a 4.2 EXAMPLES OF SPECTRA
simple formula:

F = N x W Figures 9 through 11 show the spectra of a
DC9-30 aircraft in the different positions

where N is the number of blades of the depicted in figure 8. Beside the aliased
engine fan (in head-on aspect), and the W spectrum (a), obtained from the time
is the engine rotation rate [1]. samples, the resolved one, in a synthetic

way, is presented (b).
Due to the low PRF mode of the S-Band ATC
radar, the aliasing phenomenon is always It is interesting to make some remarks:
present. For the most common civil
airplanes, the fundamental component of - The unfolded spectra present a
the rotating parts is also greater than great degree of similarity for
the radar PRF. The result is that the the frequency location of the
recorded spectrum is an aliased version of lines. The engine rotation rate,
the original, in which the relationship obtainable from those, is in
between the Doppler line and the sidebands accordance with the typical
is apparently lost. cruise data available from

Alitalia company.
The situation is even more complicated by
the fact that a change, in the aircraft Figures 11 are relevant to the
aspect, produces a variation on the aircraft illuminated by the rear
relative amplittide of the spectrum and, yet, present the typical
components and also a different modulation peaks seen in the
displacement, even though the aircraft is head-on aspect. Moreover, the
flyinq a straight path at constant speed. fundamental frequency, obtainable

from the ambiguous spectrum,
Attempts have been made to derive, from results to be the same as the
the aliased spectrum, the unfolded one. To preceding spectra, regardless the
achieve the aforementioned goal, the difference in the number of
auxiliary information on the aircraft blades between the first stage
motion and engine type, has been (fan) and the last stage of the
exploited. The Doppler line was usually turbine, visible respectively in
the hiqher peak of the spectrum; when some head-on and tail-on aspect.
uncertainty was present, the ground speed,
correlated, over several scans, with the
qeometrical data obtained from the Figures 12 through 15 refer to a different
tracking, helped in the Doppler line DC9-30. Yet the unfolded spectra match
identification process. Once the Doppler with the ones obtained for the previous
line had been identified, the modulation DC9-30. The spectrum of figure 13.a
peak unambiguous frequency separation presents modulation peaks whose amplitude
(Fsep) was obtained from the following results under the system noise.
formula:

Figures 16 through 19 refer to a MD80
Fsep(unamb.) = Df(amb.) + k*PRF aircraft. Also in this case the resolved

spectra match with the typical data given
k +/- 1, +/- 2 ... by the company. The last spectrum does not

where Df is the frequency difference in present modulation peaks such to permit
the ambiguous spectrum. The Fsep was then the resolution process.
compared with the possible condition of
the engine rotation rate, according to the The figures 20 through 22 refer to a B747
engine data and company prescriptions. For aircraft. The resolved spectra allow to
the most part of cases, only one RPM, perform an estimation of the engine RPM
among all the values obtained from the that are in accordance with the typical
above mentioned formula, fitted, with its cruise steady condition.
harmonics, the ambiguous spectrum. The
attribution of the peaks of the ambiguous
spectrum, to the fundamental and its lower
and higher harmonics, was the key to
generate the synthetic unfolded spectrum. 4.3 DOPPLER SPECTRUM EXPLOITATION

In many cases, the presence of more than
one engine, rotating at slightly different In the present ATC radar and long range
speed, and observed under different aspect surveillance radar, the exploitation of
angles, produces peaks of not equal the composite spectrum results quite
amplitude and separated in frequency for a difficult. The main reasons are the low
small amount. Though the separation in Pulse Repetition Frequency (from 400 Hz
frequency increases with the order of the through 1000 Hz) which produces the
harmonic, the low Doppler resolution of wandering of the spectrum components in
the radar, due to the very low time on the ambiguous Doppler range, and the low
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time on target (roughly tens of The application to the collected data of
milliseconds) which reduces the Doppler such an algorithm, does not produces a
discrimination capability of the radar, significant enhancement due to the high

correlation (narrow spectrum) found in the
What has been proven can be done with the majority of cases.
actual recordeG data is briefly indicated
below. Therefore the potential does not justify

the great increase in complexity required
by the implementation of the new
tecniques.

4.3.1 IDENTIFICATION Instead, the presence of many lines in the
Doppler spectrum results in a natural
improvement in the velocity response of

It has been seen that comparison among the radar: due to the sidebands, the
ambiguous spectra taken at different tipical notches of the response are
moments, even of the same aircraft, is partially filled producing a more uniform
impossible due to the dependance of the coverage in the velocity domain.
folding on the variable radial speed. The
only way to obtain a significant spectrum
is to resolve the Doppler ambiguity
through the above outlined empirical 4.3.3 ASSOCIATION
algorithm, which uses additional
information on the mechanical aircraft
data and those from the tracking function. In surveillance radar the extraction of

P target radial velocity from the Doppler
Instead comparison of unfolded spectra information is sometimes implemented [2].
pertaining to the same aircraft shows an Sidebands of the spectrum usually hinder
high degree of consistency regardless the the extraction process. A large error in
aspect angle of measurements, the radial velocity estimation occurs when

one of the modulatio components is
Each aircraft type at its cruise speed mistaken for the Doppler line generated by
presents a fundamental frequency which the body reflection.
does not vary much from an individual
aicraft to another. On the basis of the A very accurate algorithm, using the
fundamental frequency recognition it is information coming from the tracking, has
possible to enter the identification to be devised. Anyhow, a low reliability
process reducing the set of the possible of the velocity estimation has to be
aircraft attribution and in some cases to accepted. Even more, the purpose of the
obtain directly a positive identification, velocity extraction should be limited to

resolve the conflict situation and to help
The relationship between the line the correct track correlation.
amplitude and order could help as well in
the identification process but, at
present, a statistic on such a topic is
not available yet, and no attempt has been 5 CONCLUSIONS
made to correlate those spectral features
with the aircraft type.

From the above considerations it results
that the most suitable application of the
Doppler spectrum, pertains to the Non

4.3.2 DETECTION Cooperative Target Recognition (NCTR)
tecniques.

Two different processing have been devised For a complete spectrum characterization,
to obtain a detection enhancement: it is necessary to identify the peak

number and location along with the their
I. Adaptive filtering matched to amplitude distribution. It is likely that

target spectrum several looks have to be used and
correlated with the aspect angle and

2. Non linear optimum filtering manoeuverinq condition of the aircraft.

It is also clear that a proper
The first requires a knowledge of the implementation requires a more
target type and flight condition that can sophisticated radar with Flexible waveform
be achieved only when detection has taken capabilities and a greater time on target.
place and tracking function is stable. More specifically, in a small sector

around the target of interest, and for the
Hence a true improvement could be obtained number of scans strictly necessary to
when the SNR is at suc' a level that perform the speotrum characterization, the
enhancement is no more required. normal radar operation will be suspended

and a suitable radar mode will be
The second sdheme is based on a quadratic selected. A greater time on target will
processing which has been proven to be permit to achieve the required Doppler
optimum. This algorithm gives a resolution and, the high PRF, though it
performance better than more common linear impedes the ranging function of the radar,
scheme when target shows a degree of will permit to obtain an unambiguous
correlation between one (Swerling 1 case) spectrum as requested for the
and zero (Swerling 2 case). identification process.
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Fig. 3 B747/AZA1 Time Samples Fig. 4 B747/AZAl DFS

Spectru.

Fig. 5 B747/AZAl DFS (Range Bin 18)
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Fig. 6 MD80/AZA10 (Landing) Fig. 7 MD80/AZA2 (Take-Off)
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DC9-30/AZA12
FLIGHT LEVEL 290
GROUND SPEED 470 KN

Fig. 8 PPI Presentation
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-.... -4&---- -- _---- • DC9-30/AZA6
FLIGHT LEVEL 270
GROUND SPEED 390 KN

Fig. 12 PPI Presentation
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Fig. 13 SCAN 41
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A ~ - ~ MD80 -AZA15
/ -~ FLIGHT LEVEL 290

GROUND SPEED 490 KN

Fig. 16 PPI Presentation
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B7474/AZAI
FLIGHT LEVEL 331
GROUND SPEED 486 KN

Fig. 20 PPI Presentation
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a) b)
Fig. 21 SCAN 41
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a) b)

Fg22SCAN 42

DISCUSSION

E. Schweicher, BE
Even without using higher PRFs, is it not possible to eliminate the spectrum ambiguity

by utilizing different PRFs?

Author's Reply
The ATC radar used for the recording activity has a quite low time on target: 16 msec

measured at 3 dB points of the antenna pattern. Some aircraft data have been recorded with a
double stagger of PRF (batch of 8 pulses). Two different algorithms have been applied.

1. Elaboration of each batch separately: the very low Doppler resolution (125 Hz) is
not sufficient to achieve significant results.

2. All the pulses used for spectrum computation, taking into account the different
arrival times: the unfocused peaks mask the JEM lines preventing the desired resolution.
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CLASSIFICATION D'IMAGXS SAR ZN '/DE DE DETECTION DI CIBLES

A. BEAUPERZ, G. FOULON
ONERA

29, Avenue do la Division Leclerc
92320 CRATILLON

FRANCZ

OWk =Phase de l'onde a(k)
BKiAIaA h W) =histogramme des niveaux de

Le traitement automatique de l'aide A la qris de I'imaqe.

photo-interpr~tation d'iimages radar a pour
but de fournir les outiis pertinents
necessaires A P interprbtation d' un tr~s Introduction
grand volume de donn~es en un temps r~duit.
Parmi ces outils fiqurent, en tout premier Il est accord6 actuellement une grande
1ýeu, des outils de segmentation et de inp~-~--irz;e au traitement automatique de
classification d'images qui permettent, d'une l'aide A la photo-interprdtatlon, le but
part, le zonaqe en qrandes entit~s 6tant de fournir les outils pertinents
d'occupation du so! et d'autre part, la ncsarsa ht-nep~epu rie
detection de rupture de texture. ncsarsa h~-nep~epu rie

un tr~s grand volume de donn~es en un temps

Nousprooson ic unerrehodeutiisan la r~duit. Parmi ces outils figurent, en tout
Nodelsaprpoons duclunter mdtod utiipan la premier lieu, des outils de segmentation et

rcdosist6o de cl uttaer det sla pr ladtu de classification en grandes entit~s
ruqoit~de l sufac et a rtrodffuion d'occupation du sol. Alors qu'il existe une

de L'1onde radar. pl~thore de tels outils pour des images
-es villes et autres constructions humaines visibles, ceux-ci sont plus rares pour ies
sort. Iisses pour des radars en bande images SAP dont la texture peut 45tre pl,.s cr
certimetriqunc, le sol cultiv6 (prairies, momns entach~e de speckle, et dont les
parceiiaire) et les zones aquatiques sont propri~t~s radiom~triques et g6om~triques
t.&eaiment rugueux , les arbres pr~senvent sont tres particulibres.
1.1e. partie lisse (tronc) et une partie Certaines m~thodes ayant recours A

. rue~jse (teuiliage). reduction du speckle par filtrage mayen

.a signature utilis~e est la ioi de peuvent presenter de bons resultats mais
dist~ribution du module de i'ampiirude restent limit~es.
7-rrp exe (niveaux de gris de I' image) qui En fait, ii peut 6tre montr6 que la
depend directement du d~bphasage de i'onde distribution statistique au premier ordre des
radar r&trodiffus~e et donc de la rugosit6 du niveaux de gris de l'image permet, dans une
sn' certaine mesure, la discrimination de classes
Paraiilierneent et, de maniere a traiter le diff~rentes pr~sentarnt une SEP moyenne 6qale.
probiý,me inverse, nous avons mis au point une Dans ce cadre, Ulaby et a!. (1926) fait

crtoede simulation de texture SAP A partir inevnresaitosdeSPicsAa
ci'- n mod~le tridimensionnel de rugosites du itextrvede lascvaneiatione zns de ombres& l

sol. Cet algorithme de simulation nous permet sexuraces rlalsceisnetdies, etc) s . Il til e,

egqalernent de pr~voir 116volution de lasufcsrlchsatec) tis,

qualte e latexureimag por le raars pour classer des images multi-look en grandes
qualteA de~ iautexueiae p~otourle adr entit~s d'occupation du Sol, la statistique

futus A r~shaut reoluton.d'ordre 2 ou le ratio ecart type / moyenne.

Il nous semble cependant interessant
d16tudier l'apport de l'histogramme h(x)

Notatons icomplet d'images mono-look clest-A-dire sans
alt~ration de la resolution, dont le calcul

"a (x,y) =amplitude compiexe de l'image est rapide et qui contient une information
"ar (x,y) =partie reelle intrins~que au speckle. Cette question a 6_t6

a.(,Y partie imaqinaire 46tudi~e par Zito (1988) qui consid~re
Ixy l'histogramme h(x) des niveaux de gris comme

sI =variance de a r(x,y) une Somme de lois de Rayleigh dont les modes

s =variance de a (x,y) suivent une distribution donn~e. ?4ais, pour
2 i ce faire, il apparalt indispensable de

a moyenne de a (x,y) travailler sur'la fen~tre de calcul la plus
r q-ande possible, afin de pr~ciser cette

r (x,y) -module de I'amplitude distribution, ce qui inst Incompatible avec la
complexe contrainte din temps din calcul, et 1'hypothbse

4(x'Y) =phase din l'amplitude complexe m4me din stationnariti? Sur la totalitL& din la
kix Iy ) k=r~flecteur 6166mentaire du fendstre.

Sol
alk) monde compiexe r~trodIftus~e Tenant compte de ce qui prc4cde, nous

Ia(k)l =moduie de l'onde a(k) pr~sentons dans ce qui vient une m~thode de
discrimination en grandes classes
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d'occupation du sel (eau, fordts, Soit, en appliquant la thi~orie des fonctions

prairie parcellaire, zones urbaines) d'images de Bessel

SAR, qui d~coule de 1'interpr~tation du blais

existant entre 1'hlstogramme de l'iznage et la p(Ia(x,y)I=r)
Ioj de Raylo-gh de m~me moyenne, en 2 Is +s )r

2

utilisant. pour ce faire, une d6composition r a 1 2

en setie de polyn6mes orthogonaux. -- ex2[-4- s

En premniere partie, nous pr~sentons le ( r - 2
type de signature trait~e, et nous (-l m1~ 2m I. (- r

1' nt~erpriltons au mayen de coefficients issus I 4s Is 2 2m s1
ie !a dEccumposition polynomrriale. Durant la m=O
secorde part-ie, I'algorithnme de segmentation

et- classification utilise est d~crit. Enfin, avec I = fonction de Bessel rnodifi~e.
!a trolsi~rme partie contient un 616ment de m

reponse au probl6me inverse consistant A

s ýuler une texture SAP et A comparer ies Lorsque la phase de l'onde r~trodiffus~e

-Stl-qrarrmes des textures ainsi obtenus avec est al~atoire et distribu~e uniform~ment sur

ý;;toqratnmes calcuiles sur l'irnage radar. [0,2nl] (sol totalement ruqueux), s 2=s Iet
esresl-Itats sont valides a ilaide

.iiaVaran S couvrant les rdqlons de CE=O, et lPon retrouve bien l'expression dp la

';o.f etslnFriugC Oberpfaffenhofen. loi do Rayleigh.

Dans tous les autres cas, ies lois p(r)

different de la loi de Rayleigh, et peuvent

approximer de mani~re satisfaisante (cf fig.

1) les histogrammes h(x) calcul~s sur l'imaqe

pr n n~ion th~orique correspondants aux differentes classes
d'occupation du sol. On constate notarmrent
gue les histogrammes pr~leves sur les zones

-. cpItdecomplexe en un pixel de urbaines, dent les queues de distribution

I ;E, est !a som.r'e d~ondes 6l1rnentaires en sont plus impertantes, sent bien repr6sent~s

or lrence de. phase par une loi plr) de fort ratio s /s,, egal a

'0 11.
i ,y r P

0'<x,,y, nest one guantite4 al~atoire sur

w.ervalle [0, 27t]distribuee selon une

a-edensit6, elle-mC-me fonction, en

oarý'culler. du relief du sol. Cette densiti&

est par exemple constante lorsque le sol est ...

'ot)aierunt rugueux devant la lor~j.eur d'onde. sl/s2=1 X sl/s2=4

1-is toenriues o~hysge grooqe pAr hlxý

:4¾,krnann Pt Soi77irhino

Dans le cas oil les r~flecteurs
nI&,'-entaires do so! v~rifient les hypotheses

du- Th~or~me Central Linmite, la distribution

lie la Part.4 r~e11e (resp. imaginaire) de

I'~.imae complexe est one qaussienne. sl/s2=10 x

Les quantites a r(x,y) et a i(x,y) 6tant Appariement entre h(x) et les lois p(r)

suppos~es ind~pendantes, 1'on montre hlx) r~gion urbaine

(Reckmann et Spizzichino, 1987) que p(r)

p(Ia(x,y)Ikr) dApend en particulier do ratio
s I/S2 S,s et s 2correspondant aux variances Fig. 1

des parties r~elles et imaqinaires: Utilisationdun sne e lvms

2fl 2 es donn~es d~images complexes,
2 2x 0 0 ri~) d difficiles A obtenir car coOteuses en

r (rc2s()a 2rsi() d capacit6 d'enregistrement, ont permis

f7,~s 1x[ 2 2s d'approfondir les propri~t~s 6nonc~es ci-
0



dessus et de mettre en evidence la Posons
caracteristique suivarte :N

Les histogrammes des parties r~e~lls x X2 112 2
(resp. imaginaires) calcules sur l'image hlx) = 2 exp(- 2) [ t k L2
compiexe (fig. 2) pr~sentent un biais par a 20 k k a
rapport A4 une gausslenne de mqbmes parametres. =

1/2
oO L k correspond au polyn~me de Laguerre

h (X)ýh (x)gqen~alis6 d'ordre 2

h(X) h W IFormulos de r~currence

1/2 1/2 3
L 0 (u)= 1 L (U) -2

x X 1/2Fla r t e r&eoIlIe partie irnaginalre [n-1)L n (u)=
- a ssene de 'ri~rnes pararnetres (m.0) 3~ýII 1/2 u-n 1 ) 11/2(U

1 ) 2 n 2 n-I

La relation d'orthoqonalit6 des

polyn6mes s'6crit

L 1 x) L 12 x)dx -8 n2

I d Rayv:I ,* m~- Toyeremo avec 8 1 lorsque r-n; 0 sinron.

- -,~-~K~ ~Le choix des polyndrnes de Laquorre
permot alors do caiculer simplement les

S2 coefticients ak

or o-~c ie~ ~ * 0 2 1/22
sd.. 'Ur '- 1 V.Sj1b.2)r x 0 - ex)S 1) dx

V71'- f0)
A'au~at quVýo b~is doe s coefficients acik seront les. lar' i. Pl~ al rApp(rT A Id 101

4,J', h do -il-,I -'oyenr'~ eMt! re-e or-ire paramO! res d'ent roe do l' al~qor ith1me de

n: ais deo ' ýi *cararnr'e de .a parl.ie seqmenetation et do classification d~c-rit c'-

*; T.ý _`3sp 1"dI 7P.) par rappO7' 1 , apr~is.

"~~'0 ~ v r0 or ý .'ar ce V, IV r
apatation at 1nicatp

t' ' r F" a' 4cn.3p.s O.ausb.eA eM 'im.a a
V c c:"r r P sc ,t pas :diopnedants

p -V- pas -re 1 c . (va r 4 -1on La classification des images radars
1, FRu _'.y, '9b.solon 1e type d'occupatlon du sol (villes-

:"I a e.; r s' ;. C Zrr :1)8 q 7;ro*rer .'Iýne bAtiments. zones aquatiques, clutter) permot
-~oIc rsde Rayle~qiq-do' les 7ýcdes I'4mlimination des zones r~put~es

r s i qaussi!ennro (var ;a* on do SER) inint~rossantes pour le photo-interpr~te (par
P-rv l'.ýqer biais par rappcrt a !a Ici oxemple :absence presumee de cibles).

P. ayl:pqh.'

Les irraqes A traiter Ostant des images do
N*o.5_ prop(;scrs de quantifier ce biais textures, une classification de chaque pixel
Ma~entre d'irqatre d 1' maqo et, la separ~ment des autres donne un r~sultat trop

rio Rayleigh corrospnndante A ['aide d'une bruitO et il est donc indispensable d'operer
-leccr'posir ion en serie poiyn6miale une segmentation prC-alable de 1' image en

-.rtoqonale de Laguerre (expansion de Gram- r~glons homogi~nes avant de les classifier
r7harlier adaprep A Rayleigh), de fagon A
t'iý-r'mser l' information au sens math~matique. Cet algorithme de segmentation-
Cette 6valuation par 1'interm~diaire d'une classification ne slapplique pas directement
serie, s-?mblable au premier ordre A des A 1'imaqe radar mais A des "informations" qui
evaluations teiles que skewness (bials) et sont lie r~sultat d'un filtrage particulier de
peakedness (dynamique), est n~anmoins olus l'image faisant apparaltre des r~ponses
fine. caract46ristiques de chaeune des diff~rentes

entit~s que l'on cherche A extraire. Ces
informations sont d~crites ci-dessous.
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entre histogrammes locaux des niveaux de gris

Calcu! des informations caract~ristioues de de l'image.

la sce'ne
De plus, la norme euclidienne des

Pour le calcol de chaque information, on histogrammes locaux pre!sente la proprieýte

utilise on pave de taille 32x32 entourant le importante de mettre en 6vidence le degre

pixel. Sur chaque pave, 2 informations son d'homogen~it6 local servant A

caiculees. 11 s'agit respectivement de : linitialisation des segments A extraire.

1) Nvea de rismoye = ER ( IN01)L'algorithme est appliqu6, dans un souc,

2) Pemirs oeffciets t eta d la de fusion d'informations, selon le made
2)~~~~~ Prmescefcens1e e multi-information consistant en on 'ET

sor ~e po lynomiale de Laguerre extraits de LOGIQUE" des segmentations des 2 informTations
!1nistcý:r3mrne calcuI6 sur le pave. Le d~crites pr~c~demment.

! !ý - e jn t aL (resp.a 1 est d' autant plus

o.s've er proche de 1 (resp. faible et proche Classification d'imaceR radar
J,, qe 1'hlstoqramme eat semblable A1 loi

~1y. L'objectif de cet aigorithme est

d~extraire d'une image SAR les grandes
A ea du 3dme ordre, les coefficients entites suivantes:

IL ~yve apidenment vers C.

- vilies-bdtirsents.

- pr lqO. l eist un reondnco- clutter : zones aquatiques
ii x~se ue rdonan* for~ts

i,~o ls coeff'cients at et a rirepre'.ar

sýfiatd'u~ti-ie le coefficient

IL N.-> ) 21 ependant, l' utilisation du Pour ce faire, on utilise les
informations INE'Ol et INFO? obtenues par

a )peit. 6tre utile pour des fiitrage dip Pimage radar c_:origine.

_,n lies oncrnat ntament- Les zones de vilies-bAtiments. a

dquatques L'aportcause de la presence des diedres et surfac-es
?coes auaiqens. L'apporter r~flechissantes lisses devant la longueur

ccmri'ctenjond'un clss~~caion d'onde (refiexion speculaire). "saturen:,"
t?ý_ l'olenlon dun lassficaion ''Image et les niveaux de gris correspondants

se situent dans le haut de ia dynamiqae

ýINFOI).

~'a -j'-'aesrAdar Par ailleurs. I'alternance de faces
ref iechissantes et de zones d'orbre entralne

un fort biais par rapport a Rayleigh et Ii

ý jŽtec*.eurs de contours classiques valeor du coefficient a, correspondante est

1'.lapiacien. .. .1 lies A la notion de 6lev~e, superieure a 0.08 (INFO?).
'a'ene sont pas suffisants (contours

'.vrS), et peu adapti~s aux images SAP. - Les zones aquatiques corresponoent a

une SEP tr~s faible : niveau de gris dans le
En revanche, la rmethode de segmentation bas de la dynamique (INF0l).

:i sur lanalyse do textures par
i ;or, des hi stogrammres locaux (vieNotons cependant que los zones d'ornbre

n :s~ngrarmmes de co-occurencos) et des fcr~ts correspondent, eiles aussi, au bas
,pe( depuis plusleurs annee~s a I'ONERA de la dynamique et peuvent 6'tre parfois

o 1990) permet llextrac!tion de confondues avec les zones aquatiques. 1l
shorrog~nes au sens d'un degre serait intf~essant, dans ce cadre, d'utliiser
que donne, par on process.-. j le coefficient aE qui pormot la mise en
saceautomnatique. 0

evidence de certaines zones aquatiques telles

.Ie s'appiique simplement aux que les lacs.

.nfc-r-at ions issues do filtrage de l'image
;ýAR decrites ci-dessus et fournit le - Les zones de clutter sont homog~nes

rcable necessaire A la classification et correspondent A on coefficient a Ifaible,

proche de 0 et la 101 soivie par le module de

Cette m~thode de segmentation l'amplitude complexe est, dans ce dernier

'ierarchiqoe a pour objet la d~terminatlon de cas, la loi de Rayleigh. Parmi ces derni~res,

segments pr4ýsentant localement on constate que les zones de fordts

approximativement la mime distribution et qo' impotant, mom matrqu queylesgh zonesd

cecd petit 4tre mesur6 en calculant u, u'prat an aq6qelsznsd

!-oefficient de correlation (rapport do prairie et de parcellaire agricole, et, en

Prodj~tscaair etdes orms ecliienes) toot cas, suffisant pour les discriminer, one
irodit calare t ds nomeseucldienes explication plausible 6tant one decorr~lation
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plus grande au niveau des r~flecteurs dans le
cas des zones de prairie que dans le cas des
zones forestieres.

La valeur de Otj est donc, en moyenne,
plus faible sur les zones de prairie que sur
les zones de fordt.

En vertu des remarques pr~c~dentes, on
peut donner un alqorithme simple de
classification appliqu6 aux images Varan S
apres apprentissage en se limitant aux
grandes entit~s sus-mentionn~es

CRITERES DE CLASSIFICATIONI
IDES IMAGES VARAN S (BANDE X)
INIVEAUX DE GRIS :NG =0 &255

IT IfR~sultats de classification en 4 classes

30% ou non blanc = villes, gris cldir =fordts, gris

plus de ai=~ifoncA& = prairies-cultures, noir = eau.

pixels de oiApplication de l'algorithnie de segmentation-
oui ng<40 ? nonj OI classification aux images Varan S. Exemple de

l'image couvrant la r~gion de Neuf-Brisach.
pr~sence non Cette image a 6t6 obtenue lors d'une campagne
de pixels al=.08 ? programm~e par le JRC (Joint Research
de Center)-ISPRA avec le radar Varan S du CNES
ng>l2 (Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales)-France,

07ui non oui pretrait~e par le CNES.

frnit-re Fig. 3

Ientre 2

e zuonre prairie Afin de valider le choix de la signature
ea urbaine I od culturel servant A l'algorithme de segmentation-

classification, nous fournissons dana cette

Rattcheentdes egmntssection des 616ments d'interpr~tation du
Rattcheentdes egmntsph~nom~ne physique Ak l'aide d'une synth~se de

"fronti~re entre 2 textures" texture SAR, baste sur une analogie avec
A la classe voisine la mieux l'optique coh~rente (Goodman, 1972)
repr6sent~e - permettant de mettre en dvidence d~une part
nombre de pixels fronti~re l'influence de la variation de Ia SER et

d'autre part l'influence de la rugosit6
intra-pixel.

En ce qui concerne l'influence de la
variation de la SER, l'algorithme comprend 2
6tapes successives

1) Tirage de la SER se-Lon soit une
gaiissienne, mod~le pr~conis6 par Zito (1986),
soit 2 diracs (niveaux de gris) distincts,
avec un d~phasage al6atoire de llonde

r~trodiffus~e uniform~ment r~parti sur [0,2,n].
2) Fixation du nombre N rde r~flecteurs

par pixel et filtrage passe-bas de l'onde
r~trodiffus~e.

Afin de valider les r~sultats obtenus
par la simulation, ceux-ci sont compar~s avec
les images r~elles fournies par le radar
Varan S (bande X, r~solution au sol - 2.5m x
2.53m).

La comparaison s'appuie sur le calcul de
l1histogramme des niveaux de gris de la
texture-image synthitis6e et Ia determination

Image apris filtrage moyen (SER) des coefficients CE correspondants.
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On choisit un nombre de r~flecteurs complmentaire de celui de la SER. Les
suffisamment important sans 6tre trop resultats obtenus sont illustr~s par la
calculatoire, A savoir, N = 8x8 r~flecteurs fig. 4 et l'algorithme correspondant, parsr rapport A celui d~crit pr~c~demment, poss~de
par case de resolution. les particularit~s suivantes :

Les valeurs de. coefficients ak - Tirage de SER constante.

correspondants sont consign~es dans la - Prise en compte de la rugosit6 du sol
table 1 ci-dessous rmodelis~e par une distance de corr~lation

dcorr et un 6cart type des hauteurs 0
r

- Tirage de la phase de l'onde
ecart 0 1 2 rtrodiffus~e par les r~flecteurs
type 0 123l4mentaires en fonction de la rugosit6 du
30. 0.97 0.039 0.054 0.013 sol et non al~atoirement dans 1'intervalle
20. 0.98 0.024 0.038 0.012 (0,291.
10. 0.98 0.008 0.024 0.013
5. 0.98 0.003 0.020 0.012

Fonction Transform~e de
Coefficients 0 - SER gaussienne (m,G) d'autocorr~lation Fourier de la

k initiale fonction
Table 1 in2al onto

La moyenne des gaussiennes est choisie C(u,v)=O exp 2 d'autocorr~lation

egale & la moyenne globale d'une image

Varan S soit un niveau de gris de 50. Il est
ainsi permis, au vu des r~sultats ci-dessus,
de quantifier l'influence de 1'6cart type sur
le biais existant entre l'histogramme et la
loi de Rayleigh (biais croissant avec l'4cart
type).

Le coefficient ac ainsi calcul6

correspond aux valeurs calcul~es sur l'image
pour des zones de fordt et de prairie-
cultures. Un moddle de SER gaussien peut donc
expliquer la distinction entre zones de fordt Profil de sol Profil de phase
(ecart type klev6) et zones de prairies et tridimensionnel ramen6 dans
cultures (6cart type plus faible). (0,211

Cependant, dans le cas des zones Fig. 4
urbaines, il semble que I'alternance entre
les zones d'onbre et les faces Le biais existant entre les histogrammes
reflechissantes soit plus marqu~e et l'on des textures ainsi synth~tis~es et la loi de
propose un mod•le d'histogrammes somme de 2 Rayleigh est de m•me nature que celui obtenu
lois de Rayleigh, les SER 6tant distribu~es par variation de la SER, et les coefficients
selon 2 diracs (de niveaux de gris respectifs a correspondants sont donn~s dans la table 3
nql et ng2). Sur une telle texture, les k
coefficients a calcul~s sont pr~sent~s dans ci-dessous

la table 2 ci-dessous

a dcorr a a a ar 0 1Jý 2 3
ng 1 ng 2 a Q CL a 1.5 1.0 0.99 0.004 0.018 0.007

3 0 1 2 3 1.5 5.0 0.98 0.029 0.034 0.005
30 30 0.99 0,001 0.019 0.013 1.5 8.0 0.95 0.081 0.087 0.01930 50 0.98 0.012 0.029 0.010 1.0 1.0 0.99 0.004 0.008 0.004

30 80 0.97 0.034 0.053 0.015 1.0 5.0 0.98 0.044 0.042 0.003
30 110 0.96 0.043 0.066 0.019 1.0 8.0 0.96 0.075 0.079 0.014
30 150 0.95 0.047 0.077 0.025 0.5 1.0 0.99 0.011 0.021 0.005

0.5 5.0 0.99 0.023 0.028 0.002
Coefficients ak - 2 niveaux de SER ngl,ng2 0.5 8.0 0.96 0.012 0.052 0.027

Table 2
Coefficients Q - sol ruqueuA (0 ,dcorr)

Par aiileurs, il a 6t6 6galement 6tudi C k( r

I'influence de la rugosltd intra-pixel, en Table 3
tenant compte du d~phasage de l'onde Les r~sultats figurant ci-dessus
r~trodiffus6e par les diff6rents rdflecteurs corroborent ceux obtenus, A partir des
el6mentaires intra-pixels, aspect images, sur les zones de cultures, for~ts et

villes et fournissent ainsi un 16ment
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suppl~mentaire d'interpr~tation de Lat~rale et Simulation de Texture de Radar
l'histogramme d'irnages radar. On constate Spatial A tr~s Haute R~solution, ONERA - RT
bien que, pour des rugoslt~s de m~me hauteur, n* 7/3692 SY - 1990.
l'histogrammne sl~carte d'autant plus de
Rayleigh que la corr6lation est importante. 3- P. BECKMANN, A. SPIZZICHINO
Par ailleurs, il apparalt que cet dcart est The Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves from
plus sensible & une variation de la Rough Surfaces, Artech House 1987.

corr~lation plut~t qu1A celle de 0 . Enfin,
r 4- F. BRETAUDEAU, C. ENAULT, P. SECCHI,

Ilon constate que les 2 algorithmes de "Segmentation d'Images Textur~es:
synth~se de texture pr~sent~es ci-dessus Application A des Images de T616d~tection',
fournissent des r~sultats A la fois Congr~s AFCET-INRIA - Antibes 1987.
similaires et compl~mentaires.

5- F. BRETAUDEAU, 'Une M~thode d'Analyse des
Images de Texture pour la D~tection des

fl2.flimLm..D Fronti~res, la Segmentation et Ia Poursuitel,

54 6,e Symposium on the Avionics Panel -
L'algorithme de simulation est simple Ath~nes 1987.

(transformations de Fourier
bidimensionnelles) et fournit plusieurs 6- J. DARRICAU, Physique et Th~orie du Radar,
interpretations des r~sultats de Sodipe - 26me 6dition 1981.
classification, par ailleurs satisfaisants

7- J.W. GOODMAN, Statistical Properties of
Toutes les zones urbaines (villes, Laser Speckle Patterns, Speckle and Related

villages, hameaux, batiments) ont 6t6 hnmnDitSpigrVra 95
extraltes du clutter et ceci ind~pendamment Peoea any pigrvra 95
de la polarisation ou de Ilinclinaison.Les 8- J.W. GOODMAN, Introduction A l'Optique de
zones aquatiques :fleuves, canaux, lacs ont Fourier et A l'Holographie, Masson - 1972.
6t mises en dvidence dans l'ensemble des
images.Les r~gions bois~es :for~ts de 9- M. KUNT, Traitement Num~rique des Signaux
coniferes ou de feuillus sont separees des Dunod, 1981.
zones de prairie-parcellaire.

Les r~sultats obtenus permettent la 10- H. LAUR, Analyse d'Images Radar en
separation en classes de zones non distinctes T616d~tection :Discriminateurs
visuellement (villes et clutter) et le zonage Radiom~triques et Texturaux, Th~se de 36me
de l1image (sous r~solue) en grandes classes cce-Tuos 99
d'occupatlon du sol, avec la possibilit6 dans cce-Tuos 99
un second temps de d~tailier certaines 11- D. MASSONNET, -Preprocessing of the Varan
parties (pleine resolution). Synthetic Aperture Airborne Radar', Proc. of

Ces r~sultats, lora d'investigations IGARSS'88 Symposium, Edinburgh, ESA SP-284,
ult~rieures, seront 6valu~s sur des images de pp 715-720, 13-16 Sept. 1988.
radars spatlaux (bande X,C,L).

L'algorithme de segmentation- 12- F.T. ULABY, 'Textural Information in SAR
classification est rapide et souple Images", IEEE Trans. Geosci. Remote Sensing,
d'ex~cution :vol. GE-24, no. 2, pp 235-245, 1986.

- traitement automatique; 13- P. SECCHI, Segmentation d'Images et

- triteent upevisL - e phto-Fermeture de Conto~urs par Correlation

intrprte poite"Ia ~gin q'il d'Histogrammes Locaux :Application aux
intepr~e "pint" lar~gon qlil Images de T616d~tection SPOT, Th~se de 3L~me

desire extraire A l'aide du curseur. cycle - Paris 1990.

Par ailleurs, le calcul pr~alable des 1-4- A.J. SIEBER, "Radar Observation Over
informations INFOl (filtrage moyen de Freiburg', IEEE Trans. Geosci. Remote
l1image), et INF02 (biais par rapport A la Sensing, vol. GE-24, no. 4, July 1986.
101 de Rayleigh) peut &stre effectu6 en temps
diff~r6, les informations n16tant calculees 15- K. TOMIYASU, -Computer Simulation of
qu'une seule fois pour chaque image. Speckle in a Synthetic Aperture Radar Image

Pixel', IEEE Trans. Geosci. Remote Sensing,
vol. GE-21, no. 3, July 1983.

16- D.R. WEHNER, High Resolution Radar,
1- A. BEAUDOIN, T. Le TOAN, Q.H.J. GWYN, Artech House - 1987.
'Observation on the Effect of Geometric
Properties of Agricultural Soils on Radar 17- R.R. ZITO, 'The Shape of SAR Histograms",
Backscatter, from C-SAR Imagesff, Proc. of Computers Vision, Graphics, image Proc., vol.
IGARSS'88 Symposium, Edinburgh, ESA SP-284, 43, pp 281-293, 1988.
vol. 3, pp 1595-1598, 13-16 Sept. 1988.

2- A. BEAUPERE, Segmentation et
Classification d'Images de Radar A Vision



DISCUSSION

E. Schweicher, BE
Avez-vous song6 4 caract~riser la texture A l'aide des diff~rents paramn~tres de Haralick

ou ý l'aide de la distance de Bathakarya?

Author's Reply
Les travaux. d'Haralick s'appuient sur la matrice de co-occurence qui constitue une

statistique d'ordre 2, or nous avons proposd pour cette 6tude de n'utiliser que la statistique
d'ordre 1 afin de montrer son intdrkt pour la classification d'images SAR. Cependant, nous
avons compar6 nos r~sultats avec la fonction d'autocorrdlation, montrant ainsi la forte
ressemblance entre les deux m~thodes.
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COMPARAISON DES PERFORMANCES EN DETECTION ET RECONNAISSANCE
D'UN RADAR IMAGEUR BIPOLARISATION HH.VV ET D'UN

POLARIMETRE TOTAL HH.HV-VH-VV

par
J.M. NASR

AEROSPATIALE DS - Groupe T61d&tection
Etablissement de Cannes, 100 Boulevard du midi, BP 99

06322 CANNES LA BOCCA cedex
FRANCE

RESUME

Dans l'optique de mettre sur orbite un satellite dobservation portant un radar A synthese d'ouverture Ai vocation militaire, ii est

important de s'int~resser ý& la mesure simultande de plusieurs polarisations pour augmenter les performances du syst~ne. Cependant,
lincidence de ces techniques sur le debit de donnkes n'est pas n~gligeable aux. resolutions que Von souhaite atteindre. 11 taut donc
analyser 1'intdr~t de ces nouvelles m~thodes multipolarisations en termes de gain de performances en d~tection et reconnaissance de
cibles et effectuer un compromnis avec des techniques classiques (tr~s haute resolution). Le propos de cet article est de quantifier les
performances en ditection et reconnaissance d'une configuration de points brillants ý 1'aide d'un radar imageur multipolarisation
connu. On confirme ainsi que la bipolarisation HH - VV suffit dans bien des cas et qu'il nest donc pas n~cessaire de mesurer les
canaux crois,6s HV et VH qui sont tis couteux en termne de technologie.

1. INTRODUCTION

L'observation de la terre en technologie hyperfr~quence s'est particulitrement ddvelopp&e avec I'avtnement des radars A
synth~se d'ou%,erture qui allient une haute risolution g~om~trique 4 une information extr~mement riche puisque le syst~me est actif,
insensible A la couverture nuageuse et compldmentaire de l'optique. Une nouvelle dtape a &6 franchie lorsque I'on a introduit le

principe de la diversiti de polanisations. En effet, lHmission de deux polarisations orthogonales (not~es H et V par conventions) et la
reception des canaux directs et crois~s pour chaque polarisation imise, permet de fabriquer 4 images au lieu d'une seule, notdes HH,
HV, VH et VV (voir fig. ). Chaque pixel est donc reprisentd par 4 complexes formant une matrice dite "matrice de rinrodiffusion'.
Or, ii a 6td montri (ref. 6) que toute polarisation elliptique peout se d~composer de mani~re unique stir la base (H, V). Ainsi, il est
possible de calculer limage dans nimporte quelle polarisation en multipliant simplement le champ 6lectrique 6mis quelconque par ]a
matrice de renrdiffusion mesurde.

EMISSION RECEPTION

radar classique H ýO H ;ip image HH

H-2 Z 7 H -~image 111
V -~image HV

polarimskire

VH - -image VII
V -)o image VV

Figure I-. principe gintral du po~aritifte.

On mesure done l'impact de cette technique: on effet, si A partir de quatre images il est possible de gintreT toutes les
polarisations, ont a accts A la description 6lectromagnitique totale de la cible et on petit alors se placer dans Ies meilleures conditions
(couple (polarisation d'tmission, polarisation de reception)) pour observer une aible donnee.
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'idd& d'implanter cette technologie dans des satellites de surveillance et d'observation est donc tout-A-fait s~duisante. Par
contre, l'incidence sur les specifications techniques nest pas ndgligeable. En effet, pour rialiser un polarimricre, il est nftessaire
d'implanter deux antennes au lieu d'une seule. Celles-ci devront etre suffisamnment isoldes enrne elles pour qu'il n'y ait pas pollution
d'une polarisation par l'autre. De plus, la cadence des donnides A enregistrer et A transmettre est multiplide par 4 A resolution et PRF
constantes. It est alors possible d'atteindre des debits de 800 millions de bits par secondes ce qui est incompatible avec les
technologies disponibles d'ici la fin du si~cle. Ainsi, ii est Idgitime de s'interroger sur l'apport de la polarim~trie en termes d'aide A la
dMtction et A la reconnaissance de cibles, travaux. couramment effectu~s par les photo-interpr~tes et officiers de renscignement.

Cet article pr~sente une m~thode de quantification de l'intdr~t de la pluralitd des canaux cohdrents d'un radar

multipolarisatori. Le ddveloppement est organis6 en deux parties:
-Aide a la detection
-Aide A la reconnaissance.

Les dtudes pr~scntdes ici ont dt men~es sur des images multipolarisation coh~rentes effectudes par le radar adroport6 NASA
JPL. Ce radar est implantt a bord d'un DC8. 11 op~re sur trois fi-dquences (bandes L, C et P). Scule la bande C, plus proche de nos
prdoccupations a di utilis6e. La description exacte des param~tres de cc radar est dornnde en r~f~rence 6. Deux images ont 6t
exploities:

-en detection: une image sur la zone de San Francisco et plus particulirement sur la zone du Golden Gate Park
-en reconnaissance: une image sur Ia zone du Jac de Goldstone obi des mires de calibration (idires et tri~dres) avaient et

plac~es.

2. AIDE A LA DETECTION

La dL,:ction d'une cible sur une image radar se fait par seuillage. soit visuellement sur un dcran, soit automatiquement. En
imagerie hyperfr~uence tout Ic problme est en fait ramený A une r~duction du speckle. "bruit" multiplicatifdu A Ia nature cohdrente de
l'onde, toujours prdsent sur les images radar. Cette reduction peut se faire "A priori", c'est-A-dire sans connaissance pr~alable du
contenu des images ou "A posteriori", c'est-A-dire en exploitant le contenu des images. Les deux m~thodes sont ici expos&s.

2.1 Aide a Ia detection A priori (DAP)

Le moyen utilisd pour quantifier Ia qualitd radiom~trique de l'image est Ie tracd de la probabilitd de classer un point dans sa
zone d'appartenance en fonction de la probabilitd de faire une enreur de classement. Cette technique sapparente tout A fait aux courbes
Pd = f(Pfa) utilis couramment en traitement de signal radar.

Ces probabilitis sont calculdes i partir des histogrammes locaux des images. En effet: soit p(I) Ia probabiliti d'occurrence d'un
niveau I dans une image radar sur une zone homci~ne. Celle-ci s'exprime par:

(n- I)

oii n est Ie nombre de vues additionne~s de mani~re incohdrente (nomibre de looks ou de polarisations)
o6 13 eat Ia valeur mnoyernnc des radiotu~tries sur Ia zone: 0= >

Ainsi, soient deux zones diffdrentes voisines; dans l'image pour lesquelles on veut quantifier le contraste: appelons cible (c)
l'une des zones et environnemnent (e) l'autre zone. La probabiliti de classer un point de Ia zone (c) de niveau cc dans Ia zone (c) est
dornnee par Pd(a) et Ia probabiliz de classer un point de Ia zone (e) de niveau a dans la zone (c) est donný par Pfa(a) avec:

Pd(a) = +O*Pc(t) dt et Pfa(at) = fm ~ e(t) dt (2)

remplaqons Pc et Pe par leur expression (I), on trouve:
i=n- I i=n- I

Pd (a) = exp (- ai- et Pfa(a) =exp (- a : I

< 1=0 ! I~ i=0 ! 3

La th~orie montre done que plus on additionne de canaux indipendants, plus Ia qualitd de I image sera 6]evde. Cest bien Ia technique
utitis&e (multiloolt) pour r~duire le speckle. Cette technique peut Etre rdutilisde ici en additionnant de mani&re incohdrente lea diffdrentes
polarisations obtenties. On obtient I'image SPAN (HH+HV+VH+VV). Pour quantifier l'importance des diffdrenrs canaux, nous
ailons mnesurer lea coufbes de probabilitt stir lea trois systbms suivants simulds & partir du SAR JPL.
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-Monopolarisation HI-

-SPAN bipolarisation HH+VV

-SPAN multipolarisation HH+HV+VH+VV

Les zones utilishes pour cette mesure ont dt prises A l1intdrieur du parc du Golden Gate (voir figure 2) oil lon identifie deux

types de radiornitries: des zones sombres correspondant au stadle, aux lacs et aux chemnins (non rugueuses) et des zones claires
(arbres).

Figure 2: Zone du Golden Gate Park: en rouge: zone de type "environnenient , en vert: zones de type 'cible"

La figure 3 miontre les rdsultats:

Pd
1,0 I-

0,9 - HI-I+VV
0),8 - HH+VV+HV+VI- _______

0,7-

0.6-

0,5-

0.4-

0.3-

0,2

0,I-

0 _______________________Pfa

0,001 0,01 0,1

Figure 3: Courbes de quantification sur les zones du Golden Gate Park: DAP

Deux remarques peuvent etre immimiatcwnent cifectudes concernant ces rtsultats:
-1I- On constat une nete amelioration entre HH et HH+VV (gain de 0. 15 en probabilitt) cc qui est conformec A la thdorie.
-2- On constate une aft f'aible amndlioration entre HH+VV et HH+HV+VH+VV, ce qui tend A montrer que les canaux croisis

Wont qu'une taible importance dans le processus de d~tection. Cela peut etre expliqud par le fait que la radiom-etrie de ces demniers est
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plus faible que celle des canaux directs et qu'ainsi leur contribution A l'amdilioration de contraste est 5 fois plus faible que celle qui est

constatde sur les canaux directs (voir figure 3).

2.2 Aide A la detection maximale A posteriori (DMA?)

On se place maintenant dans le cas oii le comportement polarimitrique des cibles est connu. La zone de travail reste Ia maine

(parc du Golden Gate) zones (e) et (c). Par la mesure des matrices de r~trodiffusion assocides A ces zones, ii est possible de g~ndrer

une image dans une polarisation "optimisant" la zone (c) par rapport A la zone (e). Les techniques utilis~es ici ont dtd developpdes

abondamment par le JPL (ref. I et 3). Le processus a di mend en bipolarisation: on obtient une image dite OPT2 (optimale pour 2

canaux), et en multipolarisation 4 canaux: on obtient une image dite OPT4. Les courbes de quantification ont alors W tracies, on

obtient les r~sultats suivants:

Pd 1.0 ........................ ....

0,8-
s"-. OPT4

0,.7 . OpT2

0,5

0,4.

0.3.

0,2-

0.1.

0 ___________Pfa

0.001 0.01 0.1

Figure 4: Courbes de quantification sur les zones du Golden Gate Park: DMAP

2 remarques doivent etre faites:

-I - On constate une amilioration des rdsultats par rapport A la DAP. Cela est du A l'optimisation effectude sur les matrices de

r~trodiffusion. On remarque de plus que OPT2 est meilleur que HH+HV+VH+VV.

-2- On ne constate pas d'amdliorations notables entre OPM et OPT4. Cela confirme les premiers rdsultats obtenus en DAP et nous

permet de conclure guce AlIa tr~s nette pr4,onderance des canaux directs par rapport aux canaux croisds.

2.3 Discussion et conclusions sur la detection

Les rtsultats obtenus peuvent etre g~n~ralisds aux systtmes radars dont la cellule de resolution est grande devant la longueur

d'onde; le rapport devani etre au momns sup~rieur A 20. En effet, tant que le speckle reste statistique, les thfories doeveloppoes et

appliqudes ci-dessus restent valables. Ainsi, on montre ici que les canaux croisds Wont qu'une faible incidence sur les performances

en detection et qu'un systtme bipolarisation HI- - VV cohdrent est suffisant et maine nciejleur radioin~triqueinent qtuon syssinme haute

r~solution monopolarisation. Cependant, pour etre complets, ces travaux doivent 8tre 6tendus A la reconnaissance. C'est cc qui est

proposi dans la seconde partie de cet article.

3. AIDE A LA RECONNAISSANCE

Le propos de cette pantic est de quantifier l'apport de la multipolarisation en tant qu'outil d'aide A la reconnaissance de cibles

dis une image radar. Ne disposant pas, pour l'instant de cibles militaires mesur~es en multipolarisation, nous nous soinies reportds

sur des configurations de points brillants ideinifi~s sur une image radar multipolarisation du lac de Goldstone (USA) oii avaient itd

disposdes des mires de calibration di~driques et triddriques. Nous nous sommes placts dans la position du photo-interprete qui

cherche Ak retrouver dans une image une configuration connue par ailleurs. La d~marche classiquement utilis~e est alors la suivantc: on

effectue une comparaison entre une rifirence connue de cette cible et l'inage de travail. En optique, cette comparaison est souvent

rnat~raliste pr ume corrtlation entre la rtf~ence et rimage. Cette contlation donne alors one figure qui est seuill~e pour conclure & la
prtsence ou & rabsence de la cible dans l'image. La figure suivante illustire cette d~marche classique:
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K colonnes K-k colonnes

k colonnes

Mire de corrdIation (risultat)

SEUILLAGE
Image de travail (zone de recherche)

CONCLUSION

PRESENCE ABSENCE
DE LA CIBLE DE LA CIBLE

Figure 5: Diagramme de conedlation d'images

Dans Ic cas o4i Ion traite des images monopolarisation, on est en prdsence de fonctions ichantillonn~es de R2dans R (images

classiques). La formule de corr~Iation est alors simple et nous la nommerons "corr~Iation scalaire' (CS). On obtient:

oil,
F(m,n) est l'image de travail dans laquelle on cherche la cible, m e [0, K] et n e [0, L)

T(p,q) est la mire de rtfdrence (image de la cible mesur~e), p e (0, k) et q e [0, 1]

C(m,n) est l'image rdsultat de la corrtlation ou mire de corrtlation, m e [0, K-kI, n e [0, L-1I, p r [0, k] et q r= [0, 1] your
figure 5.

Si une image pixel peut etre assimil~e A lMchantillonnage dfune application de R2 dans R qui a tout couple de coordonnies

discrttes (kjl) fait correspondre un niveati radiomdtiique n, l'image polanim~trique est d'une toute autre nature. Elle est en particulier

multispectrale, c'est-&-dire qu'i tout couple de coordonn~es (k,l), on fait correspondre un vecteur complexe dont la dimension est

variable en foriction du nombre de polarisations dont on dispose. Une manitre de consid~rer le probibme est la suivante: on d4compose

les champs Electriques stir la base (H,V) classique. On considtrera ici que nous sommes en monostatique parfait, c'est-A-dire que

HV=VH.

Soit F(m,n) le vecteur image de base et Toj,k) le vecteur mire A corrdler. Pour chaque indice, F et T contiennent donc les

EI6ments de la mamrce de ritrodiffusion d&finissant Ie pixel polarimtitrque. On aura donc:

F(m,n) = VV (5)

KH, HV et VV sont les termes complexes de Ia matnice de rttrodiffusion

Dans Ie cas d'un radar bipolarisation, les. canaux croisis peuvent etre annulis et l'expression de F devient:

F(m,n) = H~) (6)

Nosis nous trouvons donc confronti I des applications de R 2 dans C3 ou C2. La formule classique de corrilation se transforme alors

de I& trmni~e silivante:
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r y <F(m-p,n-q).T*(p,q)> 2

C(m,n) pJ

F(m-p,n-q) 12. ,Y I T(p,q) 121

p q

on remarquera au numndrateur la transformation sesquiitn~aire qui corrtle le conjugu6 de la mire (T*) avec le signal complexe

F. Le module du risultat est ensuite divisi par les param~tes de normalisation. Le r~sultat C(m,n) est encore un scalaire compris entre

0 et I qui mesure le taux d'homothdtie entre l'image et la mire de r~fdrence. On appellera cette operation "corrdlation cohifrenre

complexe" (CCC).

APPLICATION:
L'image du GoldStone est constitu~e d'une s~rie de di~dres et de tin~dres disposes sur un lac assdchd plat. Pour pouvoir tester

1lefficacitd de la polarimetrie. la mire utilisde doit ftre constitu~e de reflecteurs ayant un comportement polarim~trique different. C'est

pourquoi nous avons choisi d'utiliser une mire constitude d'un tridre et de deux di~dres orientds de mani~res differentes. On trouvera

ci-dessous l'image de Goldstone e, un graphique montrant la cible choisie parmi les dispositifs de calibration,

Figure 6:. Image de Goldstone

Les riflecteurs; sent disposods perpendiculairement A la ligne de vol du radar et inclinis de 45 degrs par rapport au sol (I'angle

de visde urilisd Etant de 45 degr&s). Le rtflecteur numdro I est un tribdre simple orientd A 450. Le rtflecteur numiro 3 est un diwdre
orient6 A 0 degrt par rapport i la ligne de vol. RI n'est donc vu que pendant la moitif de Ia travers~e dans It lobe dantenne et rEpond

uniquement en HI- et en VV.

Le tiflecteur num-tro 2 est un di~dr orientd h 45 degrds par rapport A la ligne de vol. La rdtrodiffusion est importante dans les

canaux croisds et faible pour les canaux directs. Cependant. lors de 1lexpdrimentation du GoldStone, cc rtflecteur n'a pas ft6
correcteminti positionne et n est dionc pas ties visible (Ref 3). Ces rdflecteurs se rep~rent facilement sur l'image du GoldStone oiu les
rdflecteurs sent align.-s de mani~re ordonn~e. La Figure 1 permet de les situer et de les d~crire.
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DMplacerrent. du radar

* ~R~fiecteur 2 I

33.1 m 9.03 m

Figure 7: Les rdflecteurs du GoldStone, la localisation de la cible choisie et la description des points brillants.

RESULTATS:

La figure 8 prdsente les rdsultats obtenus Pour toute une s~re d'exp~riences de corrdlation. La mire de r~ffrence a dt6 simul~e A

partir d'un simulateur d'images radar de cibles g~om~triques simples (ref. 4). Elle a 6te sinmuI& en HI-, HV, VH et VV. On dispose

ainsi de tous les paraffitres necessaires.

La prem~itre s~fie d'exp~riences a &6 r~alis&e en CS. On a donc corrý16 la mire HH+HV+VV avec les images suivantes:

-Image HHl

-Image HH-+VV

-Image H-H-+H-V+VH+V\'

-Image OMT

-Image OPT4

L~a seconde sdre a iti rdaisde en CCC. On a donc corrdI6 le vecteur mire simuId avec les vecteurs images suivants:

-Vecteur image composd des canaux directs (D) ->bipolarisation HH - VV

-Vecteur image composd des canaux civisds (C) ->bipolarisation fly- VH

-Vecteur image complet (DC) ->polarimftre

Type Experience Valeur du pic de corrdIation en Piconmn Correct

Image HH 0,46 6 dB NON

Image HH+VV 0,47 12 dB NON

CS Image HH+HV+VH+VV 0,49 14dB NON

Imag eOPT`2 0,4 18dB OUI

Image OPT4 0,37 20dB OUI

Vecteur canaux directs 0,041 40 dB OUI

CCC Vecicur canaux cams6s 0,0Y70 26dB NON

Vwceur corrplet 0,042 38 dB OUT

Figure 8: R16sultats de coffflaton.

DISCUSSION:

Sur la corrilation scalaire: on remanjue que la, taille normalisfe du pic de corrflation augmente de HH A HH+HV+VH+VV, ce
qui est normal puisque le speckle a diminut. [I en est de meme pour le rapport pic de corrtlation sur environnement. Par contre, le pic
de corrtlation, West pas bien placd. Cela est dO au fait que I'information phase nWest pas utilishe. Par contre, les images OPT2 et OVI'4
donnent une corrilation conrecte bien que le pic soit momns ElevE. L'information phase est ici utilisde indirectement puisqu'elle sert A
gindrer limage optimale. On remarquera au passage que les gains son: plus Elevts quand on passe de la monopolarisation h la
bipolarisation que de la bipolarisation au polanrimtre. Cela confirme les rtsultats obtenus en d~tection quant aux incidences compardes
des canaux directs et croists.
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Sur la corrdlation cohdrente complexe: La valeur normalisde du pic dle correlation est dix fois mains importance que dans It cas

scalaire. Cela est du au fait que I'on corr~Ie aussi des phases qui ne sont pas de mime nature que Its modules. Par contre. Ie rapport

pic sur environnement atteint 40 dB. Le rdsultat est donc bien meilleur, au sens du taux de fausse alarme. La correlation sur les canaux

croises ne donne pas un r~sultat correct car l'approximacion utilis~e pour sirý-.ier la mire de r~f~rence dans Ies canaux croises n Iest pas

fiable. Cependant, ce mauvais r~sultat ne perturbe pas la correlation complete. ce qui confirme une fois de plus la faible importance des

canaux croises.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Ces r~sultats pennettent d'apporter Ies conclusions suivantes: la bipolarisation HH - VV est au sens de la detection et de la

reconnaissance de cibles un outil trs utile pour Ie photo-interpr~te quand celui-ci se sert de l'image comme support du signal. En effet,

la reduction de 4 ii 2 voles ne fait baisser que tr~s l~g~rement Ies performances. Plus prdcis~ment, Ies m~thodes d~velopp~es n'offrent

qu'une faible sensibilitd aux canaux crois~s qui sont radiom~triquement 20 dB inferieurs aux canaux directs.

Ces conclusionf sont cependant tirdes de tests effectu~s A partir de cibles simulkes par approximations. En particulier Ies

tritdres ct di~dres du GoldStone ont ii assimilks N des cibles g~om-ktriques simples cc qui ne correspond pas ii la r~alitd. 11 sera donc

n~cessaire par la suite de contirmer ces conclusions en utilisant des mesures de cibles reelles. On peut penser que Ies

resultats seront meilleurs puisque Its mesures nous rapprocheront encore plus de la r~alitd. Ceci est d'autant plus vrai en cc qui

concerne Its canaux croisds pour lesquels on aura une mesure liable.
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CONTRIBUTION DE LA POLARK~TR[E DANS LA DISCR3IMINATION,

LA CLASSUICATION ET L' IDENTFICATION DE C13LES RADAR.

E. POTTIER - J.SAILLARD
Laboratoire S2HF. I.R.E.S.T.E

La Chantrerie - CP3003
44087 MANTES Cidex 03, FRANCE.

Actueliement, i'anaiyse fine de la struc- par la cible et de I .onde incidente au niveau

ture d'une cible radar, en vue de sa caract~ri- de la source. Ce coefficient complexe traduit

sat ion et de sa reconnaissance, est un centre un affaiblissement et un diphasage.

d'int~ret de la recherche scientifique. De plus, le coefficient de rttrodiffuslon
est fonct ion du couple de polarisation utilisb

Le but de cet article collcerrne i'a~nl1ora- A 1'6mission et A la reception.

tion du pouvoir de discrimination et de classi-
fication des zones briliantes d'une cible par L'image 6lectromagn,6tlque haute r~solutlon

i'introduct ion du concept de la poiarim~trie est. obtenue par sommation coharente sectorielie

dans le domaine de liimagerie glectromagnitique des r~ponses impulsionnelles reprisenta~nt les

haute rdfsolution. fonctions temporelies de l'6cho renvoy6 par la
cible. L'laage radar, ainsi obtenue, reprA.sente
la projectinn des points brillants dans le plan

I - INTWRDUCTION. d'observation. ce qui permet de localiser spa-
tialement les positions des centres de diffrac-

L'Imagerle Radar est utillsie pour effec- tion.

tuer Vanalyse fine de la signature de cibles.
Le problime inverse de la diffraction 6lectro- La figure nlI donne la reprisentation g~o-

magnitique est en vole d'6tre risolu en retrou- m~trique d'une Image radar. (0*,Xr.yr.zr) est le

vant a partir de la connaissance du champ comn- tri~dre de r~f~rence radar, dafinissant la base

piexe ritrodiffus#. lea coordonnies giomitri- de polarisation. (OX,Y.Z) est le triidre de

ques et lea propriitis physiques des contribu- r~ftrence cible, d~nomm6 Ligalement, 'repore

teurs 6limentaires. Par calculs, se construit avionneur". Le point 0 reprisente le centre de

une Image Electromagnitique Haute Risolution de phase de la cible. Apr-is construction, nous

la cible dans le plan d'obeervatlon. obtenons I' image radar de la cible, otO le cen-
tre de phase est sItu6 au centre de l'image, et

L'apport du concept de Is polarimitrie oU Vonde Incidente provient du haut de i'image

dane l'analyse fine de la signature d'une cible
nous a per-mis de d~velopper une mithode origi- 2.1 - Formulation mathimatique.

Ie permettant d~obtenir une Image 6lectromagn6-
tique haute rtsolution qui soit optimale dana Consid~rons qu'une cible radar puisse se

la discrimination des zones brillantes, en rna- d~composer en une somme finie de N contribu-

lisant une adaptation des itats do polarisation teurs Indipendants et possidant la propriit&

de ionde 6iwise A Ia aensiblit6 maximale de ia d'isotropie friquentielle.

ciblc afin que ceile-ci ritrodiffuac ie maximum Le coefficient de ritrodiffusion e'exprime

d' inergie. aiors par:

En paraliile A I'itude sur l'amiiioration S(,k) a I 0 .2jkV 1 (1)
du pouvoir de discrimination. sont Venus se
greffer- les problimes classiques de la "recon- ou a disigne IVamplitude complexe du l~m. con-
naissance', qui consistent A diterminer o,'Ielles I
sont lea caractrinstiques physiques et gitomk- trtbuteur, et le vecteur difinlssant sa, po-
triques de Ia cible qul mont A l'origine des sition spatiale dana le repire cible.
zones brillantes localisies A partir des Images L'expr-esaion (1) peut 6.,alement se mettre sous
6lectromagnitiquem haute risolution. la forme:

A partir de la "th6orle phinominologlque
des cibies radar", finoncie par J.R HUYNEM. nous s(,k) a8-) -J 2

avons diveloppi une mithode originale do cmas-

d'un symtime "Intelligent' do caractirisation oCi 6(9) disigne la distribution de Dirac tridi-
de I& structure d'une cible. basic mur l'uti- mensionnelle. Pomons:
lisat ion des modilem do riseaux neuronaux. N

1(h) a I ad8(At (3)

2 - NDOi.GRAM~E RADAR.I-
oQ 1(1) reprisente l' image tnidimensionnelie de

L'holographie radar 111,(21 est. un proci- la cible radar. Dana ce cam. I& relation (2)
d6 conduimant A la rialisation d'une image peut #tre considinie comm la. tranisformie de

Olectromagnitique haute risciution d'une cible Fourier tridimenstonnelle do Vlimage, ce qui

radar complexe. & partir do is connaimmance des donne: 2i
valeurs du champ tiectrommgnitIque ritrodiffusi CE S~h e) di (4)
par cello-cl relevi en fonctiott do doux paraai-
tres do aemure: Is riqiienkce di6mlsalon (f) Hbtelmn.Jwayeetrsrit
ainmi quo Is position angulalre (0) du rsdar au Hasblteiement.oe e'nayme eant kestreinte
par rapport au Centre do phase do la cibie. 2ucsbdmnine nipsn O opermet d'obtenir une reprisentation des con-

Le coefficient do ritrodiffusion repr*A tributeurs projetis sur le plan z-0. Ainmi. A
sente le rapport du champ do ilonde riflichie partir de la connalssance du coefficienit do
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r~trodiffusion global mesur6 en fonction du En effectuant une mesure de la cible au
couple (f~e). I'Image 6lectromagn~ttque haute moyen d&un tel syst~me vectorlel dont le couple
r~solution de la cible complexe est d~termin~e de base des 6tats de polarisation est le couple
par; (11,V), quatre Images Electromagnttiques Haute

[]2J2jnf- (xcos~ys I nO) I16solut ion correspondant A chacun des termes de
Ch= fo~e dfdfl (5) Ia matrice de r~trodiffusion peuvent alors dtre

E) construites. L'antenne radar se sltuant en haut

ou le couple lx~y) repr~sente lea coordonn~es des images. i1 eat alors ais6 de d~terminer la
du vecteur )ý dar3 le plan de la cible. correapondance de ces zones brillantes par cam-

paraison avec ls localisation des cibles 6l6men-
taires sur le support de mesure. Ces images

3 - GIBLE COKPLEXE HEStJREE. sont repr~sent~es figure n*3.
L'examen de ces reprý6sentatlons graphiques

Afin de v~rifler lea travaux effectu~s sontre que lea images "cross-polariates", c'eat

dana le domalne de Ia Polarim~trie. et de A-dire celles obtenues a la r~ception, avec une

valider, par la meaure, lea r~sultats obtenuz polarlsatlon orthogonale A celle de 1'6misalon

par simulation. une campagne de mesure a et (HV,VH), ne font apparaltre qu'une seule zone

effectu~e sur une cible complexe dana la chain- brillante correspondant au dip6le orient6 A 45*

bre anL'cholque du CELAR. durant le mols de par rapport A la ligne de via~e du radar. D~e A
Mars 1989, 131. son orientation, cette cible r~trodiffuse toute

son 6nergle d'une manl~re 6qulr~partle dana

La cible complexe eat constituee de quatre chaque canal (HH,LIV,VH ou VV). It eat important
cibles simples. canoniques et ind~pendantes. A de noter bora de l'examen de llimage 6lectroma-
savoir :gn,&tlque VV, l'absence significative de toute

- un dip6le m~tallique horizontal d'une zone brillante 116e A I& pr~sence du dip~le
longueur de 65 cm et d'un diam~tre de 1 mm. horizontal. En examinant plus attentIvement

- une plaque m~tallique carr~e de surface I Image tlectromagn~tique obtenue lora d'une
S = 2 cm2. 6mission et d'une r~ception horizontale, une

- une sphere de dlametre 7 cm. quatri,ýme zone brillante apparalt en haut de

- un dip~le m~talllque. de m~mes caract6- 1' image. Cette zone correspond au dip~le hori-

ristiques que le pr~c~dent, mais orlent6 d'un zontal.

angle 0 =45' autour de la ligne de vis~e du L'examen global de ces quatre Images Elec-

radar. Ce dip~le n'appartient pas au plan de la tromagn~tiques Haute Rksolution montre que
cibl mas lu es perendculare.toute l'lnformation relative A la cible eat
cibl mas lu ea porendculare.blen contenue dana la Natrico de r*t~rodiffu-

La local isation de ces 616sents sur le sian. et qu' 11 eat n~cessaire de la connaitre
support de mesure eat repr~sent~e sur la figu- afin d'6tudier au mieux toute cible complexe.

res n*2. De plus. 6tant A la base in~me de Ia th,4orie
En t'onction de Ia bande d'analyse [8-12.4 Polarim~trique des ondes. iI eat absolument.

CHzi. lea dimensions des cibles canoniques ont indispensable de pouvoir mesurer et d'obtenir

6t& d,&termlrn~es aflm de v~ri1'Ier le postulat la satrice de r~trodiffusion d'une cible par un

;uIvant. A savoir: syst~me radar vectoriel avant d'Introdutre tout

"Toute cible complexe pout me d~composer concept. quel qu'il soit, de la Polarlm~trie

tn une smorn finie do cibles simplesi. canonl- dana le domalne de l'imagerie radar.

jues. lnd~pendanteom et isotropos".

Ainsi, en travailliant en zone optique. 4 - INTRODUCTION DU CONCEPT DE LA POLARINE'
c'est-&-dire en limite suporleure de Ia zone de ECTRIE AGNSIETDNINE HAUE RSLUTNLEION
r~sonance. Ia cible complexe pout @tre mod~li- ~~Q AT EOUIN

s~e par un ensemble de sources ponctuelles L iciiaindsznsbilne
Ind~pendantes appel~es encore contributeurs L iciiaindsznsbllne
6l4mentalres. ou tout simplement points bril- d'une clble complexe A partir des Images 41cec-

tromagn~tiques haute r~solution peut-6tre am*-
]ants.lior~e Iorsque celles-ci aunt construites A

3.1 - Images Electromagn~tiques obtonuos. partir do ha connalssance des matrices do r~tro-
diffusion d~livr~es par un syst~mes radar vecto-

Afin d'obtonlr. toute I information rela- riel.

tive A Ia cible complexe, iI est n4scessaire de Cette discrimination pourra #tre optimiste

concevoir et d'utillsor un syst~me radar vecto- en introduisant lora do Ia construction des

riel poss4dant deux antennes 6mission r~cep- Images 6lectromagn~tiques haute r~solutian, la

tion. dont l'6tat de polarisation do chacune thtorie do Ia polarim~trie des andes 6lectroma-

d'entre e110 est 116 A une base canonique do gn~tiques bastes sur 1'*tude des propri~t~s

l'espace des 6tats do polarisation. soit par alg~briques des matrices de r~trodiffusion.

exemple Horizontal - Vertical.
A l~mlssion. le champ 6loctrique ? do La premidre approche consisto A reconstrul-

Conde 6lectromagntstique aura en alternance, la re los matrices do r~trodiffusion A partir des

polarlsation horizontale puis verticale. La ci- r~ponses fr~quent iells, afin d'6tre en accord

ble rttrodiffuse pour coin deux 6tats do polari- avec Ia d~finition premiL~re d'une matrico de
sation uneoundo 6lectromagn~tiqto. dont le r~trodiffusion qul cot en fait. caz-acttriotique

champ Aklectrique possede un *tat de polarisa- d'une cible pour uno fr~quence, une position et
tion qul emt d'une manitre g~n~rale puromont un couple do polarlsation donn~s. Cependant,
elliptique. A I& r~ception, ce champ r~trodif- los matrices do r~trodiffusion construites A
rus# se d~compose sur I& base canionique des part ir des r~ponses fr~quent 101 ls no peuvont
etats do polarisation on doux composantos fournir qu'une information globale our I& cible

(harizantale ot vorticalo) repr4sentant los comploxe, coest-A-dire en consid~rant corne uno
amplitudes des oscillations lln~aires 10 long entit6 1'onsomblo des ciblem staples (contribu-

4 4 er 1mnars omnIscbecmlxdes axes x et y du tri~dre do propagation, Ltours l~mnars fratI ibecml
Un tel syst~me radar vectoriel est alarm tdio

capable de fournir tout@ Iinfor'intion relative
A I& cible sous I& forme d'une motrice do r~tro- A partir des rL~ponses frtquentlelles. 11

diffusion et non plus d'un simple coefficient est &Is# do d~terminer los r~ponses impulsion-

do r4trodiffusion. nelles correspondantos en appliquant un. simple
transform~e de Fourier. Ainsi nous est fournie
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une information suppidmentaire permettant la 5.2 - D6termination do l'Image "SPAN".
localisation des contributeurs et la d6termi-
nation do lour position spatial. projetee sur A partir do ]a connaissance des quatre
laxo radar-cible. L'examen des r6ponses impul- Images Electromagnetiques Haute 116solution,
sionnelies, montre que tout. l'intformation nous construisons i'image Span reprdsentant la
relative & Is, cible complexe y est contenue, puissance transport~e dans Ia matrice de r6tro-
notamment l'intormation do position qui est diffusion spatiale avec:
non-negligoable lors do Ia discrimination des
points brillants. Pour cette raison, 11 semble Span [SI = IS11I" 12. I 2 I 2 IIS 1

2  (7i)
alors assez naturol de reconstruire les matri- 111-S1' 2

ces de r~trodiffusion A partir des r~ponses
impulsionnel les obtenues. La propri~t6 importante dui Span est son

invariance quelle quo soit Ia base des btats de
M)nommons par "Op~rateur IEIIR", 1e proc~d6 poiarisation Emission / Riception utilis~e [5].

permettant de construire los Images Electroma- L' image SPAN oat prisentie figuro n*4.
gn~tiques Haute Ri6soiution. Get opirateur
s'exprime sous la forme suivante: Cette image Span contiont tout. l'informa-

tion do puissance li6e A la cible et maximise,
Fr2-a 2  

f* df~q dO (6) par 1A mime, la. dynamique de l'lmage.1 ~ ~ d jO (6)S~.6 Cetto image non cohirente, fournit un sup-
C2 e port d'information pormottant la localisation

L'expression S(f,e) est la r~ponse frC&- dsmxm oa

quentielle do la cible pour une position 0 et5.- temniodelIa "ULPAR
une friquence f donn~es. L'examen do l'expres- 53-Otriaind 'm."ULPLR
sian de l'operateur IEHR, montre que celul-ci La premiere idee lora do Ia construction
fait intorvenir Ia Transformie do Fourier d'une Image performante pour Ia discrimination
Inverse do la fonction (f.S(f,e)), calcul~e en des surfaces brIllantes, a 6t6 do maximiser cha-
fonct Ion do -r. L'opirateur IEHR no realise on uzoedVspccilndtrmat
fait qu'uno sosmatlon coh~rente des derivies quota zoe dolarispaceo cible en istorinantore
des reponses impulsionnelies. etdant d oaiaincratrsiu ors

Il a&t6monr6 epliiteent ans[41Ainsi pour chaque zone do l'Image, la ma-
qu'il 6tait parfaitement possibie do recons- trice do retrodiffusion spatialo oat recons-
tnuire diroctement los matrices do r~trodif- truite a. partir des energies contenues dans los
fusion A partir des Images &lectromagnetiquos quatre pixels corrospondants.
haute resolution ainsi obtenues. La dimarche La base des voctours pseudo-propres (Xl.
retenue consisto A roconstruire la matrico do X2) eat alors ditorminee, permettant ainsi do
retrodiffusion A partir des valours complexes diagonalisor la matrice do r~trodiffusion
(anplitude,phase) contonues dans ios pixels dos spatiale.
images electromagnet iques haute resolution, La puissance maximale reque dana Ia base
corrospondant au contributeur etudie, pormet- dos vecteurs pseudo-propros eat egale A Isa ma-
tant aussi d'obtonir uno "mtince do ritrodif- gnitude do la ciblo (in), qui correspond au mo-
fusion spatiale". dube do la valeur propre maximale de Isa matrice

do retrodiffusion spatiale diagonalisie.
L'Image "full-polar" prisente ainsi, on

5 - APPORT DUi CONCEPT DE LA POLARIMETRIE chacun do sea points, la S.E.R maximalo do la
DAMES L'INAGERIE HAUITE RESOLUTION. cible, A condition quo ceux-ci soient 6clair6s

par i'etat do polarisation caractiristique qui
5.1 - Introduction. leun est associ6. Cette image oat repr~sent6e A

Maintenant qu'ii eat possible de rocons- l iuen5

truiro los matrices do ritrodiffusion spatialos Il oat evident que cotte Image, bien quo
A partir do la connaissanco des quatre Images trds riche en Information, ne prisento qu'un
Electromagnetiquos Haute Pisolution. nous pou- maigre int~rdt physique, puisqu'il n'existe au-
vons assimiler lea quatre images A une "Matrice cune coherence do point en point on ce qui con-
Image" et iui appliquer lea techniques propres comne los bases de polarisation carmetiristique
A is Polaria~trie. utills~es.

L'objectif fix6 ost d'obtenir A pertir do En effet, chaque point est lIM A ue baeo
Ia connaissanco des quatre Images Electromagn6- caractiristique unique, dons laquelle Ia puis-
tiques Haute 114solution, une Image unique qul sance ritrodiffusie par la cible, en ce point
puisse contenir a e110 soule. tout. l'lnforma- do lVespace, eat maximale. Ccci so v~r'ifle par
tion relative a Ia ciblo, et qui soit donc per- l'exaaen do l'imago "co-polar X-X". qui pormet
formante au nivoau do Ia discrimination dos de rotrouvor 1e dip6le horizontal obtenu per un
zones brillantes. couple do polearisation Emission/PMeeption honi-

Cola. revient en fait A ditorainer Is. base zontale ainsi quo e Isdip~le orient6 A 45" qui,
des 6tats do polarisation "optimale" qu'ii taut lui, a 6t6 obtonu per un couple de polarisation
appliquor aux antennes d'Emission et do Recep- Emission/116ception lin~airo do 45".
tion pour obtenir 1e maximum do puissance ritro-
diffusie par la cible dans un des deux canaux 5.4 - Etude ot imaximisation d'umo zone
de copolarisation (XX ou YY). particulilno do I'Image Radar.

Comae 11 est Impossible, sans connaissance
A priori do l'6tat do polarisation optimalo, Une autre application do l'utilisation du
d'agir physiquement au niveau des antennes, principo des 6tats de polmi-isation caract~ris-
nous ml ions pouvoir, uniquement par traitoment, tique consiste & 6tudior uno zone parti~.ulibre
reconstruire uno Image qui eoit porformante du do l'imago en chorchant & ditorniner la polari-
point do vuo do Ia discrimination et qul reste sation caracteristique pormettant d'obtonir uno
cepondant cohirente du point do vuo do Ia rt-a- r~ponse maximale du point bnillant 6tudit.
lit# physique. Prenons comae exomple Is zone bnillante

Cette mithodo va nous pormettre do r~ali- correspondant au dip6le oriont6 A 45". A partir
ser une adaptation & la mensibllit* maximale do des quatre Images Electromagn6tiques Haute Rb-
le cible, vue dane son ensemble, du point do solution Ia matrico de rltrodiffusion spatialo
vine de ma *polarisation", on vine do Ia rmaximisa- eat reconstruito, et s'exprime par
tion de ma puissance ritrodiffuslo.
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r-1,11 8 + 31,932 -1,140 + 31,898 15.S - Determination de. l 1mage Optimal o

IS -1.065 + 31,925 -1,147 + J2,011 D"an les paragraphes precedents i1 a 6t6
I ~montr6 qu'il 6tait possible do determiner Ia

La resolution du probl~me aux valeurs pro- polarisation remaz-quable lieAc & im zone bril-

pt-es conduit A la determination de IV6tat de lante particulidre permettant ainsi d'optimisor
polaz-imation caract~ristique XPOLL Null. donne ia puissance rdtrodiffus~e dans un canal co po-
per le vecteur suivant lars6-s.

Nous allons maintenant montrer quill est
1 [ 1 1possible d'effectuer le mdoe traitement afin deL X9 d~terminer un 6tat de polarisation qul molt

/204 1,02 + 0.021 optimal pour la cible vue dans son ensemble,
af in de maximiser ma puissance r~trodiffus~e

Le vecteur de Jones X 1correspond en fait, dans un des deux canaux co-polarisds.

A une polarisation elliptique, qui est trAs pr-o- Four cola, nous avons d~veloppd un algo-
che d'une polmz-lsation lin~aire canonlque de rithme [4] dont le synopsis est repr~sentd
+45' donn~e par- le vecteur do Jones: figure n*7.

1 ~A part it do ia connaissance des quatrex= -fl(10) Images Electromagndtiques Haute Resolution,
2 i, image Span repr~sentant la puissance trans-

port-te par la mati-ice do rA~trodiffusion spa-
A partir do la connaissance du vecteur do tiale ost construite.

Jones X. la matrico de passage unitairo [U]. A partir do lVisage Span, qui contient
touto ' Information de puissance lide & la

form~e des deux vecteurs XPOLL Nulls est Agale cible , i1 ost alors possible do localiset- par
a: un simple proc~d6 do balayage ligne-colonne.

1 1.02 1los positions do ces maxima locaux appal-tenant
[U] = ___ [020 02 A~0 2  Vi)alespaco cible.

V2,.041 ,2J,2 09-O01()

Apt-As application d'un crit~re d'6limina-

Les Images Electromagn~tiques Haute R.aso- tion, qul consiste on un simple seuilliage A no
lutlon corrospondant A ces 6tats do polarisa- garder quo los maxima significatifs. l'6tat do
tions remarquables appliqu~es aux antennes polarisation optimal est alot-s on mesuro d'etre
EmIssion/RMception sont obtenues en offectuant d~tormin&A partit- des Atats do polarisation
le changemont do base dans l'espaco des polari- caract~ristique lid A chacun do ces maxima.
sations en appliquant la relation: Afin do lover toute ambiguit6 sut- l'ampli-

tude et la phase pt-opt- do chaque vecteur do
is-] = [UJ

T
[SH(U] (12) polarisation caract~ristique, l'Astat de polari-

sat ion est ropt-Asont6 par son rapport do polari-
Los Images aInsl reconstruites sont roprd- smtion circulaii-e 141.

sent~es figure n*6. A part it do la connaissance do tous los
L'examen do coin quatre nouvelles Images rapports do polarisation deter-mines pour chaque

Electromagndtiques Haute Re~solution montre quo maximum, 1e rapport do polarisation optimalo
la zone brillante correspondant au dipale orion- pour l'onsemble do l'image est obtenu A pa-Lit-
t6 A 4S' se retrouve maintenant uniquemont dana d' un proc~d6 do calcul basd sur i& m~thodo du
FIEHR cort-ospondant au canal AA (A reprdsen- barycentre.
tant 1'ttat do polarlsation XPOLL Null Xot B Uno fois le rapport do polarisation opti-

reprsenantI'dat olarsaton POL Nul Xmale deter-mine, 11 est alors alma do roconstrul-
ropt-Asontant~ ~ ~~ rea oaisto PL Nl le vectour de Jones associd. et do former

oU Loute l'Anergie r~trodiffusL~e s'y ti-ouve ainsi la matt-ice unitairo do changement do base
regroupde. gra~ce A la relation (12).

11 n'existe plus do zones brillantos dans
los Images Electromagndtiques Haute Resolution La detoermination des nouvelles Imagos
cross-polaris~es (AB; BA) ce qui prouvo quo la Electromagnatiquos Hauto Resolution dans la
utatrice do diffraction spatiale a bien 6L6 base optimale s'offectuo par u smimple chan-
diagonal IsA.. gement do base dans l'espace des btats do p' la-

risation pormettant d'obtenir des Images d'une
De plus. 11 nexiste pins do zone brillante cible radar qui soient performantes pour la

dans le canal BB correspondant A une emission discrimination des contt-ibuteurs 6l6mentaires
reception orthogonal. A l'ot-lentinticn du dip6- la composant.
le, d'ouj Iabsence do r~trodiffusion. 11 est Important do noter quo la notion do

Lam zones brillantes corr-espondant A la 'performance" est d~finie ici, d'une manlit-e
plaque ot A la mphere no subissont aucun chan- hourlatique. par Ia quantit6eot la qualit6 do
gement dO & leur Insonsibllit6 poisrim~trique l'infor-mt~ion contenue dans Visiage.
aux changementm d'6tats do polmi-isations
1Indalres. 5.5.1 - Dbtermdnation gboosri-que do

I'6tat de polaz-iuation optimal..
De plus, dO au changemont do Ia base des

6tats do polarimatlon Emission Reception. pea-- L'espaco do tr-avail qua nous utilimons omt
sage do (H;V) & (+45';-45*),. ledip~lo horizon- la spher-e do Poincar6, qui permot do faire cot--
tal out maintenant Yu corne Otant orlentA de respondre d' une manl~re dil-ecte chacun do sos
45' par rapport & I'axe do vIsA. du radar. points avec un 6tat do polarisation unique et
Cotte "pseoudo* orientation we ti-adult per- l* physiquement i-Aalimable.
presence de quatre zones bril1lant., cor-Iespon- La m~thode ut ilisC,, ost basie sur 1' etude
dent au dipble hor-izontal dana cheque Image de V angle saillant 27, qui possbdo I& propr16-
Electromagnltique Haute Resolution. t6 Int~rosmante d'6tto Ila. directement A la

puismance totale do l'onde r~trodIffusA. par- Ia
ciblo.

A pazLit- do la connaissanco do I& matrice
do rdtrodiffusion spatiale iii. A chaque maxi-
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mum local, I& base des vecteurs pseudo-propres Dans ce cas la base des 6tats de polarisa-
diagonalisant Ia matrice IS] eat alors d6terai- tion optimale (X aptX pt_ est confondue avec
n6e en A partir de Ia r6solution d'un probl6me ptOj
aux valours propres. Le vecteuz' de Jones 2L de la base des vecteurs pseudo-propres (~.)et
la base orthonormale des vecteurs pseudo pro- In puissance reque dons le canal de co-polarl-
pres (K.a d6termine 1V6tat de polarisation sation _X - t est 6gale & Ia magnitude a
qul permat d'obtenir une puissance r6trodiffu- A.pt opt(1
s6e maximale dans le canal de co-polarisation 116 & cc c~oitI'ibuteur.
X[l-Xl. Cotta pylssance est 6gale AL la magnitude Cni~ossitnn edwim aiu
de la cible (a ) et correspond au module de Inlai~osmitnntl exLm aiu
plus grande valour propre de la matrice IS. local, repr6sent6 par' son vecteur de Stokes

SW') la I sph~re de Po'ncar6. En prenant le
Le vectaur de Jones 116 &vecteur de Stokes g(X op comae vectew' de

l'6tat de polarisation de l'antenne de r6cep- r6f6rence, 11 est aloz's possible de d6finir
tion. eat ropr6sent6 sur Ia sphtre de PoIncar6 entre ces deux vecteurs, un angle saillant 27.
par un point P. Consid6rons une onde incidente La longueur de 1'arc s6parant cam deux vecteurs;
sw' cette antenna de r6ception. repr6sent6e par eat 6gale A 27R. alsi commae la sphdre est prise
Ia vecteur de Jones ~(,.~'.obtenu ade rayon unIt6, cette distance se r6duit & Ia
paz'tir da: valeur 2,1.

E = [T] X (13) La fait de rendre i'angie 27 nul a comae
oti T) at I maricede ~troiffsionspaia-effet de faire coIncider de nouveau lea deux

le caz'act6ristique d'une partie quelconque de oetusd Soe (pt) taXcet&
Ia cible. Cette onde eat repr6senthe sup Ia dire de privilafgier physiquemont Ia puissance
sph~re de Poincaz'6 par un point P'. r6trodiffua6e par ce deuxi6me contributeur.

W~inissons i'angle saillant 27 sous Or le vecteuz' de polarisation X oteat
lequal eat vu, du centre de Ia sph6re. l'arc de d~jA lit au contributeur pr6c6dent par la puis-
cercle d'extr6alitbs P et P'. La puissance tota- sance m associ~e.
le de i'onde incidente reque dana Ia base(1
(XI, a) sexprine par: L'6tat de polarisation globale X opt al 9

P - a2 b 2 co2 (j)ces deux contributeurs est d6termin6 A partir
PTom(7 (14) d'un nouvel angle saillant 27' satisfaisant Ia

La puissance reque dana le canal de co po- relation: 2
larisation X-X s'exprime par la relation: 2 a 2 27 (7

PXX= 11(IIT ",Ig(~l= I 127'-)m 2 2 (7

2x = (U N gXI=it~~ 2  ( (1) (2)
Le nouvel angle saillant 27' eat ainsi d6-

o~i IM) eat Ia matrice de Mueller 116e 4L I&a - termin6, et 11 eat alora possible de retrouver
trice de r6trodiffuaion (TI. le nouveau vecteur de polarisation Xt par

La matrice de r6trodiffusion~spatiale a construction g6om6trique.
V.inconvtnient d'6tre d6pendante de la phase Nous somaca maintenant en pr6sence d'une
absolue, ce qui peut Wte source d'erreurs fon- nouvelle base de polariaation optimale (X
damentales dana toute manipulation math6matique -Opt
lora de l'oubli de In notion de coh6rence. X otL) 116e a ces deux contributeura. 11 reate

La matrice do Muell1er a l'avantage d'4.tre
r6elle at Ind6pendante de Ia phase absolue, cependant A d6terminer la puissance reque dans
puisqu'elle eat 116e A Ia notion de puissance ce nouveau canal de co-polarisation X-. -x ot
et non & la notion de champ. Pour cela, toute Pour cela. 11 eat ais6 de d6terminer
manipulation matb6matique pout Otre effectu6e 1'6tat de polarlsation des ondes rbtrodiffusees
d'une mani~re tout A fait Incoh6rente. par ces deux contributeurs lorsque ceux-ci sont

Considhrons une cible compos6e de N con- 6clair6s par le vecteur de polarisationX
tributeurs ind6pendants. 'isotropes en fr6quence -p
et muaffisanmant 61lign~s lea uns des autres en utilisant Ia relation:
afin d'6viter tout phfinoodne de couplage at E = [S] X ot(8
d'interaction 6lectromagnetique. Dana ce cas Ia - p(10
puissance total. r6trodiffus6e dana le canal de gE zMI[X
co-polarisation par lensemble de Ia cible (I( = N ýpt)I(9

pot '*r re IN ) 9. La puissance reque dana 1. canal de co po-1PXX I " 41[m) ( (()IM IT is 1'1 (16) larisation X.P-X oteat alors donn6e par:

L'objectif do In m6thode eat donc deoP -X w gx) T (0
determiner l'ttat do polarisation, repr~sentb p p

Par 1e vocteur do Jones K(. qui maximise Ia Cette puissance eat alors affect6e au vec-
puissance Pxx rttrodiffus6e danm le canal de teur de polarisat ion X.P at prand valour do
co-polarimation 2jj . poids" bora de Ia d6termination du nouvol

5.5.2 - Proc~dure do d~torimination. agesiln 7 *tp uvne

Consid6rons Ia procidure r~lt6r~e A l'or-
Aprim avoIr d~teolrai6 pour chaque maximum dre i. La vecteur de polarisation optimale

local le vectour pseoudo-propre 11 qui lul oat X.pt
msooc:i4, un clamsement do cam maxima par oa'dre a donc 6t6 d6tormWn A partir des 0-0) 6tapes
croissant set offoctu& en fonction do a& valour pric6dentes, 3 et le poids qui lul emt affoct6
du SPAN coneospondanto. Cc classoemnt d6teralne eat 6gal & m, - P
l'ordro d'application do I& mithode. at Xopt _Xopt

Cott* p.'oc~dure et IaaItIalis on afc 11 eat alorm possible do d~finlr entro les
tant au vocteur do k 1P.I voctour do polarima- vectours do Stokes g~pt et g(Ij4). 116 au

tIon Uj li6 au maxleiu local poss~dant an maximum 2 n loa lm.ngle ma~lllant 2y. tu

valor d SPN Iaplu 4lvo.do polarimation optimale Xp 116 cette fols
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aux i contributew-s, eat d~termin6 suivant:5.-

2r 2 2 (2)Au cours de ce chapitre, nous avons expos6
(1) Opt une m~thode permettant d'obtenir & partir de

la connaissance des quatre Images Electromagn6-
Une fois, le nouveau vecteur de polari- tiquos Haute P~solution, une Image unique qui

sation Xp d6termin4 par construction g~om~tri- puisse contenir & elle seule, toute l'Informa-
quo & partir de la connaissance de V angle 23r'. Lion relative & la cible, et qui soit donc
Is. puissance r~trodiffus~e dans ce nouveau ".porformante" au niveau de la discrimination
canal do co-polarisation K -Yj cot 6gale M: des zones brillantes.

opt opt

X -X - 2 j(X()J ( Vj(Ei (22) L'objectif 6tait en fait do doterminer la
opt opt base des 6tats do polarisation "optimale" qu'il

fallait appliquer aux antennes d'Emisslon et de
La proc~dure est r~it6r~e pour tous los RMception pour obtenir le maximum de puissance

maxima locawc de V'isage. Lne fois termin6e, r~trodiffus6e par la cible dans un des deux
los 6tats do polarisation X.P et kpt vont canaux de co-polarisation ()(X ou YY).

permottre de d6finir une matrice unitalre de Les r~sultats obtenus ont montr6 que le
changement de base (U I.couple des 6tats de polarisation optimale.Opt repr6sent6 d'une mani~re g~n~rale par los let-

La d~termination des nouvolles Images Elec- tres X et Y, correspond a un couple do polari-
tromagn~tiques Haute 116solution dans la bose de sations orthogonales puroment elliptique.
polarisation optimale, soeffectue par simple
changemont de base melon (12) dans Vespace des Ainsi, sans aucune connaissance de la
polarisations permettant d'obtenir los Images ciblo, ou plut~t de la localisation de ses
de la cible radar oiO la puissance r~trodiffus~e zones brillantes dans l'ospace cible, i1 aurait
se trouvo maximis~e dans 1e canal de co-polari- 6t6 Impossible d'agir physiquement a priori.
sation X op-ot sur les dasde polarisation dsatne

d'Emission et do 116ception pour obtenir une
La synopsys do cette proc6dw-e est repro- telle Image do Isa cible. Image qui pout 6tre

sont6 figure n*8, en consid~rant la pr6sonce do consid6r~e, maintonant. comae performante pour
N maxima locaux. la discrimination des contributeurs 6l6mentai-

roe do Isa ciblo radar.

5.5. - Rsultts.6 - APPORT DU CONCEPT DE LA POLARINETRIE

Las Images Electromagn~tiques Haute R.4so- DANS LA CLASSIFICATION DE CIBLES
lution mmins reconshruites sont pr~sentaes 61-Itnuto
figure n*9.6.-Inrdci.

L'examen de cee Images Eloctromagn6tiquesEnprlleacl'udsrVimg ec
Haute R~solution, montre une fois de plus, quo nprldeae 'td u 'mg lc
Louto l'information relative A la cible comple- tromagn~tique haute r~solution d~velopp~e au
xe est contenue dane un soul canal co-polaris6 chapitre pr6c6dent, sont venue so groffer lee

corespndat u couple do polarimation probl~mes classiques do Isa reconnaissance dos
corrspiondanceti ..1 cibles, on vue do classifier puis d'identifer

&mimin-repion .@t opt los zones brillantos.
La mithode utiliste n'a pas permis do dia-

diagonaliser l& matrico Image puisque l'6tat do L'objectif consiste A d6terminer qu'elles
polarisation dhtermin6 correspond A I'6tat do '-opt lee caract~ristiques physiques et g~om6-
polarisation optimal. globalo pour la cible vue triquos de la cible qui induisent les points
dans son ensemble. brillanis localis~s cur i'imago 6loctromagn6-

Copendant. cotto m~thode a pormis do mini- Lique haute r~solution. Pour cela. est isol~e a
miser l'6nergie rogue dmns los canaux cross- partir des quatre images radar, la zone conte-
polarists, et maximiser collo contenue dane; le nant lo point brillant A 6tudier. A partir des
canal co-polaris6 correspondant au couple do matrices do r~trodiffusion spatialos, il est
polarisation I. -kp (-14,05dB mu lieu do possible do caract~riser los formos g~ovitri-

-15, 14dB). quos do la cible canonique qui ont contrIbu6 a
la formation du point brillant, gri~ce aux mA-

Le couple dem 6tats de polarisation opti- thodes classiques de reconnaissance polarim6-
male, roprimentA ici per lee lettres X et Y, triques. bas~es notmamment sur l'6tude do la
correspond A us couple do polarimatlons ortho- fourchette do polarisation qui conduit A la
gonales purement elliptique. d~finition d'une classification des cibles di-

C. couple .. t reprisent6 par 1. vectour do Los siaples. ou AL partir des signatures pola-
Stokes &x( t) rimetriques d~finies per 2EBICR et VAN ZYL. Coo

kpt signatures polarim~triques repr~sontent I& va-r o.P a I ration do la puissance r~trodiffus~e dens les;
I(g )'p a o,45Me0 canaux do co polarisation et do cross polarisa-

J Rpt(23) Lion, en fonction does diffirentes combinaisons
(g2)*Pt a 0.887382 primes par los 6tats do polarisation A l'6mb-

(g) . 0,098470 sion et A la r~coption. Un Jeu do signatures
3o). polmi-im~triques 1164S des mod~les do cibles

canoniques permet 1'identification du phinomdno
qui eat 116 aux pez-uahtres gbombtriques do do r~trodifrusion oboervi par l'analyme do I&
l'ellipee do polarimation suivants: yogedscursobne.

# p - 31.36' at T op- 1.618* ~jooi e ore bous
dlfinlesant un couple d'#tats do polarisation Touts V information qu'il est possible
quasiment inlA&ire (31.36*1 et poessdant wig d'extmrair d'une cible cut obtenue & pertir do
weaez faibl ecllipticlt#. I&a utrice do r~trodiffusion. L'Infornation

contenue dejig cette matrioc ddcrit le proceamuf
complex. do V interaction entre I& structure do
la cible et l'onde Amiso. La "thiorie phtnom6-
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nologique des cibles radar" 6noncde par J.R cette notion de sommation coharente. En utili-
HUYNEN permet Wocn d~gager la structure et les sant. la reprdsentation en puissance. i1 est
propridt~s cara~ct6ristiques de la cible. Dana alors plus alad de discriminer la cible de ces
ce chapitre, nous pr~sentons le "diagramme deux environnements grhce A cette notion dsad-
structurel d'unc cible*. ainsi que lea neuf dition non coharente, oq la cible et lea deux
"paramdtres de liuyncn* qui en Gdcoulent. A environnements sont alors considdr6s comae
partir des r~ponses impulsionnelles de la trois entitds totalement inddpendantes.
cibla. vue en spdculaire, nous montrons la Ce prIncipe de discrimination est A la
corrdiation existante entre les velours prises bas adme du thdordrne de ddcoaposition de J.il
par ces paramAtres et lea caractdristiques HUYNEN [s).
physiques et g~oa~triques des contributeura de LaL matrice de rdfiexion de Stokes, ou
Ia cible. Matrice de Mueller [MI. 6tablit une relation

A pertir Ge la thhorie ph6nomdnologique, linftire entre lea vecteurs de Stokes associds
nous prdsentons une mdthode "intelligente" de aux andes incidente et rdtrodiffusde 14], avec:
caract~risation de la structure d'unc cible,
basde aur l'utilisation des modaiea de r~aeaux
neuronaux. IN) = [A]* ~(S] . [S)J [A]-' (25)

7-DESCRIPTION PIIENOMENOLOGIQIJE 0, UNE 
1CA]CIBL RADR. ol- A) = 1 0 -1(26)

7.1 - Lea paraadtres do HUYNEN. [0 1 1j 0

J.R. HUYNEN a redafini cette matrice de
La matrice de rdtrodiffusion CS] 6tablit MULLR [15 avec:

una relation linadare entre lea vecteurs de
polarisation associ~s aux andes Incidente et r~+ 1
r~trodiffus~e telie que : 0

E 6=[IS]E 1(24) C A 0 B E G (27)

Cette matrice reprdsente le champ 6lectro- IN 0 1 H E A 0-B D
magndtique rdtrodiffus6 Gdcrivant en amplitude F G D -A +B
et en phase une entIt6 qui peut. 6tre d~nommbe 0 0~o
".cible". 11 convient en ce point de lever une ofi lea coefficients A , B , B, C, D. E, F, G.
ambiguit6 qui eat souvent source de confusion 0 o
dana; l'interprdtation de la matrice Ge r~tro- et HI sont connus sous le non des "paramdtres Ge
diffusion. HUYNEN", qui sont Ge la plus grande Importance

En effet, 11 ne faut pas oublier que cette dana la thdorie phdnoadnologique des cibles,
matrice. une Lois mesdr~e, fournit une repr6- car inddpendants Ge tout moddle, donc applica-
sent~ation Ge cc que per4;oit Ic radar, et que bles A tout type Ge cibie. Sachant qu'ii existe
li'nformation qu'ellc contient eat alt~rde par une corrdlation trds forte entra lea valeurs
Ia variation des paraadtres d'observation mis prices par ccc; paramatres et ics; caractdristi-
en jeu (fr~quence, 6tat Ge polarisation, forme ques physiques et g6ometriques Ge la cible, ii
d'ondc) ainsi que par la localisation Ge Ia convient Ge rappelcr bridvement leur significa-
cible dana son environnement et par sa position tion:
vim A via du radar. La confusion gdndralement AO : gdndrateur Ge aymbtric Ge Is cible.
faite est Ge consid6rer Ia matrice Ge r~trodif- 9O-B g~n~rateur Ge la non-symbtric Ge la
fusion comae ta r6ponse G'unc "cible pure" & cible.
una exitation 6lectromagn~tique. Mats c'est BO+B mesure Ge l'Irr~gularIt6 Ge la cible.
oublier quc la matrice (S) eat ddpendante Ge la C :facteur de forms.
phase absolue, cc qui signifie qu'clle r~sulte D indicateur Ge la forme locale.
d'un proceceuc complexe Ge sommation coh~rente E :phdnom~ne Ge la torsion Ge la cible.
Ge tous lea phdnoaAres, tiectroaagn~t~iques cr6dýs F phdnom~ne d'h~licit6 Ge la cibie.
par is source G&.micsion Gans 1'environnement G :couplage entre lea parties sya~triquca
radar-cible. at non-aymd~triques Ge la cible.

H orientation Ge la cible.
La but Ge la th6orte phdnom~nologique eat

Ga caract~risar la cibla comae un "objet" Ge la L'L~tude des parafAdtrec Ge Huynen l16s &
raqon la plum pr~cisa qu'll soit, autremant dit una zone brillante permct une bonne approcha
de discriminer at d'extraira cat "objet" Ge son dans; la reconnaissance des caractdristiqucs
erwironnaaent. en le considdrant alors comae physiques et g~omdtriques Ge In, cibic 6idmen-
"*debazassm6" de toutem les alt~rations occawilon- taire 6tudidc [41 puisqu'il exists une corrdla-
ndem par l'obeervation. L'objactif final de tion trdc forte entre lea veleurs prises par
cetta caractdrisation act de ddteariner A lea paraadtres Ge Huynen at las caractdristi-
travars l'analysa du signal r~trodiffus6, une ques physiques at gdomdtriques de la cible.
reprtsentation da I& cibla qui soit non brut-
tde. 7.2 - Identification da I& structure d'une

Pour cola. 11 act ndcemcaire G'utilisar cible radar par Ia mithode dam
une repr~sentat ion an term do puissance pour rimeaux now'onaum.
la description du phinombne da rdtrodiffuaion.
L'avantage de catte raprdaentation act Idlimil- A pertir Ga la thiorie phdnomdnologique de
nation do I& phaes absolue de Is cibla, c'act-A Is cibla, 11 act alors possible da concavoir
-dire qu'ell. fait appal A una notion Ga comma- une mdthode "Intalliganta" da car-actdrisation
tton non cohtrent. des ph6inoans 6iectromagri- da Ia structure G' urn cibla, permettant ainai
tiquac. 11 aut alors possible d'interpr~tar un systtme radar da clacsifier puis d'idanti-
plus iadsment I& contribution do cheque points fier l'objet. La mdthode propos~e repose cur
brill ants, considerda maintenant comme ind~pen- I' util lastion dam rtscaux neuronawc, Gont l'ob-
dents. jectIf concicte en urn modelisation primaire Go

V~ent le cam, par exempt*, d'une cibla I'architecture du cerveau humain, dont le but
plocte dma. Gaux anvironnaments totalement act G'employer cam capacitdc G'apprenticcage at
diff~rents. La cIbia recta toujours Ia mfima, de d~cision.
slot's qua lee matrices de r~trodiffusion mm- Par snalogia avec le probl~me de Is, recon-
surdes mont tout A felt diff~rentec & cause Ge naissance visuelle des formes, l'architacture
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des r~seaux de neurones mis en place pour la r1  1 0 01 1 -1 0 01
earat ciucour'raisation d u sIsim stucur de la c e 0
etcaract ur 'oraisatloie asrutr du I cibl~e, IN 1. 1 il- 0o11
visuel humain. Dans une telle architecture. 01 Loo
chaque couch. reqolt l'information do la cuh .[
precedents et tranamet 1. risultat do sa d~cI- r1 0 0 11 0 0 -11-
sion vers la couche sulvante. Les deux couches 000010000

extremes correspondent A. la couch. qui reqoit (N ~~00 0 0I D20000

la couch. qul fournit le risultat final d'autre 00l
part. Les couches intern~idlires sont appelies La phase d'apprentissage est la phase la
los couches cachies. La structure d'un riseau plus importante car dicidante des performances
do nourones mono-couch. oat reprisentie figure du riseau. El 10 consisto A. presenter siquen-
n*1O. tiellesent aux neurones d'entrio los cibles

canoniques A. misorisor. Pour chacune d'ontre
7.3- Definition du rhmoau do neurones. elies, la riponse observie ost comparie A la

riponse thiorique attendue. Un algorlthme d'ap-La principale definition d'un riseau de prontissage est mis en place qui viont modifier
neurones conaiste A. determiner le nombre do los coefficients synaptiquos de fagon A. obtenir
neurones d'entries, celul des couches cachies, une riponse satisfaisanto (41. L'algorithme
et 1. nombre do sorties. d'apprentissago utilis6, est l'algorithmo do

L'#tude pricidemmont menio. a montr* qu'il ritro propagation du gradiont.
6tait tout A fait possible de caractiriser la
structuro d'une cible A. partir de la connais- 74-Eepedapiain
sance de la matrice de Mueller. L'information-Exmldapcaon
contenue dans; cette matrice do puissance va A part~ir de la connaissance des quatro
donc Imposer le nombre de neurones d'entries A Images 6lectromagnitiques haute resolution. 11
16, correspondant aux seize coefficients est possible do reconstruiro la matrice do
contenus dana; la matrice de Mueller. rtoifso ptaecrepneta

Le nmbr de ortes et pr d~iniioncontributeur quo nous cherchons A. caractiriser.sans liaito. Celul-ci eat fix6 A 6, correapon-Lamtied trifuonstal
dant au nombre de cIbles canoniques definissant La mastruie, do r treondiffusdion l sptilent
A, priori la population des cibles test choisies 45%* est donnie par:
arbItrairement. 1,267+jl,3248 -1, l535+jl,89O3

Ayant choisi une structure do riseau mono (S
couch. (per analogie ontre reconnaissance de -lSSPj2 222
cibles et perception visuolle), lo nombre do -106+l975 -,55j,02
neurones appartonant A Ia couch. cachie est, do
toute evidence assez dilicat A determiner. Si A partir do cetto matrice, i1 eat possible
co nombre est trop Important, lo riseau a de determiner les "parammtros d'Euler" corres-
tendance A dupliquer les elements do la couch. pondants (4]. Ces paramitres prennent los
cachio. Si ce nombre eat trop petit, 10 riseau valeurs suivantes:
requiort danm ce cas, un grand nombro d'itira--__________________
tions bora do l'apprentissago. et la precision 2~ IspanI T C) V C)I )
finale nest peas optimale. En 6tudiant pour I T
chaque axone do sortie Ia sonaibIi~t6 do l'er- 19,4078 19.4525 50.45 1,6881 75.88 [12,77
rour globalo (E) A 1'611mination do celul-cI,
suivant:

S (kJ) E1  E i, s (28) Lea parambtres do Huynon bruts correspondants.
IIS (k, J) w I S(k, J) _WS "k )sont donnis; par:

11 est alors possible do determiner le nombre AO DO B C I D
optimal do neuronos caches pour quo coux-ci - I I
alent finalement une sensibilit6 voisine. Dans 4,65545 5,11011 -4,6981 -1.8386 0,6802
notro modile. le nombre do neurones de la cou-
che cachte est. fix,& A, 10.

L'opiration la plus delicate, bors do la
definition du rtseau do neurones, consiste AEFGH
determiner lea exomples lea plus appropriis 155
pour 1' apprent Issage.-12790518 ,314 9

Pour cola. noua avons voulu faire figurerStnu plqosc ver;&Vnre
aix typos do cibles canoniques. li6es chacuno ASinuapluoa osvors lnte
une caractiristique particuliiro do Ia struc- du procemaus do caractirisation nous obtonons

ture giniralo d'une ciblo. Los six cibles ersutsslvn :
choimiem mont I& plaque, 10 di~dre. 1. dip~leSpee Idr Di DpVH61OH6cD
horizontal, 1. dipOle vertical. aiinil quo 1.5 Ipir Iidr Di I
deux he lices gaucho *t dro its. Cem cibles sont 134 32O 765 .OX7,3 ,82
representatives des cibles linlairos. symitri- 134 3ZO 765
ques, imotropes aiznsi quo non-mymitriques.

1 lustrant molt un phenomena do ritrodiffusion lHous pouvons constater qua Is system na
direct. molt un phinomine do r~trodiffusion pout peas caractiriser 1. dipOle orionti A, 45%
multiple. puisqu'il presents des risultats faimant appa-

Los matrices do Mueller 116*9 A, coin cibles raitre Ia presence d'wn diplol horizontal.
purem mont lem suivantes: .d'une helice gauche, ainmi que d'une ciblo du

I.1 0 0i 1 -0 0 mitre. do Huynen brut. ne poruet pam d'obtenir

10 1 01 INi.u 0~ 0 yedCI.L'plcto 
irc*dsp

0 1 0~ 0s 0 10 1Jdes rimultats satimfaini~nts.IAu regard, dam valeurs prismes par Ion
peramibtrem d'Euler. 11 me d6~ag une orien-
tatlon do Ia cible autour do Is. Iigne do via"e
du radar non null. (*=50.4513*). ce qui eat
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confirmb par I& forte valour du paraa~tre H 11 semble qu'un tel processus do caract6-
(H-9. 53545). risation. utilisant lea cwmpacit6s d'approntis-

Don co cas, 11 s'av~ro In~dispensable d'ef- sage et do dhclcion "6quivalontos" A coiles du
foctuor tine op~ration de dhaorientation. af in cervoau humain. devienne rapidefont un axe de
d'6liminer l'angio d'orientation do la cible. rechorche tree prometteur.
Les perambtros do Huynen ainsi obtenus, sont
alors 6gu : Une 6tudo plus appronfondie do certains

I I modules caracteristiques devrait pormettro
AI BD B~ dDabout ir A Ia conception d'un procossus do

4,6545 ,1101 50777 9,1074 -0748caract~risatlon "Intelligent" dos plus perfor-
4.6545 5.1011 5.0779 9.7074 -0.48mants. Nous nous somme linit~s Jusqu'A& pr~sont

;& n'effoctuor qu'uno simple 6tude do faisabili-

£ j g G j jtA
0.0444091 0.57216 10,54860 10.00008- DCUIN

Los r~sultats obtenus apr49 l'application Dane cot article nous avons introduit 1e
du procossus do caract~risat ion sont les concept do la POLARIN M IE dane 1e domaine de
suivants: l'iaagerie 6lectroaagn~tique haute r~solution

arin d'ambliorer 1e pouvoir do discrimination
_______________________________des contributeurs 6l6mentaires d'une cible

ISph~r* Diddre Dip H IDip V IH61iceG lH61ceDI radar. Nous avons montr6 quill ost possible do
I l l I I I Id~finir tine matrice do r~trodiffusion spatialo,

100.0K I0,0 100.0K 100.0K ioo.ox1 ioo,ox appartenant A loespace ciblo, obtenue A partir
do Ia valour does 6nrgies contenues dans lea
pixels des quatro Images 6lectromagn~tiques.

Nous constatons quo le moddle do r~seaux L'apport du concept do la polarim~trie
nouronaux mis on place a 6t6 satur6. cot 6tat dane l'imagerie 6lectromagn~tique haute r~solu-
pout scexpliquor par los valours assez 6lev~es tion so traduit par la d~termination d'une
prises par los perambtres do Huynon par rapport Image unique d'une cibie. qui soit performanto
A cellos utilis6es lore do l'apprentissage. dane Ia discrimination de ses zones brillantos,

Afin d'att6nuer les valeurs d'entr~e. nous et qui contienne touto l'inforaation la concor-
appi iquons cur los param~tres do Huynen "d~so- nant.
riont~s" l'op~ration do normllsation on divi-
sent chaque parawAtre par la valour du SPAN En parall~le avec 1'6tude stir l'iaage
correspondent au dip6le orient6 & 45*. 6lectromagn~tique haute resolution sont venus

Les param~tros do Huynen "dtsorientfs" et so groffor les probl~mes classiques do Ia recon-
normalis~s" sont Agaux A: naissance des ciblos. en vue do classifier puis

d'idontifor les zones briliantes. A partir do
B Ila th~orie ph~noffinologique. nous avons d~fini

AO BO C D ne m~thode "lntolligonte" do ca~ract~risation

0.2320 ,26M 012090 ,4994 0038do la structure d'une cibie, bas~e cur l'utilli
0.2320 02625 0.6090 0, 4894ion dec mod~los do r~seaux neuronaux.

_____________________________L'6voiution technologique consid~rable.

E F G I H Iainsi quo l'avanco th~orique does tudos stir la
polarim~trie. sont A i'origine do cotto expan-

0,00228 0,02939 0,02s18 0,0000 sion actuelle dec recherches cur los applica-
tions potentiellos do ce concept dane 1e domaai-
no du radar.

Los r~cultats obtonus apris l'application
du procossus do caract~risation sont los
suivants: 9 - REMERCIEMENTS.
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DISCUSSION

R. Klemm, GE
Did you consider the effect of noise on classification?

Author's Reply
Our measurements have been made in the Anechoic chamber of CELAR (Centre

Electronique de l'Azmement, France) where we can consider there is no chamber noise. In this
case our classification method gives good results. However,there is a polarimetric theory based on
the "famous target decomposition theorems" (Huyren, Cloude, Holm, Barnes...) which allows to
separate the target from its environment (clutter, noise, etc...). I have applied these decomposition
theorems, but the classification results were not improved because we have not noise and the
waves are completely polarized.
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U1TILISATION DE LA PULARISATION POUR L' ANALYSE FINE DES
CIBLES RADAR

C. TITIN-SCHNAIDER

ONERA
29 avenue do Ia Division Leclerc

92320 Chatillon - FRANCE

RESUME c'est i dire pour toutes Its friquences dmises et
tous les aspects possibles de Ia cible par rapport au

La p rise on compte de la polarisation en radar.
imagerie holographique permet de restituer Its La reprdsentation holographique 3D [1)
matrices de r46trodiffusion associfes i chaque pixel.- ->-

La polarimdtrie a EtE appliquie au niveau de ces 4 (7>) j2k.x=jk 1matrices de rdtrodiffusion ildunentaires leIsaO S(T>)ej2k X d (1
paramittres de Ia fourchette de polarisation ont Ete permet d obtenir une image radar de la cible au
calculds oeWottafomedForr3D
Les rdsultats des tests effectuds & partir de donndes mynduotasomed ore D
expdrimentales montrent que Ia polarimdtrie

apiuean niveau des pixels de I' image radar Les moyens de mesure mis en place k
happiutecrslto 'n ibe Pn em I' ONERA ne permettent pas d obtenir V hologramme
d' identifier Ia nature de ces points brillants .complet d unc. cible : Ihologramme est relevd en

fonction de J'angle de gisement de Ia cible ( cell
tourne auzour dWun axe vertical) et pour kz = 0 car

-.Li-L-LTQDUCTION Ie rayon radar eat horizontal .La transformnde de
Fourier 2D de Ia, partie mesurde de I' hologramnie

Dep uja une dizaine d'annies des Etudes sont
mendes r I'ONERA dans Ic but d'amiliorer Is. I(x,y) Y(S(kxlky = f l'(x.y,z) dz (2)
discrdtion des cibles radar .Dans cot objectif , correspond i Ia projection complexe sur Ic plan z=0
YONERA s'est Equipd de plusicurs bases de
meaures dlectromagnitiques .Pour analyser cc. de 'L(x,y,z) . La fonction i(x,y) est covramrvntýn
mesures o ne nidthode d imagerie bidimensionnelle appelldc " image holo, aphique
baptisde "holographic radar " 11) a &6E misc au
point . Elle permet d'obtenir Ia carte des positions Le modtle des points brillants facilite
et des niveaux de Surface Equivalente Radar (SER) I' interpritation de Ia reprisentation holographique.
des Eldments les plus brillants de Ia ciblo Etudide. Sclon cc modble , Ia cible est reprisentde par un
La ndcessitE. d'une meilleure comprihension des nombre fini de centres rttrodiffusants indipendants
phinombnes Electromagndtiques r~clame une analyse et ponctuels .
plus fine de ces images . .Le signal ritrodiffust par N points brillants est

U efficacitE de Ia polarimdtrie pourN
discriminer et identi~fier lei cibles radar est bien N-connue (2) . Nos travaux s'inscrivent dana zinc S(T>) = S1(T>) ej2T>. xi> (3)
Evolution rdcente de Is polarimdtrie visant i rdalizer
une analyse fine des cibles . Dbs 1985 , zine analyseti ->
polarimitrique do Ia rdponse lmnpulsionnelle d zinc sachant que Ic ii"'e point brillant situE en x
cible, a AdE tent~e 13) . Plus rfeomment , V utilisation
de Ia polarimdtrie a. nivean des pixels d'one image renvoic un signal d amplitude s,(T>) .
radar a Etd propos~e 141 .[51.

Le travail prdecatd examine . & partir de La transforinde de Fourier Etant une opiration
mesures effectudes to laboratoire , I& possibilitf lindaire , l'image rdsultante cst Ia sonime complexe
d' utiliser In polarimdtric au niveau des pixels du ne des images assocides & chaque point brillant:

iaeradar haute-rdsolution , dana Ie but de N
d=eriner I& nature des intiractions -> ~- >
dlectromagnddques Oldmentairos . I( x ) -x) (4)

L holographic radar eat rappelde ot disc. tfe
La polarisation eat ensulte introduite en holographic
radar . Divers jeux de parambtres permettant une avec:
identification en thdorie de In polarisation soot -> -1 g > -J2 k >x >->examinds . Les pararnbtres cholals soot calculds 1 1. (-x ) -iT s, (V e T (5)
partir do domndea expirlmentales obtenues sur des X
cibles complexes . Les rdsultats sont prisentis . P 1 S(>

U. U MARZ OLGRPHOIUR Les points brillants son? gdndralement supposis
" blancs ot isotropes : le signal renvoyE par

chaque point brillant eat inddpendant de I& frdquence:L'hologramm. S(T>) d'oae cible contlent d analyse et de l orientation do Is cible .
touu les signaux ritrodiffusods par coneo cible pour Par consdquent , (5) devient:

tetslevlusposaiblos do vecteur d'onde: V(>>)
1oct> le Y$lIf 8~5 (-x -Xi~ (6)

20 2r
c, r olh 8(-x>) reprdsente as distribution do Dirac .
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L' image holographique s'dcrit donc sous la forme: III. LES IMAGES POLARIMETRIQUEJES
N

Ix > Si 8 (-x> - -Xi>) (7) Le choix de la polarisation de I antenne
~= 1d'imission et de la polarisation de I'antenne de

Dans It cadre du modale des points brillants r~ception peut faire apparattre ou disparaltre
inddendntsblacs t iotrpes, I rer~sntaion certains points brillants sur une image radar.

"hologrnaphiue permes t de troesitr , c lamrplitdsest La thdorie de la polarisation consid~re quo toute"oorpiu" permet d restitur les amlitudes information concernant la cible est contenue danset Its positions des points brillants sa matrice de rdtrodiffusion .Des antennes

Das aprtqu hlgrme s rlV6 susceptibles d'E5mettre et de recevoir deux
sur n loain rddtiui ,Lintdgralme (5 est plus polarisations orthogonales et dont les canaux

vSiitbemn t uoane rdutra.sformndgae Fourier t car lue s d'Emission et de r~ception sont italonnds de fagon
calcultabemn sur Icsuprt borndE deFuie(a(et cohdrente permettent de mesurer la matrice de

calule ur e uportboni((k 1, k 2 )'( O1F 02)) rttrodiffusion d'une cible .Des antennes polarisdes
Rile peut etre misc sous la formne :rectilignement fonctionnant en polarisation

-> .. . horizontale (H) ou en polarisation verticale (V) sont
I x) g(k-) Si (ki>) )() gdndralement considdrdes.

L installation permet de relever Ia matrice de
avec rdtrodiffusion d'utne cible pour toutes Ies frdquences

-> I pour Is c: ( k1 , k2 etB de la bande 6mise et tous les aspects de Ia cible en
g(k 0 partout ailleurs 2)e :(0P0) rotation.

Compte tenti des propridtds de Ia transformie de Les ddveloppements du paragraphic pric~dent
Fourier :se gdndralisent facilement

-> () Conformiment aui modble des points brillants (3), 11a
I.(x ) = 1F (si (T>) ) 1V ( g(V5() matrice de rdtrodiffusion mesurde

I image du point brillant cut Egale aui produit de N
convolution de Ia transformde de Fourier de sa IS] k> St j( >e .1 x (13)

rdponse s1(Vk) , par Ia transformdc de Fourier duil
-> s' exprime en fonction des matrices El6mentaires de

support d' intigration g( k r~trodiffusion [s1] -> de chaque point brillant.
Du fait de Ia limitation du domaine d intdgration ,(k

Ics points brillants W ont plus tine reprisentation L ensemble des matrices de rdtrodiffusion de la
ponctuelle . La tache correspondant i tin point cible mestirdes en fonction de la friquence et de
brillant eat ddcrite par Ia fonction : ' incidence permet de constituer son hologramme

G(-x>) -F ( (-i') )matriciel .
Cett foctin s'cri encoodonnes olaresLa reprtsentation holographique (1) appliqtice stir

Cett fon tio sIrte oronsplie ' hologramme matriciel [S], k> )permet do construire

1- 0 Y image matricielle de Ia cible (I] - >e2  (
>)j2kr cos(O-Vy) [I >) e- 2T k X> W> (4

GJef kdAkde (10) [I-> -,f( ~ Is I( 14

kj Si Ies points brillants sont supposds blanca et
I V isotropes , les matrices 6l6mentaires [siJ sont

si: k =(cosO , ksinO ) et x =r cosaV r rsinty, constantes. De faqon analogue 1 (7) , on a:
N

Le comportement de cette fonction peout 8cre estimE R] I X jil 8(x> - X >
en remplagant It domaine d intdgration par tin Mi)ux -x)(5

rectngleO-qivalnt .Onotien: -Le modale des points brillants inddpendants
J2 kB jx sin(Ak x) sin( kAO y I) blanca et isotropes facilite 1' interpritation de ces

Ak x k Gy) Images : scion cc mod&Ie , cettc extension de
avec : imagerie holographique permet de restituer Ies

- poitios e lesmatrcesde r~trodiffusion de chaque
T=(k 2 +kIY2 I Ak-k 2 -kI , A9= 02.0 1 . 0 =0 point brillant .

Si lea points brillants sont blancs et isotropes. on a: Dana I& pratique I~intdgration (14) cut
N effectuife stir tin support litnittd La distribution de

G(~~' -~>) 12) Dirac eat remplacde par la fonction de ponddration

L'image r~sultante pent etre consldd6re conune la N >->(6somme iopeedes images correspondant A >I -..- i I G(j> ) (16)
chaque point brillant . Des interfirences sont (
susceptibles de se produire si les points brillants
soot proches .La zone d'influence d tin point La memot matrice, de r~trodiffusion 6l6mentairc cut
brillant d~pend fortoatent do son niveau : onl point par consdquent associde & tons lei pixels de la tache
brillant fort masque lei points brillants plus faibles d'utn ineme point brillant .Au niveau de chaque
de son Voiloia e.

En~ ~ ho rphe raa. lsiu *o hrh pixel , les matrices de ritrodiffusion Elimentaires
siparer lea taches correspondent aux points [oil ponddrdes par IIa fonction de ponddration G
brillants et I lenr associer une SER . La SER d'un a' additionnont (16). Leaniveau des lobes
point brillant pout ftre faussie Par let secoodairos, de I& fonction G pent avoir one
contributions des points volsins . incidence stir Ia qualitt do III restitution des
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matrices de ritrodiffusion ildmentaires .Diveraca Les points X, et X2 reprdsentent Its ziros croists
mdthodes d'apodisation dont lea qualitda et lea ou XPOL NULS ( X, correspond aussi au
limitations sont abondamment discuiEes dana s maiulooaieoaOO AX)Lapit
littdrature peuvont etro envisagdes . si ndcdssaire.maiu olironCPLMX ospnt
Les matrices do rdtrodiffuaion des points brillanta C1 et C2 correspondent aux zdros copolaires ou
forts et dloignds sont restitudes .Pour Etudier plus COPOL NULS .Les points Si et S2 figurent lea
pricisement un point brillant on a toujours la maxima croisds ou COPOL MAX .En reliant ces
possibilitd d utiliser des absorbants pour masquer pit ucnr eI p~ed onado

lesconribtios gnanesobtient un motif en forme de fourchette qui ett
L uiliatin e I cr gndrr la n iageie gdndralement appelE " fourchette de polarisation ".

L' tilsaionde a olarimdtrie e mgr La fourchette de polarisation etcmltmn
bolographique permet dognrrIsmatrices de ddterminde par la connaissance de dciii
rdtrodiffus ion didmentaires assocides i chaque polarisations caractdris tiques particulitres:
pixel. L' application de la thdorie de Ia polarisation - It zdro de polarisation croiste correspondant au
au niveau des pixels correspondant aux taches des point X,
points brillants eat donc envisageable . - It zdro copolaire correspondant au point C1

IV, LA& THEORIR DE LA POLARISATION Lea coordonndes sphdriques des points X, et C1
fournissent un jeu de cinq param~tres

IV. 1- Les cina nlaranikres inddpendants caractdristiques:

La thdorie de Ia polarisation a fait l objet de 1XI 1T ~ I 0 1 T tI aonI oI pir

multiples publications depuis do nombreuses Le domaine de validitd de ces parambtres eat:
anndes. Elle a dtd formulde de fa~on cohdrente par o < IL
Huynen [21 .- / /Lea mesures en chambre andchoiques sont -1 X1
diterministes . Les ondes considdrdes sont par
consiquent compl~tement polarisdes . Lea Etats de -x/4 < :1 <x4
polarisation possibles sont reprdsentds prds1(17)

point s situds sur Ia surface de Ia Sphee de -X/2 < 9 /2
oncard.I

Dana ces conditions de mesure , la validiti du -x/ < - < x/4
Principe de Rdciprocitd eat gidnralement admise .iC
Lea matrices de r~trodiffusion considdrdes sont
donc aupposdes symdtriques et d~pendent de cinq IV, 3. les paraintres de Is, fourchette do
param~tres indipendants .Dhpflaristio

Plus jeurs jeux de param~tres ont Wt proposds :Huynen a montri que Ia matrice de
r~trodiffusion S peut 6tre mist sons la forme

lV-2 Lea Uplarisatinni caractdrisfigugs e-'.0 e'ý e~m~ 1 15 eiM e1.'2 0 (18)

Lea polarisations caractdristiques d une cible
correspondent aux polarisations de I' onde incidente10
pour lesquelles Is cible rdtrodiffuse on maximum avec: 5d 0 = y (19)
(MAX) ou un minimum (MIN) d'dnergie air la
mmem polarisation (COPOL) ou aur Is polarisation
orthogonsle (XPOL) . en fonction des matrices de Pauli

Pour one niatrico do rdtrodiffusion (1 0) ( 1 0 (0 1
symdtrique , lea points reprisentatifs Sur Ia Sphibre ao 01 1 ~ 0 -1 a2-(2 = 1 0J
de Poincard des polarisationa caractdristiques (20)
(figure 1) sont rdpartis air Ie memo grand cercle - 3=(

X1 Lea cinq param~tres p V , tm . I t V mis
en Evidence par (18) et (19) 1 uermettent aussi de

29 ddfinir la fourchette do polarisation
- Pangle 21y reprdsente la demi-ouverture de Ia

fourchetto
- lea trois angles d' Euler 2W . 2 gtm 2v permettent

X2 ~de positionner I& fourchette dana loaspace .

C2 C1- It paranittre li correspond mu rayon do I&s phibro

2 S2 Ces param~tres sont relids i certaines propnidtds des

- LAahILE. donne l' orientation do 1s cible
relativownent & Is polarisation dute horizontale , dana
le plan perpendiculaire au rayon radar,

K,

* X1sIz megane Is capacitE do Ia cible I
polariser Io signal rdtrodiffus6 sur one polarisation
particulibre inddpeadante do Ia polarisation du
signal incident ( al I = 0 , Ia cible eat polariasate
sl Y - x/4 . Is cible nest pas polarlsaste),

Figurto *f v~bl do ,urete . OMItgi - Lu.ask" wessr Is parlid do sombre do
rdflections (ali v 0 0, le sombre do rdflections eat
pair ; si v - z14 , il eat impair )
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- J~SLJ indique sii acible poss~de un faire appcl i un algorithme . L analyse dc ces
plan ou un axe de symitrie contenant I' axe de vit paramttres semble est mat adapti k une. dtpe de
du radar ( si TM a 0 1a cible est symdtrique ; sii On validain (V)qua niatrice de Mueller (22) 1 (25)
x/4 , sbeaWet pas symdtrique) permet d' estitner sizoplement I& pr6cision avec

is cile ~laquelle les angles de I& fourchette de polarisation
- i3j&_A.jA1Z~ - donne 1 amplitude maximale de peuvent 6tre rectituis.

I onde rdtrodiffusde par la cible . TV, 5. Paramatres choisis

Les domaines do validitd de cec param~tros sont Pour dtudier la possibilitt d utiliser Ia
-x/2 < V < x/2 polarimdtrie aui niveau des matrices de

images bolographiques , nous avons choisi de
-x/4 < v < x/4 (21) calculer les deux jeux de parametres

0 < / 0XTX 1 0 ,1 19 1
0 < g< 00ces paramittres soot diduits des polarisations

caractdristiques XPOL NULS et COPOL NULS
IV. Les param~tres de la matrice de Mueller: calculis i partir des matrices de rdtrodiffusion

didmentaires.
La matrice de Mueller permet de reprdsenter la 2 - V ,t , , v ,
cible en termes quadratiques Huynen [2] a ce paramittres sont calculds k partir des matrices
proposi de 1 dcrire sous Ia forme de Mueller dldmentaires ;uis soot extraits des

relations (23) 1 (25).
F A0+BB0  G, D~H Les param~tres significatifs en polarimttrie soot

MO+ FEA+ 0 G D (22) des angles ddfinis sur des domaines limit~ds , cc quiV~ V~A 1 ~ , facilite une interprdtation directe des rdsultats .Ces
H D, ), A deux jeux ddcrivent Is fourchette de polarisation de

OWfagon dquivalente . us sont calculis par des
Les termes de cette matrice s'expriment en fonction nidthodes diffdrentes ce qui permet de contr6ler la
des cinq param~tres de la fourchette de polarisation cohdrence des rdsultats.

au moyen des relations :V - RESULTATS DES TESTS

Hw= C sin 2lv + H cos 2V A partir de doonnds expidrimentales ,lea
rý - C cos 2iy - H si 2 images holographiques de diverses cibles ant Wt

calculdeg pour les quatre couples de polarisation
Gw G cos 2,q- Dsin2~V (23) dmises et re~ues HH ,HV. VH et VV. Une analyse

D,=6 sin 2W + D co 2 polarimdtrique pixel par pixel de ces images nest
possible que si les matrices de rdtrodiffusion

E o 4  Bsn i ldmentaires assocides & chaque pixel sootE-W-E cs 4 + Bsin4,freconstitudes avec une pricision suffisante . PourB V E sin 4Wi + B cos 4~V chaque pixel appartenant aux taches figurant les

et points brillants , lec jeux de paramttres significatifs

A0.- Q f 022t (Ox, -TXI .0c, .- ) et (f W,%,y ,v ) ont itd calculds

1O + cos 22y -f cOc2 2%~ L~es coefficients de rdtrodiffusion HH ,HV
B = Q I +c052 2y -f ( 1 + smkt % VH et VV des cibles ont Etd relevis sur la bande de
C 2Q cos 2y cos 2%, frtquence 8.2 6Hz A 12.4 GHz avec un pas de 100

C ~MHz et POUr une plage d' incidence de 25 degrts
D= Qsin22-y sin4v co2t, (24) avec un pas de 0. 9 degrds.

B =- Qsgin2 y sin 4v sin 2t, Diverses cibles ant 0t6 considdrdeg

F 2Q cos 2y sin2%.

G Q f sim4
H 0

avec:/ 
/

2.

f -I -sm,2~ gin5422v

La matrice do Mueller d~pend do neuf paramitres
A0 .30 .,F.,C.H,O.D,E . Cc$ param~tros no sont
pas inddpeadants car igs soot lids par quatre
relations . Huyson a montri que ces parametres/
permsetoet do ddcrire contaimes propritids do I& cible Vi"rae
.Unt analyse des vakenr prises par cos psanaittres

[3) a dtd teatie an siveau des rdponses

Levalewst do cue woof poatamiures me soot pas Figure 2: Diposatm do daux didrwc
difinies ser des supports bir~ .sune

classification 'jaste sur cc jon de param~tres dolt
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A titre d illustration , les rtsultats concernant VI ANALYSE DES RESULTATS
une cible composde de deux di~dres don: les
orientations sont diffirentes (figure 2) son: Les dcurts sur la restitution des angles

Prdsentds :un di~dre est vertical et I'autre di~dre est de Ia fourciiette de polarisation peuvent etre

i nclind de 45 degrds .Les images holographiques facilement estimds en fonction des termes dc la

HH , HY , VH et VV de cette cible sont reprdsentdes matrice de Mueller ((22) 1 (25)) .Les termes de la

sur Is figure 3 :Il di~dre vertical apparait sur les matrice de Mu~lier son: des quantitds rdelles qui

images copolaires , par contre le dibdre inclini ne son: relits aux termes complexes de Ia matrico de

brille que pour les images en polarisation croisies ritrodiffusion par des expressions quadratiques

Les paramittres caractdristiques( 8X1'rX ~, OC, c, IC - 1' angle V~ est ddduit de

Ct ( Vf ,*T , y , v ) ont Etd calculds pour tous les tgV-N(26)

pixels correspondant I une dnergie r~trodiffusde CI

I Shh 12 . I Shv 12  I S~jI + 12 IS, vv suffisante . I'cart sur Vy cit alors

Les bistogrammes construits I partir des valeurs des sin~v sin4 + AC V (27)
param~tres caro-tiristiques pour chaque point 4 H II 4Cý) 4 IHCI
brillant soD* - ý.entds sur les figures 4 et 5

On ý bonta accord avec les valeurs thdoriques , '1angle cm est ddduit de

-les vacr oces param~tres dvoluent peu 1L F
su &tced'un point brillant ( III ), gT D-C(8
- les rdsultats concernant les parambtres I'Ecart sur ?m est alors

diduits des polarisations caractiristiques sont
parfaitement cohdrents avec ceux qui sont relatifs s A A lA A'

aux param~tres de Ia fourchette de polarisation m AE AD+~) I(-- - (29)%

Cette mEthode a aussi dti appliqude i des - Vangle y est deduit de
cibles redlles .Pour un petit missile , Ia ripartition AB ICO22
de IiVI a 6:6 reprdsentde en niveaux de gris (figure 6) p =- -- (30)

:Il nez se comporte comme une sphlre ( IVI est -4cý+F 2 2cos2y

inditermind ) , on retrouve les ailes horizontales l'icart sur y est alors

( IVI voisin de 0 dcgrds) , Ia ddrive verticale (14dI Ap
voisin de 90 degrds) et les ddrives latErales A'? 2j1sin ý (1 + ,-~- (31)

Idg~rement relevdes (I voisin de 20 degrds) ....

VH VV

Fgure 3: quatre inoges holograpAhques des deux diddresm
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Figure 4 :Histogrammes des param~tres de polarisations Figure 5 Histogrammes des param~tres de /a fourchette de
caract~ristiques 0

J~ ,,, ez" , et tc calculds stir les taches des polarisation W,. r,, y et v, calcui~s lair les tactics des points
points briffants; corrson nt daux deux dihdres. briflants correspon-dent aux deux diidres.
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VII. CONCLUSION6
90

L'introduction de Is polarisation en
60 holographie radar fournit des images haute-

rdsolution assoqiant i chaque pixel une matrice 2x2
45 complexe . Le modtle des points brillants montre

que ces matrices sont assimilables aux matrices de
A, 30ritrodiffusion assocides aux intdractions

30 Electromagndtiques qui sitgent au niveau des pixels.
La polarimdtrie a dtE appliqude au niveau de ces
matrices de r~trodiffusion didmentaires :deux jeux
de param~tres caractdrisant la fourchette de
polarisation ont EtE calcults pour tous Ies pixels

0 correspondant & une Energie rEdmise suffisante.
Lcs rdsultats obtenus I partir de mesures

so expdrimentates concernant diverses cibles
confirment que polarimdtrie appliqude au niveau

y (Cm)des pixels d' une image radar haute-risolution , pout
permettre de dtterminer Ia nature des points
brillants
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Pour un di~dre , y eat voisin de x/4 , il eat
reatitud avec une excellente prdcision.

Un fil fin horizontal pout 6tre moddlisd par un
cylindre de tr~s faible diamittre dont Ia matrice de
ritrodiffusion satisfait les conditions

5 hh > vv " Shv et Svh

Alors P pX~ 2 =i x V S= V (3

On obtient : y< 10 degrts , si : I Svv 0.031 h
A 10 0Hz , It diam~tre de cc fil doit 6tre infirieur I
0.8 mm d'apr~s 19., p12 3 1 .
Cet exemple montre que I interprdtation des valeurs
des paramatres caractdristiques nest pas forciment
immddiate . Elle ndcdssite une bonne connaissance
des intiractions ilectromagnitiques ditmentaires et
de leur moddlisation.

Compte tenu de ces rdserves , I& pleine
exploitation des param~tres de Is fourchette de
"foarisaauon pour identifier I& nature des points

Ibrillants d'une cible radar , peut etre envisa 6E
dans lea conditions de mesures d'unc chain ree
anichotq ue dotde d'une procddure d' Etalonnage
polarimitrique performante.
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Polarimetric Covariance Matrix Analysis
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Institute for Radio Frequency Technology
D-8031 Wessling/Obb.

Germany

Abstract The polarimetric covariance matrix corresponding to this
feature vector is defined as

Two equivalent approaches for the description of mean

polarimetric backscattering features of random radar tar-
gets exist, the so-called Mueller matrix and the covariance E(AB): = <(t(AB) fl(AB)f>
matrix approach.
The covariance matrix contains measurable radar observa- < I SA^ I > 42-<SAA SAB> <SAA 1SB>
bles and *- directly related to the statistics of the elements 2 (2)
of the scaitering matrix which determines the instantaneous < <SAD A 2<1SAD 1[2-<SAB S40>
backscattering features of a target. < I S 1 2>

In this paper, a covariance matrix analysis for reciprocal <SAA) V2 (S S> (Snu2>
random targets is performed by unitary similarity trans-
formations preserving important polarimetric invariances.
The derivatives of covariance matrix elements with respect In eq. (2) ' denotes the Hlermitian adjoint and angular
to the transmitter polarization reveal interesting functional brackets indicate temporal (spatial) ensemble averaging
relations between characteristic polarization states and assuming stationarity (homogeneity) of the random scat-
covariance matrix elements. Analytical and numerical tering medium.
algorithms to determine optimal polarizations for cross- and L(AB) is a semi-definite Hermitian matrix that contains
copolar power are presented. The connection of the covari- all second order moments of the target scattering coeffi-
ance matrix approach with the Mueller matrix formulation clents. For a deterministic target, spatial or temporal
is shown in detail. ensemble averaging as indicated by angular brackets <. >
Polarimetric covariance matrix analysis is illustrated by becomes obsolete E(AB) has rank I in this particular case.
polarimetric radar measurements of terrain, rain and man-
made clutter and documented with according graphical The transition from a particular reference basis, e.g. the
evaluation. (Ml,V) basis, to a general (A,B) basis is provided by the

unitary T congruence [8] [9].
Polarimetric Covariance Matrix

Polarimetric backscatter target characteristics in the S(AB) = uTS(tV)Ij (3)
coherent case can be fully represented by the complex 2x2
Sinclair scattering matrix S. in the case of incoherent or where U is an element of SU2 (unitary unimodular group
partially coherent backscattering phenomena, however, a of dimension 2). 1 lere use is made of the restricted form
complete characterization of target backscattering charac- [5][6][7][9][I 3]
teristics is given by the 4x4 real Mueller matrix M. see
[1] [2][3]

Alternatively, a very promising approach to partially U1 = U(p)= 1
coherent radar polarimetry is the polarimetric covariance ("A ,i (4)
matrix concept [4][5][6] . The polarimetric covariance 1/ W - P I

matrix directly contains measurable radar observables
such as scattered power in orthogonally polarized radar
channels and cross correlations between the two channels. The columns of U are the new orthonormal polarization

vectors eA and eC expressed in the old (H,V) basis. p is the
For backscattering from reciprocal targets the scattering so-called complex polarization ratio which completely
matrix S will be symmetric S = ST, if a common orthogo- determines the geometric parameters V (orientation angle)
nal polarization basis is used (backscatter alignment con- and - (ellipticity) of the polarization ellipse according to
vention). It is convenient to introduce a target feature vec-
tor in the arbitrary orthonormal (A,R) basis or the form

cos(2r) sin(21r) + j sin(2z) (5)

I + cos(2?) cos(2q,)
T

Q(AB) =[SAA 42 SAf S5 B81 (1) and conversely
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r 2Rep) Once the covariance matrix has been measured in one
arctan + x mod(w) (6) basis, e.g. Lo in the (H,V) basis, it can easily be determined

S1 - p analytically for any other basis. Explicit expressions for the
elements of L(p) in the form of polynomials in p and p"

1 r[ 21m(p 1 have been given in reference [5].
S= - (7) Plotting the mean power return and signal correlations as

2i + pp funct;ons of the complex polarization ratio p or of the
geometrical polarization parameters r and (p (cf. eqs. (6)
and (7)) yields the familiar polarimetric signatures. Some

For p = 0 (T = 0, T = 0) follows U(0) = I = [6n, ev]- typical examples for different random targets are shown

The feature vector now transforms in accordance with below.

Q(AB) = T(p)(I(I IV) (8) Similar signatures can be obtained for

degreb of coherence
with the unitary unimodular 3x3 matrix

IRA(P)(

I x - p 2  P 5B(p ) = o (p ) ( )

T(p) = 1 •- ip" (1 - pp*) x/-p (9)
(l + pp*) V2 p* ( - degree of polarization

p - 2-p I A 2
PA [eP O(,- A(p)] + 41R;(p) 12)

and PAB(P)= P•(P) + Px(P) (16)

T(p)T(p) = (10)
as function of p [1][5]. Note that

det F1(P) = I (11) 0_YAB(P)<:5PAB(P)W 1 1 (17)

It should be noted that the norm of 0 is a target invariant Since for deterministic targets PJUA = PAB 1, values of
with respect to the transformation of eq. (8) PJAB, PAD less than one emphasize the depolarizing prop-

erties of random (fluctuating) targets.

11•j,12 = span S = trace S'S = invariant (12)
The polarization state described by -I lp" is orthogonal

to a polarization state characterized by the complex
In order to guarantee the unitarity of Týp) and the trans- polarization ratio p. It can be shown that
formation invariance of 1I1l.l a factor .2 was introduced
in the definition of the second component of Q . Note
T(O) = I. Since p is the only variable we denote L(- -. )
L(AB) - L(p) and L(IIV) = L(0) =- Lo; correspondingly for p

aP 2
PcoP) -P. ['- RxB(p) -P R,.p*

The general polarimetric covariance matrix now reads " - Pp P

EL~p=(O~~fl p)> _ p (18)

=T(p) <0 fl 4> T "(p) (13) p " ~p P5 p P.~ RXp
p

= T(p) T., T'(p) A2

and is obtained from E0 by means of an unitary similarity 2 Rc°(P) P - RA(p) PP (P)
transformation. P

Writing the covariance matrix L in the form This leads to the following interchannel relations

[ PC(P) x R•(p) Rco(p) p PPo(P) (19)
L(p) F2• RxR(p)" 2 Pe(p) R;B(p)" (14) P

L.(p) r2 A A( (4[R•,(P) PA) IR -;-)1 11R1 (P)I (20)

p
its main diagonal directly contains mean backscattered
copolar powers pt(p), pA(p) and mean crosspolar power and symmetry relations
P (p) as a function of the complex polarization ratio p.
Ri(p) and Rl(p) will denote the correlation of backscat-
tered orthogonal wave components if polarization A or B P.( - _ ) P_(P) (21)
is transmitted. Finally, RI.(p) signifies the correlation of
the copolar scattering coefficients SAA and SDs.
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IRco( - -- )I = Rc(,,P)l- (22) A = max - ain =A3 - Al (27)

of extremal eigenvalues A3, Al of the covariance

The polarimetric covariance matrix E of a reciprocal target matrix determines the range in which the mean

contains in general nine independent parameters, namely P
three real power values and three complex cross-correla- polarimetric means. The actual difference may be

thons. Since E is Ilermitian and positive semi-definite the even smaller as outlined in connection with eq. (26).

ions ince E are reta l and pos non-negative: A similar indicator called coefficient of variation
e0genvalues of are real anda (ratio of minimum to maximum received power) has0 _< Al -< A2 -< A3. Whenever necessary the eigenvalues of a been introduced by van Zyl [3].

general matrix M will be denoted by A1(M) (i = 1,2,...).

From (13) follows that

The field of values of a general matrix A e C"V" is defined
as the set F(A) of complex numbers [18] trace E = trace E0 = trace <00'+> = <trace 004)>

4- <11112> = <span S>
F(A) = ((Ax, x) I x x = 1) (23) = <(Stl 2 > + 2<(Stv 2 > + <Svv212> (28)

= A•(E) + A2(E) + AA3()
For a I lermitian matrix like the covariance matrix £ it can
be shown that is a polarization invariant quantity giving the total

backscattered power in the four polarization confi-

F(E) = F(T0) = [A,, A3] (24) gurations of a particular orthogonal basis.

where [A,, A3] denotes the segment from A, to A3 on the
real axis.
Setting x = el = [1, 0, O]T and simila, ly x = e2 and Characteristic Polarizations
x = e3 the following bounds become immediately evident Functional Relations
fiora eq. (14):

0: A! pA (B A3 ! 101 2 Characteristic polarizations comprise the location of

I- (P), 2Pc(P), Pco' (25) polarization states for local and global maxima and mini-
ma (optimal polarizations) and for saddle points in the

In general, minimal and maximal eigenvalues A,, A3 of E polarization stale space of power and correlation signa-
cannot be realized by PA_(p), 2P.(p), P-B(p), however. tures.
since the transformation matrix T(p) of eq. (9) represents Following a procedure developed by Tragl et al. [12]. cf.
a restricted subset of all 3x3 unitary unimodular matrices, also [5), these extrema can be found by taking the deri-
In other words: notwithstanding the fact that it is always vative of the covariance matrix L with respect to p' and
possible to diagonalize the Ilermitian matrix E by means equating it to zero.
of an unitary similarity transformation, it may not be pos- From eq. (13) follows
sible to do so with the restricted subset given by eq. (9). ,£(p) aT(p) 0T(p)+
! lance .E. T(p) + T(p)- 0 - (29)

ap ap ap
0:5 11-! minp 13co(P) !5 pAc

0 max2Po(P) < A3 - l0112 (26) Differentiation of eq. (10) yields

and similarly for P0 and Pr, T(p) T(p) + T(p) 0T(P)- (30)
ap ap

The target invariant eigenvalues of the covariance matrix and, hence, expressing Eq in eq. (29) by L(p)
A, (I = 1,2.3) comprise interesting information on random
target polarimetric backscattering features.

Ar(p)" The smallest eigenvalue Al indicates the degree of- TD(P) E(P)- (P)TD(P) (31)

randomness of the target. For a deterministic target 3P
. = oloio and invoking the spectral theorem of
matrix algebra [18) une obtains immediately with
Al = A2 = 0 and A3 = 110o01 2. In this case, so-called
null-polarizations exist, as detailed for instance by
Agrawal et al. [13], producing vanishing power Tl'T(p)
returns for the copolar or crosspolar radar channel. TOW T(P)+
Random targets, on the other hand, have a non- aP
vanishing minimum eigenvalue Al (rank(L-)= 3) and, p 0 0
therefore, only minimisation rather than complete1 (32)
suppression of mean backscattered power can be I -• 0 ]
achieved by appropriate choice of the transmitter I +pp
polarization. Note the substantial differences for rain 0 -12 p
(nearly deterministic) and chaff (truely random) as
shown In Figure 3 and Figure 5.

Explicitly, the derivatives of copolar and crosspolar pow-
"* The eigenvalue difference ers can be expressed as follows
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the crosspolar power term Pj(p) can be expressed from

A p 2eqs. (13) and (14) asPWO(W 2 A
= -- R1 p) -)=0 (33)

ap" (0 + pp') P"(p) = A z2(P) r' z2(p) (40)

aP=(1 ) 1 A Rather than optimizing this Hermitian quadratic form with
(RxB(p) - R5 (p)) = 0 (34) a complex vector ;2 that is constrained due to the special

ap (I + pp ) form of eq. 139) it is possible to introduce an unconstrained

real vector v(p) of the form

aB
COW~p 2 B T.p -o(-;--- R B (p)• 0 (35) A •( P 2

p (I + pp) R((035= [ I - pp 2 Rep 2 Imp ]T(I +p1 2) (41)

From eqs. (15) and (33) it can be seen that copolar power by the p-independent linear transformation
optimal characteristic polarizations correspond to a van-
ishing degree of coherence /As. In other words, if a copo- A
lar power characteristic polarization state is transmitted P 2(P) (42)

then the backscattered orthogonal wave components are
mutually incoherent In this case the degree ofpolarization with the unitary matrix
assumes the simple form [I]

I C' Px1_1 
0 f

PAU PA +- A (36) Q I , QQ+ =I (43)

- 0

Derivatives of the various correlation functions can be
determined similarly. For instance, the derivative of the I ence, P,(p) can be written as
absolute value of the copolar correlation function can be
expressed as

x() I AT,
P.(P) =-v p•) A0 A(p) (44)

d IWI Rjp() k~ar5(p) ) 0 (37) with the Hlermitian matrix

This quantity is of particular interest in radar meteorology A 0 = Q L0 Q+ (45)

as described by Jameson [16] and Balakrishnan and Zrnic
[17] (canting effects of hydrometeors, hail size inferences), and the constraint
From eq. (37) follows that optimal polarizations of the
copolar correlation R c(p) coincide with those of the AT A
crosspolar power functions P5(p). v v = 1 (46)

The extremal conditions which determine characteristic Splitting up A0 into its symmetric and skew-symmetric
transmitter polarizations for specific covariance matrix parts and taking into account that only the symmetric part
elements (radar observables) can be solved by standard contribules to the quadratic form yields
numerical techniques either directly in the complex plane
or by reducing the problem to the numerical solution of AA

two coupled nonlinear equations by separating real and 2 v I F(ReA0 ) (47)
imaginary parts, see Tragl [5]. For the cross- and co-polar v
power optimization problem, however, more elegant sol-
ution methods will be presented in the following, where

ReA= (A + A;) = (A. + ) (48)
Crosspolar Power 2  2

Denoting the column vectors of the transformation matrixT'(p). ef. eq. (9), as The extrernal values of the quadratic form eq. (45) can be
found by calculating the eigenvalues Aj(ReA 0), i = 1,2,3, of

ReA0. The optimal polarization ratios p can then be
4 (P) = '[AI(p), A •P 3(P)] (38) determined from the corresponding normalized real

eigenvectors via eq. (41). According to eq. (41), eigenvec-
tors with opposite signs lead to orthogonal polarization

with the normalized 2-parametric complex vector states characterized by p and - I lp, i.e. pairs of orthog-
onal polarizations attain the same crosspolar power value

/fp]T/l +as indicated already in eq. (21), cf. [12]. Note that
z(P) = [ - ..fi-. 1 - Ipl2.*,ff p 1 + I•,1I) (39) trace ReAg = trace A0 = trace .,. Explicit expressions for

the element% of the symmetric matrix ReA, read
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[ReA0 ]i = 2<1 Slav2> which can he represented as, cf. e.g. [9]

[ReA0 ] 1 2 = Re{(SV -S4 (S .V>} M (A) <S ® S*>A (58)

[ReA0 "]13 = lm{<SHV S;V - (S1 f1 ! S ) wi}

[ReAo] 22 = 112 (<IS1H 12 > + < IS 2> 10 0 1

- 2 Re{(St vv > (49) 1 0 0 -1

[ReA0J 23 = Im{(S. Svv4>} A= 0 (59)
0 11 0

[ReA0 13 3 = 1/2 (<ISHHI> +lSvv2> 0 j -j 0"l)

+ 2 Re{(S11u1 S40) .Here ® indicates the Kronecker (tensor) product. Note

that

Invoking a general result of Weyl [21] on the eigenvalues
of a sum of Ilermitian matrices one finds M, = traceQ 0 = M 2 2 + M 33 + M44

= 1/4 traceL0
AI(A0 ) _< 2 1(ReAo) _ A2(A0 )

<_A 3(ReA0 )!5 A0 ) (50) and hence

For a deterministic target (coherent case) A,(ReA0 ) = 0 due traceM = MII + traceQ0 = 1/2 traceE0  (61)
to rank(ReA0 ) = 2 and, hence, min PP(p) = 0. This corre-
sponds to Takagi's factorization ofthe symmetric scatter- Thus, a connection between the covariance matrix
ing matrix S [21]. approach and the Mueller matrix formulation for the

crosspolar power expressions has been derived.
Writing In eq. (54) P,(p) does not depend upon the term b0 /2. This

corresponds to die fact, that Pý(p) is dependent only on the
elements of the matrix ReA0 . Furthermore, since in eq.

1 M '51) (47) ;(p) can be replaced by -_ (p), the Stokes vectors
-2 g(p) and g[(p) can be interchanged in eq. (54).

where

M I 1 1/4 trace ReA0 = 1/4 trace L0  (52) Copolar Power

The copolar power term pA(p) assumes the form

Q0 = 1/4 (trace L0 I - 2 ReA0 ) (53)

pýA G A- t~-.Ao(P) = .1(P), "(P)(62)
the crosspolar power expression Pj(p) assumes the form C (62)

with
Px(P) = v II -- •.T(p)Q 0 (A(P)

=g(p)Mg(p) (54) (p)=[, p, /(+IPI ) (63)

g is the Stokes vector for the transmitting antenna polari- Applying the same transformation matrix Q of eq. (43) to
zation z;(p) now yields

g(p) AT(p)]T (55) 1 A
,I() ...' JY(P)+j()] (64)

and II is the Stokes vector for the receiving antenna

polarization
with the real orthogonal normalized vectors

(p =[ _ ¢:r(p)]T (56) AI 2TAT T (56) (p)=[(2 Rep, Re 2p -lm
2 p - I,2 2Repmp (65)

M(p) is orthogonal (antipodal) to g(p), i.e. M. g = 0. I(1 + Ip ]()

In eq. (54) M denotes the symmetric Stokes reflection
(Mueller) matrix =[-2 Imp, - 2 Rep Imp, Re 2p - Im 2p + l](66)

[MV1 _ M11 1121(7 /(1 + IP 2)

i12 b0 Q0 J (57) PA(p) can now be expressed in the following form
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I- x (p) ReA0 A(p) + I yT(p) ReA0 A(p) and thus
A.()= T A (67)+ T(p) imAO (p) P) = AT A TA

P( (p) O v,(p) + b0 V(p) (79)

The matrix ImA0 =--j (A - •/)2 is real and antisym-
metric and has the general form where

[ 0 b03 - b 02 _ B0 = 1/2 (trace(ReAo) I - ReAo) . (80)

ImA= -bo3 0 bo1l (68) For the special case be = 0 eq. (79) is reduced to a real
quadratic form similar to eq. (47). Moreover, copolar and

[ b0 2 - b 0 1  0 crosspolar characteristic polarizations are identical in this
particular case.

with Note that

trace B0 = trace ReA0 = traceA0 = traceL0 . (81)
1= -+- (<IS,11 12> -_ <ISvvI2 >) (69) With eqs. (52) and (53) follows from eq. (80)

b02 = Re{(<SIvSvv> + <SlilIStIv>) (70) B0 = M11 -i+ Q0  (82)

and the copolar power expression pA(p) can be written inb03 = lm(WSlJV-SVV + <S11111S10)} (71) the form

It is easily seen that with b0 = [b0 1 , b02, b03]T A
pCo(p) = MII + AT(p) Qo A'(P)

0 ( =A(),X oT A AT
lmA 0 x(p) - •(p) x (72) + 1/2 N' v(p) + 1/2 v (p) b0 . (83)

= gT(,) M g(P)
where x denotes the usual vector product.
Thus g is the Stokes vector for the transmitting and receiving

antenna polarization, cf. eq. (56)
AT A- A Ty ImA 0 =y=.(xxhb0 )=(yxx 0 P xT).

A Ao=T TA (73) (84)

and M denotes the symmetric Stokes reflection (Mueller)
since matrix defined by eq. (57).

v(p) = A(p) x ) (74) The last lines establish the agreement of the covariance
matrix method with the Mueller matrix approach to the
copolar optimization problem as performed for instance

"The matrix by van Zyl et al. [19] and Yamagouchi et al. [10].

= A•p), A(p), A•p) Applying the method of Lagrange multipliers, cf. e.g.
Leitmann [20], the vectors v which extremise the quadra-

sobviously orthogonal T tic form eq. (79) for PA(p) are solutions of the set of cou-is 00l = pled non-linear equations in v and u:
I lence the trace of the expression

BA _ A

-AT 
- pA = -- 1/2b0  (85)

T fAT A J VAT AOT ReA0 0 = Y Re0 Y (76) v, , (86)

AT ReA A Using eq. (82) the first of these equations may be replaced
v Re~oi' by

yields QA_'yQ0 - A = -1/2bo (87)

trace(OT ReA0 0) = trace(ReA0 00T) where, cf. [19], the Lagrange multipliers v and uA are
= trace ReA0  (77) related by

AT A AT A AT A= x ReAox+y ReAy+v ReAOv
v=/- Mil (88)

or
Assuming 9, to be simple with eigenvalues ul

AT R A + AT R Ace R AQT Re A 2MII - A4 - #(ReAo) (i - 1,2,3) with /| _< Su2 _</ p and cor-
x • y ReAo y = trace ReA0 - Y ReA0 v (79) responding normalized orthogonal eigenvectors x, one can

expand v, and N,/2 into
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Using eq. (96) one finds from eq. (80)
3

A -- iA )b 0 = p ho=2MlthO - (97)
v = exj(89)

Identifying ý, = bh/ho/lbo in eq. (90) yields fi, = 11b11/2,
fl2 = f13 = 0 and, hence,

3

(90) 11131011 1i- o X , •.(90) -1 a3=,•2 0 (98)
i~~l ~2 pu--2MII =•--

and obtains forp # pO2 and

P (i = 1,2,3) (91) A 2 =ee l = 1 1 (99)

tlence, from eqs. (89) and (91) follows The normalization condition vT • = 1, cf. eq. (92), yields

AT A1 3 P(I,2) 2M lT l (100)

v (P -- 2 (92) 2

and

The normalization condition (86) yields (1) Mt(pf'l) -- Q2) . ((2)) (101)

3 (933 A(l) A _ A(2) (102)

L..2 1 I (93) = ilb0  -

WThis yields

Multiplying eq. (93) by (P - 111)2(" - )(P U3)2 leads to pA 0(I) - 1 trace. - 11 (103)

a polynomial p~p) in pA of sixth order with coefficients CO 2- 0
depending on tae eigenvalues p, and the expansion coeffi-
cients fl, t= 1,2,3), cf. [19] for details. The roots of this
polynomial are denoted by pO) (k = 1,2,...,6) where PA, (2)) 1 trace1Z.,0+lb0l1 (104)
JU M _<,U ( ) < ... !5 P 04. r c • 2 -

Thus, there exist two optimal polarization states in the
For a deterministic Inrget (coherent case) ensemble aver- coherent case, namely + h0/Ilb0o1 which take antipodal
aging <. > becomes obsolete and it follows with eqs. (2), positions in the Poincar6 sphere representation. The
(43), (45) and (48) coherent case can be studied directly using the Sinclair

matrix S, of course. Formally the coherent case is included

ReA0 = Re(Q (0) Re{Q 10})T in the incoherent case for #2 = fP3 = 0.

+ Im{Q 0}) lm{Q 0 (94)

The spectral theorem for matrices [I8] immediately yields
rank(ReAo) = 2, i.e. one of the eigenvalues of ReA0 is zero.
Since direct calculation shows that Numerical Examples and Graphical Evaluation

lm{Q ( 0) x Re(Q Go) = (95) The polarimetric covariance matrix concept with its
polarization invariant parameters can be used as a tool for
polarimetric analysis. This will be illustrated for both

where b0 is given by eqs. (69)-(71) (without averaging SAR-data (spatial ensemble averaging) and weather radar
brackets <. > ), it follows that bo is eigenvector of ReA0  data (temporal ensemble averaging), assuming homogene-
corresponding to the eigenvalue A,(ReAo) = 0 ity respectively stationarity of the random scattering media.

Two different types of target areas as part of a synthetic

ReA0 b0 = 0 (coherent case). (96) aperture radar (SAR) image of the Oberpfaffenhofen test
site will be considered. The data has been analysed at
DLR Oberpfaffenhofen; Ileld et al. (14] give a description

Applying eq. (96) to the crosspolar case, cf. eq. (47) and of the NASA-JPL airborne SAR-system.
text following eq. (50), it becomes evident that in the
coherent case there exist two orthogonal polarization In the following table target invariant parameters of the
states, corresponding to + 4/l1NI, for which the crosspo- covariance matrices of a representative area of buildings
lar power Pj(p) vanishes, and an area of grass are given,
These same polariation states lead to optimal copolar It should be remembered that a deterministic target has
polarizations as follows. eigenvalues A, = A2 = 0.
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Area A , 2 A , A, AA trace(L)
Grass 0.06 0.14 0.79 0.73 3.7 dB COPOLAR POWER
Buildings 0.01 0.27 0.72 0.71 23.5 dB 1 - 1

Table I. Invariant parameters of two different target areas within an t 100
L-Band SAR-image of the Oberpfaffenhofen test site; the
eigenvalues A of the target covariance matrices have been nor- 5
nmalised by the trace of the matrices.

The grass area clearly resembles a deterministic target. At
L-Band, the observed grass area can be described as a
rough surface with insignificant random variations since
two eigenvalues are close to zero. In fact, correspon 4ing
power signatures, cf. Figure 1, are similar to the power
spectrum one would expect for a flat plate.

__CROSSPOLAR POWER

COPOLAR POWER
"I tOO

60 6

so 40

20 2

Figure 2. Copolar and Crosspolar Power Signatures forArea of Buildings

CROSSPOLAR POWER Polarization invariant covariance matrix parameters as
derived above for two test areas can serve for classification
purposes as special target features.too

50
so For meteorological reciprocal random targets covariance
40 matrix parameters and representations of covariance
20 matrix elements (radar observables) are very meaningful

and directly connected to microphysical param~seters, cf.
[5] [6].

dlwý 1Copolar and crosspolar power signatures are shown for
rain and chaff measurements (as performed with the DLR
weather radar [I I]) in Figure 3 and Figure 5.

Figure I. Copolar and Crosspolar Power Signatures for
Grass Area The copolar power signature as function of transmitter

polarization p for rain is typical for an ensemble of almost
sphere-like single scatterers: Minima are to be found close

The covariance matrix of the test area of buildings has to circular polarizations, whereas for linear polarizations
only one almost vanishing eigenvalue. Analysing the power high values of mean copolar backscattered power can be
spectra, cf. Figure 2 it becomes clear that one could found. Correspondingly, one expects for the me 'n cross-
approximately model the covariance matrix of this area polar backscattered power due to the geometric form of
of buildings by the sum of a corner reflector type and a the single scatterers maximal values for circular polariza-
noise covariance matrix (cf. target decomposition theorem tions; minima can he found along the axis of linear polar-
[4] [f5]). izations.

The polarimetric degree of coherence as defined in eq. (115)
serves as an indicator of the randomness of a target for a

This way, the two considered targets both resemble a det- specific transmitter polarization: The observed rain cell
erministic target as far as their smallest eigenvalue iW, can be compared to a deterministic target, since except for
= A I is concerned. optimal polarizations the backscattered waves are almost
The range in which the mean power return can be varied completely coherent as depicted in Figure 4.
by polarimetric means is determined by the eigenvalue
difference AA, see (27). Interestingly enough, for the two
considered target areas this value is about the same. The
total back"cattered power in the four orthogonal .. ,C lo-atoL,.' e•aticial values or the copolar power sig-
tions, however, is roughly 20 dR higher for the test area nature of a chaff (metallized 212- synthetic fibres) meas-
of buildings. urement, see Figure 5, directly reflects mean dipole cant-
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Thie overall structure of the crosspolar signature plot of

COPOLAR POWER 1 chaff data is typical for clutter-like targets, even though the
locations of local extrema again reflect mean dipole cant-
ing angles [5].

50 COPOLAR POWER

100

S00

60

1000

jCROSSPOLAR POWER

100 A)10

.10

Figure 3. Copolar and Crosspolar Power Signatures for
Rain

Figure S. Copotar and Crosspalar Power Signatures for
Chaff

180

Mean dipole canting angles and their location can be seen
150 also in a contour diagram Figure 6 of the correlation dif-i/A ference RB* - RA'. Crosspolar extrema correspond to cor-

(IL~~relation difference nulls, cf. eq. (34). In a signature plot of

the mean degree of polarization Figure 7 it can he seen
power is extremal at polarization ratios p corresponding
to mean dipole canting angles.

90

In previous sections of this paper analytical and numerical
60- algorithms to determine optimal polarizations in the co-

O ~and crosasnolar case have been presented.

30 The covariance matrix of the observed area of grass (see
power signature -Figure 1) is 

73

0 2.0120 .0931 e"0"* 1.1966d~3

91iuct I1kg) 1: .09 31 e - .2774 .1483 e - (105)

1.1966 e~ 1l483 e 08  1.4790 ]
Figure 4. Dereof Polaritnetric Coherence for Rain Evaluation of P&() = 1/2 VT(p) ReA0 V(p) (cf. eq. (44))

determines extremal values for the crosspolar power cal-

ing angles (extremnal values for co- and crosspolar power culating the eigenvalues of ReA0.
for r = 3 1 respectively v = 12 1~ with
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P 2 .0362 Cel40.2', P2 = .9488 e'3 " P3 - 1.0511 ej93.7-

180

and, since polarization ratios -l/p" result in extremal
crosspolar power values also, six crosspolar power optimal
polarizations with corresponding values P., see Table 2.

1~o

ST Vp Pý

120 1.30 178.4' .1350

- I.3 88.4' .1350

1.91 43.50 .2748
a 90o -1.91 133.5' .2748

S42.7' 116.00 1.4744

80 -42.7' 26.0' 1.4744

Table 2. Crosspolar Power Optimal Polarizations for Grass
Area

30

For the copolar case, eq. (92) yields for the magnitude of
0 0 3 the polarization variability vector v

-30 0 30
EllipUcity T (Deg)

3 2

Figure 6. Correlation Difference for Chaff Iv[ 4 AO (108)

where

= -2- bo (i = 1.2,3) (109)

Making use of the normalization condition lvj - 1, (108)
can be transformed into a polynomial p(p) in p of sixth
order.

600 The number of solutions pu for Iv(,u)l = I respectively
p(p) = 0 directly determine the number of characteristic
polarizations for a specific target.
The roots of the polynomial p(p) can be found by using
Newton's method of successive approximations, cf. [22]
[19]. Htowever, convergence may not be achieved or the
proper root may not be found.
Instead, a golden section search algorithm [22] can be
implemented to determine the existing roots of p(p) in a
fully operational manner.
The search is to be conducted ".i an interval [py, pJ] and
1,43, Pb] (MI, P3 corresponding to the smallest respectively
largest eigenvalue of 80) to determine the smallest and
largest root of p(p) whose existence is guaranteed even for
deterministic targets (see below). Interval limiters pA, Pb
are found by a golden section interval expansion starting
from pl respectively p3 until p(p) changes sign.
ror a non-deterministic target another two roots may be

found in the interval [li,, P2] and similarly in the interval

[P2, PS). The intervals [pl, P21 and [p 2, P3] are subdi-

vided into [pM. pAD) and [4D, P2] respectively [P2, p?] and
Flgwe 7. Mean Degree of Polarization for Chaff [/9', P31 where/, = D p1 .=

.,(ReAO) = .2700, (RcAO) = .5497, Ak(ReAO) =2.9497 'The magnitude of the polarization variability vector Iv(u)l
Is well suited for graphical evaluation illustrating the root

follow optimal polarization ratios finding problem.
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Analyzing L-band data for an area of grass, Iv(/)l reveals
a total of only four power optimal characteristic polariza-
tion states, see Figure 8. Between u2 and P3 the values of As has been pointed out, the coherent case is included in
lv(/u)l are always larger than one. the presentation derived for the general case of incoherent

or partially coherent backscatter.
As an example for a deterministic target, the scattering
matrix S for a horizontally oriented dipole is

2.0 s [0 0]

S!.5 Figure 9 shows lvi as a function of p.

1.05

-0.5

0 .0 . . . . . .
0 Pl I P2 2 2.0

P IS

Figure A. Magnitude of Polarization Variability Vector 1.0
for Grass Area 70

0.5

Fhe eigenvalucs of B0 are 0.0
0 a3

P= .4098, 02 = 1.6094, P3 = 1.7492 -

and with Figure 9. Magnitude of Polarization Variability Vector
of a Itorizontally Oriented Dipole

= (.2665 -. 0910 -. 0664)
The fact, that there are only two values y for which IvI

follow the coefficients fli attains the value Ivl = I, corresponds to a p(pu)-polynomial
of second order: For a deterministic target two expansion

fit = -. 0368, t/2 = -. 0405, P .1339 coefficients vanish, i.e. #2 = P3 = 0.

and the sixth order polynomial p(p)

p(x) 6 - 7.5368x 5 + 22.5628x - 33.8092x 3

+ 26.1342x 2 _9.5929x + 1.3116 Conclusion

A polarimetric covariance matrix concept has been pre-
"The above polynomial yields for p(p) = 0 four real roots sented, in this paper, which describes the polarimetric

backscattering features of reciprocal random radar targets.
. 4 The polarisation dependence of second-order radar

= .3728, = .4469, /) = 1.5391, -( 1.8882 observables can be obtained by unitary similarity transf-
ormations of the covariance matrix. Invariant target

and, thus, with eqs. (89) and (91) follow polarization vari- parameters, such as the minimum and maximum eigen-
ability vectors v that can be directly converted into corn- value or the eigenvalue differenc , of the covariance matrix
nlex polarization ratios p via eq. (41). The following are introduced providing quite interesting information
Table 3 contains the four copolar power optimal polari- upon the randomness of a target and the polarimetric fea-
zations with corresponding values Pa, tures of the radar observables. A method to determine the

polarimetric variation and optimal polarisations of any
arbitrary second-order observable has been presented and
illustrated. Furthermore, a new analytical formulation of

_ _ P. the problem of optimal polarisations for the mean copolar
40.8' 95.0" .3218 and crosspolar power return is derived. This way, the

operational computation of optimal polarisations within
-41.7" 57.9" .4683 large data sets, e.g. in the case of SAR-images, becomes
-1.0° 57.1 * 1.4429 feasible. The interrelationship of the presented covariance

X 1743' 20239matrix concept with the Mueller matrix formulation
______ 74.3 2.0239 appears to be of particular interest.

TaWlW 3. Copolar Power Optimal Polarizations for Grass Area

-4
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DISCUSSION

W. Flood, US
Were the rain data presented from a frontal system or a convective storm? In other words

was the reflectivity of the rain volume homogeneous?

Author's Reply
The author replied that he thought the reflectivity of the rain volume was reasonably

homogeneous.
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Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
3228 EECS Building

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-2122

SUMMARY 2 NWA BASED POLARIMETRIC

The target and system phase-stability during the time to RADARS
measure the scattering matrix is a major problem for millimeter
wave polarimetric radars. This is particularly true for network The fully polarimetric radar configuration based on the vector
analyzer-based systems. To circumvent this phase-stability network analyzer (NWA) is easy to construct and is widely used

problem, we have developed new fully polarimetric radars at 35 for remote sensing investigations [Ulaby et. al., 1990]. These
and 94 GHz. The system is based on a relatively inexpensive systems usually are operated in the swept frequency mode over a
network analyzer and is capable of operating in either the given bandwidth. The minimum sweep time, which depends on
coherent or the incoherent polarimetric measurement mode. In the number of frequency points and the type of NWA, is typically
the coherent mode, the scattering matrix can be measured within between 100 to 400 ms. The decorrelation time of the MMW
2 ms. In the incoherent mode, the average Mueller matrix is wave scattered from trees, on the other hand, can be shorter than
measured directly by transmitting four different polarizations and 10 ms [Narayanan et. al., 1988]. Hence, when using the fully
measuring the Stokes vector of the backscattered signal. To coherent measurement configuration, it is necesary that all four
compare the performance of the true measurement modes, the components of the scattering matrix be measured within a few
average Mueller matrix and the statistics of the phase difference milliseconds in order to obtain accurate data. If the V- and H-
of the two co-polarized signals were measured for a rhododendron polarized signals are transmitted sequentially in the swept
tree and for a metallic tree. The average Mueller matrices frequency mode, it will take at least 0.5 to 1 second to get a
obtained from the coherent and incoherent polarimetric complete scattering matrix, including the data transfer time
measurement modes were similar. The target motion during the between the NWA and the computer. Obviously, the NWA-based
data acquisition period did not change the average Mueller MMW radar used in the swept frequency mode is not suited for
matrix in the incoherent measurement mode. The probability coherent polarimetric measurements.
density function of the phase difference of the two co-polarized There are two ways to overcome the shortcoming of the
signals computed from the average Mueller matrix is essentially traditional swept-frequency NWA based polarimetric radar. The
the same as the one measured with the coherent polarimetric first approach is the incoherent polarimetric measurement
measurement mode. technique. With this technique the swept frequency mode can still

be used for the NWA operation but the radar transmitter must
be modified to transmit four independent polarizations. The data

1 INTRODUCTION processing and calibration are substantially more complicated
than those associated with the coherent polarimetric technique.

Increasing interest has been expressed in recent years for The second approach is the coherent polarimetric measurement

understanding the statistical properties of data obtained with The s ing Coupled/Cho modend pointbin ea terna
full poarietri raarsfor emoe snsin apliction [Uaby technique using Coupled/Chop mode and point by point external

fully polarimetric ratlars for remote sensing applications [Ulaby triggering of the NWA. We have developed both coherent and
and Elachi, 19901. At centimeter wavelepgths, polarimetric data incoherent polarimetric radars based on these techniques at 35

has been found to be useful for land-use classification [Van Zyl et. and 94 GHz. Tne radar front end and data acquisition system are
al., 1987] and for measuring the biophysical properties of forest the same for both systems. The only difference is the operating
canopies [McDonald et. al., 1990]. For the MMW region, however, mode of the NWA and the data processing. It is, therefore,
it is still not clear what type of information can be extracted from possible to obtain polarimetric data of the same targets
polarimetric radar, over and above the magnitude information coherently and incoherently. The block diagram of the MM
provided by conventional radar systems. Unlike the microwave radar system and the 35 GHz front end are shown in Figs. I and
region, the complexity and the cost of building a fully 2. The block diagram of the 94 GHz is essentially the same as
polarimetric radar at millimeter-wave frequencies is still very that of the 35 GHz system. In the following section the details of
expensive, and progress has been rather slow, which is due, in the coherent and incoherent systems will be discussed.

part, to the limited availability of experimental data.
At microwave frequencies the traditional approach used for

measuring the polarimetric radar response of a given target is 2.1 Coherent Polarimetric Radar
based on the direct measurement of the target's scattering matrix, The coherent polarimetric radar has many advantages over the
S For distributed targets, such as terrain surfaces, multiple incoherent polarimetric radar. For example, with the coherent
measurements of S are made, corresponding to statistically polarimetric radar the statistical data including the phase
independent samples, each measurement is used to compute its difference between the two copolarized channels, can be easily
corresponding Mueller matrix C, and then an ensemble average is obtained. Another advantage is the significantly simpler signal
performed to obtain an estimate of the average Mueller matrix, processing and calibration processes compared to those of the
< C >. Whereas the scattering matrix measurement technique is incoherent polarimetric radar. As discussed in the previous

appropriate at microwave frequencies, it is difficult to implement section, the NWA-based radar operated in the swept frequency
at millimeter wavelengths because it requires that both the mode is not suited for coherent polarimetric measurements. In
system and target phases remain stable during the time it takes this section, we will describe a new technique which utilizes a

to measure S. This is particularly true for network relatively inexpensive NWA (HP8753C) that allows the
analyzer-based polarimetric radars [Ulaby et. al., 1990). acquisition of coherent polarimetric data at a much faster rate.

To circumvent this phase-stability problem, we have developed With this system it is possible to measure the scattering matrix
new fully polarimetric radars at 35 and 94 GHs. The system is within 2 ms at 35 and 94 GHz.
based on relatively inexpensive network analyzer and is capable of The Hewlett-Packard network analyzer, HP8753C, has two
operating in either the coherent or the incoherent polarimetric independent receiving channels which can be used in the
measurement mode. In the coherent mode, the scattering matrix Coupled/Chop mode. It also has a point by point external

can be measured withir" 2 ms. In the incoherent mode the average triggering capability in the swept frequency mode. These
Mueller matrix is measured directly by transmitting four different functions are ideally suited for the coherent polarimetric radar.
polarizations and recording the horizontally polarized and For example, the simultaneous acquisition of V and H channels
vertically polarized components of the backscattered field. This can be done by operating A and B inputs in the Coupled/Chop
paper includes a detailed analysis of the two measurement modes, mode. The point by point external triggering can be used for
and provides comparisons of data measured using the two modes transmitting V and H sequentially and synchronizing a
for a rhododendron tree and an artificially made metallic tree. polarization control circuit to create different polarizations. At

present, HP8753C does not support the external point by point
triggering in the CW mode but a near CW mode can be created
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in the swept frequency mode by choosing the output frequency Table I shows the average Mueller matrices of the
bandwidth to be IHz. The minimum time to get a complete rhododendron and metallic trees obtained by the coherent and
scattering matrix is approximately 2 ms in the present system. incoherent polarimetric radar techniques. The Mueller matrices
The polarization of the transmitted MMW signal is controlled by are normalized with respect to the L11 component to show the
a Faraday rotator whose switching time is less than 5 ps. Using relative magnitude of the matrix elements. The average Mueller
the maximum number of points provided by the HP8753C, it is matrix of the coherent polarimetric radar technique was
possible to obtain 800 scattering matrices within 3.2 s without computed from the 8000 scattering matrices obtained over the
transferring data into a computer. 34-35 GHz band. Because of the slow data-acquisition speed in

The separation of signal from unwanted noise, such as antenna the incoherent polarimetric radar, the average Mueller matrix is
coupling, is accomplished by the hardware gating circuit in the obtained from only 500 samples, including those due to frequency
IF path as shown in Fig. 2. The transmitted pulse length is 20 us averaging over the I-GHz RF bandwidth.
and the pulse-repetition-rate is 5 MHz. Although it is not The sum of the Mueller matrix elements L33 and L44 , which is
necessary to scan the RF frequency band in the coherent a function of the correlation between S., and Ssh, is higher for
polarimetric mode, additional independent samples can be the metallic tree than for the rhododendron tree. Although the
realized by averaging the backscattering coefficient over the RF polarimetric signature computed from the average Mueller matrix
bandwidth [Ulaby et. al., 1988]. A bandwidth of 1 GHz at 35 is useful for showing the characteristics of the target, it is not
GHz, for example, offers 5 to 10 independent samples per spatial easy to directly relate the target characteristics to the values of
observation for the tree measurements, the Mueller matrix elements.

The calibration of the coherent system is straightforward. Figure 4 shows the probability density function of the phase
Because the system has more than 23 dB of isolation between the difference between the two co-polarized channels (4, = phase of
V and H channels, a simple calibration technique that requires a S.. - phase of Shh) obtained with the coherent polarimetric
sphere and a depolarizing target is used [Sarabandi et. al., 1990]. radar. As expected, p(0,) of the metallic tree is much narrower

than that of the rhododendron tree, showing strong correlation
between S., and Shh.

2.2 Incoherent Polarimetric Radar Unlike the coherent polarimetric radar, the information

In the incoherent polarimetric radar technique, the Mueller obtained with the incoherent polarimetric radar is limited to the

matrix of the target is measured directly by transmitting four average Mueller matrix and it is not possible to measure the

independent polarizations and receiving the Stokes vector of the probability density flr )n p (0c) directly. Due to a recent

scattered signal. Because the correlation between the V- and theoretical derivation; vever, the phase statistics of 0, can be

H- polarized signals is inherently included in the received Stokes estimated from the average Mueller matrix [Sarabandi, 1991].
vector, the measurement time between the different incident The probability density function p(0',) is given by
polarizations can be much longer than the decorrelation time of
the target. The incoherent polarimetric technique also permits A 1 D [r A2

the use of MMW sources that do not have good phase-stability in p(00 = I + B + tan-
the transmitter section [Mead, 1990]. A desired polarization can w2XB2 [ 7
be created by placing two quarter-wave plates in front of the where Li
transmitting antenna and by aijusting the orientation angle of All = 2 A- = 2
each wave plate relative to the incident polarization. L33 + L44 L34 - L43

The received Stokes vector for a given incident polarization is ,A13 = A ,•14 -

usually obtained by two different approaches, incoherent and 4 4
coherent-on-receive techniques. The incoherent receive technique, D = A13 cos 4., + A14 sin 4.,

which often is employed in optics measures the intensity of six B = [),IA33 - D2
]1

different receive polarizations, but the phase measurement is not
required. The Stokes vector is obtained by taking appropriate The function p(O,) is completely specified in terms of the
ratios of the receive intensities, as shown in Appendix A. elements of the average Mueller matrix £,.

The receiver of the coherent-on-receive technique is similar to The average Mueller matrix given in Table I and the
that of the coherent polarimetric radar. The coherent-on-receive probability density function of the phase difference shown in Fig.
method requires the measurement of the magnitudes of the V- 4 are obtained from the same target by two different polarimetric
and H- polarized receive signals and the phase difference measurement techniques. If the probability density function given
between them, but it does not have to measure the phase angle by Eq. 1 is correct, p(Oc) estimated from the average Mueller
relative to the transmitted signal, as is the case with the coherent matrix must be similar to the one shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5
polarimetric radar. The Stokes vector can be computed from the shows the probability density function computed from the average
magnitudes of the V and H components of the received signal Mueller matrix obtained by the incoherent polarimetric radar.
and the phase difference between them as shown in Appendix A. The agreement between Figs. 4 and 5 is excellent for both trees.
Because it is relatively easy to measure the phase difference
between the V and H channels, our system is based on the 4 CONCLUSION
coherent-on-receive technique.

Calibration of incoherent polarimetric radar systems involves The work described in this paper has demonstrated that the
two steps [Mead, 1990]. In the first step, the receiver distortion average Mueller matrices obtained using the coherent and
matrix is obtained by placing a wire grid polarizer in front of the g
receiving antenna at three different positions. In the second step, identical. The advantage of the coherent polarimetric radar over
the exact polarization properties of the transmitter are the incoherent polarimetric radar is its ability to measure the
determined by measuring the backscatter from a point target thtincor posarimutic rd is its abi teasure thestatistical distributions of the magnitudes and relative phases of
with known scattering matrix using the calibrated receiver, the scattering matrix elements. The incoherent polarimetric

radar, however, is particularly useful if the target decorrelation

3 EXPERIMENTAL DATA time is much faster than the data acquisition time.
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Polarimetric Scatterometers," IEEE Antennas Propagation Stokes vector, in terms of 6 polarizations and a set of 4
Magazine, 1990. independent incident polarizations, given by:

[8) Sarabandi. K., "Derivation of Phase Statistics of Distributed
Targets from the Averaged Mueller Matrix," Technical I = W
Report 026511-T, 1991, Radiation Laboratory, University of Wh + W. (A.6)
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI. 12 = Wh

t• = •(A.7)
[9] Narayanan, R.M., C.C. Borel, R.E. McIntosh, "Radar W., + W.

Backacattering Characteristics of Trees at 215 GHz," IEEE U = W45 - W135
Trans. on Geoscs. and Remote Sensing, 1988, Vol. 26, pp. W45 + W135
217-218. V = W(LC - WHC.9)

WLHC + WRHC

APPENDIX A 0= [ . = 1/2 1/2 (A. 10)

COHERENT-ON-RECEIVE where W is the received intensity of polarization.

TECHNIQUE If a receiver is able to measure the phase between the V and H
Complete polarimetric characterization of the scattering channels, it is possible to do the incoherent method withoutCompetepolaimericcharcteizaton f te sctteingmeasuring 6 polarizations. This method is called the
properties of a distributed target can be obtained by measuring coherent-on-receive (COR) technique. The elements of the Stokes
either the scattering matrix S or the Mueller matrix vt. c an b e exp ressed as
Measurement of the scattering matrix requires accurate phase
measurements. Also 4 elements of S must be obtained within the
decorrelation time of the target which is in the order of I= E. 1 (A.11)
milliseconds at MMW frequencies. The scattered electric field E',
in terms of the scattering matrix 5 and the incident electric field 12 Eh I' (A.12)
E', is given by U 2 1 E. if Eh [ cos6 (A.13)

V =21 E. I1 E, Isin6 (A.14)

E' -eiSEt (A.I) where 6 is the phase difference between V and H channels.
C

E'= Eh Eh [S.. SE [ (A.)

To obtain S, we need to send [E,.0]' and [0, Eh]', and measure
E, and Et simultaneously.

The polarized wave can also be expressed in terms of the
Stoke's vector F,, which is defined as

~,, 12 [ 1 IEh 12
= I I 2Re[EE,] (A.3)

L V L21m[E.E;]
F V] L21m [E. E•,,]

then (A. 1) in terms of Stokes vector becomes

F C- 4,Ft- (A.4)

I iS.,12 I, l
IS4.12  ISAAI

Re(s.(S-,,) 2Re(S,,s- "")
21m(S,,S.) 21m(S.ASh)

Re(5 5 S..) -lm(S:,S,,)
Re(Sh5SA,.) -Im(Ssshh)

a * Re(S..S,,, + S, S,,,) -Im(S..S,*, - S..S,)

Im(S,.Sl + S,.4,) Re(S..Sh - Shsr,

(A 5)
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II

Figure 1 Block Diagram of the MMW Poaarimetric Radar.

35 GHz Radar (Fully Polarimetrlc) Rh ododendron Tree (Target in motion)

Incoherent Polarimetic Measurement Mode (5(]0 samples)
TransitterFast Motion

Power .23 (dBm I0.186 0.828 -0.017 0.017
Antenna 6" Lens (beamwidth 4.2 degrees) i0.04 0.059 0.735 0.056

Polr~aton nypoariatonI.-0.059 -0.023 -0.019 0.472J

Dual Channel VandH Slow Motion
Mixera Fundamental mixing r 1 0.231 -0.052 0.012 1
Antenna 5" Lens (beamwidth 4.2 degrees) 0.126 1.035 -0.021 0.049 I

pnialmerte ata-0.038 0.082 0.697 0.003
Incoherent (coherent-on-receive) I.-0.013 -0.015 -0.064 0.619 .

Mueller matrix
Coherent Coherent Polarmietric Measurement Mode (8000 samples)

Scattering amplitude matrix [ 1 0.159 -0.002 -0.006 1
[ ~0.179 0.823 -0.003 -0.018|0.0 -0.01 0.683 -0023|

•.ff~y 3ore up -0 4.033 -0.001 0.003 0.596 J

!12 A"p Co Fu

35 Radar (uMetallic Tree (Target in motion)

Incoherent Polaxnnetric Measurement Mode (500 samples)Fast MotionIF upto[ 1 0.089 0.02 0.03 ]

0.094 0.74 0.02 0.001
0.026 0.011 0.888 0.105

Poarzaio A y proot -0.028 -0.007 -0.126 0.619
MixersCoherent PolarimeFnc Meas-ement Mode (8000 samples)

[ 0.06 1.16 0.0109 0.004
FPgue 2 Block Diaam o the 3-CR: Radar Frotend. 0.011 0.082 0.973 0..053

I 0.008 0.002 0.049 0.89

Table 1. Average Mueller mamrices ofrdrdodendron and

metallic bees measured with coherent and incoheacnt
polarime tric meas urment modes.
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1.0 1.0-

SA Metallic tree 0.8 Metallic tree

0.6- 0 .6-

Rhoodendrodn tree (Slow Motone)
-'"Rhododendron tree

0.4 - 0.4 - 0Ora mod-m)

0.62 % 0.2-

0.0- T_ 0.0 -( m )

-150 -100 -50 o 50 10 0-IS .1 0 '10 '5 0 50 1 0 S

Degree 0.) Deree %e)

Figure 4 Probability Density Function Measured by the Coherent Figure 5 Probability Density Function Computed from the Average
Foianmetnc bystem. Mueller Ma~trix.

DISCUSSION

G. Neininger, Germany
What is the realized cross polarization isolation?

Author's ReplyI am not sure but I believe that it is listed in the preprint article.

E. Schweicher, BEYou mentioned (in your second talk) a solid state design. Does that mean a solid-state
transmitter and in that case what kind of transistors are used at 36 GHz and 94 GHz?

Author's Reply
The presenter did not know.

G. Brown, US
The histograms of the phase differences between the co- and cross polarization returns fordata (from real and metallic trees) were relatively narrow in spread. What range bin was used to

generate these data and how do you explain the rather small phase difference variance?

Author's Reply
I do not know the range bin used in the phase distribution plots since I did not work on

those data. However, I do know that a very large number of samples were used in the preparation

of the phase statistics, so I imagine that the bin was rather small.
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Polarimetric Techniques and Measurements at 95 and 225 GHz

James Mead, Robert McIntosh, Phillip Langlole, Paul Chang

University of Massachusetts
Microwave Remote Sensing Laboratory

Amherst, MA 01003, U.S.A.

Summary

The University of Massachusetts has developed two Distributed targets, such as foliage and terrain, will trans-
high-power portable polarimetric radars operating at 95 form the incident polarization in a random fashion and
and 225 GHl. The 95 GHz coherent polarimeter is config- are usually characterized in terms of the target Mueller
ured to measure the complex scattering matrix of a target matrix, Z (or Stokes scattering operator, M), which de-
by transmitting a pair of orthogonally polarized pulses in scribes the time or ensemble averaged scattering behavior
rapid succession. We have also developed a noncoherent of a target. The Mueller matrix is often measured indi-
225 Gixs polarimetric radar which directly characterizes rectly, by first measuring the instantaneous complex scat-
the target Mueller matrix by transmitting a sequence of tering matrix, S, from which the Mueller matrix may be
four or six polarization states. In addition to reviewing found Ill. The 95 GHz radar operates in this way. The
the radar design and calibration, this paper summarizes 225 GHz radar, while not capable of measuring the com-
measurements of natural and man-made objects made plex scattering matrix, S, uses a noncoherent technique to
to date. These measurements include several varieties of directly measure the Mueller matrix. Both measurement
trees, terrain, and snowcover. A model which approxi- techniques are described below.
mates the Mueller matrix with a single parameter is in- Coherent 95 GHz Potarimeter
troduced for a restricted class of clutter and is found to
accurately predict the polarimetric behavior of vegetation The 95 GClz polarimeter consists of a single box,
and terrain at low incidence angles. We also present a two dual antenna radar, a Polarimetric RAdar Control and
parameter approximation of the Mueller matrix that accu- Data Acquisition system (PRACDA), and a data log-
rately models scattering from snowcover at large incidence ging/display computer. A block diagram of the 95 GHz
angles. polarimetric radar, designed and fabricated by the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts Microwave Remote Sensing Lab-
Introducton oratory, is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of a

The ability of a radar to classify an object beyond multiplied reference oscillator at 93.6 GHz, which acts
d can as both receiver local oscillator and driver for the trans-simply measuring its radar cr s-section and velocity mitter amplifier chain. The transmitter amplifier consists

be enhanced through knowledge of how the target modi- of a solid-state injection locked amplifier, followed by an
fies the polarization state of the incident electromagnetic Extended Interaction klystron Amplifier (EIA), manufac-
wave. Simple geometric structures such as plane reflectors tured by Varian, Canada. Alternate transmission of verti-
and spheres have well known scattering properties that cally and horizontally polarized 95 GHz pulses is achieved
modify the incident polarization in a predictable manner, with a waveguide ferrite switch. An orthomode transducer

94.932 C4z

AMP I r, LEN

Figure 1 95 GlIx polarimetric radar block diagram.
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is used to separate the horizontally and vertically polar- where IVI and IHI represent the magnitude of the elec-
ized components of the scattered signal, which is downcon- tric field in the vertical and horizontal planes, and 6 is
verted to 1.32 GHz using single-balanced mixers employ- the phase difference between the vertical and horizontal
ing Schottky-barrier beam lead diodes. The signal is then field components. Waves having a right-hand polarization
amplified and downconverted again to 120 MHz where the sense are represented by r > 0. Wave polarization can also
signal is divided for separate amplitude and phase detec- be described by the Stokes vector 121:
tion. A log amplifier/detector is employed in the ampli-
tude channels, providing a dynamic range of 80 dB. The rgol (1H12 + IVI 2

phase detector is preceded by a constant phase limiter, I1l (8H12 - V I12) (
which maintains nearly constant phase over a dynamic g = 2 [(21VI HI cos n6i
range of 70 dB. 3gs] (2lVl JHsinb

Coherent Measurement Technique where the (.) brackets indicate temporal or spatial av-

Measurement of the complex scattering matrix, S, eraging. The relationship between the Stokes vectors of
is achieved by alternately transmitting horizontally and the incident and scattered fields is characterized by the
vertically polarized waves in rapid succession, i.e.. fast Mueller matrix, C [4,51. The Stokes vector, r, of the scat-
enough to freeze motion in the target. Elemen"' of the tered field, corresponding to the incident Stokes vector, g,
first column of the scattering matrix Shh and Sh are mea- is given by
sured during the first pulse period (horizontal transmit)
while Sl,, and S,. are measured during the second (ver- r = Lg. (4)
tiCsl transmit). For a typical measurement, several hun-
dred scattering matrices are measured, each representing For the measurements reported in this paper, a tech-a paticlarreaizaionof he trge. Sncethecomlex nique is used to determine the Mueller matrix of various
a particular realization of the target. Since the complex natural targets by sequentially transmitting six different
scattering matrix can only characterize fully polarized tar- polarization states [3[. The Mueller matrix is obtained
gets (i.e., a single realization of a fading target or a hard from the six transmitted Stokes vectors, gi, (i = 1 to 6),
target from a particular aspect angle) it is necessary to and the corresponding scattered Stokes vectors, ri, accord-
convert the individual scattering matrices to Mueller ma-
trices, which may be averaged. While the Mueller matrix ing to.
is not a complete description of the target (it contains nei-
ther Doppler information, nor higher order moments) it is £ [(GGT)_GR TI (5)
useful in describing the average polarization transforma- where C and R are given by
tion behavior of a target.

Noneoherent Polarimetric Methodologyg
rgot gog go, PoM go, 0o•]

The polarization state of a TEM wave traveling in G = gUv gUg g~p glM gl, glIL
the +z direction can be described in terms of the ellipse 92, 92,f 92, 92. 92. 9 2"

traced out by the electric field vector at the point z = zo, L0 v 03y 03p. 93 .0 3 i

as shown in Figure 2. The ellipse parameters, 0 and r,
completely specify the polarization state of the wave and andrv rof rop r°, r° roc
are expressed in terms of electric field quantities by [21: r= ri r0 ,, ri, rOI r0 , rl1

1 (21V? Hsn r2 v, r2 ,, r2 ,, r2 r 2,t r2,r = sin- IV12 +IH12 ) (1) •rav rs,, rsp rs•m rs1t rs

1 (21VI tHIcos6\ The first column of G and R corresponds to the incident

40 = -tan- H 1 - IV12 (2) and scattered Stokes vector, respectively, when the trans-
mitted field is vertically polarized (0 = 90*; r = 0'). The

remaining columns correspond to incident and scattered
Stokes vectors when transmitting horizontal (0, = 00; r =

V Z 00); positive 45" linear (0 = 450; r = 0°); minus 450 lin-

ear (0 = -45*; r = 0°); right-hand circular (0 arbitrary,
r = 450); and left-hand circular (40 arbitrary; r = -45')
polarized waves, respectively.

Once the Mueller matrix is known, it is often useful
to compute the response of a target using an arbitrary
combination of transmit and receive antennas. The power

H received, Prec, by an antenna whose polarization state is
specified by the Stokes vector g,., depends on the Stokes
scattering operator, M, and the Stokes vector of the trans-

mit antenna, gtr, according to [1,4,51:

Pree = kgM (6)
zz6 where k accounts for propagation effects between the radar

and the target, and gr is the transpose of g. The Stokes
F. re 2 Ellipse parameters 6 (orientation) and scattering operator is related to the Mueller matrix by

r (ellipticity).
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Calibration!0 10 01
M (7) Calibration of the 95 and 225 GHz polarimeters fol-

0 0 lows a procedure described previously by Wood [71. Wood's
technique employs four in-scene reflectors, three of which

The Stokes scattering operator for reciprocal media scatter waves having known polarization and the forth be-
is symmetric 151. However, the Stokes scattering opera- ing an odd-bounce reflector. We use an alternate tech-
tor found using (5) and (7) will not be exactly symmetric ing an odd-bon eflecto Weous analere teh-
due to residual calibration errors in the radar and natural nique [6], that is equivalent to Wood's procedure, whereby
statistical variability. Specifically, for the data presented a polarizing grid is placed in front of the receiver, allow-

below, the received Stokes vectors were measured sequen- ing the three polarized targets to be replaced by a single
tially, so the scattered fields result from different sets of odd-bounce reflector. The calibration procedure removes
target realizations. Secondly, Stokes vectors are computed the effects of cross-coupling between vertical and hori-
by incoherently summing a finite number of instantaneous zontal receiver channels, and also accounts for gain and
realizations. Therefore, measured r, values will converge phase imbalance between the two channels. Once the re-
to the true value of r, as N- 5 , where N is the number ceiver has been calibrated, it may be used to calibrate the
of independent samples. Furthermore, (5) will provide a transmit polarization states using the same odd-bounce
good estimate of Z only if the scattered Stokes vectors are reflector.
stationary (in the mean) during the measurement process.

Propertkes of the Mueller Matrix for Natural Surfaces

25 GHz Polarimeter For backscattering from reciprocal media the Mueller

The 225 Gllz polarimeter shown in Figure 3 con- matrix may be represented by up to nine independent pa-
sists of a multiple polarization transmitter, a dual po- rameters 141. Measured data from natural surfaces at mi-
larization receiver, the Polarimetric RAdar Control and crowave [8] and millimeter-wave frequencies [91 show that
Data Acquisition (PRACDA) subsystem and a data log- there is no appreciable correlation between the copolarized
ging computer [6]. Scalar feed lens antennas were selected and cross-polarized return, i.e., (S,,S;,) = 0, where $ij is
for both the transmitter and receiver to minimize side-
lobe levels and to provide low cross-polarization across an element of the complex scattering matrix, 151. For such

the main beam. During polarimetric measurements, the targets, the Mueller matri7 takes the form [8)

transmitter's multiple-polarization lens antenna is sequlen-
tially switched between the six polarization states given
in (5). The magnitude of the vertical and horizontal corn-
ponents of the scattered wave along with the phase dif- [A+ Bo B 0 0
ference between these components is measured using a B A - Bu 0
dual -polarization receiver for each transmit state. This 0 0 0 D
provides suficient information to determine the received 0 0 -D C - B0
Stokes vector, r, using (3).

Figure 3 225 GHz polarimeter system diagram.
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where Figures Sa and 5b, where histograms of the scattered field
ellipse parameters 4$ and r are shown for vertical polariza-

A = 1 (flSh + IS.X) (9) tion incident upon the target. Note that the distribution
of 4, and r is clustered near 4, = 900 and r = 00 (vertical

B = I (SahJ 2 - ISAw 2 ) (10) polarization) for the Weeping Willow tree, indicating little
2 depolarization of the scattered wave. In contrast, the dis-

B 0 = (ISh0 12) (11) tribution for dry sand is widely disp~reed over the 4, - r

C - (Re( hhS-)) (12) plane, indicating substantial depolarization.

D = (Im(ShS.,)). (13) Table 1 presents polarimetric data for the Willow
tree, dry and wet sand, and other natural targets mea-

In (12) and (13), Re( ) signifies the real part of the operand sured at 225 GHz. For comparison purposes, we have
and Irm( ) signifies the imaginary part of the operand. listed the targets in Table I in order of increasing depo-
Thus, the Mueller matrix may be characterized by five larization ratio. The depolarization ratio, X, is defined as
independent parameters. Radars that measure only co- [101
and cross-polarized power may be used to determine
A, B, and Bo but not C and D. Van Zyl [8[ classifies tar- a.h + o

gets in terms of the dominant scattering mechanism as X =guo + oIo

odd bounce, even bounce, or diffuse scattere-s. For targets

where (IShah), (JS.,i) > (IShýj), the following classifications where the normalized radar cross-section, or'?= (I Sj 2), i
may be made: refers to the receiver polarization, j the transmitter polar-

ization.
C > Bo: primarily odd bounce Normalized radar cross-sections or'. and auh are given

in the second and third columns. The fourth and fifth
columns list measured values of degree of polarization for

!Cl < Bo: diffuse scatterer. horizontal and vertical transmit polarizations. The de-
gree of polarization, P, of the scattered wave is defined
in terms of the Stokes parameters of the scattered waves

Presentation and Analysis of Measurements according to [21:

The data presented below was collected during an p - I/r? + r + r (14)
extensive measurement program carried out in Amherst, r0
Massachusetts during 1989-91. Backscattering was mea- In the sixth column we have listed the average degree of
sured from a variety of targets, including foliage, terrain, polarization of the four linear polarizations used in mak-
and snowcover. Most of the data presented below was ing the Mueller matrix measurement (vertical. horizontal.
measured at 225 GHz, as the 95 GHz radar became op-erational in December, 1900. However, we show that the +450, and -450). Similarly, in column seven we have tab•-

ulated the average degree of polarization of the scattered
models developed from the 225 GHz data appear to be ap-
plicable to recent data collected with the 95 Gliz sYsteni. wave for left and right hand circular transmit polarization.

Copolarized signatures of two distributed natural lar- All measurements presented in Table I were based
gets are shown in Figure 4. These signatures are comi- on 1000 data points per polarization state using the mea-
puted from the measured Mueller matrix using (5) and surement technique described above. The number of ii,,lv-
assuming g,. = gt,. The signature of a highly polarized pendent samples, as computed from the e- 1 point of the

scatterer (Weeping Willow tree) is shown in Figure 4a and power autocovariance function, was greater than 400 in all
of a highly unpolarized scatterer (dry sand) is shown inof ahigly npoaried iv~tpre (dy snd)ii how in cases. All measurements were made with an illuminated
Figure 4b. The pedestal at r = ±45* indicates that the
scattered field contains significant unpolarized energy. The footprint diameter on the order of 1-5 m. Additional in-

depolarization of the scattered fields is more easily seen in formation on these measurements can be found in [3].

b b

45 45
50 s o

io-45 0 445 00--45  0 * 45

(a) (b)

Figure 4 Copolarised signatures for Weeping Wil'ow (left) and Dry Sand (right).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5 Scattered wave ellipse parameter histogram for Weeping Willow (left) and

Dry Sand (right) for vertical transmit polarization.

Table I. Summary of various polarimetric quantities for a variety of natural
distributed targets listed in order of increasing depolarization ratio.

COLUMN: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

DEGREE OF POLARIZATION
DEPOLARIZATION

TARGET RATIO (dB) aZ,(dBm') vO.(dBmn1) HORIZONTAL VERTICAL (LINEAR) (CIRCULAR)

Weeping Willow -12.8 -4.1 -4.3 .91 .88 .89 .80

Arbor Vitae -12.1 -9.2 -9.1 .87 .87 .87 .74

Red Maple -11.0 -2.4 -2.3 .88 .87 .86 .78

American Elm -10.4 -5.4 -5.6 .86 .82 .84 .71

Norway Maple -9.4 -4.5 -4.8 .81 .80 .81 .66

Silver Maple -9.3 -2.8 -3.0 .81 .75 .78 .58

Short Graw -8.9 -6.6 -6.5 .67 .81 .75 .54
(30* - 50 Incidence)

White Pine -8.3 -5.9 -6.3 .78 .74 .77 .57

Snowcover -7.8 -3.1 -3.1 .67 .69 .67 .46
(40" Incidence)

Wet Sand -7.3 -8.5 -7.2 .65 .79 .66 .40
(2V Incidence)

Snowcover -4.5 -21.0 -16.3 .39 .75 .61 .43
(80" Icidence)

Snowtover -4.7 -5.9 -4.4 .45 .55 .51 .13
(65 Incidence)

Dry Sand -4.4 -0.2 6.3 .43 .44 .42 10

(26 Incidence)
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Degree of Polarization for Transmission of Linear Polariza- - X + X) 2
.o z .. =(1 - x)(l +_}-() (18)

tions. P"' - (1+ X)P - 9)2

The degree of polarization shown in Table I for the The ratio B/A is obtained from (9) and (10):
average of the four linear transmit polarizations is seen to
decrease with increasing X. This trend can be explained
as follows. Substitution of the Mueller matrix for natural B (IShh12) - (1S..12 ) - h - o -

surfaces (8) and the Stokes vector of a horizontally polar- =A (IShhl2 ) + (IS..1 2) = a +-a',
ized transmit field Into (4) results in an expression for the

scattered field Stokes vector, rh. Using (14), the degree of Our measurements show that the ratio of coh to a~t is
polarization, Ph, of the scattered wave is given as within ±1.5 dB for vegetation and for terrain at incidence

angles below 500 (measured off nadir). Thus, the sum of
IA - B0 + Bl o~h and or, is much greater than their difference for all
A + B0 + B (15) of the targets in Table 1. Consequently, (B/A)2 can be

For a vertically polarized transmit field, the scattered neglected and (18) simplifies to:

wave degree of polarization, P., is found to be: I - X
Pga .... I+ (19)

P- = JA - Bo - BE (16) Equation (19) is plotted in Figure 6 along with measured
values of the average linear degree of polarization from

Measurements of all of those targets listed in Table 1 show Table 1.
that the degree of polarization for ±45' linear transmit The quantity C in (8) strongly affects the degree of
polarizations is nearly equal to the average of (15) and polarization of both ±45' linear and circular polarizations.
(16). Solving (15' and (16) for the average of horizontal C/A can also be expressed in terms of X using the follow-
and vertical degree of polarization gives: ing argument. The degree of polarization for transmission

of ±45° linear polarizations, P± 4 s5, is given by:
A2 

- B02 2- B

= (A + Bo) 2 
- B

2  (1±) 6- =/B 2 
+ (C + Bo) 2 

+D 2  (20)P•4s. = A + Bo0 20

Where "linear" denotes the average of the four linear po'-

larizations, vertical, horizontal, +45" and -45 . lliviling Our data indicate that for those targets for which (19) is
the numerator and denominator of (17) by A2 and noting valid, the distribution of arg(Shh) - arg(S,,) has a mean
from (9) and (11) that x = Bo/A leads to: value near zero, thus, (13) implies that D will be small.

1.0

THEORY -

Z 08 5..

0 *..1
-- .: 7

N 0o9

4( 06
j WEEPING WILLOW
0 2 ARBOR VITAE

3 RED MAPLE

. ."4 AMERICAN ELM
0 0.4 5 NORWAY MAPLE

.i S SILVER MAPLE

W 7 SHORT GRASS

I]• 8 WHITE PINE
0 90. SNOWCOvER

0.2 1 0 WET SAND0
I DRY SAND

0.0 I

0 -4 -8 -12 -16

DEPOLARIZATION RATIO (dB)

Figure 6 Scattered wave degree of polarization for the average of four linear polar-
izations (V, H, ,±45) for various natural targets. Equation (19) shown for

comparison.
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For B1 and D' << (C+Bo)2 , equating (20) to (19) yields: Single Parameter Approximation of the Normalized Mueller
Matrix

C
C = A - 2B,3 or A- = 1 - 2. (21) While the degree of polarization of much of our 225

0Hz data may be described by a single parameter, x, we
All natural targets measured to date have resultedl emphasize that this data represents a limited, but impor-

in positive values of C, indicating either odd-bouiw' -r tant, class of natural targets. From the above discussion,
diffuse scattering 181. If we require C to be positive, then the normalized Mueller matrix for these targets can be ex-
(19) and (21) are valid for X < 0.5. pressed as:

Degree of Polarization for Tran~smission of Circular Polar- 
I + X 0 0 01

izations 1 0 1 - X 0 01 (4

The degree of polarization for left and right hand cir- 0~ 0+ 0o X (24)x
cular transmit polarization, Pp5 , is given by:

-\/B
2 +D 2 +(Bo -C) 2  (2) valid for X< 0.5.

C'I A +B(2) The simplified Mueller matrix in (24) appears to be'
+ B0  a good approximation for 225 0Hz foliage measurements

Applying (21) with the additional condition that B' and as well as terrain measurements at low incidence angles.
In Figure 8a we present measured copolarized and de-

D 2 << AB - C) 
2

, leads to: greP of polarization signatnreq at 225 GlHz for the White
Pine from Table 1. Figure 8b presents similar signatures

L,_ l- 3Xj() computed using Cx. A similar comparison for White Pine
P"_1 -4- )*(2) measurements at 95 GHz is shown in Figures 8c and 8d.

The circular degree of polarization listed in Table 1, repre- Scattering from Snowcover at Large Incidence Angles
senting the average of left and -i% hand ;cir -ini
polarization, is plotted with (23) in Figure 7. The scat- Although most of the targets given in Table I are
tereti wave polarization sense is opposite from that of the modeled accurately using (24), it is clear that the snow-
incident wave for values of X < 1/3 (-4.33 d13), and is like- cover data at 65' and 80' departs from this description.
qense for (~ > 1/3. For X values near 1/3 the condition One approach to modelling the Mueller matrix for these

that R2 and D' < < (&0 - C) 2 will no longer hold, indicat- surfaces is to carry through a similar derivation without

ing that Pp, will be slightly greater than zero for -1/3. setting B = 0. However, the measured Mueller matrix
shows that P±4 5. does not equal the average of P, and

1 0

Z 0.5 THEORY
03

* 2

0 06
a IWEEPING WILLOW

0 .7 2 ARBOR VITAE
0.3 RED MAPLE

LL 4 AMERICAN ELU

0 0.4 IQ 5 NORWAY M4APLE

6 SILVER MAAPLE
hi 7 SNORT GRASS

T 8 WHITE PINE

O 4 0. SNOWCOVER
hi 0.2 ~ . .10 WIET SAND

0 . .1I DRY SAND

0 -4 -8 -12 -16

DEPOLARIZATION RATIO (dB)

Figure 7 Scattered wave degree of polarization for the average of left and right hand

circular polarization for various natural targets. Equation (23) shown for

comparison.
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Figure 8 Copolarized signatures for White Pine: (a) measured signature at 225 GHz;

(b) 225 GHz signature computed from £L; (c) measured signature at 95

GHz; (d) 95 GHz signature computed from £Z.

Ph when B is large. Instead, P+ 4 6' is biased towards P, For this model we assume that tG12 and thl2 are in phase,

if a,, or'h. This bias suggests computing P1:s4 using a thus Ta 9 ,4 and T,4, 3 will equal zero.

power weighted average of P, and Ph, i.e.,
Volume scattering is thought to be the dominant scat-

4P-< 4 PhaO5 tering mechanism in snowcover 1101. The random nature

ý( + a2)h of the snow suggests that scattering within the volume
should be independent of orientation angle, 0. This im-

Although this expression gives excellent agreement plies that (24) is a reasonable choice to model scattering
with measured data, it leads to a fairly complicated ex- within the volume. Combining the effects of the surface
pression for the Mueller matrix, in terms of two parame- and volume, the total normalized Mueller matrix for the

ters, X and -y. Another draw back to this approach is that snowcover is given by:
there is no obvious theoretical basis for (25). Therefore,

we sought a physical-based model to achieve similar agree- C'total = Tas•Ta
ment with the measured data. where T.. is of the form of T.. with tG21 substituted

One straightforward scattering model for snowcover is for t1 12 , and j refers to the depolarization ratio within the

shown in Figure 9, where we consider two separate effects: volume. Dividing T.. by thl2 and T.. by th2l and not;ng
transmission through the air-snow interface and volume that for linear, isotropic media, tV, 2/th 12 = t 2 1/4 2 1, the

scattering within the snow layer. In general, the transmis- total Mueller matrix may be written as

sion coefficient for the vertically polarized field, tG12, will
be different than the transmission coefficient for the hori- 1ctotal = (
zontally polarized filed, t5 1 2 . The normalized transmissiv- (I + a2)-2 T•CXT (27)
ity matrix for the air-snow interface, relating the incident
and transmitted Stokes vectors is given by w41

It,_+a -a
2  0 1"a

12,,,' 4 It , , t l ,l _,,1 , o 1 -_02 1 -0,2 0 o 1

1 1Ith1212 - It, 121' 1(h1212 + It.12 j [ 0 0 2a 0

T It 12 12 + Itv12I12 0 0 0 0 0 2a
0 0 and a = t. 1 2 /tA1 2. Simplifying (27) yields an expression

0 0 in terms of t. 12 , th] 2 , and j. By equating (27) to (8), the

0 0 ]26)following relationships are found:

Re(t,,,fZ,2) - l-(t,,,t;,,2)
/ 2tý2) Re(t,,2t;•,,2) =- A+B 4 A-B OB

I)t12 = -2 ' 1 2 = -2 X _ rA-_------9
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8 = Incidence angle

POLARIZATION DEPENDENT

AIR (Region 1) , TRANSMISSIVITY

SNOWCOVER (Region 2)

ORIENTATION INDEPENDENT
VOLUME SCATTERER

Figure 9 Snowcover model including the effects of surface transmissivity and orien-

tation independent volume scattering.

Using the relationships given above, the total normalized

Mueller matrix for the snowcover is

1 0 0 (28)
+,,~ Ii- 0 0 t - .•2 N

[0 0 3 N- 2 3 (

Note that (28) does not require any knowledge of the trans- REFERENCES
mission coefficients used in deriving this model. Rather,
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POLARIMETRIC MONOPULSE RADAR SCAITERING
MEASUREMENTS OF TARGETS AT 95 GHz

by
R. J. Wellman, J. Nemarich, H. Dropkin

D. R. Hutchins, J. L. Silvious, and D. A. Wikner
Harry Diamond Laboratories

US Army Laboratory Command
Adelphi, MD 20783-1197, USA

Summary 2. Description of the Radar System

This paper describes a 95-GHz polarimet- The radar described in this paper was
dc monopulse instrumentation radar and designed for obtaining 95-GHz target signature
selected scattering measurement results for an data of ground-based targets with the radar
armored vehicle. The radar is all-solid-state, located on a tower and with computer-controlled
coherent, frequency steppable over a 640-MHz operation from a remote ground station. Fig. 1
bandwidth, and completely polanmetric for line- snows the radar head and pedestal. A video
arly or circularly polarized radiation. Details of camera that is boresighted with the radar and a
the methods used to perform the amplitude and metallic cover for the system are not shown in
phase calibrations and the effectiveness of the photograph to allow a view of the radar hard-
polarization distortion matrix corrections are ware. The radar head is covered during opera-
Included in the paper. Measurements made with tion, if needed, to allow it to be air-conditioned
the radar of various vehicles on a turntable have for temperature control. Data recording and
allowed quasi-three-dimensioral polarimetric control of the tower-mounted radar are per-
ISAR images of the targets to be generated. formed at a ground station located in an 11-m-
Sample images for an infantry combat vehicle long semi-trailer. Data from the target platform
are presented together with high-resolution also are recorded at that location.
range profiles of the target for all monopulse
channels. The basic characteristics of the radar are

summarized in Table 1. The radar is a com-
pletely polarimetric two-coordinate amplitude-

1. Introduction companison monopulse system. It is a coherent,
pulsed radar that operates in a

Sensor systems operating at about 95 frequency-stepped mode between 95.00 and
GHz are being investigated for use in smart 95.64 GHz. The frequency-step size can be
munitions designed to defeat armored vehicles.' selected to be 1, 2, 5, 10, or 20 MHz, and the
Specific radar scattering properties of these tar- radar pulse repetition frequency (PRF) is also
gets frequently are required for evaluating the selectable to be 1, 2, 5, or 10 kHz. The system
FOrformance of a sensor system. In this paper a was operated with 64 1 0-MHz steps and a trans-

o-GO~z polarimetric monopulse instrumentation mit PRF of 10 kHz for the measurements
radar is described that is capable of acquiring reported here. The peak power of the
the required target signature data. all-solid-state transmitter is 45 W, the pulse

width is 100 ns, and there is one adjustable
Measurements have been made for sev- range gate.

eral vehicles with the radar located on the US
Army Missile Command (MICOM) 100-m tower Either circulary or linearly polarized radi-
at Redstone Arsenal, AL, and the target ation can be transmitted by the radar according
mounted on a tiltable turntable. Data were col- to which mode of operation is selected. For
lected for various radar depression angles and example, one pulse with either right-hand circu-
target azimuth angles to allow computation of lar polarization (RHOP) or left-hand circular
radar cross section (RCS) polar plots, high- polarization (LHCP) may be transritted and
resolution range (HRRA) profiles for the two-angle both senses of polarization can be received.
monopulse sum and difference channels, and The polarization of succeeding pulses may be
inverse synthetic aperture (ISAR) Images for the right- or left-circular depending on the transmit
monopulse channels. format selected. A similar mode of operation is

possible with horizontal (H) and vertical (V)Section 2 of this report describes the polarization.
basic characteristics of the radar and Section 3
contains a discussion of the procedures used for The radar has a lens antenna that can be
calibration of the radar. Some sample target easily removed and replaced with another hav-
sianatures obtained for an infantry combating a different diameter. For a specific measure-
vehicle are given In Section 4 to demonstrate ment scenario a lens with a diameter between
the radars capabilities. Conclusions reached 3.8 and 15.2 cm may be selected from six
regarding the radar system, the calibration pro- available lenses. The one-way 3-dB beam-
cedures, and the scattering measurements are widths of these lenses range between about 1.5
contaied in Section 5. and 5.2 dog.

A simplified schematic digram of the
radar circuit Is shown In Flg. 2. it Is seen In the L
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figure that the transmitter output is routed via the radar was taken to the field measurement site at
switchable circulator into either the H-channel or Redstone Arsenal, and a series of pre-
the V-channel monopulse comparator and then measurement checks and calibrations were
to the lens via a multi-mode feed horn. A wire- done at the field test site. Only the basic
grid diplexer is placed between the feed horns features of these checks and calibrations are
and the lens for proper routing of the radiation. given here since many are well-known procedu-
The quarter-wave-plate (QWP) between the res.2 These include taking proper account of
diplexer and the lens may be aligned to maintain gain imbalances in I/0 detectors and nonlinear
the original incident linear polarization, or it may responses in detectors and amplifiers.
be rotated to convert the radiation of one chan-
nel to RHCP and the other to LHCP. If the QWP The radar calibrations at the field mea-
is oriented for the linear polarization mode, the surement site were performed using the reflec-
vertical and horizontal components of reflected tors listed in the calibration target array of Table
radiation are diplexed into the V- and H- channel 2. The range of each reflector to the radar and
comparators, respectively, and the resulting its RCS were chosen so that the signal levels
sum, elevation difference, and azimuth differ- from reflectors 1, 2, and 4 were approximately
ence signal may be detected for each polariza- equal and in the linear range of the receivers
tion. If the QWP Is oriented for the circular (about 6 dB below A/D saturation). The log
polarization mode, the sum and difference receivers were calibrated using reflectors 2 and
signals for the RHCP and LHCP components of 4. Reflector 3 was used for calibrating the rela-
the reflected radiation are similarly detected. five polarimetric phase channel and for deter-

mining a sign in the polarization distortion matrix
The oscillator source for the six sum and (PDM) calibration described below.

difference channel mixers is frequency stepped
synchronously with the transmitter source and The dynamic ranqe of the system was
maintains a constant offset of 3 GHz. more than adequate to insure that the maximum

signal levels from the target were below the
The radar Data ACquisition System (DAS) saturation level of the detectors and the amplifi-

has six 1/Q detectors for the monopulse sum and ers were well above the noise level of the sys-
difference signals. The relative phase of the two tern. The dynamic range was about 66 dB for
sum channels and their log amplitudes also are the linear channels and about 72 dB for the log
processed in the DAS. For each transmitted channels. Stability checks were made periodi-
pulse the signals received in each of the 16 cally, and corrections were made for the minimal
channels are sampled, multiplexed, and digitized drifts that were observed.
by two 12-bit A/D's. The multiplexed data are
transmitted from the radar via a fiber-optic data Transfer curves for the log receiver in each
link to the remote computer control/recording sum channel were generated in the laboratory
system. The latter is a PC that includes an using a 3-GHz source to simulate the IF signal
80386 20-MHz processor, 4 Mbytes of memory, from the sum channel mixer and with a precision
and two 300-Mbyte disc drives. Data are attenuator to vary the signal level. The ampli-
archived on 150-Mbyte, streaming 112.5-Kbyte/s tude calibrations at the field site were performed
cassette tapes. Although the custom interface by boresighting the radar on the appropriate
to the radar DAS has a 240-Kbyte/s capability, comer reflector and varying the precision attenu-
the limit on the recording rate reduces the maxi- ator to simulate the expected range of signal
mum data rate to 120 Kbytes/s. levels for the target. These measurements were

used to verify the transfer curves measured in
The radar is mounted on a pedestal that the lab. Absolute calibration of the amplitude for

can be computer controlled locally or from a each polarization channel was determined using
remote station to scan the radar or to orient it to the signal level corresponding to the known RCS
a fixed position. The pedestal is an elevation- of the reflector, the transfer curve for that chan-
over-azimuth type with 0.01 -dog pointing accu- nel, and the ratio of the radar range to that
racy. It hes scanning rates that can be selected reflector and the range to the target to be
to be between 0.1 and 10 deg/s. measured.

As indicated above, a video camera is The relative polarimetric phase channel
mounted on the radar head, and it can be bore- initially was calibrated in the laboratory and a
sighted with the radar to video record the target reference look-up table was generated. This
whose signature Is being measured. table related the phase angle of the signal into

the I/( detector to that at its o utu A gridded
trihedral was used at the field lie as the refer-

3. Radar Calibration Procedures ence reflector, and the phase difference
between the coherent sum channels was

The radar calibration procedure is very measured. These values then were used to
complicated due to the number and types of determine their relationship to the phase angle
data channels. The procedure can be broken up values in the reference table for each of the
into three distinct sections: the amplitude call- coherent sum channels. A correction table was
bration for the log recaver in the sum-channels, generated from this measurement as a function
the sum-channef relative poladmetric phase of frequency so that the actual polametric
calibration, and coherent sum and difference phases could be computed directly from the
channels calbrion. Some preliminary calibra- measured values for each frequency. The pola-
tions were done In the leboritory before the rimetric phase calibration was checked using the
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rndded trihedral by comparing the phase square deviations (RMS's) for the copolanzed
ifferences between RHOP and LHCP signals returs indicate the degree of amplitude stability

for both senses of transmitted poI-uizations. of the system.
These values agree to within ±3 deg overall.

Ideally there should have been no cross-
The effects of imperfect cross-polarization polarized reflection from the dihedral for circular

isolation in the radar can be mitigated by use of polarization. The small values of cr. and azs
the PDM calibration technique.3 This calibration shown in Table 3 are believed to result from a
method is intended to remove the radar system combination of incomplete cross-polarization
parameters from the data so that the target cancellation by the PDM calibration, slight
polarization scattering matrix can be determined Imperfections in the calibration targets, spurious
without degradation due to the system. It can be returns from the reflector poles, and sidelobe
used for both linear and circular polarization by clutter. The total for all of these possible effects
making measurements of the four reflectors is seen to be at least 35 dB below the copola-
listed in Table 2. For this report, the PDM rized reflection for all polarizations after the PDM
calibration technique was carried out for circular calibration.
polarization. The calibration method for the
coherent receivers is shown in block form in Fig. The results of the phase measurements on
3. the various reflectors after the PDM and other

calibrations are Indicated in Table 4. The table
For calibration purposes, 200 ramps of gIves the corrected phases and their RMS's at

data are taken for each of the four reflectors, 15.3 GHz. As shown, the measured phases
where a ramp consists of 64 frequency-stepped have an RMS deviation of about ±3 deg.
pulses transmitted with RHCP and 64 pulses Another measure of the phase performance of
transmitted with LHCP. The sum channel I/Q the calibrated system is shown in Table 5. This
corrections were generated by characterizing table gives the average difference in phase
each I/Q detector at four signal levels for every betwsen adjacent frequency steps and the
22.5 d eg change in input phase from 0 to 360 phase difference for one particular mid-band fre-
deg. This I/0 correction reduced the amplitude quency pair. The RMS deviations also are
vanation due to I/Q errors to 40 dB below the listed. Any measurement phase errors will
average signal level and the maximum phase influence the quality of HRR profiles and ISAR
correction was 3 deg. The PDM calibration is images, but as indicated the phase errors are
applied to the coherent sum channels only. The small. In fact, the capability of the system is
PDM correction parameters are calculated for such that an HRR profile of a single reflector
each frequency and for each polarization, and using a single ramp of data and a 84-point FFT
then they are applied to the data to obtain the approaches the processing sidelobe levels.
calibrated amplitudes and phases.

A method was devised for removing the
The difference (or delta) channels are cali- effects of small motions of the radar platform

brated by taking the ratio of the delta channel while measurements of a target were being per-
and sum channel signal levels and then formed. The motion compensation is done by
adjusting the delta channel phase to compen- tracking the phase of a fixed comer reflector set
sate for phase variations in the sum channel due up away from the target and with its return
to the PDM correction and phase variations peaked in oiie difference channel. An FFT of a
between sum and difference channels versus single ramp of data is performed and the phase
frequency. of the peak signal from the reference reflector is

determined. Each ramp of target data Is then
The PDM calibration technique described adjusted for the phase variation in the reference

above improved the cross-polarization isolation reflector from ramp to ramp.
of the system to about 35 dB. Table 3 shows a
companson of the frequency-averaged RCS Antenna radiation patterns were obtained
amplitudes for two reference reflectors after per- at the test site using the various reflectors. The
forming the other calibrations and applying the approximate two-way sum channel beamwidth
PDM calibration to the linear sum channels. The for the 5-cm lens used for the target measure-
RCS's in dBsm were used to compute the aver- ments reported here was 3 deg. Sidelobe levels
ages. The RCS amplitudes representing the were difficult to determine due to the trees in the
various transmitted/rceived polarization area, but in pretest measurements one-way
combinations are on, aII., ou,, and au,, where antenna pattern sidelobes averaged well below
the first subscript is the polarization of the trans- 20 dB from the peak. Laboratory measurements
mitted radiation and the second is the polariza- of the cross-polarization isolation of the anten-
tdon of the received radiation. The data for the nas showed that on average the isolation was
log channels Indicates the cross-polarization more than 25 dB, one way. The responses of
isolation levels wiu compensation. The the monopulse difference channels were call-
imo vement In the cross-polarization isolation brated by scanning the radar across the appro-

ng the POM calibration technique is between priate reflector. The relative phase of the
5 an 10 dB, but this was limited by the Mflu- difference channel with respect to that of the
ence of scatterers In the antenna sidelobs, sum channel was calibrated by scanning to one
The agreement between the log channel and the side of the reflector and establishing a look-up
POM-corrected linear channel amplies for table for setting the relative phase to be 0 deg at
twe reflecko• is good. The small root-mean- each of the system frequences. Labonatory
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measurements of the monopulse null depths steps of 10 MHz each. Each data buffer
showed that they averaged at least 25 dB below includes thd signal returns for 128 transmitted
the sum peak. The radar monopulse boresight pulses where the transmit polarization was
angle was determined for each polarization switched every pulse and the frequency was
channel using the appropriate reflector. The stepped every other pulse. The basic data were
boresights were found to vary slightly, with most taken at a 1 0-KHz PRF but only every other data
of the varations being in the azimuth delta chan- buffer was recorded due to recording system
nels. The overall boresight angle difference for limitations. The target rotates 0.006 dog during
the RR and RL channels, for example, was one data buffer. The target data are accumu-
about 0.3 dea. with most of the difference being lated for 370 dog of rotation of the turntable so
in azimuth. The optical boresight on the video that there is some overlap in the data. The
camera was set to coincide with the LR radar turntable position is recorded along with the data
boresight for field measurements. and is inserted into the co-boresighted video

camera data stream. A typical 12-min data file
contains 85 Mbytes of data before calibration.

4. Target Signature Measurements After calibration the data can be processed fur-

Target signatures were measured at the ther and used for various purposes.

US Army ICOM Target and Seeker Measure- Measurements were made on various
ment Facility which includes a stable tower and armored vehicles, including the Soviet BMP
a self-propelled mobile turntable. The tower has infantry combat vehicle shown in Fig. 4. Polar
a 9x5 m laboratory at a height of 91 m and a 3x2 plots of the polarimetric RCS's for the BMP and
m laboratory elevator that can be stopped at var- with the radar at a 45-deg depression angle are
ious heights. The measurements reported here presented in Fig. 5. The data were sampled
were made with the radar in the tower elevator every 0.5 deg and averaged over 64 frequencies
about 61 m above ground level. The radar was to generate the plot. The RCS's in dBsm were
positioned in front of an opened elevator window used to compute the averages. It is apparent
to allow an unobstructed view of the target. that the RL and LR polar plots are almost identi-

cal, as they should be theoretically. The RR and
The target was mounted on the mobile LL pair are very similar, but there are some

turntable that was positioned about 115 m from small differences. Table 6 shows some compar-
the base of the tower. The turntable platform ison RCS statistics for the BMP vehicle at 30-,
can tilt up to 45 dog and rotate continuously 45- and 60-deg radar depression angles. The
from 0 to 360 deg about an axis normal to the RCS data for target azimuth angles between 0
platform. The rotation rate is variable from 0.5 and 360 deg were averaged for each frequency.
to 2.5 deg/s. Quasi-continuous data on the turn- All data points were used to obtain the average;
table tilt and azimuth angles were transmitted to that is, the average sample interval was 0.013
the radar ground station for recording. dog. The resulting single-frequency averages

then were averaged across the frequency band.
Efforts were made to shield the turntable Included with the bandwidth averages for com-

as much as possible to prevent spurious reflec- parison is the azimuth-angle-averaged RCS at
tions. Standard US Army Diamond/Hexagon one particular frequency (95.3 GHz).
Camouflage netting (for frequencies up to about
100 GHz) and radar-absorbing material were It is seen in Table 6 that the RMS devi-
used. Some measurements were made to ation for the single frequency average is much
determine the magnitude of any spurious reflec- larger than that for the bandwidth average of the
tions from the turntable or ground that affect the mean for each of the frequencies. An explana-
target signatures. The total returns from the tion of this result may be the following. The
screening nets and from sidelobes were typically target can be viewed as a complex array of
-5 dBsm or less. Reflections from the turntable scatterers that appears to be different to the
generally were -10 to -15 dBsm. The turntable radar after the target has rotated through a small
was located as far as possible from trees in the angle. When viewed at a single frequency the
area, and no significant problem was encoun- various independent sets of scatterers interfere
tered during the course of the measurements differently, and there is a relatively large stan-
due to radar scattering from trees. dard deviation from he mean RCS value. As

the frequency is changed each member of the
A meteorological station was not available independent set of scatterers also interferes dif-

at the site, but a station was located at the ferently, but there Is a degree of correlation
Redstone Arsenal base. Weather data were when the whole (0 to 360 deg) set of scatterers
obtained on a daily basis throughout the period is viewed at the different frequencies. Appar-
during which measurements were made. ently the 64 10-MHz frequency steps are suffi-

cient for the data to exhibit this correlation, and
The measurements of the target signa- the result is the smaller RMS deviation in the

tures were made at various radar depression average of the mean for each of the frequencies.
angles. For each radar depression angle the
radar was boresighted on the center of rotation The calibrated monopulse sum and differ-
of the target. The turntable then was rotated at ence channel data can be used to generate
Its slowest rate (0.5 degls) while data were col- HRR profiles that display both the RCS
lected with the radar fitted with the 5-cm lens. armplitude and the elevation- and azimuth-angle
The radar was opeate In the pulse-to-pulse errors for each range subcell. These HRR pro-
polarization switching mode with 64 frequency files for the BMP at a 90-deg azimuth angle (left
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broadside) and a radar depression angle of 45 phase accuracy to ±4 deg across a 630-MHz fre-
deg are shown in Fig. 6. The profiles were quency band.
generated by doing a 64-point FFT on the cali-
brated sum and difference channel data. The Polarimetric monopulse radar target signa-
difference channel angle errors were generated ture data for a Soviet BMP infantry combat
using the calibrated ratios in the look-up tables vehicle were presented to show the capabilities
derived from the monopulse response patterns, of the radar. The fully poladmetric RCS polar
The plots are for an average of 64 rams of data plots for the BMP showed that the LR and RL
and the range rusolution is 0.23 m. HRRpro- RCS's are virtually the same (as they should be)
files shown in Flg. 6 are for the RR and LR and those for RR and LL are very similar.
polarizations. The LL and RL profiles are similar
to the RR and LR plots, respectively, and are not The RCS amplitude and the azimuth- and
presented here. elevatio.-angle-difference HRR profiles of the

target also were presented for RR and LR polar-
Fig. 6 shows that the RCS profiles for the l~izions. It was Indicated that distinctive fea-

RR andLR polarizations have a similar extent in tures and differences in these profiles may be
range, but otherwise they are quite different, useful for classification, identification, and
The plots for the azimuth and elevation-angle tracking of a target in a MMW seeker applica-
differences show the angular location for the dion.
effective single scatterer in each range subcell,
and these values also are different for the copo- Standard ISAR imaging techniques were
larized and cross-polarized radar retums. This used to generate two-dimensional polarimetric
type of data may be quite useful for images of the BMP target. These images were
classification, identification, and tracking of a tar- presented along with the corresponding polari-
get in a MMW polarimetric monopulse seeker metric ISAR imaQes of the elevation angle differ-
application. ences. It was pointed out that the

elevation-angle information in the monopulse
The measurements also allowed the gen- channels provides a third dimension to the

eration of ISAR Images of the target, and typical images which can be very useful for the genera-
ISAR images of the BMP for RR and LR tion of point-scatterer models of a target.
polarization are shown in Fig. 7. The target
azimuth angle was 90 deg (left broadside! and In conclusion, the instrumentation radar
the radar depression angle was 45 dog. The left described in this report has been shown to be
side of the target is to the left in the images, and capable of providing target signature data of var-
the front of the target is at the top. The ISAR lous types that may prove useful for the evalu-
images were created by computing a two- ation of target detection, classification, and
dimensional FFT of 64 sets of frequency- Identification algorithms and for the generation
stepped data for the sum- and elevatioi-angle of target models.
channels. The total rotation of the target during
the data-taking time for the ISAR images was
0.812 dog. The downrange resolution for the Acknowledgements
images was 0.23 m and the cross-range reso-
lution was 0.15 m. The sum channel ISAR The work reported on here would not have
image shows the RCS amplitude associated been possible without the encouragement and
with each of the radar resolution cells of 0.23 x mmanagerial support of Peter B. Johnson and Z.
0.15 m, ai -d the elevation-angle-difference ISAR G. Sztankay. Their efforts are gratefully
image shows the angular location above and acknowledged. Thanks also are extended to H.
below the plane of the sum channel ISAR of the Haralarnos and a number of US Army MICOM
effective single scatterer assoclated with each staff members for .eir contributions to obtaining
resolution cell. It is evident that the monopulse the results presented here.
elevation angle data provides the third-
coordinate information needed for construction
of a point-scatterer model of the target without RWfeences
recourse to a goreW model of two ~target 1. N. C. Currie and C. E. Brown (Editors), "Prin-

The imanin shown In Fig. 7 use go same ciples and Applications of Millimeter-Wave
set of data th were used to generate the HRR Radar," Artech House, Norwood, MA, 1987.
profues of Fig. 6. it can be seen that these HRR 2. N. C. Currie (Editor), "Radar Refiectivity Mea-
profiles and ISAR Images are quite consistent surement: Techniques arnd Applications," Artech
with one another. House, Norwood, MA, 1989.
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Figure 1. 95-GHz polarimetnic monopulse radar.
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Figure 5. Polar plots of frequency-averaged RCS's for a Soviet BMP. The RCS range
on the plots is 0 to 30 dBsmn, and the radar depression angle was 45 deg.
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Figure 6. Monopulse sum and difference channel high-resolution range profiles for a
Soviet BMP. The radar depression angle was 45 deg., and the target azimuth angle
was 90 deg. (left broadside).
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TABLE 1. BASIC FEATURES OF THE RADAR SYSTEM

"* Frequency: 95.0 GHz
"* Two-coordinate amplitude-comparison monopulse

"* Polarization agile: RHCP/LHCP or V/H (selectable)

"* Coherent and wide bandwidth
"* Frequency steppable: 64 1 0-MHz steps
• Peak power: 45 W
* Pulse width: 100 ns
* Pulse repetition frequency: 10 kHz

• Antenna beamwidth (one way): 1.5 to 5.2 deg (selectable)

• Receiver IF bandwidth: 30 MHz

* Receiver noise figure: 8 dB

* Dynamic range (amplitude): Ž_ 66 dB

* Data recording: 16 channels for each pulse

TABLE 2. REFLECTORS IN TARGET ARRAY USED FOR CALIBRATIONS

Reflector Range to
No. Reflector Type RCS(dBsm) Radar (m)

1 Dihedral (45 ) 20 99
2 Dihedral 23 119

3 Gridded trihedral 14 139

4 Trihedral 30 158

TABLE 3. FREQUENCY-AVERAGED RCS (dBsm) FOR CALIBRATION REFLECTORS

Reflector
Type Receiver OR ORL CuR ou

Dihedral Linear 23.0±0.1 -15±2 -15±2 23.1 ±0.1

Log 23.0± 0.1 -7±3 -7 ± 4 23.1 ±0.1

Trihedral Linear -5± 4 30.0 ± 0.3 30.0 ± 0.3 -4 ±4

Log -4:±:6 30.0±0.1 29.9±0.1 0±4
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TABLE 4. SINGLE-FREQUENCY PHASE (deg) FOR CALIBRATION REFLECTORS

Reflector Type ORR RL OLR kLL

Trihedral 290 ± 3 290 ± 3

Dihedral 350 ± 3 347 ± 3
Gridded trihedral 115+±4 112±4 113+±4 107±+4

TABLE 5. AVERAGE PHASE DIFFERENCE (deg) PER FREQUENCY STEP FOR
CALIBRATION REFLECTORS

Reflector Type AORR A)RL AA ACL

Dihedral (all pairs) 12 ± 1 12 ± 1
Dihedral (one pair) 14 ±4 14 ±3
Trihedral (all pairs) 223 ± 2 223 ± 2

Trihedral (one pair) 223 ± 4 223 ± 4
Gridded trihedral (all pairs) 130 ± 2 130 ± 3 130 ± 3 130 ± 2
Gridded trihedral (one pair) 129±5 130+±6 130±5 132±-6

TABLE 6. AVERAGE RCS (dBsm) FOR A SOVIET BMP OVER 0 TO 360 DEG
AZIMUTH ANGLES AND FOR VARIOUS RADAR DEPRESSION ANGLES

Type Average Dep. Angle C O. (uA o,,

Bandwidth 30 8.0±0.2 7.2 ± 0.8 7.2 ± 0.8 8.1 ±0.2

45 7.9± 0.2 7.4±0.8 7.b ±0.8 7.9±0.1

60 7.8± 0.1 7.6 ± 0.6 7.7 ±10.6 7.8± 0.2
Single Freq. 45 8.0±5.9 6.9±5.9 7.0 ± 6.0 8.1 ±5.9
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DISCUSSION

G. Neininger, GE
Illuminating a target like a tank at approximately 200 meters there will exist pr6bably more

than one scatterer within the detection area. Does this not confuse the monopulse comparator?

Author's Reply
If one does a high range resolution image, with range resolution of 23 meters, the

monopulse channels can give angle information versus range, thereny separating some of the
scatterers. If there are two scatterers at one range the monopulse channel will give the composite
scattering center. However, by doing the ISAR processing, this ambiguity can be resolved.

E. Schweicher, BE
You mentioned a 45 W peak power. What kind of solid-state transmitter did you use at 95

GHz?

Author's Reply
The transmitter uses injection locked impact oscillators. The final stage has a 40-diode

power combiner to get the 45 watts and the 640 MHz bandwidth.

U. Lamnmers, US
What kinds of phase excursions did you get due to tower sway, and at what rate did you

have to compensate for them?

Author's Reply
For moderate wind conditions less that 10 mph, phase variations due to tower motion were

about ± 15- 200. This consisted of a slow variation < 1 Hz and a 5 Hz resonance. I have not
looked at this in detail, but we have compensated for this when calibrating the data. The
compensation is done ramp by ramp where a ramp of 64 pulses at each polarization stepping
frequency 10 MHz per pulse sequences 12.8 ms. The total sample rate is 40 Hz.
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REDUCTION OF TARGET SCATTERING
BY TROPOSPHERIC MODIFICATION

K.H. Craig
Radio Communications Research Unit

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
Chilton, Didcot, OXI1 OQX

United Kingdom

Summary a strategy is proposed, and the equations describing
the resultant refractive index profiles are derived. Sec-

This paper examines the possibility of reducing the ondly, the effect of the layer on signal loss must be
effective radar cross-section of an aircraft by actively calculated. Since the layers will be two- or three-
modifying the refractive index of the air surrounding dimensional, a radar propagation model capable of
it. The mechanism proposed is heating of the at- dealing with complex refractive index profiles is re-
mosphere by a laser mounted on the aircraft. The quired; the recent parabolic equation propagation
equations for the refractive index changes caused by model is used. Parametric studies show the optimum
absorption of laser radiation are derived, and refrac- beam geometry for cross-section reduction. The third
tive index profiles are calculated. A shielding factor aspect is that of laser technology. It will be shown
specifying the reduction in target cross-section is in- that high laser powers and large beam cross-sections
troduced. The shielding factor is evaluated for typi- are required; the feasibility of developing such systc.ns
cal laser beam geometries by using these profiles in a r;ill be considered.
parabolic e4uatiou based electromagnetic propagation
model. A parametric study is presented in order to op-
timise the laser wavelength and beam geometry. It is 2 Laser induced refractive effects
concluded that laser powers in the megawatt range can Consider an aircraft-mounted laser radiating a beam
yield shielding factors greater than 10 dB. A 10.6 pm at a small angle to the horizontal, as shown in Figure 2.
CO2 laser appears to be optimum in terms of efficiency If a suitable laser frequency is chosen, the laser energy
of cross-section reduction, and is also the laser type for will be converted to heat by molecular absorption in
which the highest CW powers are achievable, the atmosphere; this in turn will cause a decrease in

the refractive index of the heated air. As the aircraft

1 Introduction flies along, the laser beam will sweep out a refractive
layer above the aircraft. A typical vertical refractive

It is well known that radars can be affected by anoma, index profile is shown in Figure 2; the shape is easily
lous propagation caused by meteorological effects. In explained. In region (a) below the beam, no heating
certain cases, a target may remain undetected well has yet occurred. In region (b) within the beam, the
within the normal detection range of the radar. This is greater the height, the longer the duration of heating
illustrated in Figure 1, showing the coverage diagram by the advancing beam and therefore the greater the
of an S-band radar at a height of 9000 m. The cover- refractive index anomaly. In region (c) above the beam
age "hole" is due to a radio duct caused by a sloping the air will have experienced the full heating effect
elevated layer typical of those occurring in the tropo- of the beam; the decrease in refractive anomaly with
sphere during conditions of anticyclonic subsidence. A height is due to the decreasing strength of the beam
tirget that is capable of exploiting this coverage hole with distance as energy is extracted from it.
would effectively have a reduced cross-section for de- This refractive index profile is similar to those oc-
tection by this radar. curring naturally at the interface of two different air

The difficulty, of course, is that the correct mete- masses, which are known to cause anomalous effects
orological conditions occur only sporadically and the on the radar coverage of targets lying within the lay-
position of the layers tends to vary with time; further- ers. The main difference here is that the anomaly will
more it is generally difficult to forecast the position completely disappear a few tens or hundreds of me-
of the coverage hole with sufficient accuracy for its tres above the aircraft where the heating effect of the
exploitation. In this paper we investigate the possi- laser becomes negligible. In the meteorological case, a
bility of artificially creating a localised coverage hole refractive index change may be maintained over much
by heating the atmosphere using a laser. If an aircraft greater heights on the scale of the extent of the up-
were able to deploy such a device, it could hide in its per air mass. It will be important to optimise such
own locally generated radio duct, effectively reducing parameters as the beam inclination angle, beam diam-
its radar cross-section. eter, and laser absorption coefficient to maximise the

There are three aspects to the problem. Firstly, a impact of the anomaly on radar coverage.
laser beam geometry must be devised that can gener- It will be shown that the effect of cross-section re-
Rt*. A Iy-r with a suitable refractive in&x anomaly; duction can be enhanced significantly if the "target"
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is located some way behind the laser beam, so that as a consequence of eqn (3), the density will drop.
the coverage hole has had more distance over which to Eqn (5) shows that this will give rise to a region of
"open up" (cf. Figure 1); it is therefore worth consid- lower refractivity. On a longer timescale, the insta-
ering an extension to the scenario of Figure 2 where a bilities caused by the thermal gradients will give rise
"hole-burning" low cross-section laser-carrying aircraft to turbulent mixing with the surrounding air; this will
flies ahead of the main targets to lay down a refractive eventually disperse the refractivity anomaly created by
layer for them to fly through. the heating.

To quantify the fractional refractivity change in-

2.1 The effect of heating on refracti index duced by heating, consider a timescale longer than the
acoustic timescale, but less than the timescale for the

In order to investigate the effect of heating on a radar evolution of turbulence. Assuming that the dry contri-
signal, we must first calculate the changes in the re- bution to the refractivity dominates (as will be true in
fractive index structure produced by the heating. Be- cases of interest), the logarithmic derivative of eqns (5)
cause of the closeness of the refractive index n of the and (2) gives (assuming isobaric expansion)
air to unity, it is usual to work with the refractivity
N, defined by: dN = dp. dV dT

N=(n-1) x 106 (1) N Pa
Let q,, be the heat energy absorbed per unit volume.

N depends on the pressure P (mb), the absolute Then
temperature T (K) and the partial pressure of water
vapour e (mb): q, = cp~dT (7)

N = 77.6- + 3.73 x 10 e (2) where cp is the molar specific heat at constant pres-
T Tsure. Combining eqns (6) and (7),

It is worth recalling that this is derived from the Debye dN V 1
formula for the polarizability of polar and non-polar - = --- qv (8)
molecules, with the constants being determined empir- N pT c.

ically [1]. The first (dry) term is due principally to the If - is the ratio of the molar specific heats cp and c.
non-polar nitrogen and oxygen molecules, while the at constant pressure and volume, respectively, then
second (wet) term comes from the polar water vapour 7

molecules. cp - R (9)
Assuming that the air behaves as an ideal gas, the -

equation of state is and eqns (3), (8) and (9) finally give

pV = pRT (3) dN - 1qv (10)

where p is the pressure (Pa), V is the volume occupied N 7P

by p moles of the gas, T is the absolute temperature, This equation relates the change in refractive index to

and R is the universal gas constant. Eqn (2) can there- the heat energy absorbed per unit volume. We now

fore be written: consider the absorption process itself.

Ma0.776R- + 3730M P (4) 2.2 Absorption of laser radiation by the atmo-M. Msphere

where p.,. and M,w are the density and molecular
weight of air and water vapour, respectively. Using Consider a laser beam propagating in the C direction

values of Ma = 0.0288 kg and M. = 0.018 kg gives with initial intensity I. (Wm- 2). The intensity I(()
at a distance C from the laser is given by:

N = 22 4Pa + 1.72 x 10 6PU (5)T I(() = Ioexp(-aC) (11)
Now consider the effect of laser heating. As will be a is the attenuation coefficient. The ratio III is called

shown, the passage of a laser beam of suitable wave- the transmittance, r. The amount of power lost from
length (an infrared CO2 laser being optimum) through the tram it volThe aont ofp erlotifrom
the atmosphere deposits energy via molecular absorp- the beam per unit volume is obtained by differentiating
tion. The absorbed energy is rapidly converted to ki- this, giving
netic energy which induces a near-instantaneous rise dI --- = al(12)
in pressure and temperature. This creates a pres- =

sure wave that propagates away from the source of the
heating at the speed of sound. On a timescale large If the heating is applied for a period of time, 1o, the
compared to the acoustic timescale (the time taken heat energy absorbed per unit volume is therefore

for sound to propagate across the heated volume) the q. = alt. (13)
pressure will return to its ambient value. The temper-
ature will however remain higher than ambient, and Mote generally, if the beam intensity varies with time,
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= a /I(t) dt (14) the near infrared. Here nearly all the energy extracted
J from the beam is turned into heat via molecular ab-

The attenuation is the result of absorption and sorption, while the transmittance is still sufficient to
scattering by molecules and by aerosols. Molecular produce heating effects over path lengths of a few
absorption is caused by the excitation of molecular kilometres. In particular we will consider the HeNe
resonances; since these involve quantum transitions, wavelength of 3.393 pm, with an attenuation coeffi-
molecular absorption varies strongly as a function of cient of a = 0.0018 m- 1, and the CO2 wavelength of
wavelength, A, and must be determined from high res- 10.591pm, with a = 0.00033 m-'; the latter is of par-
olution spectroscopy. On the other hand, because air ticular interest as CO2 lasers can generate significant
molecules are much smaller than the laser wavelengths amounts of power.
of interest, molecular scattering shows the smoothe
dependence of scattering cross-section on wavelength 2.3 Effect of a moving laser
(oc A 4 ) typical of Rayleigh scattering; molecular scat-tering will be less important at longer wavelength&. Eqn (14) gives the amount of heating produced by
Ter abopion an le scimpotantate g conteributionofthe laser absorption applied for a finite time. ConsiderThe absorption and scattering contribution of the

aerosol component depends on the constituents of the now the proposed laser geometry of Figure 2. The

aerosol (finely dispersed particles of ice, dust and or- heating of a volume of air is caused by the passage of

ganic material) and their concentration (denser sols the moving laser beam across the volume (assumed to

giving lower visibility): as the particle sizes are com- be at rest). Eqn (14) can be generalised as

parable with the wavelength, Mie scatter calculations a (
are required, using an effective (complex) refractive in- q. (z, z) = 1(', )dz- (15)

dex for the aerosol; the cross-sections are reasonably

slowly varying functions of the laser wavelength, where v. is the (horizontal) velocity of the aircraft, and

Both absorption and scattering remove energy from the limits of the integral are determined by the extent

the beam as it propagates, but only absorption con- of the beam that has passed over the point (z, z) at

tributes to the heating of the atmosphere. Clearly which the heating q. is being evaluated.

then, to maximise the heating we must maximise the The heating mechanism discussed here is similar to

ratio of absorption to scattering. Table 1 is based on the problem of thermal blooming of a laser beam prop-

tables of attenuation coefficients given in [2]. The fig- agating in an atmosphere in the presence of a wind. A

ures are for the 0-1 km height range in a midlatitude more rigorous derivation of eqn (15) shows [3] that

summer atmosphere. The "clear" and "hazy" columns this expression holds for wind velocities that are less

represent aerosol densities corresponding to visiuilities than the speed of sound. When the wind speed ex-
of 23 and 5 kin, respectively. ceeds that of sound, the acoustic timescale becomes

important, and the quasi-static derivation given above

no longer holds. In our geometry this means that the
Laser A Clear Hazy derivation is only valid for the case of subsonic flight.
type (pPm) r. r Ta r The problem of laser induced heating at supersonic ye-
N2  0.337 99.98 79 99.98 46 locities poses a difficult fluid dynamical problem, and

HeNe 0.633 99.79 91 99.08 66 for simplicity we will assume subsonic conditions.
Nd glass 1.06 98.7 94 94.3 77 Before evaluating the integral, we combine eqns (10)
Er glass 1.536 98.4 96 93.3 83 and (15):

HeNe 3.393 17 16 16 15 dN
CO, 10.591 72 72 71 71 - = -S(Io, vo)K(z,z,a, d, ) (16)
H2 0 27.9 0 0 0 0 N

with
Table 1: Total (r) and absorption (Ta) transmittance
over a 1 km path, expressed as a percentage. S(I., vo) =- 1 Io (17)

and
At the shortest wavelengths, the total transmittance

is much lower than that due to absorption, showing K(z,z,a,d,e) = - I(z', z)dz' (18)
that scattering is dominant; there are also large dif-
ferences between clear and hazy conditions and this is We show below that the limits of the integral (and
undesirable. At the longest wavelength (27.9jpm) ab- hence K) depend on the vertical thickness d of the
sorption by H20 molecules is very rapid, and whilst beam, and on the angle of the beam to the horizontal,
this would produce very strong heating in the vicinity 8.
of the laser, it would not prove possible to lay down This factorisation is useful for two reasons. Firstly,
a heated layer several kilometres in front of the laser. the K term contains all the beam-geometry dependent
This holds for most longer wameengths in the far in- werms; these determine the shape of the refractive in-
frared. We conclude therefore that the most promis- dex anomaly induced by the heating. The S term is
ing wavelengths for tropospheric modification are in geometry independent, being primarily a function of

!j
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the beam intensity and the velocity of the aircraft; S beam intensity would complicate the analysis, with-
will be referred to as the "beam strength". out significantly affecting the results). The geometry

Secondly, the factorisation allows us to make an is shown in Figure 3; the beam is inclined at an an-
order of magnitude estimate of the effects that can gle 0 to the aircraft trajectory (assumed horizontal).
be achieved. The maximum value of K is 1 (from The radar, aircraft and laser beam are assumed to be
eqns (11) and (12)) and we will show below that we can coptanar (the optimum geometry for cross-section re-
come close to this limit by a suitable choice of beam duction), and together with the assumption of con-
geometry; thus an estimate for dN/N is obtained by stant beam intensity, this allows a reduction of the
evaluating S. - is a constant (ratio of specific heats) problem to two-dimensions. Let (z, z) be coordinates
= 1.4, and we can put p = 10' Pa (atmospheric pres- parallel and perpendicular to the aircraft trajectory,
sure at the surface). The choice of the aircraft ye- and let (C,ý) be coordinates parallel and perpendicular
locity, v., will normally be fixed by operational con- to the laser axis; both coordinate systems are assumed
siderations, although smaller velocities would lead to to move with the aircraft/laser system. Then
larger effects (subject to layer decay constraints: see = cosO+zsin
below); bearing in mind the subsonic restriction, we
put V. = lOOms- 1. = -zsin6+zcosO (19)

The choice of I. is set by laser technology. Average The beam intensity is given by
powers of 100kW were reported for C02 lasers in the
early 1980s [4] and efficiencies are of the order of 10%. I(z, z) =
Since jet engine powers of 107-108 W are available, it Io exp(-a() if(• 0 and0 _ _< d
is not inconceivable that airborn- lasers with powers 0 otherwise (20)
in the range 106-10 7 W may be achieved. We will as-
sume that a CW laser is used to supply continuous Now consider a small volume of air, 0, at (z, z). De-
heating, although a pulsed system could be used if the pending on its location relative to the moving laser
pulses were rapid enough to form a quasi-continuous beam, 0 can be in one of four distinct regions, labelled
layer. The beam intensity depends on the beam cross- A-D in Figure 3. The upper limit of the K integral is
section over which the power is spread. To maximise xQ (ý = 0), while the lower limit is max(x,zp), with
the radar cross-section reduction, we need to submerge P lying either on the line C = 0 or the line t = d. Car-
the aircraft within the refractive layer generated. The rying out the K integration using eqns (19) and (20),
beam must be a few metres wide and a few metres gives
deep; assume a beam cross-section of 10 im 2

. (We do
not discuss here the technological problem of obtain- K(xz, a, d,O) = sec 0 Je-r - e-azc eec] (21)

ing such a large beam aperture; in practice, the beam with
would presumably be defocussed to provide a suitable
divergence angle. We assume in this analysis that the r a(zcosecO - d cot O) O E A
beam is optically tailored to produce a near constant 0 O E B
cross-section of this order of magnitude). These as- or(r cos 0 + z sin 0) OEC
sumptions lead to beam intensities in the range 101-
106 Wm-.. azcosecO 0 D (22)

Substituting in eqn (16), gives a value of dN/N in Figure 4 shows a K profile as a function of the
the range 0.003-0.03, or values of dN in the range I- height z above the laser origin for z = 1km, a =
10 N-units. This level of refractivity change can give 0.00033m-1, d = 5m and 0 = 0.10. The profile is
rise to significant anomalous propagation effects, and seen to have the shape predicted in Figure 2. For the
we conclude that it is worth pursuing the analysis fur- assumed uniform beam illumination and stable layers,
ther. it is actually possible to overlay the K profiles for dif-

ferent values of d and z, as is done in Figures 5-7. The
2.4 Refractive index profiles lower arc of the profile is obtained by following the re-

quired range (z) curve; this arc is independent of d
In order to quantify the effect of laser heating on tar- since the heating is independent of the radial distance
get cross-section, we must investigate the effect of the from the beam axis for uniform beam illumination.
refractive index anomalies on the propagation of ra- The upper arc is obtained by following the required
dio waves. This requires the refractive index structure beam diameter (d) curve; above the beam, the heat-
represented by the function K (eqn (18)). ing is independent of range if we assume that the layer

Assume, as above, that we can generate a laser beam remains stable indefinitely after the laser beam has
with a cross-section of a few square metres. To simplify swept past (but see below). The point of intersection
matters turther, assume that the beam has a rectangu- of these two curves is at the point of maximum K; for
lar cross-section, of width ir ?n4 drpt. d (1',)cscly called suiaii beAn elevation angles, the lower .,. v.lii cover a
the beam "diameter'), and that the intensity is con- height range equal to the beam diameter.
stant in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis. (The Figures 5 and 6 are for a beam elevation angle of 0.10
generalisation to circular cross-section and gaussian and correspond to a = 0.00033m- 1 (C02 laser) and
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a = 0.0018 m- 1 (HeNe laser) respectively. The higher where i is the characteristic length of the heated re-
absorption case (Figure 6) yields the maximum value gion and v. is the speed of sound. Since in practice
of K (i.e. 1) at the aircraft (z = 0) for beam diameters (i) the beam is nearly horizontal, and (ii) a < 1 so
greater than 5 m, but K falls off rapidly with range in that horizontal temperature gradients are small, the
front of the aircraft. Thus there will be a strong re- acoustic shock wave will travel in a vertical direction
fractive anomaly close to the aircraft, but this will not across the beam diameter. Thus we put I - d. As
extend far in front of it. Figure 5 shows lower val- the beam is moving horizontally at velocity v., in the
ues of K, but the effect persists at longer ranges in acoustic timescale it moves a distance dv./v. < d as
front of the aircraft. Figure 7 shows the K profile for v. < va. This is a small proportion of the horizontal
a beam elevation of 0.5* and a = 0.00033 m- 1 (note cross-section through the beam, dcosec 0, as 0 is small.
the change in height scale). The maximum K value We conclude that the early time behaviour will only
is lower than in Figure 5 (the horizontal cross-section have an effect on K vpry close to the leading edge of
through the laser beam, and hence the heating time, is the moving beam; the K profile is therefore only af-
less for higher elevations); however, the effect of heat- fected at the very lowest heights for which K i6 0, and
ing falls off much more slowly with height than at lower this will have minimal effect on the refractive proper-
elevation angles. ties of the layer.

So far the effect of the refractive index gradient A further mechanism which could potentially affect
on the laser beam itself has been ignored. Since the the early time behaviour of heating by a 10.6 pm CO 2
refractive index created across the beam is approxi- laser is kinetic cooling of the atmosphere [5]. At this
mately linear with height, and we have assumed that wavelength, energy is absorbed by both water vapour
the illumination across the beam is constant, the beam and carbon dioxide. While the energy absorbed by
will be deflected downwards without significant fo- the water vapour is essentially transformed into heat
cussing or defocussing. (This contrasts with the case of instantaneously (within 1 pS), the energy absorbed by
a gaussian intensity distribution where the nonlinear the carbon dioxide induces a series of molecular tran-
refractive index profile across the beam causes beam sitions involving CO 2 and N2 that extracts kinetic en-
defocussing or "blooming" [3]). The vertical deflec- ergy from the air, causing an initial lowering of tem-
tion of the beam, Ah, in traversing a path length, r, perature. The cooling is slight (a few tens of mK),
is easily shown to be but the timescale for the release of the vibrational en-

ergy (and therefore the delay in the onset of heating)

Ah r2 dN can be as much as a few tenths of a second. For the
2 x 106 h (23) velocities and beam geometries being considered, the

affected region will be a small fraction of the horizon-where dN/dh is the refractivity gradient across the tal cross-section through the beam, and again there

beam. Assuming a 10 N change across a 10 m diameter will be minimal effect on the refractive properties of

beam, the beam deflection amounts to 0.5 m in I km. the layer.

This small beam deflection can be accounted for ap- The nain mechanism causing the layer to decay is

proximately by adjusting the beam elevation angle. A thermal instability generated by the heating. Buoy-

rigorous solution would not only need to take account thrainablygertdbyheetn.Bu-rous sheeffetoluthion wouldefno ctionl ne tke shaccout ancy forces on the heated air will cause it to rise, even-
of the effect of this beam deflection on the shape of tually establishing equilibrium with the surrounding
the layers formed, but would also need to consider the air by a process of turbulent mixing. The timescale,
corrections to the K integral in eqn (21). This is a irt, for the development of the initial vortex motion [6]
coupled fluid dynamics and electromagnetic propaga- is
tion problem which would require a numerical solution;
here we retain the approximate analytical solution. [rT 1] 2  (25)

The effect of these K profiles on target shielding will = .AT g
be considered in Section 3 below. First, we must con-
sider the limits of validity of our quasi-static analysis pere di s the heatereg A is the
caused by layer instabilities. perature difference across the heated region, I is the

characteristic size of the heated region, and g is the

acceleration due to gravity. As before, we put I - d,
2.5 Layer instability and since from eqn (6) tAT/TI = IAN/NI, we can

write
For the K profiles to be as derived above, we must
ensure that (a) the profile has had time to form and _. N d] 1/2
(b) it has not decayed to its ambient value due to mix- AT = N gJ (26)
ing with the surrounding air mans. r is greater for larger beams and smaller heat-

The profile is only fully formed after the heating has ing/refractive index effects. For beam diameters in the
been applied for a time that is much greater than r., range 1-10m and refractivity anomalies in the range
the acoustic tiniescale Now 1-10N, r, is in the range 1-20secs. This limits the

I range over which the layer persists (v.or) to a few kilo-i. (24) metres. Since at the very least, the horizontal beam
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cross-section must be less than this distance, the on- ranges. Once refractive bending has taken place, the
set of turbulence limits the minimum beam inclination energy will continue to diverge from the aircraft al-
angle 0, that can be used: titude even if the refractive index returns to normal

d behind the aircraft. The shielding factor will be less
sin et = t (27) in this case, but will still be greater than the shielding

0ta a t factor at the aircraft's range. Numerical results are
9, is typically a few tenths of a degree. ie blw

The onset of turbulence will cause the overlaid K given below.

profiles in Figures 5-7 to separate at some height above The height of the maximum shielding factor in Fig-

thatof axium . Weassme n te folowng hat ure 8 is slightly above the base of the beam: this height
that of maximum K. We assume in the following that varies with the beam and radar geometry, and the air-
6 is sufficiently greater than 6, to prevent the decay of craft height relative to the beam would have to be cho-
the profiles above the K maximum from significantly sen carefully; the width of the shielding factor curve
affecting the refractive properties of the layer. A more close to the maximum appears to be sufficient to en-
thorough study of the time evolution of the layer is close the aircraft completely.
highly desirable. Figure 9 shows the situation for a laser beam at the

Another mechanism contributing to the decay of the shorter range of 300 km from the radar. The beam pa-
layer behind the aircraft is the passage of the aircraft rameters are the same as before except that we choose
itself through the layer. The turbulence is likely to 0 = 0.50, since -t this shorter range the radar is seen
destroy the coherence of the layers within a short dis- at a higher elevation angle from the target aircraft.
tance of the aircraft. Note however that it does not The main feature to note is that the shielding factor is
follow that the refractive effects are negligible behind much smaller than in the previous case, especially at
the aircraft; this is discussed further below, the 5 and 10 km ranges; there is little extra protection

to be gained from flying the aircraft behind the laser.
3 Results In order to examine the sensitivity of the shield-

The final step in "he investigation is to show the effect ing factor to the beam geometry, the parameters 0,

of the heating produced refractive index anomalies on a, d and S were varied, keeping the other parameters

an incoming radar signal. This requires an electro- constant. (The only exception is the variation with

magnetic propagation model that can deal with the d, where we have kept the product Sd fixed at 0.25:

two-dimensional refractive index profiles. The recently since S oc I0 (the beam intensity), Sd oc P (the beam

developed parabolic equation model [7,8] is especially power); we assume that the power, rather than the

suited to this type of problem. It can handle essen- intensity, is limited by technology). Figure 10 shows

tially arbitrary two-dimensional refractive index distri- this parametric study for the aircraft's range, and at

butions specified analytically or numerically, and has 5 and 10km behind the aircraft, for the parameters

an efficient solution based on fast Fourier transform corresponding to Figure 8. The conclusions are:

methods. The basic output of the model is the one-way 1. The shielding factor increases as the elevation
path loss between a radar system and field points de- angle decreases (larger horizontal beam cross-
fined on a range-height grid. In the current problem, sections and therefore longer heating times).
the radar signal passes tw.ce through the anomalous
refractive index structures on its way to and from the 2. The variation with absorption coefficient shows a
target aircraft. Thus the effective reduction in target maximum between a = 0.0001 and 0.001. Indeed,
cross-section is given by twice the path loss between at the range of the aircraft, the compromise be-
radar and target relative to the path loss in a standard tween a short range, strong layer and a long range,
atmosphere. We call this the "shielding factor", SF. weak layer appears to be optimum at a value of a

Figure 8 shows the radar coverage diagram in the close to that of the 10.61pm CO 2 laser (0.00033);
vicinity of a laser beam at a height of 500m and a this is fortuitous as these lasers can generate the
range of 370 km, close to the horizon of the radar highest powers.
shown in Figure 1. (The aircraft/laser is flying from
right to left towards the radar at 0 km range). The 3. The variation with beam diameter is fairly weak

laser beam parameters used were: beam strength although at the shorter ranges, the shielding fac-

S '= 0.05; 0 = 0.1P; d = 5m; a = 0.00033 m-. A tor increases slightly with decreasing beam size.

significant h ,le has been caused by the laser heating. 4. As expected, the shielding factor increases with
Also shown are vertical cross-sections at the aircraft's beam strength, although it "saturates" at the
range, and at 5 and 10km behind the aircraft. The longer ranges for very high beam strengths. Real-
shielding factor is 5dB at the aircraft's range, but this istic values of S will be less than 0.05, and in this
increases to over 30 dB 10 km behind the aircraft. Ac- region the shielding factor is almost proportional
tually for this strength of beam, layer instability will to S; for example, at the aircraft range, SF (dB)
limit the layer to 1-2 km behind the aircraft whereas % 90S.
Figure 8 has assumed a stable layer. It is important
to note however that a coverage hole behind the air- Figure 11 gives the reduction in shielding factor
craft does not depend on the layer persisting at these to be expected due to the decay of the layer behind
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the aircraft. The layer has been assumed to decay it could produce a radar signature that would nul-

exponentially with range, and the shielding factor is lify some of the benefits of reduced radar cross-
shown as a function of "layer decay length", defined section.
as the distance at which the layer decays by a factor * The extension of the analysis to supersonic flight
of l/e. The layer parameters are those used in Fig- i le ion o r mlita aircrft.
ures 8 and 10. As expected, the shielding factor at i learly important for military aircraft.
the aircraft's range is independent of the layer decay, o The analysis has assumed clear-air absorption.
while the shielding factor 5 and 10 km behind the air- 10.6pm radiation is strongly absorbed by liquid
craft reduces for more rapidly decaying layers. Clearly water and this mechanism has been exploited for
a shielding factor of 30 dB at 10km range is overopti- cloud hole-boring [9]. The refractive effects of
mistic given a layer decay length of 1-2 km; however, evaporation in rain and clouds should be inves-
the shielding factor is still about 10 dB. If it is desired tigated.
to operate with a hole-burning aircraft protecting the
main targets further back, it will be necessary to en-
sure that the aircraft/laser system disturbs the layer References
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Figure 1: Coverage diagram of an S-band radar in terms of free space range
(i.e. the contours show the limits of detectability of a radar with the
given range capability in free space). The hole is caused by a sloping
elevated layer.
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Figure 2: Anomalous refractive index layer produced by an aircraft-mounted laser.
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Figure 4: Laser generated K profile: beam param- Figure 5: K profiles for a = 0.00033m-1, 0 = 0.10.
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Figure 6: K profiles for a = 0.0018m-1, 0 = 0.1. Figure 7: K profiles for a = 0.00033m-, 0 0.50.
(Note different height scale).
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DISCUSSION

E. Schweicher, BE
Your talk was very interesting but raises some questions.
1. You did not take into account the laser beam divergence. Why?
2. Why did you not mention the DF laser radiating at 3.8g. (not faL away from the He-Ne

laser at 3.31.t) and featuring a much better efficiency (about 5% compare to less than 1% for the He-
Ne laser) as well as much higher powers (the US DF ALPHA laser, which is a laser weapon,
radiates 5 MW CW)

3. Your radar hole could be blown away if you have a cross wind because the laser beam
always tends to bend towards the wind.

Author's Reply
1. I discuss this point briefly in the paper. A constant beam cross-section was assumed in

order to obtain a simple analytical solution to the K-integral. In agree that a collimated beam cross-
section of a few square meters is unlikely and expect that a "practical" system would involve a
diverging beam. I leave the problem of designing the optics to the laser experts, but the refractive
effects of different beamr geometries should be investigated.

2. When I wrote the paper my only source of high spectral resolution molecular absorption
data was Reference 2 which predates the DF system you mention. I was unaware of the 5 MW
power capability which is certainly impressive. Unfortunately the DF wavelength is only weakly
absorbed by the atmosphere (hence its use for weapons) and so the heating efficiency will be low;
the shorter wavelength HF laser experiences strong water vapor absorption and is perhaps more
useful in this application. The CO 2 laser is probably still the best choice due to its ideal absorption
characteristics.

3. I accept your point. I would hope that the effect is small enough to be ignored to first
order. This is another of thie nonlinear effects that could be tackled by using a laser thermal
blooming computer code.

F. Cl ristophe, FR
Since the major shielding seems to occur behind the aircraft, did you consider the

interaction between its wake and the heated layer?

Author's Reply
In the paper I mention that the passage of the aircraft through the layer is likely to destroy

the coherence of the layer behind the aircraft. The problem of maximizing layer stability clearly
needs to be examined further. Of course the shielding factor behind the aircraft is always at least as
great as the value at the aircraft range, independently of the layer breakup (Figure 11).
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Summary can critically affect the radar performance; this is
illustrated in Figure 1.

A stochastic model of land clutter visibility and of
terrain screening of targets, with particular
application to low-flying targets under surveillance
by a microwave land-based radar system, is
described.

The model is non-site-specific, but detailed. It
allows radar performance measures such as the mean
length of track to be obtained analytically, without
averaging large numbers of site-specific simulations
or requiring high fidelity terrain data. The
trajectories of terrain-following targets are described X

in terms of ensembles of Markov processes. The main

dependencies of the model are on:|V

terrain relief;

radar height;

target altitude; A

distance of closest approach between the target

and the radar. Figure I
Illustration of the effect of the path of a low-

The model can be used to generate simulated clutter flying air vehicle on its detectability
maps and target screening diagrams, and indeed this
is done to compare the model results with Two classes of model have been used to predict such
experimental data. However, the main aim is to effects. Detailed site-specific models1 can predict
predict the effects of target screening and land clutter radar performance for a particular radar site and air
directly from the model, rather than through large vehicle trajectory; such models rely on high fidelity
numbers of simulations. The equations which can be terrain and land cover data. However, while the
used to derive such predictions are given, and performance for a well-specified site and trajectory
applied to a simple case: the time at which an can be found, it is not clear how many sites and how
incoming target first enters a cluttered cell. This many trajectories for each site would have to be
approach to such calculations is extremely analysed to give a statistically significant answer;
computationally efficient, furthermore, this approach is computationally

expensive. In contrast, simplistic spherical-earth
clutter and screening models do not address the wide

Introduction variability of clutter and screening effects with
different target paths.

In performance assessments of ground based air

defence radar systems, the quantity of interest is The purpose of this paper is to outline a stochastic
usually a general measure such as the mean track model of terrain screening and land clutter, which
length. Ultimate limits upon such performance provides a middle way between the detailed site-
measures are provided by certain characteristics of specific and simple spherical-earth models. The
the terrain: in particular, terrain screening and land stochastic model, which has been tested against
clutter. An important feature of these terrain effects measured clutter data and digital terrain elevation
is their patchiness: for example, low-flying targets data (DTED), describes the large-scale spatial
may move in and out of clutter several times while correlations of target screening and of clutter for
flying towards the radar site. The path of a low- three generic classes of terrain (level, low-relief and
flying air vehicle relative to such terrain features high-relief).
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Required
height

Required height = 0clutter visible Figure 2
The concept of required height

Terrain-following Targets and Ground Clutter ridges. The illustrative clutter map shown in
Figure 3 (lower map) war measured at Scranton.

The screening of terrain following targets can be
described in terms of a single quantity, the height, Spruce Home (low-relief)
hr, above the terrain that the target must reach to be
visible. The concept of required height is illustrated
in Figure 2; the occurrence of (line of sight) ground
clutter corresponds to regions where this required
height is zero. The required height can be defined at
every point within the region of interest, giving:

hr = hr (R, 0)

where R and 6 are polar coordinates relative to the -

radar site as origin.

The proposed stochastic model characterises the
required height hr(R,O) as a random field, with a
different ensemble of such fields corresponding to
each of the terrain classes of interest. The terrain
classes considered are:

Scranton (high-relief)
(i) Level sites: these are generally well modelled

in terms of a spherical earth. At X-band, the
clutter visibility, defined as the fraction of
cells at a given range which are cluttered,
gradually falls away with range, the main
drop in clutter visibility occurring near the
spherical earth horizon.

(ii) Low-relief sites (eg gently rolling farm-land): {
in these regions, the clutter persists beyond the"-
spherical earth horizon, and there is
patchiness, or correlation, in the clutter
visibility. An X-band clutter map for such a
site, Spruce Home, is given in Figure 3 (upper
map). The maximum range in this figure (and
all other clutter maps shown here) is 24 kin; the
spherical earth' clutter horizon for the given

radar height (18 m) is only 16 km.
Figure 3

(iii) High-relief sites (ie mountainous areas): here, Clutter maps for a low-relief site, Spruce Home, and
the clutter persists at very long ranges, and a high-relief site, Scranton.
there may be anisotropy and periodicity in the
clutter visibility due to regular mountain
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A reasonable statistical description of the terrain The model parameters, A, B, C, oand the function a
shadowing is obtained in terms of an underlying have been evaluated from DTED corresponding to
random field, g(R,O), such that: each of the classes of site. The values given here are

tentative, since a sufficiently large data set to give
hr,(R,O) = g 2(R,O g(RO)> 0 firm values has yet to be analysed.

h (R,0) = 0 g (R,B) <0. (2) (i) Level sites: as the scattering arises fromvertical discretesI, simulated screening

diagrams can be constructed by applying an
The root required height, AIh1(R,0), follows a uncorrelated clutter distribution to a screening
truncated Gaussian distribution characterised by a diagram for a spherical earth, modelled
mean, ju(R), and a standard deviation, o(R), with deterministically. Formally, this gives the
the following functional forms: following parameterisation (where aE is the

earth radius):
p•(R)=A+BR +Ch* ;

a(R)=a. (3) pu(R)-R- 2aE h*

The parameters A, B, C and cr are constant for a given ar(R ) = 0
terrain type, and h* is the height of the radar above
the mean terrain height. Figure 4 illustrates this p (ri, r2)= 0 . (4)
truncated Gaussian distribution for 4h,(R,0);
histograms of the root required height at different
ranges, constructed from a single (low-relief) (ii) Low-relief sites: Table 1 gives values for the

shadowing diagram, are shown, together with the parameters A, B, C and a(note that since g is

best fit (maximum likelihood) Gaussian. The spike the square root of a height, the units of p and cr

at zero required height, corresponding to cluttered are '4(metres)). The site height h* for the

regions, has been removed, particular case considered, Spruce Home, is 37
m. In addition, the two-point correlation

The two point correlation function of the normal field function (defined in terms of a) can be written:

g can be expressed:

p(r01ri)=exp a a(R, IV, ) dr I .10(4) + QWsiny'+QCsinC • (5)

The function oR,V,4) is terrain type dependent. The The parameters PO, P1 , RO, QWand QCare given
angle V describes the direction of the target's path in Table 2. For low-relief sites, the parameter
relative to the radial direction (ie W=0 implies a QC (describing the dependence of the
radial path and r-=90 implies a tangential path), correlations upon the direction of the path
and the angle ý describes the path's direction relative to a preferred direction) vanishes,
relative to a fixed direction (this latter dependence implying that, on average, the screening
only arises in high-relief sites, in which a preferred diagrams are isotropic.
direction is defined by the mountain ridges).
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Figure 4
Histograms of the square root of the required height for three different ranges; zero-height values removed
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A/4m B/m-1/ 2  C/rn-1/2 I/m

Low-relief -3.6 0.3×10.3 -0.05 3.2

High-relief +14.7 0.6x10- 1 -0.07 6.3

Table I
Parameters describing the single-point statistics of g

Po/kz"O Pl/km"1  R,/lkm Q 4/kmr" Qt/km"-

Low-relief 0.25 0.005 40. 0.02 0.0

High-relief 0.20 0.005 20. 0.005 0.02+0.14i

Table 2
Parameters describing the correlations of g

(iii) High-relief sites: clutter visibility and target - the probability that a target is visible and in
screening are much more variable for high- an uncluttered cell.
relief than for low-relief and level sites. The
parameters describing the required height field For example, the clutter visibility V(R) is:
are given in Tables I and 2; Scranton has a site
height of 203 m. The most salient feature of this V(R)=lerfc(A+BR+Ch*.
parameter set is the parameter QC, which is 2 l u i (6)
not only non-zero but also complex.
Exponentiation of this complex a (as in Eqn 4) At long ranges, V(R) is proportional to
gives a periodic correlation; this is needed to exp(-B2 R2 /2o2).
describe the periodicity of the ridges
illustrated in Figure 3. For more detailed predictions, the evolution of the

Given this complete parameter set, screening probability distribution function P(g) is used. By

diagrams can be simulated for each class of site. describing the way in which P(g) changes along a
straight line path defined relative to the radar site,

Figures 5 and 6 give such simulated screening the whole ensemble of equivalent paths can be
diagrams, together with a screening diagram described at once - at no time is it necessary to
generated from DTED, for the low-relief and high- consider a number of specific paths and simulate

relief terrain types. In these diagrams, the black particlr aluer th requir hs a long

areas indicate clutterud regions (required height particular values for the required heights along

zero), and the grey scales indicate required heights those paths. Thus, it is possible to use a single,

ranging from below 50 metres (white areas) to above probabilistic calculation to describe target detection

200 metres (dark grey areas). The simulations have along all radial paths, or all paths with (say) 10 km

captured the essential features of the screening as the distance of closest approach.

diagrams for the different classes. Let P(g;s) be the probability distribution of the root

required height g at a position on a straight-line

Performance Prediction path parameterised by s. The two-point correlation
function of g(s) is, from Eqn 4:

The purpose of this work is not to produce simulated (TI
screening diagrams to be used in place of measuredones; rather, quantities useful for performance p (S Os I exp a (s I ds

prediction can be extracted directly from it. Two 0 ,o (7)
quantities which can be derived from the model are:

This exponential form, together with the assumed
- clutter visibility, that is, the fraction of cells normal distribution for g(s), means that g(s) is

at a given range that are cluttered; described by a normal Markov process2 .
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Spruce Home Simulation

km kM

Simulation Simulation

km km

Simulation S imulat ion

Clutter (h =0)
0 < 0 h <50M

S50m < h<l100M
100m < h < 200m

[:7a:Figure 5

Comparison of a low-relief screening diagram produced using the DTEI) for Spruce Home (top left-hand corner)
with simulations produced using the non-site-specifc model
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Scranton Simulation

km km

Simulation Simulation

0 5 10 km

Simulation Simulation

______________________________________ km km

Clutter (h - 0)
rz� 0 <h<50s

SOm <h<lOOm
lOOm<hc 200.
200u < lx Figure 6

Comparison ef a high-relief screening diagram produced using the DTED for Scranton (Lop left-hand corner) with
simadations produced using the non-site-specific model
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This in turn means that the probability distribution of the target height Athz; the resulting distribution
function for g(s), P(g;s), obeys the (forward) function P(g;s) then refers to that subset of paths in
Kolmogorov equation 2: which the root required height g has never passed

Alht. Therefore, the probability at any position s

a P ( g ;s 0 s that g has never passed Aht (and consequently the

as (s) ag2  + target has never become unscreened) is:

P ( the target has not yet become visible
+ ( a(s )[g.1t(s )]._di(s) lap (g;s) +-

-is-]s g = dgP(g;s).

+a(s)P (g;s)
Figure 7 illustrates this approach. A number of
different curves are shown, indicating the

= Kg[ P (g; s)] distribution function P(g) at different positions s
(8) along the path. The lowest curve illustrates the

initial state: g is normally distributed, with a rather
In this equation, a(s) is the rate of decorrelation at a high mean value g(s=so). As the target progresses
position s along the path,jp(s) is the mean value of g along the path, the distribution function moves over
at position s, and a is the (range-independent) to the left, until it reaches the boundary at Ath. The
standard deviation of g. The quantities a, , and aF boundary condition of Eqn 9 is applied, so that the
depend on the range to the radar site, the radar part of the distribution function which refers to
height and the terrain type; the different possible paths which have passed the point g = Alht has
paths are described through the dependence of the vanished. The probability that a target path has
range R upon the distances. For example, for radial not passed this point is equal to the area under the
paths beginning at range RO that range is (R0 - s). For curve.
non-radial paths, the range depends on the distance
of closest approach, as well as upon R0 and s. The
operator C[P(g;s)l is defined by the right-hand-side P(gs1 )
of Eqn 8.

Because the Kolmogorov equation is a parabolic sfs,
partial differential equation, it is easy to solve
numerically for a range of boundary conditions 3.

As an example of the use of this equation, consider
the problem of the range at which a terrain-
following target flying along an incoming radial
path, starting at a range RO first becomes P(g's )-
unshadowed. Suppose that the target flies at a
height ht above the terrain. This means that the
target will first become unmasked when the required gO=Ih, gOP(s=so)
height for a line of sight first drops below ht; that
is, when the root required height g(r) first drops
below Ath,. The probability that the target has
become unshadowed at or before range R is equal to Figure 7
the probability that g(r') drops below Alht between Illustration of the evolution of the probability
R'= R0 and R'=R distribution function P(g;s)

To calculate this probability, the Kolmogorov Figure 8 illustrates the results which can be
equation is integrated from R' = RO to R' = R. The obtained. The curve shows the probability,
initial state for P(gs) is the distribution function for calculated from the Kolmogorov equation, that an
the root required height g at the initial position RO, incoming radial target approaching a low-relief site
P(g(RA) or P(g,,=0). This is a normal distribution has yet to enter a cluttered cell; that corresponds to
with mean 1R40 ) and standard deviation a. By setting the target height ht to zero. The figure also
integrating Eqn 8 from this initial state, the shows the result obtained for the particular site,
distribution of g(R) at any range R (ie any position s Spruce Home, by explicitly examining each of 360
along the path) can be found. If the boundary radial paths. The curve was very much quicker to
condition obtain computationally (- 2 seconds cpu time), and it

clearly gives similar results to the site-specific case.
P (g!5f'e;s)=O (9)

is applied, that is equivalent to removing from the
distribution function all paths for which the root
required height g has dropped below the square root
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1.0, pa• ( g, S, ht ) , g= h

g-<5 (12)
0.8

It is just as straightforward to evaluate (for
example) the range at which there is a 50% chance

• 0.6 C that a target has been detected as is it to find the
0. range at which there is a 50% chance that it has

0 been unmasked.
0.4

Condluqions
The non-site-specific, stochastic model of land

clutter visibility and of terrain screening of targets
10 20 30 40 s0 described in this paper appears to fit the data well.

Ranqe (km The model accounts for the correlations in target

Figure 8 screening and clutter visibility, as well as their mean
The probability that an incoming radial target has levels. It makes it possible to answer quite detailed

yet to encounter a cluttered cell questions (eg concerning the length of track which is
likely to be available to a land-based radar system)

A very similar calculation can be used to find the relating to general classes of sites, with a high
probability that a target at a given range has been degree of computational efficiency.
detected. Detection probabilities per unit length of
path can be defined for: Acknowledgements
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DISCUSSION

E. Luneburg, GE
The approaching aircraft follows the natural terrain. Is this accounted for in your

modelling?

Author's Reply
The aircraft follows the terrain in the sense that it remains at a constant height above the

local terrain (e.g., it goes up when it encounters a hill). The model does not account for the
possibility that the aircraft might choose to fly around a hill rather than over it; however, modelling
such detailed aspects of the aircraft's trajectory is probably better done in a site-specific
framework.
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OVERVIEW OF WEATHER CLUTTER RESEARCH

AT THE ALBERTA RESEARCH COUNCIL

by
C. Gibson and B. Kochtubajda

Environmental Research and Engineering Department
Alberta Research Council
PO Box 8330, Station F

Edmonton, Alberta, T6H 5XZ
Canada

1. Introduction by differential propagation phase, and the statistical
examination of bright-band phenomena (the transition

The Alberta Research Council operates a unique vari- zone between snow and rain). Mention will also be

able polarization-diversity 10 cm radar at its facility in made of hydrometeorological applications (primarily

Penhold, Alberta (located adjacent to CFB Penhold, at involving a C-band radar which is also part of the fa-

52.2 N, 113.8" W, and elevation 904 in). This radar is cility).

part of a meteorological radar complex owned and op-

erated by the Alberta Research Council. This facility,

which also includes 5 cm and 3 cm radars, is primarily 2. The Alberta Research Council Radar Facility

used for meteorological and radio propagation re-

search.
a) Polarization Diversity S-band Radar

Weather radars have been used at this facility since

1957 to study severe storms in central Alberta. These The S-band radar system was primarily designed to

studies were designed to gather information on the perform research on rain and hail precipitation, and

mechanisms of hailstorm and hailstone formation and many of its design features reflect this research orien-

growth, and to assess the effectiveness of weather tation. The transmitter uses a coaxial magnetron with

modification techniques. With the addition of corn- a frequency of 2.88 GHz, a pulse duration of 1.05 AS, a

puter interfaces in 1974, a systematic archive of radar PRF of 478 Hz, and a peak power of 450 kW. The an-

data was initiated. This archive now includes close to tenna assembly consists of a 6.7 meter diameter

200 Gb (giga-bytes) of data, representing approxi- parabolic reflector, fed by a feedhorn and turnstile, to

mately 12,000 hours of multi-parameter radar data. which are connected two rectangular waveguides. This

In addition, approximately 18 Gb of data was recorded is shown in figure 1. The antenna has a gain of 43.2

between 1983 and 1985 aboard an instrumented air- dB and a 3 dB beamwidth of 1.15 degrees in both az-

craft flying through significant storm conditions. imuth and elevation. The antenna is capable of

Also, quantitative precipitation reports (rain, hail) transmitting elliptically polarized radiation at any cho-

were obtained from approximately 500 ground stations sen axial ratio or orientation, and receiving both that

within the radar coverage, for each year from 1974 to polarization and the orthogonal polarization simulta-

1985. neously.

In recent years, a number of interesting research pro- The polarization diversity capabilities of the radar are

jects have been conducted, based on the polarization derived from the turnstile, which couples the two

capabilities of the 10 cm radar, with the objectives of waveguides to a circular dual-mode feedhorn. The

quantifying and chosifying meteorological radar phe- turnstile converts the linearly polarized signal from ei-

nomena (weather clutter). This paper will describe ther rectangular waveguide to circular polarization.

the unusual polarization features of this radar, and The lower waveguide signal is transformed to left-

provide an overview of recent and on-going weather hand circular polar'zatir and the upper waveguide

clutter research projects. Them projects include the signal is similarly transformed to right-hand circular

discrimination of clutter type (rain or hail) based on polarization. When there are signals in both wave-

polarization parameters, the measurement of rainfall guides, the two signals combine into an elliptically po-
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larized wave. If the two signals are equal, the polariza- b) Soft ware System
tion becomes linear. The turnstile is bidirectional;
thus, elliptical waves received by the antenna are re- A comprehensive radar software package, developed
solved back into the two circularly polarized compo- and maintained by ARC, is responsible for all radar
nents which are transformed to linear and fed to the control, data logging, processing, and display. This
.ýwo waveguides, which are connected to two receivers, software can synchronously control any of the three

radars making up the complex, while recording the
A phase shifter alters the phase of the lower waveg- raw radar data. Due to the research orientation of the
uide signal relative to the upper waveguide, thus in- past radar operations, processing and display generally
troducing a phase shift between the two signals as takes place off-site, using logged data. The processing
they reach the turnstile. If the two signals are equal software consists of a variety of specialized functions,
amplitude with no phase shift, a vertically polarized to which new functions can be added easily and
wave is transmitted. If the two signals are equal am- quickly. The display software consists of a generalized
plitude with a 180 degree phase shift, a horizontally set of routines and drivers which can produce displays
polarized wave is transmitted. Antenna polarization is on a wide variety of graphics terminals, workstations,
controlled by a power divider which determines the and hardcopy devices.
relative power fed to each waveguide. The normal op-
erating mode is to adjust for a total mismatch, which Two reflectivity channels (normal and orthogonal po-
transmits left-hand circular polarization and receives larization) and two channels of differential polariza-
left-hand circular to one receiver and right-hand cir- tion phase are recorded simultaneously from the S-
cular to the other. band radar, as well as the signals from the other

The antenna normally performs a volume scan, rotat-
ing clockwise at approximately 8.2 r.p.m. and spiralling
upwards at one degree per rotation to an upper eleva- Table 1: Normal Operating Characteristics of the
tion limit of either 8 or 20 degrees. Prior to being ARC S-band Polarization Diversity Radar System
digitized, the signals are integrated to a range resolu-
tion of 1.05 kin per range gate. Data is recorded in 147
range gates, from 3 km to 157 km. The azimuthal
resolution of the recorded data is one degree, which is
the result of summing the ten adjacent pulses occur- Frequency 2.88 GHz
ring in degree of rotation. Table I summarizes the Polarization LHC
main features of the S-band radar system. A remote,
variable-polarization transmitter, situated on top of a Beamwidth 1.15 degrees
27.4 m tower located 400 m from the radar, is used for
calibration. Diameter (antenna reflector) 6.67 m

Gain 43.2 dB

Peak power 450 Kw
uW vH eguiae Run

.,€-, I ,,,M9 RPulse width 1.05 ps

WeasRdTrsie PR 478 Hz

Range gate size 1.05 km

PrblcNumber of gates 147

Time averaging 21 ms per bin

LHC Measurements (i) RHC (co-polar) power
(ii) LHC (cross-polar)

power
(iii) correlation of LHC

ftflorsw stinu t and RHC snals
an D 111 (iv) phase between LHC

Figure 1: S-band radar antenna assembly. and RHC signals
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radars in the complex. In keeping with the research Z 101 ( r
2

philosophy of corrupting the data as little as possible, e Ogo 2 r2
the only preprocessing done before recording is that ( C[ K /
necessary to optimize the A/D conversion process.
Each ray (the echo signal for one azimuth-integrated ZDR 10 log10 / W1 +W 2  2RW)
pulse) is compressed by removing bins which fall be- W1 + W2 + 2 Re(W)
low a threshold, and a header containing the current
time, azimuth, and elevation is added. The corn- CDR = 10 lg 10 ( WI/W2 )
pressed data from a number of rays is then collected
into a data block, recorded on tape, and possibly also ALD = arg(W) -
directed for concurrent processing and display. The
data is stored sequentially in the same range - ORTT = [WI

azimuth - elevwtion format as when it was acquired, (W W
with a resolution of one km in range and one degree in

azimuth and elevation. This archival policy allows
maximum flexibility in later reconstruction of radar It should be noted that the ZDR measured with circu-
products. lar polarization is an estimate of a parameter normally

measured with linear polarization. The estimate is ac-

Base products are generated f, om the signals recorded curate so long as the mean canting angle of the scat-
from the four received channels. These include the tering particles is small. (Normally, this is applied to
reflectivity, the differential reflectivity (in dBZ), the raindrops, which generally satisfy this criteria by
circular depolarization ratio, the apparent mean ori- having a mean canting angle which is approximately
entation angle, and the degree of common hydrometer vertical. Other types of scattering particles often have
alignment. The differential polarization phase data randomly distributed canting angles, which also satis-
can be used to correct the other values for the effects fies this criteria). Other values, such as estimated
of precipitation attenuation along the pathlength rainfall, can be derived from the above, as described in

(using the equations of Bebbington et al. 1). Rainfall the following sections.
rates may be generated from dBZ values using the

Marshall-Palmer equation and may be integrated over
selected areas and time-periods to produce average 3. Recent Applications
basin rainfall intensities. Special functions exist for
processing storms, including functions to define the Research conducted with this radar has been con-
area of a storm, calculate its centroid (either with or cerned primarily with the effects of weather clutter
without dBZ weighting), and identify contiguous echo on circularly polarized signals. Precipitation in the
areas to allow tracking of multiple storms over time. radar path distorts the polarization from circular to
Further processing is generally applied to define a elliptical; severe precipitation can completely reverse
spatial format (selecting a plane within the radar vol- the polarization. Using the two orthogonal-polariza-
ume) which is then displayed pictorially. tion receivers, these distortions can be accurately mea-

sured. The following projects illustrate some of the
potential applications for these measurements that are

c) Radar Parameters being explored.

Four channels of data are simnultaneo; i•v recorded
from the S-band radar. These are the co-polar signal 3.1 Hail/rain discrimination
power (WO), the cross-polar signal power (W 2 ), and the
magnitude and phase of the complex correlation of the An application which is of considerable interest is to

two (W). With the addition of the radar constant (C), classify weather clutter, based on polarization parame-
the slant range (r) and the atmospheric refraction con- ters of the radar signals. An in-depth study was car-
stant (K), it is possible to calculate the equivalent re- ned out to identify and separate rain from hail, using
flectivity factor (Z), the differential reflectivity fac- ARC S-band radar data2. In addition to the radar
tor (ZDR), the circular depolarization ratio (CDR), the data, ground reports were obtained from several hun-
apparent mean orientation angle (ALD), and the de- dred volunteers distributed throughout the area cov-

gree of common hydrometer alignment (ORTT). ered by the radar. These reports were used to corrob-
Equations for these values are given as follows orate the radar findings.
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It is to be expected that the polarization parameters

would be different for raindrops and hailstones, be-
cause of the differences in shape, orientation, and I
falling behavior. Large raindrops are generally oblate 4-I

spheroids, with canting angles (minor axis of the
spheroid) nearly vertical. They tend to be fairly uni- I
form, particularly in orientation. Hailstones, on the 00
other hand, are generally irregular in shape and tum- . 000

ble as they fall, resulting in random orientations. Ac- t0 0 [

cordingly, it is expected that for hail and rain with ®

equivalent reflectivity Ze, the hail would have lower o0 62a
values of ORTT and ZDR, while the CDR would be

low-er or possibly higher, depending on the shape and A

behavior of the hailstones. A A A

After examining various combinations of these pa- 5 3A0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75

rameters, it was found that the ratio of ZDR to Ze pro- Z. (dBZ)

vided the best basis for this discrimination. Figure 2 Figure 2: Scatter plot of corrected ZOR vs Ze for
provides a scatter graph of results, using this ap- three rainstorms and four rain/hail Mixture storms.
proach, for a nunber of storm conditions. The three 0 28 July 1983 (3 mm/hr rain)

open symbols used in this figure represent case studies L 8 July 1983 (56 mm/hr rain)

where only rain was present at the ground, while the o 24 July 1983 (77 mm/hr rain)
v 31 July 1982 (45 mm/hr rain and pea-size hal)

four closed symbols represent cases where hail wa. ob- * 12 July 1983 (38 mm/hr rain and grape-size hail)
erved. Figures 3 and 4 present PPI displays of Ze and & 15 August 1983 (83 mm/hr rain and grape-size hail)

Ze/ZDR, respectively. Figure 4 corresponds very * 25 June 1984 (52 mm/hr rair. and walnut-size hail)

closely to the reports of hail and rain from the ground
stations. It can be seen that the areas of hail are not
always in the areas of highest reflectivity. (The re- on whether horizontal or vertical polarization is used.
flectivity data was corrected for propagation errors These differences are quantified as differential atten-
using the differential propagation phase, using the uation and differential propagation phase. As circular
method of Bebbington, et al. 1 ). polarization can be decomposed into vertical and hori-

zontal polarization comporents with a relative phase

shift of 90 degrees, these differential quantities can
3.2 Rainfall Measurement by Differential be measured using circular polarization. At S-band
Propagation Phase frequencies, only the differential propagation phase is

significant.

A project3 concerning the measurement of rainfall by
polarization diversity radar was conducted jointly by There is strong evidence4 that for heavy rainfall, the

the Alberta research Council and the University of differential phase shift is a much better estimator of
Essex in the summer of 1989. The objective of the ex- rainfall rate than the reflectivity is. With the ARC S-
periment was to test the theory that differential prop- band radar, the differential phase shift 'oDp is mea-

agation phase shift can give a better estimate of rain- sured directly. F, im this a differential phase shift
fall with high rainrates (about 30 mm/hr and greater) constant KDP is derived for each bin, and the rainfall

than reflectivity measurements, rate is calculated from that value, using the formula

As an electromagnetic wave propagates through pre- Kap= (n P•q "V )/L
cipitation, it is progresaively attenuated and shifted in
phase. Because of this process, quantitative mea- = R1 15/3.172 A
surements of reflectivity and polarization for objects
of interest will be attenuated and phaae-shifteW by where n is the range gate number, L is the gate
pre.pitation in the path. (In this experiment, the ob- length, pDp is the differential phase, R is the rainfall
jects of interest were arms of rainfall which were sep- rate, end A is the wavelength.

arated from the radar by other areas of rainfall).
With raindrops, and other highly oriented clutter, the The project comprised a field experiment that was

attenuation and phase shift are different, depending conducted in central Alberta during the period 20 July
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predictions and ground measurements. The dotted2
lines represent a factor of 2 difference between the... .3............*

predictions and measurements. Events that were......... ...... .... ...... .
known to have hail present are identified. All but 3of ~ ......................

1.2.... ....... *..the 31 KD predictions lie within the factor-of-2 limits.....*........ .................. .....
1.2 . . . ......... .1.........

12.1............ .....

The... average rati ofttl.anal.rditd.bsdon............................
. . . .... . .................... . . ...

the differential propagation phase, to the total rainfall :......................... .... I:::::.

measured at the ground is 1. 16 for the 31 samples. (I0-10 9 111 20

This suggests that on average, the total rainfall
amount predicted from K.D, is only 16% higher than (a). I% a M )1..1

that measured at the ground. Predictions using a Z-R Figure 6: Reflectivity profile statistics
relationship, on the other hand, result in a large over- from June 30, 1983.
estimate of the ground rainfall. Using the Marshall-
Palmer Z-R relationship, the average ratio of total2
rainfall predicted to the total rainfall measured at the 23.......................o .

2.ground is 2.43 for this data. 2.. . .. . . ... . . . . . ..

3.3 Statistics of the Radar Brigh t Band T...........................

Statistical information on the attenuation of satellite 06 . . . .0.

communication signals by precipitation is useful in the -21 2

planning of satellite systems. With the long-term
plans to use the 18, 20 and 30 GHz bands for satellite ~ C.12

communications and the existence of shared frequen- F'igure 7: Reflectivity profile statistics
cies in these bands with terrestrial links, there is a from July 14, 1983.
need to develop interference prediction models. One
interference mechsanism for which no current predic- :. ....... .

2.4 ............. 0... : ... .. ............

tion techniques exist and which may pose a particular. ........... 22 2*

2.0 .. ...........

problem in Canada is scattering from the melting '::........... ....... .. *.

level. This is a layer where snow from higher levels is .............. . 0........ .......
. . . . . 0 . .. ............warmed above freezing, and becomes rain which falls ;13....3 ... ......... 0

.. . . . . . . .. . ..2..

to the ground. This layer results ina "bright band" on ...............

radar reflectivity plots, due to the fact that melting ...............0.

snow has a much higher effective radar cross-section . 0

than either snow or rain of the same water content. 1-~~jytt., (0)

Plans to develop an interference prediction technique
for melting snow scatter in Canada prompted the Figure 8: Reflectivity profile statistics

Communications Research Centre to sponsor a study from July 28,1985.

to obtain measurements of melting level reflectivity26-
.......... ... ..... ...statistics, using the Alberta Research Council 8-bend. ........... .0..

... ... ..... ..

radar. A feasibility study was conductsedduring l :::;:s::.;::.... ........... .....

which melting level statistics were compiled from.......... ........... ..............

archived radar data, for five days of stratiform rain....
1.42..............

from 1963 and 1965. Examples of statistics for these ......... ........... i:
five days are given in figures 6-10. These figures pre-............ .....:.....

6.......... . ...........sent vertical rafleetivity prof iles, which are defined as ..........

the cumulativ statistics of radar reflectivity exeseded "~i .......

for 10% of the time. Each point on each of these fig- Stl.,tnIl~l.~ a

urea reprwuast a cumulative statistic from between Ifal 0)aag

50,000 and 300,000 bins of r~eflecUYtivt date. TypeaC*y Figure 9: Reflectivity profile statistics
the bright bend showed a reflectiity enhancement of fro August 14, 1016.
about 6 dB and a thickness of 5M0 meters
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with a distributed hydrologic model to provide real-

... ..... time runoff forecasting for small rural catchments.
The analysis suggests that it is possible to interface..........

. ........ the radar data to any number of hydrologic models.
5 . . . . .. . . . . .. . . -" . . . . . .

.......... Agencies responsible for the forecasting and/or miti-
. . . ... . . gating the impacts of floods caused by convective

• 9 i•............
•, .................... storms over small rural catchments would benefit

.. " from the development of this application.

ogi) pSr ot,,.,.tI.,,t. y lector (•)

4.0 Current and Future Radar Operations
Figure 10: Reflectivity profile statistics
from August 21, 1985. The immediate program for the ARC radar facility in-

volves operations over the summer season, from May

1, 1991 to September 30,1991, which covers the period
when most of the more interesting precipitation

events are expected to occur. During this period, the

3.4 Hydrometeorological Applica tions C-band radar will be run continuously, to provide unin-

terrupted hydrometeorological data, weather fore-
Another application of radar data, related to weather casting support, and to monitor for significant precipi-
clutter, is hydrometeorology. This generally involves tation events. When significant precipitation events

the cumulative quantitative measurement of precipi- are detected, the S-band radar will be used to acquire

tation over a specified area and a given length of time. polarization and reflectivity data. One form of signifi-

The area may be a farmer's field or a river basin, and cant precipitation includes severe convective storms,

the length of time may be hours or days. This infor- which will be used to continue the studies on rain-hail

mation is useful in a variety of applications, such as discrimination and differential phase (as described in

agriculture, flood control, and water management. sections 3.1 and 3.2), in association with researchers

Research in this field at the Alberta Research Council from the University of Essex (UK). Another form of

to date has used the C-band radar, which provides only significant precipitation includes widespread strati-

reflectivity information from which the rainfall is cal- form rain, which will be used to continue statistical

culated. studies of the bright band (as described in section 3.3)

in association with the Communications Research
In a study of needs for quantitative prediction of con- Centre (Ottawa). Other projects in this program will

vective precipitation , jointly sponsored by the Hy- involve researchers from various other academic and
drometeorological Research Division of the Canadian government organizations.

Climate Centre and the Atmospheric Environment

Service (Central Region), water resource planners Future considerations for the radar facility include a

identified a strong requirement for timely information number of promising possibilities. Among these are a

regarding convective storm paths and precipitation proposal to add coherent reception and Doppler capa-

amounts. Over the last two summers, the Alberta Re- bilities to the S-band radar, increased diversification

search Council has pursued the establishment and op- away from strictly meteorological applications, and
eration of an unmanned operational radar designed the possibility of moving one or more of the radars to

for storm monitoring and precipitation measurement. a second site.
Two projects were developed and completed, in 1989,

which illustrated the potential hydrometeorological
applications of radar rainfall measures using the C-
band weather radar.

The results from the Alberta Hail and Crop Insurance

Corporation (AHCIC) project7 '8 demonstrated that

combining radar and gauge measurements produces
rainfall estimates superior to those produced by either
alone. The hydrologic modelling of small Alberta ru-

ral basins study was carried out to examine the fasi-

bility of integrating radar measurements of rainfall

-L1
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DISCUSSION

E. Luneburg, GE
Do you intend to measure the Mueller matrix by power measurements only?

Author's Reply
At the moment, the answer is no. We are limited by the measurements we can make now.
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Round Table Discussion
SESSION I, PART A: CLUTTER MODELS AND MEASUREMENTS

K. C. Yeh, US: Ladies and Gentlemen. As you read the program, you will find that this
symposium is divided into two parts and each part is concluded with a round table discussion. The
first part is the unclassified part and the second is classified. The members of the round table
discussion are composed of session chairmen plus one. For the first part there are 5 sessions but
session 1 has part A and part B so there are 6 chairs. Mr. Christophe suggested that at the
beginning of this meeting that each chair should address two points in the round table discussion.
The first point has to do with the summary of papers presented followed by discussion about
future directions. We Awill start our round table discussion in the order of the mceting. So let me
ask Mr. Christophe who chaired session 1, part A, clutter models and measurements. He will talk
about his session first.

F. Christophe, FR: Les trois premieres prdsentations dans cette session ont d6crit les
caract~ristiques d'une importante base de donn~es d'6chos de sol, mesur~s aux Etats-Unis et au
Canada, h des fr6quences depuis la VHF jusqu'A la bande X.

L'utilisation de ces donnees pour la mise au point de mod~les de fouillis et la prdvision des
performances des nouveaux syst~mes radar dgalement &6 prdsent6e dans ces communications.

La dimarche ainsi illustr6e, d'estimer les performances de syst~mes non encore
d~velopp6s et, dventuellement, de mettre au point leur traitement h partir des mod~les valid~s sur le
terrain, apparait d'un bon rapport cout/efficacit6. Cependant, les radars du futur seront -- et
certains le sont d6jh -- bistatiques ou polarim6triques ou 1 haute rdsolution spatiale ou temporelle et
combineront sans doute plusieurs de ces caract~res. Sera-t-il alors raisonnable d'adopter la mrme
d~marche ou bien le tr~s grand nombre des param~tres n6cessaires pour ddcrire les donn6es
conduira-t-il plut6t h des exp6rimentations repr6sentatives de chacun des syst~mes envisag6s et
servant h valider des mod~les relativement gdn6raux?

C'est plut6t dans cette derni~re optique qu'on peut situer les deux communications
suivantes: l'une (Papa et al.) 6tablit un mod~le de diffusion bistatique du sol recouvert de
v6g6tation en combinant la diffusion de surface et celle de volume et est validd par comparaison
avec des mesures. L'autre (Rao et al.) analyse expdrimentalement la variation du signal rdfl6chi
vers lavant selon la polarisation de l'antenne de r6ception et montre l'existence de minima
marquis, assez proches de ce que les mod~les indiquent.

On puet penser que ]a prise en compte optimale du fouillis de sol par les radar du futur fera
appel A de telles m6thodes de caract~risation.

K. C. Yeh, US: After each presentation we will have a question period or comments from the
floor. However we will follow the procedure of the regular presentation. If you have a question or
comment would you also fill out a question form so it can be recorded and published in the final
proceedings. Any questions now for either Mr. Christophe or some of the authors? When you
take the mike please give your name and country.

Le Chevalier. FR A la suite de ce que vient de dire Mr Christophe, Je voudrals Insister sur un point
qul suscitera sans doute d'autres commentaires, la modelisation des cibles et du clutter. Sur la
modtllsation des cibles, il me semble que son Int6ret principal nest pas tellement pour la detection
mats plutOt pour la reconnaissance ou pour la discrimination; si l'on utilise un radar pour faire un
avant projet ou pour definir ses performances en detection de fa~on relativement precise, les
modtles de Swerling ont finalement des qualltes satisfaisantes, par contre lorsque l'on essaye de
prevolr les performances en reconnaissance d'un radar, et desormals tous ont besoin d'une fonction
reconnaissance, on a besoin d'une signature radar et le probleme de la base de donnees se pose
effectivement, non seulement pour mettre au point le radar mals auusi pour effectuer
l'apprentissage necessaire. J'al rlmpresslon que les modellsations electromagnetiques de cibles
sont essentiellement lntfressantes pour cette fonction discrimination, ceci impose des qualites qu'lls
n'ont pas actuellement. C'est a dire que ron demande au modele de signature de representer
finement tous les effets de rugoslte sur la cible. tous les petits details qul sont utilises par la
procedure de recormaissance. J' al l'impresslon que le modtle dolt encore faire un saut qualitatif, en
particuller dans les hautes frequences, en millrrietrique ou en bande X pour les rendre utilisables
comme base de donnees d'apprentissage pour les procedures de reconnaissance. Peut-etre est-ce
l'obJectif A se fl&er pour la definition des modeles electromagnetiques hautes frequences actuels.
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K. C. Yeh, US: Anyone wishing to respond? If not, I'd like to ask for more comments or
questions from the floor. I have a question. I find that in experimental work the experimenters use
a set of parameters to describe their experimental data, usually of a statistical nature, while the
theoreticians use a different set of parameters to model the terrain. It seems to me there is a gap
between the two approaches, using the experimental data to describe data and using a physical
model for the terrain. Is that notion correct or not? Do we have people who are authors of the first
session here? Any comments to make?

G. C. Sarno, UK: Yes, I agree. There is a gap between the experimental empirical models of the
ground clutter being discussed and relating them to the physical environment. That is a step that
should be taken. To close the gap it would need a very large data base to safely compare the
abstract parameters of your models with those of the terrain features.

SESSION I, PART B

M. Vant, CA: This session was a continuation of the discussion of clutter. Our session was
slightly abbreviated due to the late arrival of two of the speakers and consisted of only 3 papers.
These papers fell into two broad categories: ionospheric propagation and sea clutter.

The first paper by Knepp dealt with the phenomena of backscatter enhancement at UHF.
The ionosphere was shown to enhance propagation over the case without scintillation by up to 3
dB over limited time periods of 1 - 2 sec. This area is not in my field of expertise, so I am curious
as to whether this is an infrequent occurrence or happens very reliably and for longer periods of
time. I remember our concern back in 1978 over possible disturbance by the ionosphere of the
coherency of the signals from the SEASAT Synthetic Aperture Radar system. This system
operated at L-Band (1 - 2 GHz) and at that time it seemed as though, in the Arctic, the signal could
be disturbed at least some of the time. Could anyone comment on this discrepancy between the
two effects?

The second two papers dealt with sea clutter. The first by Dr. Levy consisted of a
simulation of sea backscatter under conditions of low grazing angle and the presence of
evaporation ducts. She presented some very interesting results. These results were based on a
two-stage model of the sea surface and used a parabolic equation approximation for the scattering.
The main thing lacking was experimental results to confirm the simulation. The second sea clutter
paper by Corsini, presented some experimental results for sea scattering on the Mediterranean Sea.
He compared his results to both K-distributions and Weibull clutter distributions and found a better
match with Weibull. This stimulated some discussion on the on-going K-distribution vs Weibull
debate. Dr. Corsini also investigatei some special techniques for finding a better match to the tails
of the distribution.

Despite the fact that sea clutter measurements have been going on for a long time, there is
still a lack of a good model and adequate set of experimental results at low grazing angles. I know
from my own experience when trying to evaluate the performance of search radars that there is
very little available. This is especially true when it comes to the problem of assessing techniques
for removing the effects of sea spikes by their scan-to-scan integration or frequency hopping. I
wonder whether the model of Dr. Levy treats the problem of sea spikes adequately in her two-stage
model? Do the spikes arise from the Bragg scattering from the capillary waves or do they come
from foam and droplets which she does not include in the model? In summary, I think it is safe to
say that despite all the work that has been done, there is still quite a bit to do in this area.

K. C. Yeh, US: Thank you Dr. Vant. Any questions or comments or remarks from anyone?

S. P. Tonkin, UK: It seems that there is a difficulty in predicting a priori the backscatter from the
sea surface, as we do not know the physical structure of the sea surface at small scales (e.g., the
Bragg scatterers). Does anyone know how that physical structure might be measured?

K. C. Yeh, US: Anyone have any bright ideas on measuring sea state?

J. Mead, US: There is a researcher in our group who is using optical techniques to measure sea
state. Basically there are two cameras looking down at the ocean surface and using these cameras
he hopes to be able to actually measure the profile of the ocean surface at various instants in time.
He can make a motion picture of the height profile of the ocean surface and the resolution is of
course very good. It is stereo photography.

K. C. Yeh: Thank you Jim. Any more questions or comments?

-4
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G. Hagn, US: Is Dr. Levy here? I talked with her after her paper about the effect of the critical
angle near grazing and how if you have near normal incidence the specular reflection as angle
changes towards grazing sort of a plateau dropping off in diffuse scatter and then a critical angle
when shadowing starts to cut in and you don't get anything back. If she could comment about that
critical angle part if it would play back into her model.

M. F. Levy, UK: All I can say is that what we're talking about is what is happening for angles
which are below the critical angle. I think the backscatter below the critical angle is caused by the
capillary waves. What I don't know is the transitional drop between the diffuse scatter and the
small roughness backscatter. I cannot explain further until I study the physical reasons for this
critical angle effect.

M. Vant, CA: Does anyone know at this point what really causes the sea spikes? Is it included in
the two stage model of the capillary wave surface or is it from droplets of the breaking foam which
you don't include in your model?

M. F. Levy, UK: I don't know for sure what is causing them. It is in the numerical simulations.
When you use Pearson-Moscovit's sea spectrum you can see bunches of waves in the X-band to
cause spikes. Of course that is only numerical, which has to be confirmed by measurements to see
if it is realistic.

C. J. Baker, UK: I'd like to make 2 com-ments. The first one is about sea spikes. It is not clear
what the mechanisms are that give rise to sea spikes but they still appear to be a modulated noise
process that is observed in the data but still described by statistical models that have been put
forward to describe this behavior. I'd also like to pick up Dr. Vant's point about his concern over
the coherency of the SeaSat data due to phase perturbations by the ionosphere. As we move to
more modern radar systems which have higher resolution requirements operating from space
platforms the coherency requirements are even more severe. I'm wondering if Prof. Yeh can say
anything about whether it would be possible to predict when the coherency of such a system may
break down from the point of experiments he described in his presentation or whether its for the
author to say something.

K. C. Yeh, US: The paper was by Knepp. It is one of the few instances where the presence of
the ionosphere irregularities actually helps with the radar measurements. This is generally grouped
under the heading of backscatter enhancement that has been observed both for scattering on the
discrete scatterers, the random surface scatterer, and the volume scattering case. For that kind of
work I think Drs. Flood and Brown are intimately familiar with its progress. It seems that for the
ionosphere case there is experimental evidence which show, based on the data of the Altair radar, a
3-dB increase in the radar cross section. If you do a highly mathematical calculation of the two-
position, two-frequency, two-time mutual coherent function that Knepp calculated, the theory
would also predict in the limit of monostatic radar case there is a 3-dB gain. Also he used statistics
to show that in the presence of scintillation the signal would follow a Nakagami distribution then
for the round trip signal because of reciprocity you also expect a 3-dB gain. But then the question
still can be raised what is the physical reason for the 3-dB gain. The only explanation that can be
given is that there is a focusing effect because of the presence of irregularities. The concern of
coherence of course has to do with temporal correlation. It depends on how the radar will respond
to that. In this case he was averaging the data over a few seconds. The coherence time depends on
two factors: the scale of the irregularities in the ionosphere and the drift speed in the horizontal
direction. In the equatorial region the ionosphere can drift with a speed as high as 100-200 meters
per second in the evening sector of the diurnal day. So that is the kind of coherence time you can
expect.

Le Chevalier, FR J'avoue que ce gain de 3-dB me laisse un peu perplexe est-ce que cela signifle que
lorsque I'Emetteur est un peu trop falble, i1 sufflit de mettre une surface de mauvalse transmission
devant rantenne pour rtcuplrer les 3-dB qui manquent? Je ne comprends pas blen comment une
digradatlon darns la propagation peut amnelorer le bilan de liaison du systene.

K. C. Yeh, US: In the case of Dennis Knepp it is compared with the case when there is no
scintillation. So there's a 3-dB gain there. He measures the RCS in per square meter under the
condition when there is no scintillation as well as when it is present, and he finds that there is a 3-
dB gain. The radar cross section has been increased by a factor of 2.

.0-
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M. Vant, CA: Is that because the ionosphere is acting like a lense and is changing the gain in the
receiving aperture to focus more energy?

K. C. Yeh, US: That is the physical reason given by Dennis Knepp.

W. A. Flood, US: I really can't answer that question because I don't understand all that Dennis
has said. But I think we can address something about the coherence to the satellite because a
number of people, RSRE particularly, and also within the US and DOD, the DNA models of
propagation through striated regions all give rise to coherence effects. I think those things can be
addressed pretty well. We have beaucoup data for that. The 3-dB backscatter enhancement is
recorded for surfaces and for dense discrete scatterers. It almost always comes about because in
the direct backscatter direction if the differences in refractive index from the dense scatterers from
the background medium is strong enough, then in essence double scattering can occur. If we go
from point A which is the transmitter to an irregularity B to an irregularity C, if you will, and back
out again you can go fiom C to B then A and the way it tends to work out for discrete random
media there is always something less than up to a 3-dB enhance-ment, but it does require strong
contrast between the scatterers and the background medium. It is not clear exactly what Dennis is
seeing when he sees strong scintillation as against the background. I don't know what he is
measuring in the absence of scintillation, what is he measuring in the terms of cross section?
What is there?

K. C. Yeh, US: The cross section from the satellite. The COSMO calibration satellite which is of
known diameter.

G. Brown, US: What are the physics behind enhanced backscattering as discussed by Knepp's
paper? Knepp appears to be dealing with what is termed single scattering backscattering
enhancement, i.e., where multiple scattering is not important. This is related to the fact that a ray
traveling into a medium can always come back along the backscatter path because of the unity
correlation between the entrance and exit paths at backscatter only. For multiple scatter, the cause
of the enhancement is related to the fact that any multiple scatter path can also be traversed in the
reverse direction. Thus, there are two ways a given path causing backscatter can be traversed.
There is only one way that this can happen during bistatic scattering.

I guess I've held my tongue long enough on the backscatter from the ocean, so let me
comment on that too. How good is the two-scale model for rough surface scattering near grazing
incidence? Not very good. The approximations upon which the model is based fail near grazing
incidence. Measurements show that there are many instances where Y,0 /a,0 is of order unity
which is totally contrary to the two-scale model. The two-scale model"lIsfails to predict the
presence of "sea spikes".

SESSION II, TARGET SCATTERING

L. C. Oldfield, UK: The session on target scattering was dominated by papers covering radar
cross section predictions and I think the reason for that is that computers now developing are such
that realistic targets can be analyzed, particularly with the availability of computer-aided design
packages, RCS characteristics can be put in right at the design stage along with the aerodynamic
ones. Methods for RCS prediction generally depend on the electrical size of the target. We didn't
hear very much in the session about electrically small ones; they are normally handled by the
moment type method and those predicted models have a proven record. They do allow for all
types of scattering phenomena but as you may be aware the computer capability is rapidly
exhausted through that approach. The target dimensions are typically of a few hundred lambda
such as for an aircraft at microwave frequencies. The physical optics techniques are appropriate
and they were the subject of four out of six or seven papers in the session. Ideally these topics
should be applicable to electrically very large targets such as ships, but in practice, again because
of computer capability, some shortcuts have to be taken. The paper by Wendiggensen sought a
less computer-intense method for large targets. His collection of primitive shapes and structures
such as plates, wedges, cylinders and cones show that it is possible to construct a very good
geometrical model of a ship and also to deduce the RCS by summation of scattering from the
various elements. The noblest aspect of this work was the way in which rules were formulated
governing potential shadowing between the primitives. In any case, the shadowing should never
occur so you can find it out right at the beginning of the problem and save a lot of computing time.
The technique appears to give very good results within the limitations of the models you can build.
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It seems to me it is necessary to modify the method if microstructure of a real ship is going to be
treated.

The paper by Stein showed that for flat facets the physical optics method coupled with PTD
using the method of equivalent currents give good results for flat plates. He demonstrated for a
cylindrical type body and the dependence of the result on the size of the facets. He showed that the
departure of the faceted surface from the true surface shouldn't be more than about lambda by 18 at
any point. He also demonstrated multiple reflections of the shadowing capabilities and concluded
with some validation results on a periscope.

The paper by De Leeneer describing the use of triangluar flat plates to discretize the target
uses the physical optics GTD techniques to calculate the scattering. In that case the geometry
package was able to identify special parts such as defracting edges and hidden surfaces. Double
reflections can be treated when they've been identified by examining the gradients of the facet
normals. Validation was carried out using the same targets as that used by Dr. Stein.

The paper by Goupill and Boutillier emphasized the need for RCS prediction software to
interface with CAD systems used by aerodynamicsts. He pointed out that the CAD systems
normally available are not usable directly for radar cross section calculations and some kind of
interface program has to be used which takes the geometry and puts it into a form that can produce
the facets for the calculations. The calculations used physical objects and PTD accounts for most
of the effects of shadowing. I believe about 6000 facets had to be used to make a model of the
standoff missiles and the correlation was demonstrated between the measurements and predictions.
I think the useful facility of this code is the ability to select parts of the target in order to find out
where the main scattering areas are, and it is also good to see the image plots and to see how the
bright spots from that varies as the frequency varies. The paper by Furini uses the CAD system,
the geometrical definition, and the interface program to produce a set of bicubic patches so that a
complex target could be constructed without discontinuities. This RCS algorithm is able to handle
shadowing and validation results were obtained for an RPV and also used on the EFA metallic
aircraft.

None of the papers that I've talked about so far have been able to handle scattering within
electrically large cavities. So we come to the paper by Pathak with two methods for treating the
problem we outlined. The first one uses a dense bundle of ray tubes coincident upon the aperture
and the method then traces via geometric optics the evolution of the rays as they are reflected from
the cavity inner walls and the termination. This is called the shooting and bouncing ray method,
SBR. The second approach, called the generalized ray expansion method, divides the aperture into
patches where each patch acts as a radiator weighted according to the incidence direction. This
seems to bring the potential benefit of not requiring ray tracing to be repeated for every instant
direction although it requires more work at the start. So these methods have been validated and
compared favorably with each other.

The conclusion for the papers on prediction seems to be that all algorithms produced
validated results for fairly simple metallic targets. I think the next step for these methods will be to
be able to analyze more complex targets perhaps to incorporate bistatic scattering, near field
scattering, and cavity scattering to be able to cope with non-conductive materials and to be able to
look at edge traveling waves, perhaps even creeping waves. Physical optics and PTB deal with
localized scattering perhaps it is time to explore other theoretical techniques. All these prediction
methods depend upon experimental validation. It is important that measurement methods continue
to develop to meet the increasing challenge of low signatures.

In the final paper by Saget the need for measurements of frequencies between 100 MHz
and 1000 MHz was emphasized. The problem of background clutter at these frequencies is
significant. He used hardware gating and back-to-back ground subtraction and came up with a
very impressive performance.

I think I've woven my comments into the summary of the papers and will stop there for
more discussion.

K. C. Yeh, US: Thank you Dr.Oldfield. Any comments or questions or remarks?

I. DeLeeneer, BE: I would like to comment on a question I had when I finished my talk. It was
about 90 dB in one of the curves. At that moment I was trapped so I could not really answer
clearly. After rethinking I realized that I was about 20 dB too high. When I included hidden faces
I only compared the shape of the curve and didn't look really at the numbers because I was not
expecting such a problem. I suppose I did some stupid scaling error and am very glad I've had it
pointed out.
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E. Luneburg, GE: For perfectly conducting bodies the foundation of PO (Kirchhoff integral)
should be remembered: removal of the discontinuity between the illuminated and the shadowed
region of the geometrical optics along the shadow boundary. The connection with Young's
principle (integration along the rim of the shadow boundary) should be kept in mind. Reference:
Rubinowicz: Kirchhoff's integral in the theory of diffraction, Warsaw 1920-1930 (in German).
PO has at the moment no rigorous mathematical foundation. It is a summation method in general
not well understood.

K. C. Yeh, US: Thank you for the comment. You mention about the techniques so maybe I can
call on Prof. Pathak to describe to us some of the progress that has been made in RCS community
in the US. He is involved with the RCS group in comparing different numerical techniques,
codes, etc.

P. Pathak, US: The viewgraph reinforces what Dr. Oldfield mentioned and also what Dr.
Luneburg commented on. Of course I do not mean for these comments to be very critical, but you
have to remember the ray method more than the physical optics method or the PTD method. Of
course every method has its place and I will enter the discussion after we go over some of these
comments. First of all I'd like to mention in most cases the physical optics approximation
provides a dominant scattering effect. It looks like the interest is also going in the direction ofpredicting low cross section. In that case we have to be concerned with some other things, for
instance the internal factor and PO modeling that is used quite often. It yields some sort of facet

noise. This could be a problem especially for low cross section objects because the noise is about
on the same level as the low cross section . The third comment is that the physical theory of
diffraction can be used to improve the physical optics approximation for predicting the low level
scattering but we have to remember that the PTD has only been developed for edge bodies. In
other words, the scattering body has to have an edge on it, furthermore the edge has to be directly
illuminated. For the edge shadow then you get spurious contribution so that leads to an error.
Now of course the physical optics and the PTD scattering from flat surfaces is not accurate in the
grazing angles of incidence neither are the ray methods because that is where the edge effects
become significant and has not been studied so it is a subject for further study. The physical optics
also gives spurious contribution arising from the truncation of the geometrical optics terms and this
is exactly the shadow boundary that Dr. Luneburg was pointing out. If the current goes to zero
smoothly, it is not such a serious problem. If the current goes to zero abruptly, it creates a
spurious contribution for one of the polarizations. This spurious contribution is like a spurious
diffraction effect which really isn't there in the problem. One thing that could be done is that the
spurious contribution could be subtracted out in the asymptotic method and indeed this has been
published recently in a paper by Gupta and Burnside in the IEEE Transaction AP. So that could be
used to improve the PO solution.

The GTD on the other hand or the UTD which is the uniform version of the GTD can
handle both edges and curved surfaces so it has an advantage there. The physical optics and PTB
cannot handle multiple edge interaction and again this becomes significant when you're looking at
low cross section. On the other hand the GTD and UTD can handle such things. If you want to
stick with PTD or PO, one thing that could be done is you could do the multiple interactions using
GTD and add them separately to the PO contribution.

The next thing I'd like to comment on is that the PO PTD is required to integrate over the
scattering object. Now the GTD and UTD does not. However I want to point out you may have
to trace rays or you may have to search for the ray paths in the GTD or the UTD type of analysis
and that also could take time in certain cases. In one case you have to look for ray paths and in the
other case you have to integrate over a large body. So, from my own personal point of view, it
seems like one of the most efficient analysis for scattering may be possible with a combination
where you do the GTD and UTD for predicting the scattering effect in all directions except maybe
in those directions where the ray method has a problem such as the caustic region. In that case you
could augment the GTD and UTD in those special regions by the equivalent current method of the
PTD because only then would you need the integration in most small range effects where this
might occur.

For the future certainly the GTD, UTD, PTD and all these PDs need to be extended to
handle the grazing incidence to take care of the edgewise phenomena. Also one needs to study the
scattering by tips and by material coated bodies. This is going to be more and more important
when you start looking at low cross section objects. Furthermore again as Chairman Oldfiela
pointed out, and I think Dr. Luneburg said the same thing, we need more experi-mental verification

-4
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and independent solutions like solutions to regular boundary value problems and for scattering by
complex bodies to validate these high frequency methods.

As far as the progress in the US is concerned I really can't make very specific comments
but I can say a lot of space companies in the US have been using the physical optics and the PTD
type of approach for doing the scattering. Some of them are using the planar faceted models. On
the other hand others are going into the cubic spline or the curve patched models like one of the
papers from Italy discussed it. Not much has been done to really speed up the integration in the
physical optics approximation; however, recently there has been some indication that by using the
curved patches it is possible to reduce your integrals by an approximate means, which leads to a
very accurate approximation by the way, to speed up the integration so you get somewhat close
from solutions, maybe at least in one direction. Furthermore, you can also make those patches
relatively light so you don't have very tiny increments in dividing up your original object. Some
of these things I think would be very useful when one looks at the PTD or PO now.

Another effort that is going on is to try to see if the people from various aerospace
companies will donate their codes. There is reluctance in giving out their codes to people, but the
Department of Defense is trying to get them to put their codes on the table and have them run
different test cases so one could compare how fast, accurate, and easy to implement, etc. In
general not everyone is up on trying to understand uniform ray methods, in dealing with
pathological problems in shadow boundaries and caustics so this may be one of the reasons why it
is not as popular. On the other hand the PTD is conceptually much easier to implement. You do
the integration and with the advent of more and more parallel process computers, maybe efficiency
is not such a big question. I still favor the use of ray method for most of the aspect angle except
for those regions where caustics and other ray singularities occur.

K. C. Yeh, US: Thank you Prof. Pathak. Gary you have a question?

G. Brown, US: Prof. Pathak I'd like to ask a question -- as sure as the sun comes up tomorrow
people are going to start wanting to push these models lower and lower in frequency. Do we have
a good handle on where they really start to break down and if we do, do we know how to improve
them?

P. Pathak, US: First of all if you look at the geometrical diffraction type of solution then you
know they are constructed in terms of diffraction coefficient which again are deduced for canonical
problems. To do that you start with a canonical problem that has an exact solution and hope that
the integral representa-tion can be evaluated asymptotically from which the diffraction coefficient
can be extracted. So right then we have a way to compare where the diffraction solution will fail,
compared to the exact representation, so the use of the diffraction coefficient deduced we certainly
need a test and figure out where it tends to break down. This sorta gives us an indication of what
you might do in a complex object because the nice thing about the ray solution is that you can
always break up the total scattering contribution from the complex object in terms of those coming
from flash points like the points of defraction, points of reflection, etc. There again the solution
can be related to the canonical solution where the accuracy has been tested so you might have some
idea where it could break down. But in general you have to compare that, maybe with a boundary
value problem that may be solved rigorously, and make a further test with measurements that are
continually going on. In case some of the parts of the object are electrically small, while the others
are large, a nice procedure would be a hybred procedure where you solve the currents on the part
that is electrically small, using subsection basis functions in a moment method formulation, and
elsewhere maybe you could use the entire domain traveling wave type basis function deduced from
the geometrical theory of diffraction so that is an approach worth looking at.

K. C. Yeh, US: I understand there are people outside waiting to sweep the room for the classified
session tomorrow so I'll take one more question.

J. Belrose, CA: A comment on comments I've heard. Dr. Oldfield spoke about wire grid
modeling and I heard a comment about how to go to lower and lower frequencies. Well the way to
go to lower and lower frequencies is wire grid modeling and radar cross sections have been
computed by Canadians for a ship at HF. You can compute the radar cross section even up to
VHF and certainly you can compute the radar cross section for airplanes. The problem is that you
rapidly get out of computer time if you want to go to higher and higher frequencies so the two
methods overlap and there are programs which I know nothing about. We use NEC, the numerical
electro-magnetic code at our laboratory but there is GMAX which is a combination between the
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geometric theory of diffraction and plates and moment method using wire grid models so there are
these copies of models out. In our experience in modeling ships you maybe need 600 to 3000
elements to properly describe a ship and the computing time goes up as a square of the number of
elements used. So if you are using VAX 750 or VAX 3800 you rapidly get up to the point where
you're using thousands of current elements requiring anywhere from 5 to 50 hours of computer
time, so you in fact have to use a Cray to do these kinds of calculations as you go to higher and
higher frequencies, but it can be done. It is just a question of computing speed. There are in fact
on the market now computers using NEC numerical electromagnetic code. There is a company in
the US selling a network of PCs called Transputers and you can operate anything from a few up to
64 of them. The computing time goes down as the number of computers in parallel goes up so the
future is bright for computing the radar cross section of large objects at lower and lower
frequencies using a technique which has not been described at this meeting.

SESSION III:SIGNAL PROCESSING AND S.A.R.

K. C. Yeh, US: Now we go to session 3 whicti was chaired by Dr. Klemm. What I'm going to
do now is ask the 3 remaining chairs to make their presentations and we'll take the questions at the
end.

R. Klemm, GE: Ladies and gentlemen I will give you just a very brief presentation of the signal
processing session. It is quite logical after the session on clutter and the session on target
scattering we have to have a session on signal processing, a session which makes use of such
models and theories. We had in this session 7 papers, one of them is concerned with what you call
a target, namely the paper by Pardini and Piccini who used Fourier transform methods to analyze
the Doppler spectrum of the target returns and especially in order to use the wide Doppler
frequency band to analyze the number of propeller blades for classification of the aircraft. There
are a lot of investigations on these so-called jet engine modulations and things are going on in
NATO and also in various countries.

The other 6 papers are all concerned with what we refer to as clutter although by clutter we
do not mean something that we throw away while the SAR people don't throw it away at all they
just want to image. We have 2 papers of people who want to throw away the clutter, among them
myself, and the paper by Gibson who talks about adaptive and nonadaptive MTI filters and
compares them with the various kinds of clutter such as ground inversion and ice pellets. The
paper by Mr. Ender and myself is concerned with the problem of detecting low and slowly
moving targets by means of a fast radar such as a satellite-borne radar. These techniques seem to
be very promising so far only in theory and they have to be tested experimentally. Then in the
remaining 4 papers, one paper is related to the polarimetric radar and is concerned with a bipolar
HH and VV radar. As far as I remember from the talk there is no significant degradation so that
some expense can be saved in the radar design. Then we have 3 papers on SAR, one of them by
Beaupere and Foulon is concerned with image processing, detection of various kinds of roughness
and identification of the broader between areas of roughness. The paper given by Dr. Baker is
concerned with the dependency of grazing angle of SAR imagery which I find most interesting in
particular because it seems to me that there is quite a small variation of a few degrees near the
grazing angle that has considerable influence on the quality of the image. For very low grazing
angles such as 1 degree, the image quality in general can be improved. On the other hand there is
the problem of low grazing angle shadowing or masking by terrain and so there has to be a
compromise.

The paper by Damini and Haslam deals with the impact of the target motion on spotlight
target by SAR imaging. I think it is quite difficult to draw a general conclusion out of such a
heterogeneous session. I came up with some questions which I have but before I ask them I'll ask
the floor to raise their questions.

SESSION IV: POLARIMETRICS

K. C. Yeh, US: We go on to session 4 which was chaired by Dr. Flood.

W. A. Flood, US: The papers in the session I chaired were of two kinds:
a) Papers of the first kind were concerned with the recognition of canonical shapes from

polarimetric measurements. As such they minimized or ignored the effects of clutter, noise, and of
less than perfect polarimetric systems. These papers seemed to be driven by standoff SAR
polarimetry where the frequencies were in the microwave region.
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b) The second class of papers was concerned with polarimetric measurements of clutter and
these papers were primarily at millimeter wave frequencies. I found the results of Dr. Mead to 1e
extremely interesting and potentially very important. He showed that for certain classes of clutter
types, conventional measurements of the backscattered power for HH, VV, and HV would suffice
to approximate the clutter Mueller matrix with a simple, diagonal matrix. While Dr. Mead's
analysis was tested on a limited number of clutter types at millimeter wavelengths, they may hold
for clutter at longer wavelengths provided the clutter characteristics are similar. It would be very
worthwhile to make further checks of these hypotheses at both microwave as well as millimeter
wavelengths.

SESSION V: APPLICATIONS

K. C. Yeh, US: Thank you Dr. Flood. Now we go to session 5, Applications, which was
chaired by Mr. Fuerxer.

Fuerxer, FR: I1 m'est assez difficile d'analyser cette session, d'une part parce qu'elle dtait
relativement inhomog~ne et d'autre part parce que de nombreuses applications seront pr6sentees
dans les sessions classififes. J'ai essayc de trouver un point comrnmun et la lei;on A tirer de ces
exposes. Le point commun est que les exposes ont portd sur des mod~lisations; 11 faut mod~liser la
propagaUon A partir d'un radar sol et le comportement des nuages de pluie pour en tirer des
informations. I1 faut 6galement modcliser les erreurs de pointage d'un radar A site bas et
d~termlner. comme dans le cas de l'expos6 sur la propagation millimintrique, les differences de
comportement des gammes de frequence. I1 est r'cessaire de mod6liser les ph6nom~nes avec une
finesse de description plus elevee que celle utllsde dans le systime. Je crois que cela montre
l'interet des travaux pr~sentis. Dans quelques ann~es, faire un radar simple, n'utitsant pas la
polarisation. devra etre justifiý. parce que la connaissance des ph~nom~nes existera, i1 faudra
expliquer que pour faire simple et bon marchý on n'a pas pris en compte telle et telle connaissance
d&JA acquise. I1 est essentiel que nous ayons sur les techniques que nous utillsons pour la
caracteristique des cibles et du fouillis des connaissances sup~rieures d celles qui sont nrcessaires
au systeme lul-meme pour ftre capable de le concevoir. de l',valuer et d'en prndire les
performances. C'est ce que je retiendral de ces exposes qui montrent bien que dans la diversite des
applications il existe toujours un bescin de connaissances de base qui s'est manifest6 au long des
sessions pr&iedentes.

K. C. Yeh: Thank you very much. Are there questions or comments or remarks for the last 3
sessions?

G. Hagn, US: I have both a comment and a question. The processinig and presentation of radar
images can greatly affect the ability of the system (including an operator) to detect targets. The
computer assets for both real-time/near-real-time and off-line processing images have been rapidly
increasing in both the civil sector as well as in the military sector. For example, computers
developed in the civil sector to analyze high-definition television (HDTV), such as the Princeton
engine developed by the David Sarnoff Research Center, can be used for off-line processing and
image enhancement of radar data. This processing power opens new areas for research in clutter
mitigation.

Regarding the paper by Baker, the data show a dramatic change from 4 degrees down to 3
degrees grazing angle. You evidently had located the critical angle below which shadowing greatly
reduced the backscatter. Your results were at one frequency. A logical extension would be a
multi-spectral system with variable incidence angle near the critical angle (which probably is a
function of frequency). Have you considered this type of approach for the next step?

C. J. Baker, UK: From the limited amount of imagery that we have analyzed, it is not clear where
any so-called critical angle may exist and so at this stage it is premature to extend the range of
illumination frequencies. This is something that could be considered in the future.

K. C. Yeh, US: Any more questions?

R. Klemm. GE: I'd like to join the discussion on the grazing angle. Dr. Baker, it seems from
your results that the synthetic aperture radar is applicable mostly for airborne, standoff surveillance
or something. What about space-borne SAR or other applications where you really have much
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larger grazing angles? I am talking about penetrating unmanned platforms with a small SAR which
normally would have much steeper grazing angles.

C. J. Baker, UK: Again the effects of slight changes in geometry may well be very significant.
I'm thinking of examples where one might want to use space-based system perhaps to do NTI
using a quasi-DPCA technique when using a sequential orbit and if the orbits are out by a large
enough factor then its going to increase the error -- it is going to reduce your ability to remove
clutter to detect moving targets if that were the application you wanted to make with your SAR. In
the case of a short-range penetrating type application, I think it would be more difficult to maintain
the accuracy with which you can image in a given area, particularly withir - hostile environment,
and again this can introduce the sort of errors we see. What I haven't done in our analysis to date
is to look at images at various geometries and see if the degree to which you observe changes as
exaggerated as in the examples that I showed at very low grazing angles. Obviously the effects of
shadowing are not going to be as significant as in the cases I was looking at, but there may be
other effects that would upset other potential processing algorithms.

K. C. Yeh, US: We have come to the conclusion of this round table discussion. I would like to
thank all the session chairs who served on the round table discussion. They have done such a
splendid jub in summarizing the papers that have been presented here so I ask them to write up
their summaries so they may be included in the final proceedings. Thank you very much. I would
also like to thank the participants of the round table.
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